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1st Round

Matt Corral Treylon Burks Evan Neal Tyler Linderbaum Aidan Hutchinson Jordan Davis Nakobe Dean Ahmad Gardner Kyle Hamilton
Malik Willis Garrett Wilson Ikem Ekwonu Zion Johnson Kayvon Thibodeaux Devonte Wyatt Devin Lloyd Andrew Booth Jr. Nick Cross

Jameson Williams Charles Cross Jermaine Johnson II Quay Walker Derek Stingley Jr.
Drake London George Karlaftis Kaiir Elam

Christian Watson Travon Walker Roger McCrary
Daxton Hill

Trent McDuffie
2nd Round

Kenny Pickett Kenneth Walker Chris Olave Greg Dulcich Trevor Penning Kenyon Green David Ojabo Perrion Winfrey Chad Muma Kyler Gordon Lewis Cine
Carson Strong Breece Hall Skyy Moore Trey McBride Darian Kinnard Ed Ingram Arnold Ebiketie Logan Hall Leo Chenal Cam Taylor-Britt Jalen Pitre

Desmond Ridder Jahan Dotson Cam Jurgens Boye Mafe Travis Jones Troy Andersen
Khalil Shakir Sean Rhyan Phidarian Mathis Brian Asamoah

George Pickens Tyler Smith Matthew Butler
John Metchie III

Kyle Phillips
3rd Round

Sam Howell Dameon Pierce Tyquan Thornton Jelani Woods Bernhard Raimann Dohnovan West Jesse Luketa Neil Farrell Jr. Damone Clark Mario Goodrich JT Woods
Skylar Thompson Isaiah Spiller Wan'Dale Robinson Charlie Kolar Abraham Lucas Jamaree Salyer Cameron Thomas Thomas Booker Brandon Smith Martin Emerson Jaquan Brisker

James Cook Tre Turner Jelani Woods Cole Strange Myron Tagovailoa-Amosa Tariq Woolen Verone McKinley III
Brian Robinson Jr. Calvin Austin III Zach Tom Coby Bryant Dane Belton

Dylan Parham Marcus Jones
4th Round

Bailey Zappe Kyren Williams Alec Pierce Derrick Deese Jr. Spencer Burford Alec Lindstrom Myjai Sanders DeMarvin Leal Terrel Bernard Alontae Taylor Bryan Cook
Zamir White Velus Jones Jr Chigoziem Okonkwo Daniel Faalele Lecitus Smith Jeffrey Gunter Otito Ogbonnia Christian Harris Derion Kendrick
Abram Smith Bo Melton Jake Ferguson Max Mitchell Luke Fortner Alex Wright Channing Tindall Josh Jobe

Pierre Strong Jr. Cade Otton Nik Bonitto
Tyler Badie

5th Round
Tyler Allgeier Romeo Doubs Daniel Bellinger Braxton Jones Chris Paul Sam Williams Matt Henningsen Aaron Hansford Zyon McCollum Kerby Joseph

Sincere McCormick Jalen Tolbert Cole Turner Obinna Eze Tyrese Robinson John Ridgeway Micah McFadden Damarri Mathis Markquese Bell
Trestan Ebner Erik Ezukanma Jeremy Ruckert Sterling Weatherford Akayleb Evans

Hassan Haskins JoJo Domann
Jerrion Ealy Darrian Beavers
Ty Chandler

Zaquandre White
6th Round

Kaleb Eleby Jerome Ford David Bell Jalen Wydermyer Matt Waletzko Justin Shaffer Michael Clemons LaBryan Ray Jack Sanborn Jaylen Watson Smoke Monday
D'Eriq King Keontay Ingram Danny Gray Grant Calcaterra Luke Goedeke Ben Brown Drake Jackson Eyioma Uwazurike
Brock Purdy Zonovan Knight Justyn Ross Gerrit Prince Thayer Munford Tyreke Smith Christopher Hinton
Jack Coan Rachaad White Reggie Roberson Chasen Hines Amare Barno Josh Paschal

Kingsley Enagbare

7th Round
Dustin Crum Isaih Pacheco Jerreth Sterns Jeremiah Hall Andrew Stueber Marquis Hayes Jeremiah Moon Zachary Carter Mike Rose Mykael Wright Bubba Bolden

Anthony Brown D'Vonte Price Dontrario Drummond Connor Heyward Nicholas Petit-Frere Cade Mays Isaiah Thomas Haskell Garrett D'Marco Jackson Allie Green IV
James Empey Tariq Castro-Fields
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Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player
1 Aidan Hutchinson 38 Kyler Gordon 75 Mario Goodrich 112 Myron Tagovailoa-Amosa 149 Sterling Weatherford 186 Justyn Ross
2 Kyle Hamilton 39 Skyy Moore 76 Neil Farrell Jr. 113 Verone McKinley III 150 Jalen Tolbert 187 Luke Goedeke
3 Evan Neal 40 Chad Muma 77 JT Woods 114 Calvin Austin III 151 Markquese Bell 188 Thayer Munford
4 Kayvon Thibodeaux 41 Leo Chenal 78 Brian Robinson Jr 115 Terrell Bernard 152 Ty Chandler 189 Amare Barno
5 Ahmad Gardner 42 Lewis Cine 79 Troy Andersen 116 Spencer Burford 153 Erik Ezukanma 190 Eyioma Uwazurike
6 Nakobe Dean 43 Logan Hall 80 Martin Emerson 117 Demarvin Leal 154 Matt Henningsen 191 Grant Calcaterra
7 Treylon Burks 44 Breece Hall 81 Tyquan Thornton 118 Alec Lindstrom 155 Sam Williams 192 Christopher Hinton
8 Andrew Booth Jr 45 Khalil Shakir 82 Tariq Woolen 119 Bryan Cook 156 John Ridgeway 193 Chasen Hines
9 Ikem Ekwonu 46 Sean Rhyan 83 Jesse Luketa 120 Nik Bonnito 157 Braxton Jones 194 Brock Purdy
10 Tyler Linderbaum 47 Trevor Penning 84 Dohnovan West 121 Lecitus Smith 158 Jeremy Ruckert 195 Reggie Roberson
11 Charles Cross 48 Jahan Dotson 85 Sam Howell 122 Velus Jones Jr 159 Zyon McCollum 196 Josh Paschal
12 Garrett Wilson 49 Kenyon Green 86 Jaquan Brisker 123 Pierre Strong Jr 160 Obinna Eze 197 Kingsley Enagbare
13 Jermaine Johnson 50 George Pickens 87 Dane Belton 124 Jeffrey Gunter 161 Damarri Mathis 198 Gerrit Prince
14 Zion Johnson 51 Ed Ingram 88 Charlie Kolar 125 Alontae Taylor 162 JoJo Domann 199 Jerreth Sterns
15 Jordan Davis 52 Jalen Pitre 89 Brandon Smith 126 Daniel Faalele 163 Akayleb Evans 200 Jeremiah Hall
16 George Karlaftis 53 Isaiah Spiller 90 Cole Strange 127 Tyler Badie 164 Darrian Beavers 201 Connor Heyward
17 Daxton Hill 54 Trey McBride 91 Derrick Deese Jr 128 Bo Melton 165 Zaquandre White 202 Jack Coan
18 Devin Lloyd 55 Cam Jurgens 92 Chigoziem Okonkwo 129 Cade Otton 166 Tyrese Robinson 203 Marquis Hayes
19 Devonte Wyatt 56 John Metchie III 93 Kyren Williams 130 Alex Wright 167 Jerome Ford 204 Zachary Carter
20 Jameson Williams 57 Darian Kinnard 94 Jamaree Salyer 131 Derion Kendrick 168 Keontay Ingram 205 Isaih Pacheco
21 Travon Walker 58 Greg Dulcich 95 Bernhard Raimann 132 Josh Jobe 169 Justin Shaffer 206 Cade Mays
22 Drake London 59 Travis Jones 96 Alec Pierce 133 Bailey Zappe 170 Zonovan Knight 207 James Empey
23 Derek Stingley 60 Brian Asamoah 97 Jake Ferguson 134 Otito Ogbonnia 171 Jack Sanborn 208 Andrew Stueber
24 Kaiir Elam 61 James Cook 98 Abraham Lucas 135 Max Mitchell 172 Michael Clemons 209 Mike Rose
25 Matt Corral 62 Kenny Pickett 99 Jelani Woods 136 Tyler Allgeier 173 Smoke Monday 210 D'Marco Jackson
26 Roger McCreary 63 Boye Mafe 100 Dylan Parham 137 Luke Fortner 174 Ben Brown 211 Mykael Wright
27 Chris Olave 64 Phidarian Mathis 101 Thomas Booker 138 Sincere McCormick 175 Matt Waletzko 212 Jeremiah Moon
28 Quay Walker 65 Kyle Phillips 102 Myjai Sanders 139 Kerby Joseph 176 Rachaad White 213 Allie Green IV
29 Christian Watson 66 Dameon Pierce 103 Skylar Thompson 140 Aaron Hansford 177 Kaleb Eleby 214 D'Vonte Price
30 David Ojabo 67 Cameron Thomas 104 Channing Tindall 141 Trestan Ebner 178 David Bell 215 Dustin Crum
31 Arnold Ebiketie 68 Isaiah Likely 105 Wan'Dale Robinson 142 Daniel Bellinger 179 Jalen Wydermyer 216 Bubba Bolden
32 Perrion Winfrey 69 Matthew Butler 106 Zamir White 143 Micah McFadden 180 D'Eriq King 217 Isaiah Thomas
33 Malik Willis 70 Coby Bryant 107 Christian Harris 144 Chris Paul 181 Danny Gray 218 Tariq Castro-Fields
34 Trent McDuffie 71 Zach Tom 108 Marcus Jones 145 Hassan Haskins 182 LaBryan Ray 219 Nicholas Petit-Frere
35 Kenneth Walker 72 Desmond Ridder 109 Tre Turner 146 Romeo Doubs 183 Jaylen Watson 220 Dontrario Drummond
36 Tyler Smith 73 Cam Taylor-Britt 110 Abram Smith 147 Jerrion Ealy 184 Drake Jackson 221 Haskell Garrett
37 Nick Cross 74 Damone Clark 111 Carson Strong 148 Cole Turner 185 Tyreke Smith 222 Anthony Brown
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Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player Rank Player
1 Kyle Hamilton 38 Arnold Ebiketie 75 Brian Robinson Jr 112 Charlie Kolar 149 Markquese Bell 186 Jerome Ford
2 Aidan Hutchinson 39 Perrion Winfrey 76 JT Woods 113 Micah McFadden 150 Josh Jobe 187 Eyioma Uwzurike
3 Evan Neal 40 Brian Asamoah 77 Jake Ferguson 114 Verone McKinley III 151 Thayer Munford 188 Zachary Carter
4 Kayvon Thibodeaux 41 Leo Chenal 78 Chigoziem Okonkwo 115 Jeremy Ruckert 152 Chris Paul 189 Kingsley Enagbare
5 Nakobe Dean 42 Breece Hall 79 Tyquan Thornton 116 Myron Tagovailoa 153 Zaquandre White 190 Drake Jackson
6 Tyler Linderbaum 43 Isaiah Spiller 80 Cam Taylor-Britt 117 Tyrese Robinson 154 Keontay Ingram 191 Jeremiah Hall
7 Treylon Burks 44 Lewis Cine 81 Mario Goodrich 118 Alec Lindstrom 155 Cade Otton 192 Connor Heyward
8 Ahmad Gardner 45 Chris Olave 82 Damone Clark 119 Jamaree Salyer 156 Jeffrey Gunter 193 Ben Brown
9 Ikem Ekwonu 46 Logan Hall 83 Skylar Thompson 120 JoJo Domann 157 Cade Mays 194 Isaih Pacheco
10 Andrew Booth Jr 47 Darian Kinnard 84 Calvin Austin III 121 Bryan Cook 158 Darrian Beavers 195 Chasen Hines
11 Garret Wilson 48 James Cook 85 Tre Turner 122 Jelani Woods 159 Luke Goedeke 196 Dontrario Drummond
12 Devin Lloyd 49 Trey McBride 86 Martin Emerson 123 Terrell Bernard 160 Otito Ogbonnia 197 Bubba Bolden
13 Zion Johnson 50 Kenny Pickett 87 Tariq Woolen 124 Troy Andersen 161 Kerby Joseph 198 LaBryan Ray
14 Derek Stingley Jr 51 Derion Kendrick 88 Boye Mafe 125 Spencer Burford 162 Zyon McCollum 199 Marquis Hayes
15 Jordan Davis 52 Cameron Thomas 89 Dohnovan West 126 Pierre Strong Jr 163 Justyn Ross 200 James Empey
16 Roger McCreary 53 Phidarian Mathis 90 Sam Howell 127 Nik Bonnito 164 Derrick Deese Jr. 201 Jerreth Sterns
17 Jermaine Johnson 54 Sean Rhyan 91 Trestan Ebner 128 Lecitus Smith 165 Luke Fortner 202 Dustin Krum
18 George Karlaftis 55 Trevor Penning 92 Myjai Sanders 129 Jack Sanborn 166 Damarri Mathis 203 Jaylen Watson
19 Nick Cross 56 Jahan Dotson 93 Jesse Luketa 130 Bailey Zappe 167 Justin Shaffer 204 Amare Barno
20 Devonte Wyatt 57 George Pickens 94 Jaquan Brisker 131 Zamir White 168 Aaron Hansford 205 Matt Henningsen
21 Jameson Williams 58 Carson Strong 95 Alec Pierce 132 Tyler Badie 169 D'Eriq King 206 Mike Rose
22 Quay Walker 59 Matthew Butler 96 Dane Belton 133 Jalen Tolbert 170 Daniel Bellinger 207 Obinna Eze
23 Charles Cross 60 Kenyon Green 97 Erik Ezukanma 134 Alontae Taylor 171 Gerrit Prince 208 Anthony Brown
24 Daxton Hill 61 Cam Jurgens 98 Jalen Wydermyer 135 Dylan Parham 172 Reggie Roberson 209 Rachaad White
25 Drake London 62 Ed Ingram 99 Travis Jones 136 David Bell 173 Bo Melton 210 Michael Clemons
26 Christian Watson 63 Jalen Pitre 100 Christian Harris 137 Max Mitchell 174 Mykael Wright 211 John Ridgeway
27 Matt Corral 64 Isaiah Likely 101 Abraham Lucas 138 Velus Jones Jr 175 Grant Calcaterra 212 D'Vonte Price
28 Trent McDuffie 65 John Metchie III 102 Daniel Faalele 139 Sincere McCormick 176 Smoke Monday 213 Haskell Garrett
29 David Ojabo 66 Malik Willis 103 Bernhard Raimann 140 Danny Gray 177 Kaleb Eleby 214 D'Marco Jackson
30 Tyler Smith 67 Kyle Philips 104 Channing Tindall 141 Sterling Weatherford 178 Brock Purdy 215 Tyreke Smith
31 Kenneth Walker 68 Coby Bryant 105 Wan'Dale Robinson 142 Tyler Allgeier 179 Zonovan Knight 216 Christopher Hinton
32 Chad Muma 69 Dameon Pierce 106 Brandon Smith 143 Alex Wright 180 Jack Coan 217 Andrew Stueber
33 Khalil Shakir 70 Greg Dulcich 107 Demarvin Leal 144 Hassan Haskins 181 Akayleb Evans 218 Jeremiah Moon
34 Skyy Moore 71 Marcus Jones 108 Kyren Williams 145 Ty Chandler 182 Sam Williams 219 Allie Green IV
35 Kaiir Elam 72 Desmond Ridder 109 Cole Strange 146 Jerrion Ealy 183 Braxton Jones 220 Nicholas Petit-Frere
36 Travon Walker 73 Neil Farrell 110 Thomas Booker 147 Cole Turner 184 Josh Paschal 221 Tariq Castro-Fields
37 Kyler Gordon 74 Zach Tom 111 Abram Smith 148 Romeo Doubs 185 Matt Waletzko 222 Isaiah Thomas
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Grading Scale: 

This scale will be used to grade individual traits across the Frameworks developed for each position.  

These descriptions are not used to grade the holistic player. Please use the underlined adjectives that 

correspond with the numerical grades in your Summary reports. The term ‘average’ has a negative 

connotation and as such we stay away from it in our reports. 

7 – Elite – Displays unique ability within this trait.  Wins consistently. Dominant vs. all competition 

6 – Very Good – Displays rare ability within this trait. Has the ability to compete and win vs. the 

majority of NFL competition.   

5 – Good – Displays above average ability within this trait.  Has the ability to compete vs. majority 

of NFL competition.   Should win most matchups vs. players with Solid or below tools. 

4 – Solid – Displays average ability within this trait. Has the ability to compete vs. most NFL 

competition.  Should win 50-60% of matchups against other Solid competition and be able to 

consistently win vs. lower competition. 

3 – Adequate – Displays below average ability within this trait. Wins with effort. Has functional 

ability to compete vs. Adequate or below competition.  Will struggle vs. Solid or better players. 

2 – Marginal – Displays a minimal ability within the trait. Lacks functional ability and will struggle 

to compete down in and down out vs. NFL competition.  Will lose most matchups vs. players with 

Adequate or better tools.   

1 – Poor – Lacks ability to compete down in and down out vs. NFL competition regardless of effort 

or coaching.  Will lose most matchups vs. players with Marginal or better tools.   
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Matt Corral QB 6'1, 212lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ole Miss 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Ankle Sprain - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2018 4 16 22 72.7 239 (2) 1 10.9 83 (2)
2019 10 105 178 59.0 1362 (6) 3 7.7 105 (1)
2020 10 231 326 70.9 3337 (29) 14 10.1 506 (4)
2021 12 258 378 68.3 3333 (20) 4 9.1 597 (11)

Background

Matt Corral was a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 63rd best recruit nationally, the 4th ranked pro-style QB, and the 9th recruit in California. Corral is lauded for 
his leadership and work ethic, organizing early QB meetings/practices, rallying his teammates with mid-game speeches and drastically cutting down his INTs from 2020 to 
2021. Furthermore, Corral and the Ole Miss offense dealt with a flurry of injuries in 2021 but his play did not drop off, signifying his competitiveness and ability to elevate 

his team.
Strengths

Pocket movement and composure under pressure, manipulative eyes and pump fakes to move second and third level defenders, smooth throwing motion with hip torque and 
snappy release with plenty of velocity for tight windows, accuracy at short and intermediate levels with ability to layer, improved decision making and reduced forced INTs, 

willingness to take checkdowns and what defenses give him, off platform throws and difficult throws on the run, competitive toughness through contact as a runner.

Improvements
Heel clicky on his drop and toesy in the pocket leads to inconsistent deep ball accuracy, ball placement to maximize YAC, anticipating throwing windows, consistency 

making full field reads and hitting backside of concepts, hero ball at times.

One-Line Summary

Elite competitive toughness as a runner and thrower who can manipulate and attack all three levels of the field but needs to improve his base to be more consistent with the 
deep ball and work on anticipation.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie, Corral would benefit from developing behind a veteran but he has a franchise QB ceiling due to his athletic gifts and playmaking qualities. He would excel in a 
shotgun heavy West Coast scheme that utilizes RPOs, play-action and allows him the freedom to create out of structure while utilizing his legs as a weapon in the run game. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - First Round Pick

QB #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 5 7 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 4 4 4 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Malik Willis QB 6'0, 219 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Liberty 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)

2017 (Auburn) 7 6 7 85.7 45 (1) 0 6.4 221 (1)
2018 (Auburn) 5 5 7 71.4 24 (0) 0 3.4 88 (1)

2020 10 170 265 64.2 2250 (20) 6 8.5 944 (14)
2021 13 207 339 61.1 2857 (27) 12 8.4 878 (13)

Background

Malik Willis was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 368th-best recruit nationally, the 21st-best athlete recruit and the 35th-best recruit in Georgia. Committed to Auburn 
in 2017 where he played in 15 games and threw 14 passes over two seasons. Seeking a larger role, Willis transferred to Liberty and sat out the 2019 season due to eligibility 

issues. The Athletic insiders report the transfer process was a wake up call for Willis, who learned he needed to mature and improve his practice habits. In 2020, as the 
Flames starting QB, Willis was named SID Offensive Player of the Year, put on the Davey O’Brien National Quarterback Watch List and the Maxwell Award Watch List. 

Strengths
Accurate on 1 step drops when he can get the ball out quickly, improved understanding of when to use velocity or touch, feels pressure sufficiently and finds open lanes, 
extends the play with his legs and has the arm talent to make off-platform throws on the move to his left but especially to his right, cannon of an arm to attack all 3 levels 

and make tight window throws down the sideline, powerful runner with vision, contact balance and agility.

Improvements
Heel clicky on 3 and 5 step drops, inconsistent anticipation and trust on intermediate and deep routes, rarely asked to make full-field reads, upper and lower body are rarely 
in sync with throwing motion, upper body dominant with inconsistent hip torque and follow through, inconsistent mechanics lead to inaccuracy mostly on intermediate and 

deep routes, rarely layers throws in the middle-intermediate area, plays hero ball too much and needs to find the balance of when to throw it away.

One-Line Summary
Elite athletic gifts and arm talent of a franchise QB but inconsistent mechanics and lacks anticipation, making him a development option with a sky-high ceiling.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a backup learning behind a veteran and can develop into a franchise QB. Best in a run-heavy offense that utilizes his legs on read options, speed 
options, QB powers and draws. Most proficient in an uptempo offense with emphasis on the quick game with heavily structured playcalls with 1 step drops. Can progress 

into a QB that attacks all levels of the field if his mental game catches up to his physical gifts.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - First Round pick

QB #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 4 6 6 5 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 7 3 2 2 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kenny Pickett QB 6'3, 217

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Pittsburgh 23 4.73 1.56 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019: Shoulder (1G). 2020: Ankle (2G). 2021: Rip (NoG) 10' 1" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2017 4 39 66 59.1 509 (1) 1 7.7 93 (2)
2018 14 180 310 58.1 1969 (12) 6 6.4 220 (3)
2019 12 289 469 61.6 3098 (13) 9 6.6 110 (2)
2020 9 203 332 61.1 2408 (13) 9 7.3 145 (8)
2021 13 334 497 67.2 4319 (42) 7 8.7 233 (5)

Background

Kenny Pickett was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 738th best recruit nationally, the 33rd ranked quarterback and the 21st recruit in Texas. In 2021, Pickett 
had a standout "Super Senior" season, his fifth with Pitt. Pickett is praised for his leadership and competitiveness, even playing through two ankle sprains in 2020. Pickett 
infamously wears two gloves due to his small hand size, which reportedly measures at 8.25 inches. This would be the smallest hands of any current starting NFL QB by a 

whole inch and rank him in the 0.4th percentile out of NFL quarterbacks in the past 37 seasons (650 QBs total).
Strengths

Mental processing and vision of full field reads to find open target, aware of pressure and will manueveur rushers to buy time, functional arm strength to attack all levels of 
the field, ball placement to maximize YAC and fit in tight-window throws away from defenders, foot speed to escape pocket and gain scramble yards, competitive toughness 

to extend play, arm talent on off platform throws, sound and consistent throwing mechanics.

Improvements
Anticipation over the middle of the field, recognizing leverage advantages pre and post snap, processing two-high coverage rotations, decision making when working off-

script, small hands.

One-Line Summary

Experienced and athletic quarterback with the arm strength to make all the throws and can win within the pocket with poise and making smart decisions plus win outside the 
pocket but can improve his anticipation and has outlier hand size.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a very good backup and can develop into a solid starter. Operated a pro-style offense with full field reads at Pitt. He can execute any style of offense 

and is most efficient in the short and intermediate area of the field, especially on spread concepts from shotgun.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

QB #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 4 4 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 6 4 6 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Carson Strong QB 6'3, 226 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nevada 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2017 - Knee cartilage (surgery), 2021 - Same knee cartilage (surgery) - - -
Key Stats

Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2018 1 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 4 (0)
2019 10 237 374 63.4 2335 (11) 7 6.2 -6 (0)
2020 9 249 355 70.1 2858 (27) 4 8.1 -95 (0)
2021 12 366 522 70.1 4175 (36) 8 8 -208 (0)

Background
Carson Strong was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2171st-best recruit nationally, the 76th-best pro-style QB and the 227th-best recruit in California. In 2018, he 

redshirted his true freshman season and earned the offensive scout team award. In 2019, he started 10 games and earned Academic All-MW honors. In 2020, he started nine 
games and was named Mountain West Offensive Player of the Year as well as to the All-Mountain West First Team. Additionally, he led the Mountain West in passing 

yards, TDs and completion percentage. In 2021, he started 12 games and was named Mountain West Offensive Player of the Year as well as to the All-Mountain West First 
Team for the second consecutive year. Furthermore, he led the Mountain West in passing yards and TDs, plus set program records in single-season passing TDs with 36 and 

single-game completions with 49.

Strengths
Pre-snap processing of defensive coverages and leverage, command of offense and communication skills to audible or kill plays, operating "quick game" Air Raid concepts 
from 5-wide formations, identifies blitzes and has a plan to counter them, clean and efficient footwork on 3 and 5 step drops from shotgun, uses eyes to hold defenders and 

manipulate them away from his intended throw, composed while working through numerous progressions and makes full-field reads, pocket management skills to manuever 
traffic to his left, right or stepping up, gunslinger mentality and penchant for pushing the ball vertically downfield, flashes of anticipation to throw before receiver has made 
a break, rocket arm strength to fit in tight window throws over the middle of the field or to the far hash on "hole shots", with a clean pocket he's very accurate in the short 

and intermediate areas of the field, will place the ball in stride or away from defenders when necessary.

Improvements
Could sense blindside pressure better, lacks agility and elusiveness to make multiple defenders miss while escaping the pocket, ball placement when throwing on the run out 
of structure, can be late with his decision making process and force throws by relying on his arm strength, can overstride which leads to accuracy issues, when pressure is in 

his face and he needs to shorten his throwing motion he misses wide.

One-Line Summary
Pocket passer with high football IQ, pocket management skills and a rocket arm but has limited effectiveness out of structure.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a backup who can develop into a good starter that you can win playoff games with. Best in an Air Raid offense, working from shotgun and with plenty 

of five-wide formations. Excels with the quick game off 3-step drops and can make throws at all levels of the field whether it is pushing the ball vertically or horizontally. 
Comfortable setting protections and audibling plays at the line.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round Pick

QB #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 6 3 3 4 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 5 6 6 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Desmond Ridder QB 6'3, 211

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 22 4.52 1.54 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- Shoulder 10'7" - 7.15

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2018 13 194 311 62.4 2445 (20) 5 7.9 583 (5)
2019 13 179 325 55.1 2164 (18) 9 6.7 650 (5)
2020 10 186 281 66.2 2296 (19) 6 8.2 592 (12)
2021 14 251 387 64.9 3334 (30) 8 8.6 355 (6)

Background

Desmond Ridder was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1657th-best recruit nationally, the 116th-best dual-threat QB and the 10th-best recruit in Kentucky. In 2017, he 
redshirted his true freshman year but then started every game in 2018 and was named AAC Rookie of the Year. Ridder continued to succeed as the Bearcats starter in 2019 
and was named to the AAC All-Academic Team. In 2020, he was named AAC Offensive Player of the Year, First-Team All-AAC, the AAC Championship Game MVP, a 
finalist for the Manning Award and semifinalist for the Maxwell Award and Davey O'Brien Award. In 2021, Ridder had his best year yet and was named AAC Offensive 
Player of the Year for a second time, while also being named CoSIDA Academic All-America First Team honors. In total, Ridder has the third-most wins in CFB history, 

holds the Cincinnati school record for TD passes, rushing TDs among QBs and total yards.

Strengths
Pre-snap processing of defensive coverages and having a plan of where to go with the ball, willing to move past his first or second read, shows flashes of anticipatory 

throws, understands number advantages versus zone coverages and how to dissect certain leverages, can read coverage rotations post-snap, can manuever the pocket and 
extend the play outside of structure, can make throws on the run towards his right, plenty of velocity to all 3 levels of the field, flashes ability to hit receivers in stride and 

maximize YAC potential, athletic runner with deceptive speed and ample physicality.

Improvements
Will telegraph throws and stares down first read instead of trusting the timing of a concept, can force throws into tight coverage which result in INTs, overstrides often 

which leads to erratic accuracy issues, misses high a lot especially when throwing to his left, rarely uses his eyes to manipulate defenders and open up throwing windows, 
needs to find a better balance of extending the play and throwing the ball away when nothing is there.

One-Line Summary
Athletic, dual-threat passer with a live arm but can be wildly inaccurate at all three levels of the field and needs to stop telegraphing throws.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a backup who can develop into a solid starter. Best in a west coast style offense operating primarily from shotgun formations and can take 3, 5 and 

7 step drops. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Second Round Pick

QB #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 4 4 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 3 5 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Sam Howell QB 6', 224 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
North Carolina 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2019 13 259 422 61.4 3641 (38) 7 8.6 35 (1)
2020 12 237 348 68.1 3586 (30) 7 10.3 145 (5)
2021 12 217 347 62.5 3056 (24) 9 8.8 828 (11)

Background

Sam Howell was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 93rd-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best dual-threat QB and the 2nd-best recruit in North Carolina. As a true 
freshman in 2019 he started every game and was named ACC Offensive Rookie of the Year as well as Third Team All-ACC and ACC All-Academic. In 2020, he started 

every game and was named to the All-ACC Second Team, a Manning Award Finalist, a Davey O’Brien Award Semifinalist and a Maxwell Award Semifinalist. In 2021, he 
started 12 games and was one of three Power 5 quarterbacks to throw for 20+ touchdowns and rush for 10+ touchdowns. Named an All-ACC Honorable Mention and a 

AAU Sullivan Award Finalist.

Strengths

Smooth and efficient footwork on 3-step drops and RPO concepts, quickly diagnoses the read defender and regularly makes the right decision, can effortlessly alter his 
footwork and align his shoulders to his target, willing to go through his reads and shows full-field progressions, displays poise and toughness in the pocket and will attempt 
throws with no fear of being hit, ample mobility to evade the first defender and scramble or extend the play, sound throwing mechanics and is very accurate in the short and 
intermediate areas of the field, displays ample velocity over the middle or towards the sideline, good ball placement to allow his receivers to catch in stride and maximize 

YAC.

Improvements

Can lock on to his reads and stare down receivers, needs to move on from his first read quicker, lacks anticipatory throws, mediocre at processing post-snap coverage 
rotations or disguises which leads to forced throws, average arm strength which requires a longer wind up and needs to put his full body into throws, when his base is 
compromised due to a collapsing pocket he will miss deep throws or decide not to throw entirely because he cannot step into the throw, lacks the elusiveness to make 

multiple defenders miss. 

One-Line Summary
Competitive winner from the pocket who is mechanically sound and accurate but can lock onto his reads and has average arm talent and athleticism which limits him under 

pressure.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good backup who develops into an average starter. Best in a shotgun-heavy offense with emphasis on the quick game and RPO concepts utilizing 1 
step and 3 step drops. Can attack the intermediate and deep areas off the field during schemed throws off play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round Pick

QB #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 4 3 6 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 5 3 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Skylar Thompson QB 6'1, 217 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kansas State 24 4.91 1.62 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
202/2021- Undisclosed 9' 4" - 7

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2017 8 51 83 61.4 689 (5) 3 8.3 267 (3)
2018 11 122 208 58.7 1391 (9) 4 6.7 373 (5)
2019 13 177 297 59.6 2315 (12) 5 7.8 405 (11)
2020 3 40 64 62.5 626 (4) 0 9.8 28 (3)
2021 10 162 233 69.5 2103 (12) 4 9.0 48(4)

Background

Skylar Thompson was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 416th-best recruit nationally, the 10th-best dual-threat QB and the 2nd-best recruit in Missouri. Redshirted his 
true freshman season in 2016 and was co-winner of the Red Raider Award for top scout team contributor. In 2017, he appeared in 8 games and started the final 4. In 2018, 

he appeared in 11 games and started 10 as he finished 7th in the Big 12 in total offense and passing efficiency. In 2019, he started every game and earned Honorable 
Mention All-Big 12. In 2020, he started 3 games before suffering a season ending injury. In 2021, he started 10 games as he dealt with numerous injuries but finished the 

year with a school record in completion percentage. He also led the Big 12 in passing yards per attempt and ranked 8th in the nation as well. Named Texas Bowl MVP.

Strengths

Balanced footwork on 3 and 5 step drops from shotgun, active feet in the pocket and steps up or around pressure with immense poise, throwing base is wide which helps 
accuracy, shows timing and anticipation on his first read which allows him to attack the entire field, smooth throwing motion, effective ball placement to maximize YAC or 

protect his WRs from hits, can play make out of structure with his legs and arm as he keeps his eyes scanning downfield.

Improvements

Reads are often half-field concepts, average arm talent is apparent under pressure as he is limited at speeding up his throwing motion or altering his throwing angle, when he 
can't step up in the pocket and needs to rely on his arm rather than his base he will miss, when throwing on the run he can rely too much on his arm and should instead 

generate more power through hip torque, attempts difficult throws which he doesn't have the arm talent to hit just yet.

One-Line Summary
Poised pocket-manager with plus anticipation and placement and has solid but not elite arm talent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a feasible backup who can develop into a solid starter. Best in a shotgun heavy west-coast offense with defined half-field reads and is best in the short 
and intermediate areas of the field but has enough arm strength to attack deep off play-action too.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round Pick

QB #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 4 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 5 4 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Bailey Zappe QB 6'0, 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Western Kentucky 22 4.78 1.6 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'1" - 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)

2018 (HBU) 11 252 436 57.8 2822 (23) 13 6.5 179 (1)
2019 (HBU) 12 357 560 63.8 3811 (35) 15 6.8 0
2020 (HBU) 4 141 215 65.6 1833 (15) 1 8.5 14

2021 14 475 686 69.2 5967 (62) 11 8.7 17 (3)
Background

Bailey Zappe was unranked out of high school by major recruiting services. He committed to Houston Baptist University and in in 2018, he started all 11 games and earned 
All-Southland Conference honorable mention as he tied for the conference lead in TDs. In 2019, he started all 12 games and led the nation with 35 TDs. In 2020, he started 4 

games in the abridged season but finished with an impressive statline. In 2021, he trasnferred to Western Kentucky, started 14 games and set the FBS record for single-
season passing yards and touchdowns, beating Joe Burrow’s record in one less game. Zappe was named a Manning award finalist, the Conference USA MVP and All-CUSA 

First Team.

Strengths

Efficient footwork on 3 and 5 step drops from shotgun, poised going through progressions and excels at half-field reads, calm footwork and can maneuver the pocket when 
necessary, sound throwing mechanics with a strong base and quick release, displays astute timing and anticipation on west coast and air raid concepts, accurate to the short 
and intermediate areas of the field, astute ball placement to hit receivers in stride or shield them from hits, understands when to use velocity or touch, enough mobility to 

extend the play with his legs.

Improvements

Lacks ideal height which can cloud his vision when the pocket is collapsed, mediocre arm strength which limits tight window throws and deep ball proficiency, needs to loft 
deep balls which allows defenders time to get back into phase, lacks elusiveness and agility as a scrambler to make numerous defenders miss.

One-Line Summary
Polished and productive pocket winner with impressive accuracy and touch but lacks ideal height, frame and arm strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who develops into a very good backup and spot starter. Best in an uptempo, spread out, west coast or air raid system. Astute at attacking the 
short and intermediate areas of the field off 3 step drops from shotgun. Comfortable in 5-wide formations which helps him diagnose coverages.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

QB #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 2 4 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 6 5 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kaleb Eleby QB 6'0, 208 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Western Michigan 21 4.91 1.66 25 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'3" - 7.57

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2018 5 92 147 62.6 1092 (4) 3 7.4 -27 (3)
2020 6 98 152 64.5 1699 (18) 2 11.2 38 (4)
2021 13 230 362 63.5 3277 (23) 6 9.1 64 (6)

Background

Kaleb Eleby was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 644th-best recruit nationally, the 27th-best pro-style QB and the 10th-best recruit in Missouri. As a true freshman in 
2018 he appeared in 5 games to fill in for the injured starter. Did not play at all in 2019. In 2020, he started 6 games and was named to the All-MAC Third Team and ranked 

third in the FBS in passer rating. In 2021, he started every game and had a career year as he was named to All-MAC Second Team.

Strengths

Sells ball fakes well which aids his RPO success, efficient footwork to aim towards his targets, sound throwing mechanics with impressive hip torque to generate power, 
rhythmic quick game passer who hits slants and glance routes in stride, aggressive mindset and is willing to push the ball downfield when he sees a 1on1, can drop slot fades 

and boundary go routes in a bucket when he's hot, ball placement allows for YAC optimization, understands when to utilize touch or velocity to maximize a throw, fairly 
good decision maker who takes what the defense gives him and doesn't force throws into double coverage.

Improvements

On the shorter and skinnier side, operates a gimmicky half-field read offense with heavily structured progressions, rarely needs to read the other side of the field/concept, 
throwing motion has a long wind up, jittery feet in the pocket and struggles to navigate and throw with accuracy under pressure, throws on the run are often too low, average 

arm strength and sideline throws can float on him, struggles to speed up his throwing motion and still generate power.

One-Line Summary
Intriguing rhythmic thrower who is accurate and mobile but underdeveloped in making full-field reads, struggles under pressure and has just sufficient arm talent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a good backup. Best in an uptempo, RPO heavy offense with west coast principles. Operates well out 
of shotgun and when asked to move the pocket on bootlegs or rollouts. Can attack deep when given 1on1s, especially off play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Sixth Round Pick

QB #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 4 4 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 2 4 3 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

D'Eriq King QB 5'11, 196lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Miami Fl. 24 4.6 1.65 -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2018 -  Torn Meniscus, 2020 - ACL tear, 2021 - Shoulder surgery - - 7.26
Key Stats

Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2016 (Houston) 9 2 3 66.7 20 (1) 0 6.7 56 (0)
2017 (Houston) 10 90 139 64.7 1260 (7) 2 9.1 379 (8)
2018 (Houston) 11 219 345 63.5 2982 (36) 6 8.6 674 (14)
2019 (Houston) 4 58 110 52.7 663 (6) 2 6 312 (6)

2020 11 211 329 64.1 2686 (23) 5 8.2 538 (4)
2021 3 81 122 66.4 767 (3) 4 6.3 96 (0)

Background

D'Eriq King was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 396th-best recruit nationally, the 18th-best athlete and the 63rd-best recruit in Texas. Spent 4 years at Houston and 
had a historic 2018 season where he set the AAC single-season touchdown record with 50. Is one of only three QBs in FBS history with at least 35 passing TDs and 13 

rushing TDs in a season. Despite suffering a torn meniscus, he was named a 2018 Maxwell Award semifinalist and Earl Campbell Award finalist. In 2020, he trasnferred to 
Miami, was named a team captain and started 11 games. Earned All-AAC honorable mention, as well as a semifinalist for the Maxwell Award, Davey O’Brien Award and 

Johnny Unitas Award. Throughout the offseason he tore his ACL and missed majority of the training program. In 2021, he started three games before a season-ending 
shoulder injury.

Strengths

Feels pressure and can manuever inside or outside the pocket to extend the play, smoothly goes throw progressions and will align his shoulders and feet to his target, 
understands when to throw with velocity or touch depending on the situation, can speed up his throwing motion to execute quick game concepts and nullify pressure, when 
he steps into his throw he has good velocity to fit in tight window throws in the short and intermediate areas of the field, accurate to the sideline especially on curl routes, 

displays precise ball placement to lead receivers away from defenders, flashes the ability to connect on the deep ball and lofts the ball up to allow his receiver to run under, 
playmaker on the move with the mechanics to be accurate while throwing to his right.

Improvements

Will sway to his left on his drops from shotgun which messes with the OL's blocking and leads to unnecessary pressures, arm-reliant thrower who doesn't incorporate hip 
torque into his throwing motion enough which leads to inaccuracy in the intermediate area of the field, rarely steps into throws to transition his weight forward and put more 

power into his delivery, can force throws into double coverage, inconsistent anticipation and can stare down concepts over the middle, needs to use his eyes to manipulate 
safeties better, injuries have hurt his explosiveness and elusiveness as a runner.

One-Line Summary
Athletic but undersized QB who is adept in the quick game and can make full field reads but his current mechanics limit arm strength and decision making is erratic.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a very good backup. Best in a West Coast offense out of shotgun where he can execute quick game 
concepts like screens and RPOs. Best at attacking the short area of the field but flashes capability to all three levels.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round Pick

QB #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 3 5 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 4 2 2 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Brock Purdy QB 6'0, 212 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa State 22 4.84 1.61 27"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - 7.21

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2018 10 146 220 66.4 2250 (16) 7 10.2 308 (5)
2019 13 312 475 65.7 3982 (27) 9 8.4 249 (8)
2020 12 243 365 66.6 2750 (19) 9 7.5 382 (5)
2021 13 292 407 71.7 3188 (19) 8 7.8 238 (1)

Background

Brock Purdy was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 839th-best recruit nationally, the 36th-best pro-style QB and the 12th-best recruit in Arizona. As a true freshman in 
2018 he appeared in 10 games and started 8 as he was named the Big 12 True Freshman of the Year by ESPN and earned Honorable Mention All-Big 12. In 2019, he started 
all 13 games and had a prolific season as he set school records in passing yards, TDs, completions, total offense and 300+ yard games. He was named Second Team-All Big 

12, First Team Academic All-Big 12 and a co-captain. In 2020, he started all 12 games and was named First Team All-Big 12, First Team Academic All-Big 12 and the 
Fiesta Bowl MVP. In 2021, he started all 13 games and led the Big 12 and ranked 5th nationally in completion percentage. He was named First Team All-Big 12 by the AP 

and Second Team by the coaches.

Strengths

Agile feet and fluid hips allow him to rotate and reset towards his target effectively as he makes full-field reads regularly, poised and competitive as he's willing to stand tall 
in the pocket and take a hit while still attempting a throw, feels pressure from his side and can navigate within the pocket to buy time, rhythm thrower who is accurate when 

he lets it go at the top of his drop, plenty of velocity when throwing to the intermediate-middle area of the field, understands how to layer throwers over the middle and 
above LBs, sneakily elusive and agile which helps him evade the initial pressure and extend the play outside of the pocket.

Improvements

Can stare down his first read and take too long to progress, lacks anticipation and needs to see his receivers break open which leads to being off-timing, resets his feet more 
than he needs to which results in timing and accuracy issues, inconsistent at rotating his hips forward and towards his target which leads to accuracy issues, bad habit of 

fading backwards when throwing under pressure, average arm strength is apparent as sideline throws float a bit, poor ball placement minimizes YAC opportunities.

One-Line Summary
Game manager with plus mobility and experience making full-field reads but eratic footwork and throwing mechanics lead to mediocre accuracy and placement.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a solid backup. Effective when the pocket is moved on bootlegs and rollouts. Best out of shotgun 
formations with an emphasis on west coast concepts and ideally operates a quick game heavy offense with 3-step drops. Short-intermediate middle of the field is his bread 

and butter.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Sixth Round Pick

QB #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 4 4 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 3 3 3 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jack Coan QB 6'3, 218 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Notre Dame 23 4.9 1.66 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Right Foot (Surgery), 2021- Ankle Sprain 9'7" - 6.95

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)

2017 (Wisconsin) 6 5 5 100.0 36 0 7.2 0
2018 (Wisconsin) 5 56 93 60.2 515 (5) 3 5.5 -33 (1)
2019 (Wisconsin) 14 236 339 69.6 2727 (18) 5 8 22 (4)

2021 13 253 386 65.5 3150 (25) 7 8.2 -100 (2)
Background

Jack Coan was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 469th-best recruit nationally, the 20th-best pro-style QB and the 2nd-best recruit from New Jersey. Committed to 
Wisconsin and spent three years as a Badger where he appeared in 25 games and made 18 starts. In 2019, he completed a school record 236 passes and ranked 3rd all-time 
with 2,727 yards. He was named an All-Big Ten Honorable Mention and Academic All-Big Ten. Coan missed the 2020 season due to a foot injury and transferred to Notre 

Dame. He appeared in 13 games and and had his most productive season yet. Coan would be named to the Johnny Unitas Golden Arm Award Watch List, the Manning 
Award Star of the Week (Week 1), a Senior CLASS Award Finalist and a Mayo Clinic Comeback Player of the Year Semifinalist.

Strengths

Poised under pressure and will climb the pocket to buy time and find his next read, smoothly aligns his feet and shoulders to his target, progresses through reads in a timely 
manner and is willing to hit his check down when necessary, drives the ball with feasible velocity in the short and intermediate field due to smooth hip torque, flashes the 

ability to drop a deep ball in a bucket, opportunist type of runner who can escape the pocket when given clear lanes.

Improvements

Hesitates and hitches at the top of his drop which alters the timing of the concept, rarely anticipates throwing windows and needs to see receivers break open, can stare down 
intermediate/deep reads and lack awareness of underneath zone defenders, with pressure in his face and when he cannot step into his throw he short-arms the throw and is 
inaccurate, erratic deep ball accuracy with plenty of overthrows and underthrows, places sideline go-routes and fades inside the receiver's frame rather than outside, not an 

agile or elusive runner who should be schemed touches.

One-Line Summary
Pro-style quarterback who navigates and resets within the pocket well but lacks anticipation, is inconsistent attacking deep and has erratic ball placement.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a solid backup. Best in a shotgun heavy offense with emphasis on west coast principles and can make 
full-field reads. Best at attacking the short area of the field and is reliable in the intermediate area of the field in between the numbers.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Sixth Round Pick

QB #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 3 4 4 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 3 3 3 4 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dustin Crum QB 6'1, 210 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky State 23 4.75 1.6 32 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)
2017 10 16 30 53.3 232 (1) 2 7.7 310 (1)
2018 9 16 27 59.3 176 (2) 0 6.5 111 (1)
2019 13 217 313 69.3 2625 (20) 2 8.4 707 (6)
2020 4 83 113 73.5 1181 (12) 2 10.5 240 (4)
2021 14 244 381 64.0 3206 (20) 6 8.4 703 (12)

Background

Dustin Crum was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2193rd-best recruit nationally, the 85th-best pro-style QB and the 85th-best recruit in Ohio. As a true freshman in 
2017 he appeared in 10 games, started two and finished 2nd on the team in rushing yards. In 2018, he appeared in nine games and was named to the Academic All-MAC 

team. In 2019, he appeared in 13 games, started 12 and was named the Offensive MVP of the Tropical Smoothie Cafe Frisco Bowl. In 2020, he started four games, led the 
MAC in completion percentage, ranked 3rd in TDs and was named to First Team All-MAC. In 2021, he passed for a career high in yards and TDs while also rushing for a 

career high in TDs.

Strengths

Great eye manipulation to hold safeties, will progress through full-field reads in a timely manner, good overall decision maker who is safe with the football, feels pressure 
well and climbs the pocket or escapes when necessary, will stand tall and deliver a throw while being hit, smart ball placement to lead receiver's out in front on their slant 

route, throws a pretty and accurate deep ball that provides his receiver an advantageous trajectory, can alter his throwing angle or use touch to evade nearby defenders.

Improvements

Drop back is heel clicky and he's toesy in the pocket which leads to accuracy issues, telegraphs passes at times and has a long windup as the ball reaches extremely far back, 
poor ball placement when he doesn't rotate his hip enough or follow through, lacks plus arm strength and needs to really step into his throws to launch it deep, puts nearly 

too much air on his deep ball which occasionally forces receivers to slow down, limited athlete who struggles to evade numerous defenders or scramble efficiently.

One-Line Summary

Calculated decision maker who throws a rainbow deep ball and can navigate the pocket well but long windup and telegraphing throws off timing plus he lacks arm strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a backup. Best in shotgun and pistol formations and can execute RPO and quick game concepts 
well. Best off 1 or 3 step drops and attacking the short area of the field. Can be a situational deep ball thrower off play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 34/70 - Seventh Round Pick

QB #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 4 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 3 4 3 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Anthony Brown QB 6'1, 228lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oregon 23 4.71 1.69 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2017- Knee Injury, 2019 - Knee injury 9' 11" 6 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Completions Attempts Completion % Pass Yards (TDs) INTs Yards/Attempt Rush Yards (TDs)

2017 (Boston C) 10 134 258 51.9 1367 (11) 9 5.3 210 (1)
2018 (Boston C) 12 158 285 55.4 2121 (20) 9 7.4 85 (1)
2019 (Boston C) 6 81 137 59.1 1250 (9) 2 9.1 128 (2)

2020 2 15 23 65.2 164 (2) 0 7.1 40 (2)
2021 14 250 390 64.1 2989 (19) 7 7.7 658 (9)

Background

Anthony Brown was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 798th-best recruit nationally, the 23rd-best dual-threat QB and the 19th-best recruit in New Jersey. Committed to 
Boston College and redshirted true freshman year in 2016. In 2017, he started 10 games before suffering a season ending knee injury. In 2018, he started 12 games and tied 
for the ACC lead with two games of four or more TD passes. In 2019, he started the first six games of the season and suffered another season-ending knee injury. In 2020, 

he transferred to Oregon and appeared in the final 2 games of the shortened season. In 2021, he started all 14 games and led the Pac-12 Conference with 3,851 yards of total 
offense.

Strengths

Progresses through reads with solid tempo, mostly smart decision maker who knows where to go with the football, wants to win from within the pocket and can step up or 
around pressure, likes to attack the seams and is willing to push the ball downfield, effective thrower on the move on bootlegs or rollouts.

Improvements

3-step drops from shotgun can be heel clicky, very "toesy" as he bounces around the pocket which hurts accuracy, struggles to anticipate throwing windows over the middle 
of the field, erratic accuracy at all three levels, poor ball placement on crossing routes as he regularly throws behind targets, can lean into his throws better and generate 

more hip torque rather than being an arm-dominant thrower, lacking velocity which is especially apparent on sideline throws, not a playmaker out of structure as his 
throwing mechanics on the run are poor, not a very elusive or explosive runner which also limits his scrambling capabilities.

One-Line Summary
Mobile QB who can make full field reads but accuracy issues makes him borderline unplayable and lacks arm strength or mechanics to generate velocity.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect. Best out of shotgun formations especially on rollouts. Best at hitting the short area of the field and flashes proficiency 
over the middle.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

QB #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 3 4 3 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Pocket/Poise Arm Talent Accuracy Reads/Vision Footwork Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 1 4 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kenneth Walker III RB 5'9, 211 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigain State 21 4.38 1.5 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'2" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2019 (WF) 13 98 579 5.9 4 3 17 0
2020 (WF) 7 119 579 4.9 13 3 30 0

2021 12 263 1636 6.2 18 13 89 1
Background

Kenneth Walker III was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2,164th-best recruit nationally, the 143rd-best RB and the 57th-best recruit in Tennessee. Walker committed 
to Wake Forest after high school and ranked third among ACC freshman in rushing yards. His rotational role over 2 years led to a transfer to MSU in 2021 and fiinished 2nd 
in the FBS in rushing yards. Walker was diagnosed with blood clots in his junior year in high school and told he may never play football again. He has beaten the odds and 

the blood clots have not been an issue in college.

Strengths
Vision and processing on zone runs, change of pace and angle to manipulate LBs and create hole, upfield burst to shoot through hole, short area acceleration to erase 

horizontal pursuit angles and win the edge, explosive jump cuts to create lateral space, contact balance to break arm tackles, breaking DB's tackles when he has a head of 
steam, head fakes and dead leg to setup 2nd and 3rd level defenders in space, long speed to create chunk plays and not get caught downfield, dependable hands and body 

control to catch errant throws. 

Improvements
Pushing the pile due to high running stance, play strength to fall forward when tackled by DL, tries to make a "hero" play too occasionally, processing and positioning in 

pass protection versus blitzers, anchoring in pass pro due to lowering head and diving towards target.

One-Line Summary
Dynamic back who excels when he can work horizontally on zone runs and consistently makes defenders miss but could get stronger to push the pile and improve pass pro 

technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid starter and can develop into a great starter. Best in a zone scheme, functional in gap/power. Receiving threat as an underneath checkdown and 

dangerous in the screen game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 51/70 - Second Round Pick

RB #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 3 7 4 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 7 3 2 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Breece Hall RB 5'11, 217 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa State 20 4.39 1.52 40"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'6 - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 186 897 4.8 9 23 252 1
2020 12 279 1572 5.6 21 23 180 2
2021 12 253 1472 5.8 20 36 302 3

Background

Breece Hall was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 339th-best recruit nationally, the 22nd-best RB and the 2nd-best recruit in Kansas. As a true freshman in 2019 he 
appeared in 12 games and started the final 7 on his way to being named Second Team All-Big 12 and First Team True Freshman All American by 247Sports. In 2020, he 
started 11 of 12 games, was named the Big 12 Offensive Player of the Year, First Team All-Big 12 and the runner up for the Doak Walker award. In 2021, he started every 
game, was again named Big-12 Offensive Player of the Year, First Team All Big 12 and ended his career with owning/sharing 11 offensive records. Broke the NCAA all-
time record for consecutive games with a rushing touchdown (24) and was a finalist for the Doak Walker award yet again.

Strengths
Extremely patient runner who epitomizes "slow to it, blow through it", astute vision on inside and outside zone and reads defender's leverage while understanding how to 
make responsive cuts, will press the hole and cut to daylight with ample upfield burst, light feet and makes effortless lateral cuts to evade defenders in tight quarters or the 

open field, displays contact balance to absorb a hit and continue running, long speed to hit home runs, quick eyes in pass protection and can locate free rushers, strong hands 
when working out the backfield and instantly transitions to a runner.

Improvements
Can dance around the backfield and look for the big play which leads to his line eventually losing their blocks and he has nowhere to go, deviates from the designed gap on 

gap runs, lacks consistent competitive toughness in pass protection and gets lazy when he attempts to engage rushers.

One-Line Summary

Patient zone runner who regularly makes the first man miss and is a touchdown machine with three-down potential but has plenty of tread on his tires.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid starter who develops into a good starter. Best in a zone heavy run scheme and can occasionally follow pullers. Most comfortable running from 
under center but is sufficient from the shotgun too. Reliable checkdown option on swing routes to the flat and option routes over the middle.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

RB #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 4 6 4 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 5 3 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dameon Pierce RB 5'10, 218 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida 22 4.59 1.58 3 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 11" 21 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 11 69 424 6.1 2 5 20 1
2019 12 54 305 5.6 4 4 30 0
2020 12 106 503 4.7 4 17 156 1
2021 13 100 574 5.7 13 19 216 3

Background

Dameon Pierce was a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated the 201st-best recruit nationally, the 8th-best running back and the 25th-best recruit in Georgia. Pierce made 
Bruce Feldman's "Freak" List in 2021 and reportedly runs a 4.5 40-yard-dash, squats 705 pounds, jumps 37 inches and has just six-percent body fat.

Strengths
Reads leverage of puller and hits gap accordingly, shows change of pace and change of angle to manipulate defenders and create for himself on power actions, ample short-
area acceleration to burst through the second level, runs with low pads and initiates contact to break tackles, contact balance and leg drive to add yards after contact, mental 

processing to locate blitzers and positions himself by working inside-out, physical toughness and play strength as a blocker and finisher.

Improvements
Elusiveness on jump cuts, foot speed to break away for chunk plays, route diversity, catching errant passes.

One-Line Summary

Physical, downhill back who is a gritty runner that can read gap/power schemes well but is a mediocre athlete who can improve receiving skills.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid complimentary back especially in short yardage situations and can develop into a good complimentary back in a committee. Best in a 

gap/power run scheme with plenty of pulling actions. Reliable pass protector and a checkdown option in the flat but not an intermediate threat.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Third Round Pick

RB #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 6 4 6 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 6 5 3 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Isaiah Spiller RB 6'1, 217 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 20 4.64 1.59 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'6" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 13 174 946 5.4 10 29 203 0
2020 10 188 1036 5.5 9 20 193 0
2021 12 179 1011 5.6 6 25 189 1

Background

Isaiah Spiller was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 152nd-best recruit nationally, the 9th-best RB and the 23rd-best recruit in Texas. As a true freshman he appeared in 
every game and made 9 starts while being named to the SEC All-Freshman team. In 2020, he appeared in 10 games and made 8 starts while being named to All-SEC First 

Team and was named a semifinalist for the Earl Campbell Tyler Rose Award and Doak Walker Award. In 2021, he started all 12 games and ranked 5th in the SEC in 
rushing yards while being named to All-SEC Second Team by the coaches and AP.

Strengths
Vision in all run schemes to pickup what his line blocks for him, anticipation and processing of defender's leverage and how to make responsive cuts, will change pace or 
angle of his run to manipulate defenders into his blockers, understands how to press the gap and then cut to daylight, plant-and-go burst to get upfield and between a tight 

hole, sharp lateral jump cuts to make defenders miss in space at the 2nd or 3rd level, finishes runs strong with ample contact balance to break tackles, regularly falls forward 
after contact, understands blitz pickup duties, squares up to his target and makes sufficient contact in pass pro, effective checkdown option in the flats, reliable hands and has 

body control to make sideline catches.

Improvements
Will try to dance around too much and make something out of nothing when he should prioritize just getting back to the LOS, lacks ideal top-end speed to rip off long 

touchdowns and burn good pursuit angles, occasionally throws his shoulder when trying to anchor in pass protection, lacking experience with a diverse route tree out of the 
backfield.

One-Line Summary
Scheme versatile RB with ideal size, vision and ability to create for himself who is a tough tackle in open space and adds yards after contact but isn't a home-run hitter and 

can expand on his passing down duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent starter who develops into a good starter. Comfortable running all zone and gap/power concepts from under center and shotgun. Can be a a 

reliable checkdown option and grow into a threat in the quick passing game on Texas routes and option routes when aligned vs LBs. Effective when chipping and can 
become very dependable staying in to protect.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

RB #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 4 6 5 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 6 4 3 3 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

James Cook RB 5'10, 199 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.42 1.54 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - ankle, 2020 - shoulder, hand injuries 10' 4" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 10 41 284 6.9 2 8 89 0
2019 13 31 188 6.1 2 16 132 0
2020 8 45 303 6.7 3 16 225 2
2021 15 113 728 6.4 7 27 284 4

Background

James Cook was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 41st-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best all-purpose back and the 8th-best recruit in Florida. Cook has been a 
rotational back for his entire Georgia career and excelled in that role in the running and passing game.

Strengths
Vision and processing of defender's leverage on zone runs, decisiveness on gap runs, upfield burst to shoot through hole, light feet and flexible hips to change direction 

precisely and quickly in tight quarters, long speed to earn chunk plays and not get caught from behind, route salesmanship on downfield double moves, route diversity from 
backfield and aligned out-wide, hands catcher who can catch throws behind, above or in front of him, instant acceleration after catching the ball.

Improvements
Contact balance to break tackles aimed at his legs, play strength to push pile or fall forward, technique and anchor in pass pro.

One-Line Summary
Electric change of pace back with light feet and great change of direction ability who is a dangerous and versatile receiving threat but could be a stronger finisher and pass 

protector.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a great rotational change of pace back and can develop into a good starter. Excels equally in gap and zone schemes and is a 3-level receiving threat 

from the backfield and out-wide.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 48/70 - Second Round Pick

RB #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 3 6 3 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 3 3 6 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Brian Robinson Jr RB 6'1, 225 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 22 4.53 1.53 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 11" - 7.33

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2017 6 24 165 6.9 2 0 0 0
2018 9 63 272 4.3 2 0 0 0
2019 13 96 441 4.6 5 11 124 0
2020 13 91 483 5.3 6 6 26 0
2021 14 271 1343 5.0 14 35 296 2

Background

Brian Robinson Jr. was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 145th-best recruit nationally, the 8th-best RB and the 6th-best recruit in Alabama. In 2017, his true freshman 
season, he played a minimal role and was mainly a short-yardage back. This trend continued in 2018, 2019 and 2020 as Robinson Jr. learned behind Damien Harris, Najee 
Harris and others. In 2021, it was finally time for Robinson Jr. to shine and he started every game while leading SEC RBs in TDs. Named to the All-SEC First Team by the 

coaches and Second Team by the AP. Voted the best RB at the Senior Bowl by his teammates.

Strengths

Astute vision and processing on inside and outside zone runs from shotgun/pistol, varies his pace to setup his blocks especially on gap/power runs, on outside zone he 
presses the edge and forces defenders to commit before cutting downhill into an open lane, lowers the shoulder upon impact to break tackles, strong contact balance to add 
yards after contact, after 20 yards he can accelerate and be a threat in the open field, great pass protector who locates rushers quickly, protects with great play strength as he 

squares up to his target and initates contact with plenty of power to maintain a clean pocket.

Improvements

Lacks explosive stop/start ability and has limited acceleration in short areas, lacks foot speed to win the edge or burn pursuit angles, occasionally needs to slow down to 
make sharp changes of direction, limited route tree and salesmanship out of the backfield, body catcher.

One-Line Summary
Bruising back who wears down defenses and regularly finds the right hole plus is valuable in pass pro but lacks explosiveness and elusiveness plus can improve receiving 

skills.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good contributor in a committee and can develop into a bell cow back. Best in a zone heavy run scheme and is also adept at following pullers on 
power runs. Dependable pass protector especially with blitz pickup and can grow into a solid checkdown option in the flat or on dump offs over the middle.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round Pick

RB #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 6 4 6 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 5 5 1 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kyren Williams RB 5'9, 194 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Notre Dame 21 4.65 1.57 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'8" - 6.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 2 4 26 6.5 0 1 3 0
2020 12 211 1125 5.3 13 35 313 1
2021 12 204 1002 4.9 14 42 359 3

Background

Kyren Williams was a 4-star recruit, the 367th-best recruit nationally, the 24th-best RB and the 6th-best recruit in Missouri. Redshirted his true freshman year in 2019. Two-
year starter in 2020 and 2021. In 2020, he was named the ACC Rookie of the Year and Offensive Rookie of the Year. Also named All-ACC Second Team, FWAA 

Freshman All-America and a Doak Walker Award semifinalist. In 2021, he was a team captain and a Paul Horung Award finalist.

Strengths
On gap runs he presses the line to draw LBs inside and makes precise cuts to evade defenders, on inside zone he goes through his reads in a timely manner and knows when 
to cut upfield, patient runner between the tackles who can get skinny between holes and burst into the 2nd level when he sees daylight, powerful stiff arm to put defenders in 
the dirt, lowers his shoulder and drives his legs upon contact which leads to adding extra yards, low center of gravity helps his contact balance and tackle breaking ability, in 
pass pro he's quick to locate rushers, exceptional play strength with low pad level and a wide base to anchor, competitive nature to do whatever is necessary to block for his 

QB, reliable checkdown option in the flat and experience lining up out wide and running precise routes in the quick game.

Improvements
Small frame with short limbs, lacks short area acceleration to consistently beat pursuit angles to the edge, not very twitchy and elusive in the open field, limited top end 

speed to beat pursuit angles from the 3rd level.

One-Line Summary
Downhill between the tackles back who runs with patience and nuance while consistently adding yards after contact due to his play strength and is an exceptional pass 

protector but is a below average athlete and has poor measureables for the position.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup who grows into a great rotational piece. Best in a gap/power run scheme and is functional on inside zone. Very dependable pass 

protector who can stay in or chip while also being a diverse receiving threat out of the backfield or aligned out wide.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 48/70 - Fourth Round Pick

RB #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 6 4 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 3 5 7 5 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zamir White RB 5'11, 214 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.4 1.51 33.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'8" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 78 408 5.2 3 2 20 0
2020 10 144 779 5.4 11 6 37 0
2021 15 160 856 5.4 11 9 75 0

Background
Zamir White was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 9th-best recruit nationally, the top RB and the top recruit in North Carolina. Redshirted his true freshman season due 

to a season-ending ACL tear. In 2019, he played a rotational role and was the co-winner of the David Jacobs Award. In 2020, he started all 10 games and led the team in 
rushing yards. In 2021, he started 12 games and was named a permanent team captain. Led the team in rushing yards and finished 15th in school history with 2,043 rushing 

yards. 
Strengths

Astute at gap/power runs and hits the designed hole with aggression and speed, impressive upfield burst as he plants his foot and flies, angry runner who consistently breaks 
arm tackles and shows stellar contact balance, lowers his pads upon contact and is extremely competitive to drive his legs after contact and pickup extra yards, powerful 

lower body to make explosive jump cuts, dynamic open field speed to rip off explosive runs, good ball security and technique despite 3 career fumbles, locates free rushers 
well in pass protection.

Improvements

Limited change of pace or ability to press the hole to manipulate defenders, impatient runner who can struggle with the timing of zone concepts, inconsistent pass protector 
who can square up better and not drop his head, inconsistent hands out of the backfield.

One-Line Summary

One-cut, downhill runner who is a powerful finisher but is a one-speed runner who struggles to setup zone runs and contribute in the passing game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good contributor in a committee and can be a solid starter in the right scheme and if his two ACL injuries are not an issue. Best as a gap/power 
runner who can just hit the designed gap. Should be an early down back to start his career but possesses the athletic qualities to be a passing game contributor especially as a 

checkdown option in the flat and on option routes vs LBs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

RB #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 6 4 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 5 3 1 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Abram Smith RB 5'11, 211lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 23 4.54 1.53 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2018- Knee 9'8" 13 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 3 4 11 2.8 0 1 3 0
2019 7 8 35 4.4 1 0 0 0

2020 (LB) 5 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0
2021 14 257 1601 6.2 12 13 75 0

Background

Abram Smith was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated the 965th-best recruit nationally, the 53rd-best running back and the 132nd-best recruit in Texas. Smith was 
mainly a special teams contributor in his first two seasons and in 2020 he started four games at linebacker, where he led the team in tackles during each game. Smith is 

highly regarded by teammates and coaches for his work ethic and willingness to do whatever is necessary for the team.

Strengths
Vision on zone runs, ability to create by pressing gaps and manipulating linebackers, patience, burst, play strength as a finisher, LB mentality as a runner, contact balance to 

break tackles, processing and positioning in pass pro, anchor and displacement in pass pro.

Improvements
Elusiveness during jump cuts, foot speed for chunk plays, acceleration and explosiveness to create when blocking is poor, route diversity, route creativity, hands during 

errant throws.

One-Line Summary
Physical one-cut back with strong vision in a zone scheme and is a tremendous finisher and pass protector but is a mediocre athlete for the NFL and needs refinement in the 

receiving game.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good rotational back who can be depended upon in pass pro and can develop into a solid starter. Excels reading zone blocks and is functional in 
gap/power especially as a short-yardage back.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Fourth Round Pick

RB #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 6 4 6 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 5 2 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Pierre Strong Jr. RB 5'11, 202 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
SDSU 23 4.37 1.51 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 16 6.95

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 13 117 1116 9.5 11 6 84 1
2019 11 143 1018 7.1 8 14 169 1
2020 9 131 707 5.4 3 20 178 1
2021 15 240 1686 7.0 18 22 150 0

Background
Pierre Strong Jr. was unranked out of high school. Committed to SDSU and redshirted his true freshman season in 2017. In 2018, he stepped into the starting role and 
was named MVFC Freshman of the Year and to the MVFC All-Newcomer Team. Strong continued to have a stellar career and was named to All-MVFC First Team 

in 2019, 2020 and 2021. He was a team captain in his final two seasons.

Strengths
Possesses ideal vision and processing during zone runs, reads defender's leverage and knows when to hit the cutback lane, can burst through the hole and has home-
run linear speed, flashes ability to make defenders miss in space, dangerous receiving threat in space who can work screens well and should be a mismatch vs LBs, 

effective hands and looks comfortable catching and running, in pass protection he locates rushers effectively.
Improvements

Limited stop-start explosiveness which hurts his ability to create something out of nothing, diminutive size and play strength limits his ability to break tackles, gets 
dragged down from the side easily and has lackluster contact balance, struggles to anchor in pass protection and absorbs contact rather than initating it.

One-Line Summary

Electric scat back with home-run ability but lacks size and contact balance and is a physically limited pass protector.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup in a committee and can develop into a good #2 in a committee with a bigger back to compliment him. Best in a zone heavy run 
scheme and should not be asked to run gap/power between the tackles often. Should be a weapon on screens, as an underneath checkdown option and can develop his 

routes to run a more diverse tree. Should not be tasked with pass pro duties until he gets stronger.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 41/70 - Fourth Round Pick

RB #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 2 6 3 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 1 2 4 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyler Badie RB  5'8, 197 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Missouri 23 4.45 1.5 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" 14 7.07

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 12 89 437 4.9 2 12 130 0
2019 12 108 457 4.2 3 32 356 5
2020 10 48 242 5.0 4 28 333 2
2021 12 268 1612 6.0 14 54 330 4

Background

Tyler Badie was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1527th-best recruit nationally, the 28th-best all purpose back and the 43rd-best recruit in Tennessee. As a true 
freshman in 2018 he appeared in 12 games, playing a rotational role and finishing 3rd on the team in all-purpose yards and was named to the SEC All-Freshman team by 

league coaches. In 2019, he led the team in all purpose yards and was named to the SEC Academic Honor Roll. In 2020, he finished second on the team in touchdowns and 
was named to the SEC Academic Honor Roll, the CoSida Academic All-District and the Hornung Award Watch List (most versatile). In 2021, he set the Missouri single-

season rushing record, was named a team captain, to the CoSida Academic All-District All-American, a Doak Walker Award finalist, a Campbell Trophy semifinalist, to the 
SEC Community Team and the SEC Scholar Athlete of the Year.

Strengths
Vision reading inside and outside zone, decisiveness in gap/power and ability to find other holes that weren't designed, follows pullers and changes speed to create easier 

blocking angle, instant acceleration once he touches the ball, explosive upfield burst, agile hips with light feet to change direction and shift through traffic, runs with low pad 
level and an aggressive mentality to create contact rather than absorb it, contact balance and physical toughness to break arm tackles from DBs and LBs, hands catcher, 

dangerous receiving threat to gain YAC on screens, mental processing to locate blitzers.

Improvements
Ability to create on zone runs with change of pace, elusive jump cuts to create lateral space, finishing runs by falling forward or pushing the pile vs defensive linemen, 

squaring up and anchoring in pass pro instead of throwing a shoulder, runs rounded angle routes out of the backfield

One-Line Summary

Slashing back with burst and runs with aggression but struggles with pass protection technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a backup change of pace back in a committee role and can develop into a good backup. Best fit in a zone heavy run scheme but has functionality in a 
gap/power. Early in his career he should be an underneath checkdown option who isn't relied to pass protect but can become a diverse receiving threat who aligns out wide 

and in the slot like he has in college.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

RB #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 3 5 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 3 2 3 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyler Allegeier RB 5'10, 224 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
BYU 21 4.6 1.56 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 21 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 4 9 49 5.4 0 1 -3 0

2019 (LB) 13 17 119 7.0 0 3 67 1
2020 11 150 1130 7.5 13 14 174 0
2021 13 276 1601 5.8 23 28 199 0

Background

Tyler Allgeier was unranked out of high school, despite rushing being Kaiser High School's all-time leading rusher. As a true freshman in 2018 he appeared in 4 games and 
redshirted the season. In 2019, he appeared in all 13 games, playing at LB, RB and kick returner. In 2020, he moved to RB full time and had a breakout year, leading the 

team in rushing yards. In 2021, that trend continued as he played even better and was an All-American candidate, a Doak Walker Award Semifinalist and tied for first in the 
nation in rushing yards.

Strengths

Keen vision and anticipation during inside and outside zone, reads defender's leverage and will change his pace or get skinny through the hole, ample burst to get North-
South, quick reactions and can make sufficient cuts, powerful upper body and loves to lower his shoulder to truck DBs, wil drive his legs to push the pile, alert pass protector 

who puts his body on the line at all costs.

Improvements

Lacks explosiveness in his lower half which limits his stop/start ability, one speed runner with lackluster acceleration or foot speed to win the edge or break off long runs, 
not the most agile or elusive especially in tight quarters, limited route tree and salesmanship, doesn't appear overly comfortable hands catching and transitioning to run 

smoothly.

One-Line Summary

Downhill runner with a powerful upper body who loves the truck stick but is a limited athlete who lacks big play ability and receiving skills.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup and short yardage back who can develop into a good contributor in a committee. Best as an inside zone back and is solid at following 
pullers. Potential to be a consistent pass protector with improved technique but has longer ways to go as a receiver.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 6 3 6 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 3 1 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Sincere McCormick RB 5'8, 205 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UTSA 21 4.6 1.6 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 8" 32 7.14

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 177 983 5.6 8 24 194 1
2020 11 249 1467 5.9 11 20 131 0
2021 13 299 1479 4.9 15 22 184 0

Background

Sincere McCormick was a 3-star recruit, the 1636th-best recruit nationally, the 102nd-best RB and the 215th-best recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2019 he broke the 
UTSA school record for single-season all-purpose yards (1,177) and single-game rushing yards (189) on his way to being named the Conference USA Freshman of the Year. 

In 2020, he led the Conference USA in rushing yards and ranked second in the entire FBS. He was named the Conference USA Offensive Player of the Year, First Team 
All-Conference USA, Second Team All-American by Phil Steele and was a finalist for the Earl Campbell Award. In 2021, he led the conference in rushing yards again and 

paced it in TDs too. He was named Dave Campbell’s Texas Football Best Running Back and was an All-Texas College First Team pick. Additionally, he was named the 
Conference USA Offensive Player of the Year and first-team all-conference for the second straight season. Selected to the All-American Third Team by the AP.

Strengths

Decisive runner who will burst towards daylight as soon as he sees it, wastes no time getting north-south and won't dance around unnecessarily, feathery feet and fluid hips 
allow him to change direction on a dime, has an explosive gear to accelerate past the second level, runs with energy and can knock off weak arm tackles, natural hands 

catcher who has untapped receiving upside.

Improvements

Can be too antsy when running zone concepts and could vary his pace or press the gap longer to maximize yardage, limited size and play strength leads to being dropped on 
the spot of the tackle, gets caught from behind on runs into the third levle, limited anchor in pass protection.

One-Line Summary

Lightning quick and decisive runner who bursts downhill in the blink of an eye but poor size and play strength limits tackle breaking and pass protection.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who can develop into a solid number #2 in a committee. Scheme versatile back who can run zone, gap and power with proficiency. Can be a 
dangerous threat on screens and when matched up vs LBs in space but should not be given pass pro duties early on.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 2 5 4 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 3 2 5 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trestan Ebner RB 5'10,. 206 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 23 4.43 1.53 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'7" 13 7.16

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2017 9 23 121 5.3 2 20 267 3
2018 13 69 413 6.0 1 29 348 1
2019 13 53 250 4.7 3 24 317 2
2020 9 50 107 2.1 1 26 299 3
2021 14 148 799 5.4 2 28 284 2

Background
Trestan Ebner was a 3-Star recruit out of high school, the 432nd-best recruit nationally, the 28th-ranked athlete and the 62nd-best recruit in Texas. Throughout his five years 

at Baylor he has attained a rotational role in the Bears' backfield. In 2020, Ebner was recognized for his special teams contributions as he was named the Big 12 Special 
Teams Player of the Year, to Second Team All-Big 12 as a returner and to AP First Team All-Big 12 (all-purpose). In 2021, Ebner had his best year yet and was named Big 

12 Special Teams Player of the Year again, while also being named to the Paul Hornung and Earl Campbell Award Watch Lists.

Strengths
Vision and anticipation during outside zone runs, presses gaps and reads defender's leverage while understanding when to make cuts, possesses light and quick feet which 

allow him to change pace and make subtle changes of direction, stellar burst to accelerate through a gap or around the edge, elusive lateral jump cuts to make defenders miss 
at the 2nd and 3rd level, versatile usage on jet sweeps, speed options, tosses, screens and a punt/kick returner, deceptive route runner who sells route in one direction and 

gets low to explode in opposite direction, body control to contort to errant throws and can quickly go from catch mode to run mode to maximize YAC, in pass protection he 
is quick to locate his assignment.

Improvements
Lacks ideal size and bulk for a bell-cow role, limited contact balance to break tackles, rarely drives legs to push a pile after contact is made, limited play strength to anchor 

in pass protection as he lowers his head and throws a shoulder rather than consistently squaring up and bending his knees, absorbs rushers rather than initating contact.

One-Line Summary

Electric and versatile big-play weapon who is a mismatch vs LBs while adding kick/punt return value but must improve pass protection.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a very good #2 in a committee. Best in an outside zone scheme from under center or shotgun and should be 

utilized on sweeps, speed options and jet sweeps. Valuable passing threat out of the backfield on option routes, wheel routes and screens.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round Pick

RB #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 2 5 3 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 3 2 6 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Hassan Haskins RB 6'1, 228 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - 27 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 121 622 5.1 4 6 40 0
2020 6 61 375 6.1 6 0 0 0
2021 14 270 1327 4.9 20 18 313 0

Background

Hassan Haskins was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 975th-best recruit nationally, the 49th-best running back and the 11th-best recruit in Missouri. In 2019 he won the 
Most Improved Offensive Player of the Year. In 2021, he was a consensus First-Team All-Big Ten selection, and Second-Team All-American selection by the coaches. 

Haskins was also a four-time winner of Offensive Player of the Week honors.

Strengths
Upfield burst to hit the designed hole on gap runs, processing when running behind puller, understanding of whether to cut inside or outside off his puller depending on 

defender's leverage, vision on inside zone, contact balance and low pad level to break tackles, from DL, LB and DBs, consistently falls forward, explosiveness to hurdle DB 
in open field.

Improvements
Limited foot speed minimizes chunk plays beyond 3rd level, jump cuts don't create much lateral space, changing pace to manipulate defenders and open lanes, squaring up 

to target in pass pro, route creativity, clunky footwork at stem to separate.

One-Line Summary

No nonsense North-South runner with contact balance to add yards after contact but needs to refine 3rd down duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie, he can be a solid short-yardage back and can develop into a good rotational back who excels on early downs. Best in a gap/power scheme that runs a lot of duo 

and power concpets that aim to get him downhill. Functional executing inside zone.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 5 3 6 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 6 3 2 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jerrion Ealy RB 5'8, 189 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ole Miss 21 4.52 1.55 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 8" 15 7.07

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 104 722 6.9 6 20 172 1
2020 9 147 745 5.1 9 15 155 1
2021 12 133 768 5.8 5 32 218 2

Background

Jerrion Ealy was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 29th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd best RB and the 3rd best recruit in Mississippi. Also a decorated baseball player 
who was drafted in the 31st round in the 2019 MLB Draft. Played the 2020 season on Ole Miss' baseball team as an outfielder. As for football, Ealy appeared in all 12 games 

as a true freshman and made four starts. He Earned second team All-SEC and Freshman All-SEC accolades. In 2020, he appeared in 9 games with 8 starts and was named 
All-American Third Team by PFF, All-SEC Second Team (all-purpose) by the coaches and AP and All-SEC Second Team (RB) by PFF. In 2021, Ealy was named All-SEC 

Second Team by the coaches.

Great vision on all run concepts, extremely patient runner who changes his pace and angle to manipulate defenders and open up gaps, quick feet to make subtle cuts and 
weave through traffic, can accelerate to the edge and through the second level past LBs, dangerous in the open field as he is stellar at setting up defenders and making them 
miss with head fakes and lateral cuts, strings multiple moves together and is slippery to tackle, when he has a head of steam he can slip out of tackles from DBs, aware in 

pass protection and blocks with low center of gravity, untapped potential as a receiver who is a natural catcher and dangerous in space, productive kick returner.

Improvements

Limited size and frame hurts his tackle breaking ability, front seven defenders can tackle him on the spot and limit yards after contact, lackluster explosiveness to stop/start 
and evade immediate backfield penetration, as a receiver he can run crisper routes, limited size and bulk to truly anchor in pass protection.

One-Line Summary

Classic slow to it blow through it back who excels at stringing together moves to make defenders miss in the open field but poor size limits tackle breaking and pass pro.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who can develop into a solid #2 in a committee. Scheme versatile who has solid vision on zone, gap and power runs. Effective receiving 
threat out of the backfield who can beat LBs in man coverage and be a weapon on screens. Solid chip blocker but not overly strong when staying in to protect.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 3 4 3 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ty Chandler RB 5'11, 204lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
North Carolina 23 4.38 1.46 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2018 - Concussion 10' - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2017 (Tenn) 12 71 305 4.3 2 10 108 0
2018 (Tenn) 11 115 630 5.5 4 19 183 3
2019 (Tenn) 12 135 655 4.9 3 13 63 0
2020 (Tenn) 10 100 456 4.6 4 16 111 0

2021 13 182 1092 6.0 13 15 216 1
Background

Ty Chandler was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 67th-best recruit nationally, the 5th-best RB and the 5th-best recruit in Tennessee. Spent 4 years at Tennessee and 
appeared in 45 games with 25 starts as he finished 5th in UT history in all-purpose yards. He led the Vols in rushing yards in 2018 and 2019 and was named their 2018 

Offensive Player of the Year. In 2021, he transferred to UNC, started all 13 games and ranked 4th in the ACC in rushing yards per game, 3rd in rushing TDs and 7th in all-
purpose yards. He was named Second Team All-ACC and to the Doak Walker Award watch list.

Strengths

Excellent at following pullers and reads defender's while changing his pace to setup his blocks, electric plant-and-go burst to get upfield, light feet and efficient footwork to 
make subtle jump cuts and evade 2nd level defenders, impressive long speed especially when he gets a runway to accelerate, in pass protection he's quick to locate his 

assignment and puts his body on the line to block, solid route runner who can separate vs LBs because he sets up his routes well, athleticism makes him a dangerous YAC 
threat in space.

Improvements

Lacks a bit of patience on zone runs and could press the line better before cutting towards a lane, not an overly physical finisher who could lower his shoulder better to add 
yards after contact, misses opportunities for chunk plays as he struggles to make 3rd level defenders miss in space, in pass protection he can improve his technique to square 

up and anchor rather than throw his body towards a rusher.

One-Line Summary

An effective runner behind pullers with electric feet and adds passing down value but could finish runs with more power and improve pass pro technique.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who develops into a solid #2 in a committee or a really good #3. Best in a power run scheme where he can follow pullers and has a designed 
gap to hit. Valuable in the passing game, especially as a weapon out of the backfield and he excels on angle routes vs LBs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 3 3 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zaquandre White RB 6', 215lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
South Carolina 23 4.63 1.65 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1 9 7.37

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2018 (FSU LB) 11 - - - - - - -
2019 (JC) 8 137 876 6.4 10 13 72 1

2020 9 16 59 3.7 0 2 -4 0
2021 12 88 583 6.6 2 18 196 2

Background

ZaQuandre White was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 15th-best recruit nationally, the top RB and the 2nd-best recruit in Florida. Committed to Florida State 
and redshirted his true freshman season in 2017. Appeared in 11 games in 2018 and moved from RB to LB. Transferred to Iowa Western Community College in 2019 
and moved back to RB. Transferred to South Carolina in 2020 and appeared in nine games, playing RB, defense and special teams. In 2021, he appeared in 12 games 

and started six while finishing second on the team in rushing yards. Won the team award for Overcoming Adversity and the Most Improved Player of the Spring.

Strengths

Violent change of direction ability with explosive and elusive jump cuts, loose hips to open them and swivel from a downhill path to the sideline, ample burst through 
the hole and lowers shoulders when finishing, contact balance to break tackles and drives his legs after contact to maximize yardage, dyanmic in the open field with 

the ability to string multiple moves together, untapped potential as a receiver especially on screens.
Improvements

Erratic decision making on zone and gap runs, avoids getting north-south and loves to bounce runs unnecessarily, doesn't trust open gaps, can press the hole better to 
manipulate defenders and open up lanes, runs rounded routes, not the most natural hands catcher, poor effort and technique in pass pro.

One-Line Summary

Elite athlete with explosive COD and impressive speed who runs with ample physicality but is an erratic decision maker who bounces too many runs and needs 
refinement with pass game duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a great #2 and potentially a bell-cow back but has a long way to go. Best in a gap/power scheme 
where he can think less and just go. Can be an underneath checkdown option early on and can grow into a downfield threat.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 4 5 5 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 4 2 3 15 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jerome Ford RB 5' 10, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 22 4.46 1.56 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 10" - 7.31

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2018 (Bama) 4 7 37 5.3 0 0 0 0
2019 (Bama) 4 24 114 4.8 3 2 11 0

2020 10 73 483 6.6 8 8 51 0
2021 13 215 1319 6.1 19 21 220 1

Background
Jerome Ford was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 370th-best recruit nationally, the 12th-best all-purpose back and the 66th-best recruit in Florida. Played 2018 and 
2019 seasons at Alabama in a backup role behind many talented RBs. Transferred to Cincinnati in 2020 and became the starter in 2021. Named to the 2021 All-AAC First 

Team and was named AAC Championship Game MVP. 20 total TDs ranked third nationally and tied school record set in 2018 by Michael Warren.

Strengths
Downhill aggressiveness and hits the hole hard on short-yardage scenarios, processing of unblocked defenders and finding alternative gaps on gap runs like duo, runs with 

physical toughness and low pads to fall forward and break arm tackles, open field speed to beat pursuit angle of single high safety at the 3rd level, processing to locate 
blitzers and anchoring vs DBs, chip blocking EDGEs, hands catcher who can transition to YAC quickly

Improvements
Clunky feet which don't create much lateral space when cutting, marginal burst when working horizontal to vertical trying to get upfield, ability to create for self or 

manipulate defenders with change of pace, doesn't get low to make sharp breaks on routes out the backfield, anchor in pass pro vs LBs as he dips head and throws shoulder 
rather than squaring up

One-Line Summary

Downhill tough runner with low center of gravity and solid contact balance who locates rushers quickly but isn't an overly elusive athlete who can create for himself.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid committee back. Most experience in a gap/power scheme and is best attacking downhill between the 

tackles. Dependable pass protector when chipping or staying in the backfield. Solid check down option on underneath swing and flat routes.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 37/70 - Sixth Round Pick

RB #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 3 3 5 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 4 5 4 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Keaontay Ingram RB 5'11, 221 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
USC 22 4.53 1.53 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019-Knee,  2021-Rib 10' 2" 23 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2018 (Texas) 13 142 708 5.0 3 27 170 2
2019 (Texas) 13 144 853 5.9 7 29 242 3
2020 (Texas) 6 53 250 4.7 1 11 103 1

2021 10 156 911 5.8 5 22 156 0
Background

Keontay Ingram was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 164th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best RB and the 15th-best recruit in Texas. Ingram committed to 
Texas and spent his first three years a Longhorn. In 2018, he played a rotational role but gained the starting job in 2019 and 2020. Dealt with an ankle injury and 

hamstring which limited his 2020 season. Ingram trasnferred to USC and was immediately the starter, leading the team in rushing yards, being named a All-Pac 12 
honorable mention and winning USC’s 2021 Jack Oakie “Rise and Shine” Award.

Strengths

Great feel on zone runs as he presses the gap effectively and reads defender's leverage to know when and where to cut, plants his foot in the ground and shows 
impressive burst through the hole, elusive jump cuts that create ample lateral space to make defenders miss, bendy running style allows him to change his angle 

without losing speed, powerful lower and upper body allows him to break tackles, regularly falls forward and makes the effort to extend the ball.
Improvements

Lacks great acceleration to the edge or to burn pursuit angles, lacks top end speed to outrun third level defenders and create chunk plays, lackluster ability to truck 
defenders for a guy with his size, experienced fumbling issues at UT and could improve his ball security, mediocre effort in pass pro and rarely squares up to his 

target,  inexperienced receiver who is a raw route runner and has average at best hands.

One-Line Summary

Strong frame with light cuts and runs with vision and finesse but lacks top end speed and needs to improve all passing game duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who can develop into a good #2 back or even a bell cow back. Best in a zone scheme, can execute outside, inside and split. 
Functional in gap/power, especially following pullers. Should not be trusted with passing duties early but can develop into an underneath checkdown option.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round Pick

RB #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 5 4 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Rachaad White RB 6', 214 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Arizona State 23 4.48 1.52 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 5" 20 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs

2018 (JC) 9 70 392 5.6 2 0 0 0
2019 (JC) 11 199 1264 6.4 10 25 216 2

2020 4 42 420 10.0 5 8 151 1
2021 11 182 1006 5.5 15 43 456 1

1

Rachaad White was a 3-star recruit, rated as the 56th-best JUCO recruit nationally, the 3rd-best JUCO RB, and the 13th-best JUCO recruit in Missouri. White spent the 
2018-2019 season at Mt. San Antonio College where he recorded over 1,400 all-purpose yards as a sophomore.

Strengths
Vision following pullers, on gap runs he hits the hole with purpose, acceleration to the edge, light feet, processesing, positioning and anchoring in pass pro, route running 

from backfield and out-wide, hands catcher, dependable on errant throws

Improvements
Contact balance, vision and ability to create on zone, foot speed to create chunk plays, creating lateral space on jump cuts

One-Line Summary

Scat back who is dependable in pass pro and as an underneath option in the passing game plus reads gap/power well but lacks play strength and contact balance or great 
elusiveness or foot speed.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he could contribute as a 3rd down back if injuries occur to backs ahead of him and he can develop into a solid complimentary back. Best at reading gap/power 

schemes, is dependable in pass protection and a reliable check down option who has experience flexing out wide.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

RB #22

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 2 4 2 15 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 2 4 5 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zonovan Knight RB 5'10, 209 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
NC State 20 4.58 1.61 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 Offseason, Shoulder (surgery) 9' 6" - 6.95

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2019 12 136 745 5.5 5 7 45 0
2020 12 143 788 5.5 10 20 136 0
2021 12 140 753 5.4 3 21 156 0

Background

Zonovan Knight was a 4-star recruit, the 371st-best recruit nationally, the 27th-best RB and the 16th-best recruit in North Carolina. As a true freshman in 2019 he started 6 
games and led the team in rushing yards while being named to the PFF All-Freshman Team. Knight continued his role and success in 2020, leading the team in rushing 
yards and explosive plays while also being named an All-ACC honoree. In 2021, 

Strengths

If his pullers line up their target well he can successfully follow them through the gap, happy taking the first gap he sees and excels on stretch runs off the tackle, excellent at 
setting up defenders in the open field and stringing together multiple juke moves, insanely light and quick feet allow for immediate cuts, can find cutbacks on zone runs, 

when he has a head of steam and keeps his legs moving after contact he can break arm tackles, has breakaway speed for chunk plays, as a receiver he shows natural hands 
and is dynamic in screens and option routes.

Improvements

On zone runs he could vary his pace or press the gap better to manipulate defenders and open holes, ineffective gap scheme runner who isn't the strongest between the 
tackles, skinny frame and minimal play strength to break tackles and doesn't always fall forward, as a pass protector he throws his body around with reckless abandon and 

rarely makes full contact to prevent a pressure.

One-Line Summary

Quick, two-gear runner who is dangerous in the open field as a runner and receiver but skinny frame leads to poor strength and is unreliable as a pass protector.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who develops into a solid #2 in a committee. Best role early on is as a receiving threat on screens, underneath and intermediate passes in the 
flat and over the middle. Solid zone runner who is feasible on pulling actions as well but should primarily be used outside the tackles.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Sixth Round Pick

RB #21

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 2 5 3 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 3 1 5 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Isaih Pacheco RB 5'10, 216 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Rutgers 21 4.37 1.56 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 10" 27 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 11 111 551 5.0 3 2 11 0
2019 11 169 729 4.3 7 13 83 0
2020 9 116 515 4.4 3 19 130 1
2021 12 167 654 3.9 5 13 25 0

Background
Isaih Pacheco was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 665th-best recruit nationally, the 30th-best RB and the 17th-best recruit in New Jersey. Led the team in rushing 

yards during his sophomore and junior seasons. In 2021, he was named a team captain, an honorable mention All-Big Ten by both the coaches and media and earned 
Academic All-Big Ten honors.

Strengths
Regularly presses gaps to setup defenders and then cuts to a vacated gap, disciplined runner who has experience following pullers and reading leverage to find the hole, 

smooth acceleration skills to beat LBs to the edge, effortless burst to the second level, useful in pass protection due to understanding of assignment and natural leverage to 
slow down rushers.

Improvements
Lacks play strength to break tackles or push a pile to finish runs, limited patience as a runner especially on zone concepts, can add more route salesmanship, hands are 

mediocre at best.

One-Line Summary

Speedy change of pace back who excels utilizing pullers to attack the edges of defenses and has passing game utility but has very limited play strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmenal prospect who can become a solid backup. Best as a rotational back in a committee due to his size and stature. Experience in 

gap/power and is best on pulling actions like power and counter, plus can develop into a useful wide-zone back. Passing down duties will help him get on the field as he is a 
reliable protector.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Seventh Round Pick

RB #23

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 1 6 4 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 1 4 3 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

D'Vonte Price RB 6'1, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
FIU 22 4.38 1.52 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Lower Body 9' 11" - 7.59

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2017 7 15 131 8.7 0 5 45 0
2018 13 90 560 6.2 5 15 116 0
2019 12 50 249 5.0 0 10 49 0
2020 5 85 581 6.8 4 5 14 1
2021 9 129 682 5.3 6 10 83 0

Background

D'Vonte Price was a 3-star recruit after high school, rated as the 1969th-best recruit nationally, the 112th-best running back and the 294th-best recruit in Florida. In 2020, 
Price set school records in yards-per-carry with 6.84 and yards-per-game with 116.2.

Strengths
Solid vision reading zone between the tackles, processes defender's leverage and reads open lanes, upfield burst through the hole, aggression getting downhill, leg drive to 

fall forward.

Improvements
High running stance leads to mediocre play strength and lack of breaking tackles, not very elusive on jump cuts or agile in tight quarters to create for himself, acceleration to 

beat pursuit angles is lacking, limited change of pace or manipulation of defenders, anchor in pass protection, route creativity or diversity.

One-Line Summary

Downhill, between-the-tackles back with a high running stance and mediocre athleticism who is inconsistent in passing game duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he is a developmental back who needs to make an impact on special teams. He can develop into a solid complimentary back in short yardage situations if he 

learns to run with lower pads.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 32/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

RB #24

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 4 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Upfield Burst Finishing Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 4 2 2 15 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Treylon Burks WR 6'2, 225 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Arkansas 21 4.55 1.57 35 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2018 Torn ACL 10' 2" 12 7.28

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 11 29 475 16.4 0 9 35 0
2020 9 51 820 16.1 7 15 75 0
2021 12 66 1104 16.7 11 45 112 1

Background

Treylon Burks was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 103rd-best recruit nationally, the 16th-best WR and the 1st-best recruit in Arkansas. Burks' athleticism is special, 
he lettered in basketball and baseball in high school, wears 5XL gloves, made Bruce Feldman's "Freaks" list for being able to bench-press 380 pounds, squat 500, and 

power-clean 320. Burks was named to the 2021 All-SEC 1st Team and put on the 2021 Biletnikoff Award Watch List and the Maxwell Award Watch List. 

Strengths
Dynamic acceleration off a free release, physical hand-usage to win leverage vs press, separation quickness when working horizontally on crossers, play strength to push off 

at the stem and separate on crossers, play strength and body control to adjust and win on back shoulder fades down the sideline, big catch radius and strong hands, cheat 
code after the catch with instant acceleration, elite agility and long speed to rip off big plays, physical mentality after the catch with a powerful stiff arm, immense gravity 

when put in pre-snap motion which puts LBs in conflict and helps the run game, aligned at X, Y, Z and even in the backfield.

Improvements
Foreshadows routes and doesn't consistently use fakes at the stem to trick defenders, lacking effort and toughness as a run blocker as he rarely imposes his will and sustains 

blocks.

One-Line Summary

Rare athlete with elite size, body control and catch radius who is a versatile weapon that can be deployed all over the field but could use improved route salesmanship.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid starter and can develop into a great starter who helps playoff teams win games. Fits in any scheme and can play any WR position while running 
routes to all 3 levels of the field. For smoothest transition to NFL he should be a slot WR who is schemed touches on jet sweeps and screens. Valuable chess piece in motion 

who draws gravity and creates space for others.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 60/70 - Top 10 pick

WR #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

 7 6 6 6 6 31 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 7 7 6 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Garrett Wilson WR 6', 183 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 21 4.38 1.53 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 3" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 13 30 432 14.4 5 0 0 0
2020 8 43 723 16.8 6 2 67 0
2021 11 70 1058 15.1 12 4 76 1

Background

Garrett Wilson was a 5-star recruit out of high school, rated as the second-best wide receiver recruit and the third-best recruit in Texas. In 2021, hee was a Biletnikoff Award 
Watch list member and FWAA First Team All-American. In 2019, Wilson was awarded the All-American Bowl Man of the Year as he "epitomize a high standard of 

excellence in community service, education, and athletic distinction." In high school, Wilson was also a stellar basketball player and received offers to Division I schools.

Strengths
Deceptive releases with a variety of packages to beat soft-press, attacking corner's leverage to setup his route, hip sink and ankle flexion to make sharp cuts at stem, head 

fakes and jab steps to sell corner in opposite direction of break, acceleration in and out of breaks, foot speed to win vertical, body control to contort to errant throws, strong 
hands in contested scenarios, foot speed and jump cuts to create YAC, can align at all three WR spots, run routes at all three levels and have gadget usage.

Improvements
Beating press-jam with his hands, competitive toughness and play strength as a run blocker.

One-Line Summary

Dynamic athlete who can align at all WR spots, run deceptive routes at all three levels has great body control and dependable hands but can improve at beating press-jam 
and run blocking.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie, Wilson can be a starter-caliber WR2, can quickly grow into a WR1 with added strength and has Pro-Bowl potential. He can align at X, Y or Z and should be 

used heavily at Z and in the slot early on. Wilson can gain easy yards on jet sweeps and screens plus run routes to all three levels of the field. His well-rounded game makes 
him a strong fit in any offensive scheme.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 58/70 - Top 15 pick

WR #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 4 6 5 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 7 6 7 6 32 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jameson Williams WR 6'1, 179lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 20 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2022- Torn ACL - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2019 (Ohio) 4 6 112 18.7 1 0 0 0
2020 (Ohio) 6 9 154 17.1 2 0 0 0

2021 15 79 1572 19.9 15 3 23 0
Background

Jameson Williams was a 4-Star recruit out of high school, the 82nd-best recruit nationally, the 13th-ranked WR recruit in the country and the 1st recruit in the state of 
Missouri. Williams committed to Ohio State and played for two seasons as a rotationary piece behind Garrett Wilson and Chris Olave. Williams trasnferred to Alabama in 

2021 and had a breakout year. 

Strengths

Effective releases vs press as he uses head fakes, jab steps and hand moves to get off the line smoothly, instant acceleration vs off coverage allows him to eat up cushion 
quickly, uses head fakes at the stem of intermediate crossing routes, excels winning vertical on deep routes as he has an elite third gear, deceptive on double moves as he 

sells the first route well and has the stop-start explosiveness to burn defenses deep, astute deep-ball tracking without losing speed, body control to adjust to errant throws and 
strong hands plus concentration in contested scenarios, electric after the catch in the open field due to foot speed.

Improvements

Skinny frame and lacks play strength which hurts his separation quickness vs physical corners, can get pulled out of phase and doesn't use his hands well enough to 
disengage, lacks physical toughness and effot as a run blocker, more fast than elusive which limits his YAC when in tight quarters as he won't always make the first defender 

miss.

One-Line Summary

Field-altering vertical threat with nuanced routes and dependable hands who can win from the outside and inside but lacks play strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good WR3 and can develop into a great WR2 and solid WR1. Best fit in a pass-heavy spread scheme from the slot. Can align at all three WR 
positions and run routes to all three levels of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 53/70 - First Round pick

WR #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 5 3 7 3 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 5 5 28 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Drake London WR 6'3, 219lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
USC 20 - - -

Note: Personal Pro Day April 15th
Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2021 Fractured ankle - - -
Key Stats

Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 8 39 567 14.5 5 0 0 0
2020 6 33 502 15.2 3 0 0 0
2021 8 88 1084 12.3 7 1 2 0

Background

Drake London was a 4-star recruit, the 247th-best recruit nationally, the 35th-best WR and the 33rd-best recruit in California. London was an instant contributor as a 
freshman in 2019 and started nine games, while being named to PFF's Freshman All-American Third Team. In 2020, London improved his play and gained national 

recognition, being named to the All-Pac-12 second team, AP All-Pac-12 second team, Pro Football Focus All-Pac-12 first team and Phil Steele All-Pac-12 first team. In 
2021, despite having a shortened season due to injury, London was named the Pac-12 Offensive Player of the Year and USC's MVP. London was also named a team captain. 

In addition to his football talent, London was a dominant high school basketball player and also played on USC's basketball team in 2020.

Strengths
Long strides with build up speed to win vertical down the sideline or up the seam, understands how to attack defender's leverage and finds open spaces in zone coverage, 
gets low in and out of his breaks to create separation, exceptional body control and adjustment skills to contort to back shoulder throws and errant balls outside his frame, 

catch radius and hand strength to pluck fastballs, mental toughness and competitiveness to win contested scenarios with a defender draped all over him, extremely 
competitive after the catch and uses agile changes of direction to make defenders miss in space.

Improvements
When aligned in the slot he could use his hands better to beat LBs who try and attack his chest/shoulder pads to throw him off his stem, lacks consistent acceleration to 

separate on horizontal crossing routes vs man coverage, focus drops in 2021 on "easy" catches, inconsistent effort and sustain as a run blocker.

One-Line Summary

Boundary receiver who wins with hulking size, ample route running craft and catch point skills that is a vertical and intermediate threat even vs double coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid starter as a second option and can grow into a good first option. Best as an "X" receiver who runs isolated vertical and intermediate routes on 

the back side of formations. Potential as a big slot who wins up the seam. Fits in a pro-style offense with vertical concepts and option routes.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - First Round pick

WR #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 5 5 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 6 7 5 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Christian Watson WR 6'4, 208 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
North Dakota State 22 4.36 1.45 38 1/2 "

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Hamstring 11' 4" 18 6.96

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 8 9 165 18.3 0 0 0 0
2019 11 34 732 21.5 6 13 162 1
2020 8 18 437 24.3 1 21 116 0
2021 12 43 800 18.6 7 15 114 1

Background

Christian Watson was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3689th-best recruit nationally, the 501st-best WR and the 536th-best recruit in Florida. Watson committed to 
NDSU and redshirted his true freshman season in 2017. Early on, he was a backup and kick returner but grew into a starter in his sophomore year. In 2019, he was NDSU's 

leading receiver and ranked third in the MVFC in receiving yards. In 2020, he was named First Team All-America kick returner and again led NDSU in major receiving 
stats. In 2021, he was named First team All-America wide receiver by HERO Sports...Second team All-America wide receiver by Associated Press. He led NDSU in major 

receiving stats and was second in the MVFC in yards per reception.

Strengths
Purposeful releases to beat press and uses violent jab steps and head fakes to deceive corners, precise route salesmanship as he disguises his stems well and keeps his hips 
square to the corner until the last second, gets low at his break "sitting in the chair" to explode and separate, expert body control to contort and catch throws outside of his 

frame and stay in bounds down the sideline, versatile usage with YAC ability on jet sweeps due to deceptive speed and long strides, effective at positioning blocks in the run 
and screen game plus has great motor to block downfield and spring big plays

Improvements
Occasionally suffers from focus drops on the "easier" catches, not overly elusive after the catch and better NFL athletes may limit that.

One-Line Summary

Height, weight, speed specimen with precise routes at all three levels of the field and elite body control to make contested sideline catches downfield.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and solid third option, while developing into a very good second option. Scheme versatile, can align at all three WR positions and run 

routes to all areas of the field. Excels on back shoulder fades in a vertical passing game and on intermediate in-breaking routes. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - First Round pick

WR #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 5 7 4 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Chris Olave WR 6'0, 187 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 21 4.39 1.45 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 7 12 197 16.4 3 0 0 0
2019 13 48 840 17.5 12 2 5 0
2020 7 50 729 14.6 7 1 0 0
2021 11 65 936 14.4 13 0 0 0

Background

Chris Olave was a 3-star recruit, the 399th-best recruit nationally, the 68th-best WR and the 47th-best recruit in California. Named to the First Team All-Big Ten in 2020 
and 2021. In 2020, he led the Buckeyes in receptions, receiving yards and TDs. In his final season he was tied for first in the nation in receiving TDs.

Strengths
Smooth and versatile release package with understanding of how to attack corner's leverage to beat press, vs off coverage he sells vertical stem by running with pads over 
knees and it sets up underneath routes, efficient in and out of breaks and gets ample knee bend to get low and separate, uses head fakes and body shifts to deceive corner's 

and create space, quick processor who reads zone coverages and finds the holes to give his QB a throwing window, astute body control to adjust late in the play and haul in 
throws outside his frame, strong and dependable hands to catch balls in front, behind and above him, acceleration and foot speed to gain YAC in the open field, tough to 

catch at the 3rd level, versatile to align outside at X and Z and inside as well.

Improvements
Thin frame and below average play strength limits separation vs physical bump and run corners, good but not a standout athlete which limits separation and YAC in tight 

quarters, lackadasical blocker with inconsistent competitiveness.

One-Line Summary

Deceptive route runner who is full of finesse and fluidity and excels in the deep passing game but lacks play strength in all aspects of the game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent starter as a third option and can develop into a very good second option. Scheme versatile and can align outside and in the slot, while running 

routes to the intermediate and deep parts of the field. Best as a Z WR and excels on schemed deep crossers to take shots off of play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round pick

WR #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 2 5 3 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 5 4 27 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Skyy Moore WR 5'9, 195 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Western Michigan 21 4.41 1.46 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 5" 15 7.13

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 13 51 802 15.7 3 1 2 1
2020 5 25 388 15.5 3 1 0 0
2021 12 95 1292 13.6 10 1 10 0

Background

Skyy Moore was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2348th-best recruit nationally, the 217th-best CB and the 44th-best recruit in Pennsylvannia. Moore was a two-time 
Allegheny Conference Offensive Player of the Year as a QB in high school and was also named Defensive Player of the Year as a defensive back. He transitioned to WR 
when he got to college and in 2019, was named First Team All-MAC, the first true freshman to do so in Western Michigan history in school history. In the shortened 2020 
season he was named preseason first team All-MAC honoree by Athlon Sports and second team by Phil Steele, plus was a member of the Biletnikoff Award Watch List. In 

2021, Moore returned to the First Team All-MAC and had his best season yet.

Strengths
Purposeful releases with the use of jab steps and head fakes to force the CB to "open the gate", smooth acceleration to press vertical and setup short or intermediate 

horizontal breaks, gets low in and out of his break with ample ankle flexion to make a sharp cut, accelerates out of break with balance and control to separate vs man 
coverage, astute ball-tracking on vertical throws, can adjust to off-target throws, secure hands catcher who can make catches in front of his frame, elusive movement skills to 

gain YAC, smart and willing blocker who will do the dirty work in the run game.

Improvements
Lacks ideal size which will limit him to slot duties, could be more physical with his hands to beat press-jam.

One-Line Summary

Crafty route runner with sneaky controlled athleticism who is a tough cover 1on1 and finishes reps strong.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup or solid third option and can develop into a solid second option in the right system. Best in a spread, RPO heavy offense with plenty of 

emphasis on quick game concepts and schemed vertical opportunities. Slot receiver who can gain YAC on jet sweeps and screens too.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - Second Round pick

WR #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 4 6 28 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jahan Dotson WR 5'11, 178 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 21 4.43 1.56 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2016- Broken Leg 10' 1" 15 7.28

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 8 13 203 15.6 0 0 0 0
2019 13 27 488 18.1 5 2 0 0
2020 9 52 884 17.0 8 0 0 0
2021 12 91 1182 13.0 12 6 18 1

Background

Jahan Dotson was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 192nd-best recruit nationally, the 36th-best WR and the 6th-best recruit in Pennsylvannia. Dotson has 42 starts 
throughout his Penn State career and ranks third all-time in receiving TDs, fourth in receiving yards, fourth in receptions and sixth in punt return average. In 2021, he was 

named Penn State's MVP, All-Big Ten First Team and a semi-finalist for the Biletnikoff Award.

Strengths
Purposeful releases and understands how to attack corner's leverage to setup route, smooth accelerator with plenty of foot speed to get vertical, sells double moves 

exceptionally well and post-corners/corner-posts are his money routes, excels on deep crossers and can adjust angle to avoid defenders when necessary, explosive vertical to 
high point the ball, great play strength with vicegrip hands to win contested balls.

Improvements
False step off his release limits get-off, thin frame and below average size limits play strength to not get pushed off his route and gets squeezed down the sideline too often, 

could get lower to explode out of his breaks and create more sudden separation, not super elusive or agile which limits YAC

One-Line Summary

Speedy vertical threat with route salesmanship and strong hands but lacks play strength and elusive change of direction ability.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent starter as a third option and can grow into a very good second option with some seasons with first option type of production. Best in a spread 

system with emphasis on vertical passing game, running deep crossers, posts, corners and double moves. Best as a Z and in the slot to capitalize on free releases.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

WR #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 2 6 4 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 6 5 3 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Khalil Shakir WR 5'11, 196 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Boise State 22 4.43 1.49 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 16 7.28

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 10 16 170 10.6 1 14 70 1
2019 14 63 872 13.8 6 19 66 3
2020 7 52 719 13.8 6 17 148 0
2021 12 77 1117 14.5 7 21 130 0

Background

Khalil Shakir was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 360th-best in the nation, the 22nd-best athlete recruit and the 44th-best recruit in California. In 2021 he was named 
to the Maxwell Award Watch List and the Biletnikoff Award Watch List while actually winning the Biletnikoff Award Fan Vote. Also named to the CoSiDA Academic All-

America Second Team.

Strengths
Uses jab steps to attack defender's leverage and create space off the release and at the stem, body control and fluidity to adjust to throws behind him, concentration and hand 
strength to haul in errant throws in front, behind or below him, competitive toughness after the catch, play strength to fall forwaard through tackles, agile and nimble feet to 

change direction and make defenders miss in space when he has a running start.

Improvements
Could have more developed toolkit to beat press-jam, not overly explosive or elusive when working from a stationary position, awkward hand placement when preparing for 

catch leads to occasional body catches, on throws above his head his hands are slightly too wide which leads to drops.

One-Line Summary

Not the biggest or fastest WR but is a crafty route runner who makes difficult catches and is tough as nails after the catch.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a functional starting slot in the right scheme and can develop into a good starter. Excels as a slot, can play Z but is maximized with free releases. 

Proficient in a west-coast offense as a short and intermediate weapon and should be manufactured touches in space on jet sweeps and screens.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - Second Round pick

WR #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 5 5 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 5 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

George Pickens WR 6'3, 195 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 20 4.47 1.5 34.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021 Spring- Torn ACL, 2020- Upper Body Injury 10' 5" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 12 49 727 14.8 8 0 0 0
2020 8 36 513 14.3 6 0 0 0
2021 4 5 107 21.4 0 0 0 0

Background

George Pickens was a 5-star recruit, the 24th-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best WR and the top recruit in Alabama. In 2019, he was named to the Coaches’ Freshman All-
SEC Team and was a co-winner of Offensive Newcomer of the Year award. In 2020 he tied for the team lead in receiving yards. Injuries have seriously derailed his 

production.

Strengths
Deceptive releases to attack corner's leverage and force them to turn in the opposite direction of his phase, long strides with solid foot speed to win vertical, sharp breaks at 
the stem with ample knee bend to be precise and explosive, body control to adjust to back shoulder throws and errant passes, sticky hands and has wide catch radius, knack 
for making diving catches out in front of him, knows how to setup the defender before he makes the catch to maximize YAC, transitions to being a runner effortlessly and is 

competitive and agile with ample acceleration. 

Improvements
Focus drops, running purposeful routes when he's not the first or second option, scramble drills and giving multiple efforts to get open on an extended play.

One-Line Summary

Classic X receiver with smooth routes for his size and has a knack for difficult extended catches but could give more effort on scramble drills and has injury concerns.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a great backup and potentially a starter by the end of his rookie season. Can develop into a great starter, a very good second option and decent first 

option. Can play all three receiver spots but best at X, running routes at all three levels of the field in a spread vertical or west coast system.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

WR #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 3 4 5 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 5 5 4 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

John Metchie III WR 5'11, 187lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Torn ACL - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 4 4 23 5.8 0 0 0 0
2020 13 55 916 16.7 6 0 0 0
2021 13 96 1142 11.9 8 1 8 0

Background

John Metchie III was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 275th-best recruit nationally, the 40th-best WR and the 6th-best recruit in New Jersey. Metchie played a backup 
role in 2019 and 2020 but emerged as the Tide's WR1 in 2021. He led UA and ranked second in the SEC for receptions with 96 prior to his season-ending knee injury. 

Metchie III was named to the All-SEC Second Team in 2021 and was named to the Biltenikoff, Walter Camp and Maxwell Award watch lists.

Strengths
Variety of releases to beat press as he uses purposeful footwork to force corner's to turn and uses quick+strong hands to beat jams, expert route salesmanship to make corner 
think route X is coming but he runs route Y instead, vs bail with an open side shuffle he attacks the corner's blindspot to force a turn and allow for easier separation, makes 

sharp breaks at the stem vs off coverage, sells vertical well to create space underneath and stops on a dime and comes back to the ball to separate on curls, mental processing 
to read zone coverages and adjust his route above or below a linebacker to create an angle for the QB, superb understanding of scramble drills and how to run to open space, 

versatile usage on jet sweeps and screens, generates YAC due to foot speed and agility.

Improvements
Struggles to catch throws outside of his frame due to short catch radius and lack of hand strength, not overly tough as a blocker or after the catch, athleticism is around 

average which limits YAC and separation skills from elite athletes.

One-Line Summary

Sudden athlete with strong route salesmanship who excels separating horizontally in the intermediate area and during scramble drills but struggles catching throws away 
from his frame.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid third option and can develop into a good second option. Best in a pass-heavy spread West Coast scheme as he excels on crossing rotues in the 

short and intermediate areas of the field. Mobile QB's best friend as he excels on scramble drills.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round pick

WR #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 3 6 3 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 3 5 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kyle Philips WR 5'11, 189 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UCLA 22 4.58 1.49 33 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" - 6.75

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 4 6 31 5.2 0 0 0 0
2019 11 60 681 11.4 5 1 7 0
2020 7 38 370 9.7 2 4 40 0
2021 11 59 739 12.5 10 0 0 0

Background

Kyle Philips was a 4-star recruit, the 288th-best recruit nationally, the 48th-best WR and the 38th-best recruit in California. His 60 catches in 2019 were the most ever by a 
UCLA freshman (redshirt or true) and became the first Bruin redshirt freshman to lead the team in receptions since 2001. In 2020, he was named Second Team Pac-12 by 

PFF and Phil Steele. In 2021, he led PAC-12 WRs with TD catches and was named to First Team All Pac-12 by the coaches and Phil Steele. Finished fourth on the all-time 
UCLA receptions list. Had a standout East-West Shrine Bowl performance.

Strengths
Smooth releases vs off coverage, varies tempo of route to throw off defender, regularly uses hesitations and stutters at the stem to freeze corner, gives head fakes to sell 

route, accelerates out of break with great short area quickness, makes sharp cuts towards the ball on in and out routes, mental processing to diagnose zone coverages and 
adjust his route to settle in space, astute understanding of throwing window angles and the depth he should settle at to be available, fluid body control to twist and catch 

throws outside of his frame while being aware of the sideline or nearby defenders, strong hands to pluck the ball out of the air and attacks it before defenders can get to it.

Improvements
Struggles separating vs physical corners who smartly grab him, lacks top end speed to be a consistent vertical threat downfield, not overly explosive or elusive to 

consistently make tacklers miss.

One-Line Summary

Nuanced slot receiver who expertly finds holes in zone coverages and sells deceptive routes but is a limited athlete who can struggle vs physicality.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a functional starter who develops into a very good starter. Pure-slot receiver who excels in the short+intermediate areas of the field especially running 

curls to beat zone. Best in an option route heavy offense such as the Erhardt Perkins system.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Second Round pick

WR #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 6 2 5 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 5 6 4 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyquan Thornton WR 6'2, 181 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 21 4.28 1.41 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- various injuries 10' 10" - 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 10 20 234 11.7 3 2 2 0
2019 13 45 782 17.4 5 0 0 0
2020 5 16 158 9.9 1 0 0 0
2021 14 62 948 15.3 10 1 -11 0

Background

Tyquan Thornton was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 322nd-best recruit nationally, the 53rd-best WR and the 56th-best recruit in Florida. In 2018 as a true freshman, 
he appeared in 13 games but played a rotational role, starting two games. In 2019, he started 11 games and was named an All-Big 12 Honorable Mention. In 2020, he started 
every game and was already ranked 24th all-time in receiving yards at Baylor. In 2021, he started every game and led the team in receptions and TDs. Finished 10th all-time 
in Baylor receiving yards history and 8th in TDs. Finished 3rd in Big 12 in receiving yards, fifth in yards per catch and sixth in yards per game. Named All Big 12 Second 

Team by the coaches and AP.

Strengths
Purposeful releases with an understanding of how to attack leverage to setup his route, uses changes in tempo throughout his route to lull corner to sleep and then accelerates 
to separate, snappy breaks with sharp angles and explosive burst to separate on slants, when crossing the middle of the field he processes zones and adjusts his route to open 

up a throwing lane, astute deep ball tracking while maintaining speed and adjustng angle, body control to contort to off-target throws, consistent hands especially on high-
arching deep balls, competitive run blocker who positions quickly and uses long arms to keep defender away from the run.

Improvements
Occasionally a split second slow off the snap, when he's not the first option on a play his routes get lackadaiscal as he looks to save energy, high-waisted build makes it 
difficult for him to get low in and out of his breaks which makes some routes look clunky, on curl and comeback routes he can come back to the ball more and attack it 

before the defender closes.

One-Line Summary

Blazing vertical threat with flashes of nuance to his routes and dependable hands but is a linear athlete who needs to expand+refine his route tree.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a good third option. Best in a spread vertical system that allows him to feast on posts, corner-posts and go-

routes. Also effective on slants for quick-game concepts. Reliable blocker who played X in college and projects nicely as a Z.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round pick

WR #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 3 6 5 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 5 5 2 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Wan'Dale Robinson WR 5'8, 178 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky 21 4.44 1.49 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
Reoccuring hamstring 9' 10" - 7.14

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2019 (Nebraska) 10 40 453 11.3 2 88 340 3
2020 (Nebraska) 8 51 461 9.0 1 46 240 1

2021 13 104 1334 12.8 7 7 111 0
Background

Wan'Dale Robinson was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 87th-best recruit nationally, the top all-purpose back and the top recruit in Kentucky. Robinson committed to 
Nebraska and in 2019 he started three games at WR and one at RB as a true freshman. He finished third in receptions, receiving yards, receiving touchdowns, carries, 

rushing yards and rushing touchdowns. In 2020 he split time at WR and RB again, led the team in all-purpose yards and receiving yards. He earned honorable-mention All-
Big Ten honors from the conference coaches. In 2021, he transferred to Kentucky and ranked fourth nationally and second in the SEC in receptions per game. He was named 

to the Second Team All-American, First Team All-SEC, the USA Today All-Bowl Team, additionally to the Paul Hornung Watch List and the Biletnikoff Watch List.

Strengths
Smooth releases vs off coverage with instant acceleration to eat up cushion and get vertical, head fakes at the stem to sell route, gets low to explode out of breaks and change 

direction on short routes, sharp break on in and out breaking intermediate routes, astute deep ball tracking with the ability to match speed to the ball as he will maintain 
speed if needed or slow down if needed, mental toughness to make spectacular catches in difficult scenarios, twitchy after the catch with elusive jump cuts to excel at getting 

YAC on screens and jet sweeps

Improvements
Lacks play strength to win at the stem with physicality and limited release work vs press-jam, needs to use hands better throughout the phase to ward off defender from 
being grabby, varying route tempo would help separation, should sell vertical better to sell underneath routes, struggles to catch low throws, struggles to catch through 

contact whether it is a defender or the ground.

One-Line Summary

Fast and sudden vertical slot receiver who lacks play strength and is inconsistent catching through contact.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a good starter. Slot only receiver who excels in a pass-heavy spread system with an emphasis on the vertical 

passing game. Best at attacking the intermediate and deep areas of the field and can be useful in quick game on screens, jet sweeps and other manufactured touches.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Third Round pick

WR #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 1 6 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 2 4 4 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tre Turner WR 6'1, 184 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Virginia Tech 21 4.51 1.49 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Respritory Injury, 2020- Plantar Fasciitis 9' 5 - 7.45

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 12 26 535 20.6 4 8 101 1
2019 11 34 553 16.3 4 24 231 1
2020 10 34 529 15.6 3 9 60 2
2021 10 40 675 16.9 3 12 64 0

Background

Tre Turner was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 180th-best recruit nationally, the 34th-best WR and the 8th-best recruit in North Carolina. Turner was also a talented 
basketball player in high school and that has translated to his footwork and ball skills. Ranks 5th all-time in receptions (134) and 5th in receiving yards (2,292) for the 

Hokies.

Strengths
Speed releases and head fakes to freeze cornerback, sells vertical on his stem which creates space on intermediate routes, effective on jet sweeps due to acceleration and foot 

speed to get to the edge and vision to follow blocks, agile and fluid mover who changes direction easily, after catching screen passes he turns upfield to gain YAC 
instantaneously, ability to adjust to underthrown balls or track deep balls over his back shoulder, competitive at the catch point and makes difficult contested catches while 

contorting his body.

Improvements
Play strength to beat press-jam with his hands, variety of releases and changing his tempo, route diversity.

One-Line Summary

Fluid receiver with slot and boundary versatility is a YAC weapon and can attack all areas of the field but needs to improve functional strength and route tree.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a solid starter as a third option or potentially a second option. Best in a spread offense that manufactures him 

touches on jet sweeps and screens. Can align in the slot or at Z and run routes to the short, intermediate and deep areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round pick

WR #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 2 5 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 5 5 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Calvin Austin III WR 5'7, 170 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Memphis 22 4.32 1.44 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Ankle still played 11' 3" 11 6.65

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 4 2 24 12.0 0 1 83 1
2019 9 17 315 18.5 3 4 3 1
2020 11 63 1053 16.7 11 2 14 0
2021 12 74 1149 15.5 8 1 69 1

Background
Calvin Austin III was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated the 1,286th-best recruit nationally, the 88th-best all-purpose athlete and the 32nd-best recruit in Tennessee. 
Austin III was a nine-time state champion in sprints/relays in high school and set five school records. At Memphis, as a redshirt freshman in 2017, he helped set school 

records in the 4x400m relay and 4x100m relay. In 2018, he helped set a new record for the 4x100m relay with a time of 39.19 seconds. In 2021, he was named to the First 
Team All-ACC, AAC Honor Roll. Additionally he was named to the Tiger 3.0 Club in 2021, 2019 and 2017, for having a GPA at 3.0 or above.

Strengths
Track star speed to get vertical+separate after the break and after the catch, body control to adjust to errant throws and strong hands to haul in balls below, above and in front 

of him, deep-ball tracking over shoulder, acceleration and second gear in space, dynamic return ability.

Improvements
Releases vs press due to limited hand usage and play strength to beat jam and hand fighting throughout the phase, rounded breaks with insufficient hip sink, physicality to 

box out in contested scenarios, play strength and competitiveness as a run blocker.

One-Line Summary

Dyanmic athlete with blazing speed, astute ball tracking and dependable hands who generates YAC in space but needs to refine routes and improve play strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid returner and great gadget weapon as a WR4 who can develop into a good starter. Best as a slot, can play some Z but is maximized when given 

free releases. Excels in a spread vertical offense, can be a threat in the underneath quick game and should be manufactured touches on screens and jet sweeps. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round pick

WR #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 5 1 6 3 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 6 5 5 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alec Pierce WR 6'3, 211 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 21 4.41 1.46 40 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- Knee 10' 9" - 7.13

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 12 37 352 9.5 2 0 0 0
2020 6 17 315 18.5 3 0 0 0
2021 14 52 884 17.0 8 0 0 0

Background

Alec Pierce was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1164th-best recruit nationally, the 174th-best WR and the 25th-best recruit in Illinois. Has been a valuable special 
teams contributor throughout his Cincinnati career. In 2021, he had a breakout year and led the Bearcats in all major receiving stats. Named to the All-AAC Second Team 

and was Cincinnati's first CoSIDA Academic All-America First Team honoree since 1997. Graduated with a degree in Mechanical Engineering in just 3.5 years.

Strengths
Long strides to stress a corner's cushion or get vertical, gets low in and out of his breaks which leads to ample separation, easy separator vs zone coverage as he understands 

how to attack corner's leverage and find open spaces, effortless body control to adjust to errant throws, hands catcher who attacks the football and high points jump balls.

Improvements
Can refine his hand usage and releases to beat press bump and run, allows corners to get into his chest and they have a natural leverage advantage which occasionlly gets 
him off his stem, needs to slow down a bit to make sharp breaks on intermediate routes which can limit separation, not very elusive or explosive which limits YAC, lacks 

play strength and physical toughness as a blocker which is a shame for a guy with his size.

One-Line Summary

Vertical threat with size and aggressiveness to excel when the ball is in the air but can improve route salesmanship vs press man.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can grow into a good starting third option. Best in a spread system with emphasis on vertical concepts as an X-WR or big slot.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round pick

WR #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 3 5 4 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 5 5 2 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Velus Jones Jr WR 5'11, 204 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tennessee 24 4.31 1.46 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" 18 7.32

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2016 (USC) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2017 (USC) 13 6 46 7.7 0 5 15 0
2018 (USC) 11 24 266 11.1 1 6 13 1
2019 (USC) 11 6 35 5.8 0 0 0 0

2020 10 22 280 12.7 3 3 16 0
2021 13 62 807 13.0 7 1 15 0

Background

Velus Jones Jr. was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 463th-best recruit nationally, the 79th-best WR and the 16th-best recruit in Alabama. Committed to USC and 
spent four years as a Trojan (2016-2019) mainly as a returner and reserve WR. In 2019, he ranked 3rd in the Pac-12 in yards per kick return and earned Second-Team All-
Pac 12 honors as a returner. In 2020, he transferred to Tennesse for a larger role and he led the SEC in kick return yards. In 2021, he had a breakout year as a WR and was 

named to the 2021 All-SEC First Team and as the 2021 SEC Co-Special Teams Player of the Year.

Strengths
Foot speed to separate downfield on crossing routes behind linebackers and in front of safeties, body control and strong hands to haul in errant throws behind, in front, above 
or below his numbers, agility and acceleration to gain YAC, contact balance and physical toughness to break arm tackles, electric return ability, competitiveness as a blocker 

on screens and in the run game.

Improvements
Using hands and feet simultaneously to beat press-jam off the release, route salesmanship to attack defender's leverage throughou the route, sinking hips and making a 

sharper break at the stem.

One-Line Summary

Dynamic YAC threat with stellar return ability and a muscular compact build like a RB but is an unrefined route runner.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid kick and punt returner and can develop into a great gadget player and potential WR3. Best maximized in the slot to gain free releases and 

should be manufactured touches via screens, jet sweeps and handoffs. Best fit in a spread offense with west coast principles and can be effective in the short and 
intermediate areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Fourth Round pick

WR #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 3 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 5 4 6 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Bo Melton WR 5'11, 189 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Rutgers 22 4.34 1.53 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" 18 6.98

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2017 5 4 83 20.8 0 0 0 0
2018 9 28 245 8.8 0 6 23 0
2019 12 30 427 14.2 2 4 22 0
2020 9 47 638 13.6 6 6 69 2
2021 10 55 618 11.2 3 9 51 0

Background

Bo Melton was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 252nd-best recruit nationally, the 37th-best WR recruit and the 5th-best recruit in New Jersey. Football runs in the 
Melton family with Bo's brother, Max, also playing at Rutgers. Additionally, Bo 's father, Gary, played WR and RB at Rutgers from 1987-1991 and his mother, Vicky, 

competed on the Rutger's basketball team from 1989-1993. Bo led the team in receiving yards and receptions in the 2020 and 2021 seasons. He was named a team captain 
and to the Biletnikoff Award Watch List in both seasons as well.

Strengths
Can stop on a dime on curl routes, foot speed to seperate downfield on vertical routes, head fakes at the stem to sell CB in opposite direction of his break, deep ball tracking 

without losing speed, body control to adjust to jump balls, concentration to haul in contested deep balls, agile athlete with light feet and competitive mindset to gain YAC

Improvements
Lacks experience beating press-jam and play strength while hand fighting is subpar, lacks creativity and diversity in release packages, doesn't consistently high point or 

attack the ball in the air even with a defender near, more comfortable as a body catcher, lacks play strength to create push as a run blocker or on screens.

One-Line Summary

Vertical threat with plus ball tracking and body control who is also a YAC weapon on gadget plays but lacks route salesmanship off the release and can be more aggressive 
attacking the ball in the air.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a developmental WR who can develop into a great backup and spot starter. Best fit as a Z or receiving slot who gains free releases in a spread offense 

with vertical concepts to attack downfield. Also useful on screens, jet sweeps and seperate on curl routes due to the fear of his deep speed.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round pick

WR #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 2 5 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 3 5 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Romeo Doubs WR 6'1, 201 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nevada 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- Concussion and shoulder - 13 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 13 43 562 13.1 2 0 0 0
2019 10 44 649 14.8 4 1 -1 0
2020 9 58 1002 17.3 9 1 -4 0
2021 11 80 1109 13.9 11 1 4 0

Background

Romeo Doubs was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1,296th-best recruit nationally, the 188th-best WR and the 136th-best recruit in California. Candidate for the 
Biletnikoff Award in 2020 and 2021 and named All-Mountain West First Team in 2021. In the Mountain West Conference he tied for first in receiving touchdowns, was 

second in receiving yards per game, fourth in total receiving yards and third in total receptions.

Strengths
Efficient footwork on speed releases to attack leverage vs press coverage, sharp horizontal breaks when he "sits in the chair", foot speed to get past off coverage cushion and 

win vertical behind safeties, deep ball tracking, secure hands and concentration in contested scenarios.

Improvements
Inconsistent hip sink leads to curl routes drifting upfield rather than sharp breaks that stop on a dime, acceleration and play strength to separate downfield when hand 

fighting, agility and elusiveness to earn YAC, physical toughness and effort as a blocker.

One-Line Summary

Tall, lean vertical threat with efficient releases and good hands but is inconsistent at making sharp breaks and struggles through contact as a blocker or in phase.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a situational deep threat as a backup and can develop into a solid third option. Best in a spread vertical offense as a Z who gains free releases and is put 

in motion and is also effective from the slot. Can win on horizontal crossing routes but shouldn't be asked to run lots of curl or comebacks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round pick

WR #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 3 5 2 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 3 3 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jalen Tolbert WR 6'1, 194 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
South Alabama 23 4.49 1.49 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2017- season ending knee injury in Preseason 10' 3" - 7.08

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 5 5 60 12.0 0 0 0 0
2019 12 27 52 1.9 6 0 0 0
2020 11 64 1085 17.0 8 0 0 0
2021 12 82 1474 18.0 8 0 0 0

Background

Jalen Tolbert was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2952nd-best recruit nationally, the 415th-best WR and the 108th-best recruit in Alabama. In 2020, Tolbert set South 
Alabama school records in catches and yards, then he beat his own records in 2021. Tolbert is regarded as a leader and high character guy.

Strengths
Purposeful releases with little wasted motion, understands how to attack corner's leverage and/or blindspot to create separation, deceptive vertical threat who changes route 
tempo and uses stutters to deceive corner, quick accelerator and knows when to decelerate to draw contact on a corner and get a flag, easy deep-ball tracker and can adjust 

late in the rep to haul in balls over his shoulder, uses vertical threat by accelerating with pads over knees which sets up curl routes and he regularly comes back to the 
football to ensure he makes first contact rather than the corner, hands catcher who attacks the ball and can high point in contested scenarios, solid positioning as a blocker on 

screens.

Improvements
Limited athlete who lacks top speed to consistently separate downfield versus good athletes, occasionally struggles reading coverages and adjusting his option route 

accordingly, could get lower to explode out of his horizontal breaks and create more space, not an elusive or agile threat after the catch, lacking play strength and physical 
toughness to sustain and finish blocks.

One-Line Summary

Outside receiver with crafty routes, strong hands and great fit in a vertical heavy offense but is a limited athlete overall.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a good third option or decent second option. Best in a spread system with heavy emphasis on vertical concepts. 

Excels using deception to win vertical or separate on curl routes and fits well in an offense with few option routes based on post snap coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round pick

WR #21

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 5 4 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 6 5 2 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Erik Ezukanma WR 6'1, 209lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas Tech 22 4.55 1.57 36.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1" 10 7.2

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 2 2 48 24.0 1 0 0 0
2019 11 42 664 15.8 4 0 0 0
2020 10 46 748 16.3 6 0 0 0
2021 11 48 705 14.7 4 10 138 2

Background

Erik Ezukanma was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 304th-best recruit nationally, the 49th-best WR and the 39th-best recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2018 he 
appeared in 2 games and redshirted the year. In 2019, he made six starts and became the first freshman since Michael Crabtree to lead the team in receiving yards. In 2020, 
he started all 10 games and led the team in receiving yards, TDs and yards per reception while also being named All-Big 12 First Team. In 2021, he started 11 games and 

became the first Red Raider since 1985-1987 to lead the team in receiving yards for three-straight seasons. He was named All-Big 12 Second Team for his efforts.

Strengths

Creative releases to freeze the defender, smooth acceleration out of speed releases and has long strides to eat up a CB's cushion, exceptional deep ball tracking, calculated 
body control to adjust to back shoulder fades and errant throws, extremely strong hands to pluck the ball out of the air and can do so when it is above him or behind him, 

back-shoulder fade winner who knows how to give a subtle push off to separate at the catch point and has strong awareness of the sideline, scrappy blocker who gives 
admirable effort and his long arms are an advantage, physical and competitive after the catch and can break DB's tackles.

Improvements

Runs a limited route tree, struggles to fight through contact at the stem and could use his hands to disengage better vs physical CBs, not a twitchy athlete which limits his 
seperation on all routes, struggles to sink his hips to make sharp or explosive breaks, can be too pushy when fighting at the catch point and has his fair share of OPI flags, 

lack of elusiveness and fluidity limits his YAC in tight quarters.

One-Line Summary

Back-shoulder fade winner with exceptional tracking and hands but limited athlete and route runner who may be limited to a niche role.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a great #4 WR and potentially a #3 if he can drastically improve his route running. Best as an "X" 
receiver who is asked to win vertically on go-routes and back shoulder fades. May be useful as a big slot who excels on slot fades.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Fifth Round Pick

WR #22

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 3 3 6 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 7 7 3 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

David Bell WR 6', 212 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Purdue 21 4.65 1.56 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Concussion from Kyle Hamilton hit 9' 10" - 7.14

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 12 86 1035 12.0 7 3 12 1
2020 6 53 625 11.8 8 0 0 0
2021 11 93 1286 13.8 6 3 39 0

Background

David Bell was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 113th-best recruit nationally, the 19th-best WR and the 2nd-best recruit in Indiana. Bell has had an extremely 
productive career at Purdue. He was a Big Ten Freshman of the Year and First Team AP Freshman All-American in 2019. In 2020, he was named Academic All Big Ten 

and First-Team All Big Ten. In 2021, he was named the Big Ten Receiver of the Year.

Strengths
Off the release he attacks the opposite direction of his intended route to force the corner to turn, astute route salesmanship by using head fakes and jab steps to deceive 

corner, vicegrip hands to pluck fastballs outside of his frame, focus during catch in traffic scenarios, physical toughness and play strength to sustain blocks once he latches 
on.

Improvements
False step off the release and doesn't threaten corner's cushion, occasionally decelerates out of breaks, lacks play strength and toughness to fight through contact and make 
clean breaks, not a sudden or particularly fast athlete which hurts horizontal and vertical separation skills and YAC ability, lacks mental toughness to run purposeful routes 

when he isn't the first option on a concept.

One-Line Summary

Boundary receiver with guaranteed hands and strong route salesmanship but is a low-end athlete which limits separation and YAC.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a backup and can develop into a solid spot starter as a third option. Can be functional at all three WR spots but is easily best at X receiver who 

attacks the intermediate area of the field in a spread system.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fourth Round pick

WR #23

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 5 3 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 6 5 3 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Danny Gray WR 5'11, 186 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
SMU 22 4.33 1.51 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 6" - 7.38

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2018 (Blinn JC) 8 15 409 27.3 6 0 0 0
2019 (Blinn JC) 9 54 877 16.2 8 1 -2 0

2020 8 33 448 13.6 4 3 3 2
2021 10 49 803 16.4 9 3 40 0

Background
Danny Gray was rated a 3-star recruit out of high school and attended Blinn Junior College in 2019. He was later rated the 13th-best JUCO recruit nationally, the 3rd-best 
JUCO WR and the 3rd-best JUCO recruit in Texas. In 2020, Gray transferred to SMU and was an immediate contributor as a starter. In 2021, he was named All-AAC First 

Team and to the Biletnikoff Award Watch List.

Strengths
Uses hesitation and stutter steps at the release to vary his tempo and throw off the corner's rhythm, sufficient ankle flexion to make sharp horizontal breaks, foot speed and 
acceleration to seperate vertically and after the catch, body control to contort to errant throws, high pointing ability to haul in jump balls, hand strength and concentration in 

contested scenarios, accelerates smoothly in and out of crossing routes.

Improvements
Getting low to stop on a dime and seperate on curl routes, play strength when using hands to ward off defender during the phase, variety of release packages and attacking 

corner's leverage, hand placement when fitting horizontal blocks leads to minimal contact at POA

One-Line Summary
Vertical threat with the size, body control and hands to win down the sideline or over the middle in contested scenarios who can refine his short routes.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental receiver and can become a solid starter. Best as a Z in a spread vertical offense who can attack deep and intermediate quite well.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fifth Round pick

WR #24

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 5 4 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 6 6 3 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Justyn Ross WR 6'3, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Clemson 22 4.64 1.76 31 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2021- stress fracture foot surgery, 2020- congenital fusion surgery 9' 8" 11 -
Key Stats

Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2018 14 46 1000 21.74 9 0 0 0
2019 14 66 865 13.11 8 0 0 0
2020 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0
2021 10 46 514 11.17 3 0 0 0

Background

Justyn Ross was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 45th-best recruit nationally, the 7th-best WR and the top recruit in Alabama. He had a standout freshman year at 
Clemson and was named a freshman All-American selection by 247sports. Ross was an honorable mention All-ACC selection in 2019 but missed all of 2020 due to a 

serious neck injury. He returned in 2021 and led the team in catches and yards. Was named a permanent team captain and finished his Clemson career fifth in school history 
for receiving TDs, 10th in yards and 11th in receptions.

Strengths
Uses jab steps and head fakes on the release to sell the corner in the opposite direction of his stem, long strides to eat up cushion vs off coverage and put vertical pressure on 

corner, astute body control to adjust to errant throws and can effortlessly twist his body to haul in back shoulder fades on the sideline, hands catcher with strong 
concentration and rangy catch radius to pluck fastballs outside of his frame, competitive after the catch and uses changes of pace to pickup some extra yards.

Improvements
Could implement more route salesmanship to separate easier vs man coverage, inconsistent at attacking leverage and selling corner in the opposite direction of his route 

which allows corner to mirror his movements and limit separation, lanky build limits play strength and ability to separate through contact, struggles to catch low throws, not 
very agile or elusive which limits YAC.

One-Line Summary

Prototypical X-WR with great size and strong hands but is not an effortless separator and has a limited route tree.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental backup and can grow into a solid second option as a starter. Fits best on the boundary and can win in the quick game on slants or 

the vertical game down the sideline. Should be afforded scheme deep shots on back shoulder fades when he gets single coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Fifth Round pick

WR #25

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 3 3 2 4 14 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 6 5 3 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Reggie Roberson Jr. WR 5'11, 192 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
SMU 24 4.53 1.54 29"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- knee, 2019- foot 9' 10" 13 7.14

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2017 (WV) 3 6 30 5.0 1 0 0 0
2018 10 52 802 15.4 6 3 10 0
2019 8 43 803 18.7 6 2 7 0
2020 5 22 474 21.5 5 0 0 0
2021 12 51 625 12.3 6 0 0 0

Background

Reggie Roberson Jr. was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 774th-best recruit nationally, the 112th-best WR and the 110th-best recruit in Texas. Redshirted his true 
freshman year in 2017. From 2018 to 2020 he was utilized as a vertical threat which matched his skillset and led to a high yards-per-reception each year. In 2021, the offense 

shifted to more quick game concepts and his efficiency dropped as a result.

Strengths
Jab step to attack leverage off the release and create space when running an outside release nine route, foot speed and acceleration to win vertical downfield and not get 

caught from behind after the catch, deep ball tracking, separation quickness on intermediate/deep crossing routes, finding holes in zone coverages and reading option routes, 
body control to contor to throws behind him, transitioning to YAC with no wasted motion, elusive jump cuts to make defenders miss in space, willingness to block.

Improvements
Using hands and improving play strength to beat press-jam at the line, route salesmanship on quick and intermediate routes, limited route tree and alignment versatility, 

hands and concentration when in contested scenarios especially with a defender on his back, physical toughness and play strength when attacking jump balls.

One-Line Summary

Vertical threat who wins with athleticism, separation and YAC rather than strong hands in contested scenarios.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be viewed as a developmental receiver who can grow into a functional starter. Best in a spread vertical offense as a Z who runs intermediate crossing 

routes and deep vertical routes.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round pick

WR #26

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 2 5 2 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 2 5 5 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jerreth Sterns WR 5'7, 183lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Western Kentucky 22 4.49 - 40"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs

2018 (HBU) 11 68 684 10.1 4 8 27 1
2019 (HBU) 12 105 833 7.9 9 11 9 1

2021 14 150 1902 12.7 17 5 17 0
Background

Jerreth Sterns was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2395th-best recruit nationally, the 182nd-best athlete and the 374th-best recruit in Texas. Started his collegiate 
career at Houston Baptist and set freshman records in catches, receiving yards and then beat his own records in 2019. He earned Southland Conference Commissioner’s 

Academic Honor Roll in both of his first two seasons, while he was named to the Southland Conference All-Academic Team as a sophomore. Sterns transferred to Western 
Kentucky in 2021 and became only the third FBS player since 2000 to earn the Receiving Triple Crown, leading the nation in receptions, receiving yards and receiving 

touchdowns. Sterns was recognized for his efforts by being named to the AP All-American Second Team and FWAA All-American Second Team.

Strengths
Foot speed to pose as a vertical threat, functional deep ball tracking on slot fades, loose and slippery athlete with short area quickness to make defenders miss in space, 

instant acceleration once the ball is in his hands as he defeats LB's pursuit angles often.

Improvements
Small and compact frame with limited play strength as he gets pushed off his stem easily, lacks craft and nuance as a route runner, production positively skewed due to 
gimmicky scheme and reliance on manufactured touches in space via screens, lacks play strength and concentration to hold onto throws in contested scenarios or when 

enduring a big hit, liability as a blocker as he is limited by size and does not make up for it with effort.

One-Line Summary

Slippery gadget weapon who can be an expansion of the run game through screens and other manufactured touches but has limited "receiver" skills.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who improves route running and hands and can grow into a very good gadget receiver in a rotational role. Best in a pass-

heavy, spread system that gets their slot receiver manufactured touches on screens, jet sweeps, etc.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 34/70 - Seventh Round pick

WR #27

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 1 5 2 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 3 3 5 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dontrario Drummond WR 6', 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ole Miss 24 4.65 1.57 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- hamstring 10' 2" - 7

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Yards Y/R TDs Rush Attempts Rush Yards Rush TDs
2019 8 13 188 14.5 0 0 0 0
2020 9 25 417 16.7 7 0 0 0
2021 12 76 1028 13.5 8 6 40 1

Background

Dontrario Drummond was a 3-star recruit out of high school. He attended East Mississipi Community College and was later ranked as the 56-best JUCO recruit, the 6th-best 
JUCO WR and the 11th-best JUCO recruit in Mississipi. 

Strengths
Acceleration on speed releases to eat-up off coverage cushion, ankle flexion to make sharp inside breaks, sells sluggo route well and accelerates through break to separate, 
downfield ball tracking and body control to adjust mid-air, strong hands in contested scenarios and shows toughness over the middle of the field, physical build helps him 

fall forward through contact to gain YAC.

Improvements
Doesn't sell vertical threat to open up separation on underneath or intermediate routes, not very twitchy vs man coverage and gets pushed off his stem, lacks deep speed or 
explosiveness to create a vertical threat, play strength and physical toughness as a run blocker, elusiveness or agility to change direction fluidly and make defenders miss.

One-Line Summary

Possession receiver who's a sharp inside breaking route runner and shows body control and toughness but is a below average athlete who lacks route salesmanship.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and he can develop into a backup. Fits in a spread passing game with emphasis on west coast concepts to get him the ball 

on in-breaking routes on the move and able to gain YAC in the open field. Best at attacking the short areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Seventh Round pick

WR #28

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 3 3 3 15 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Releases Separation Hands Body Control YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 5 4 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Greg Dulcich TE 6'4, 243 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UCLA 21 4.69 1.62 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 2" 16 7.05

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 1 1 6 6.0 0 0 0 0
2019 5 8 105 13.1 1 0 0 0
2020 7 26 517 19.9 5 0 0 0
2021 11 42 725 17.3 5 0 0 0

Background

Greg Dulcich was unranked out of high school by 247Sports, was a 3-star recruit by ESPN and walked on to UCLA. Spent his first two seasons as a reserve receiver and 
special teamer, then transitioned to TE in 2020 and found success. In 2020 he finished second on the team in catches and led the team in TDs. Furthermore, he ranked 2nd in 
the nation for receiving yards among TEs and 2nd in yards per reception. He was named to the Second-Team All-Pac-12 by the league coaches and AP. In 2021, he ranked 
3rd in the nation in yards per reception among TEs and was 6th in the Pac-12 in receiving yards. He was a semifinalist for the John Mackey Award and was named to First-

Team AP and Phil Steele All-Pac-12, plus was selected to the first-team All-Pac-12 squad by the league's coaches.

Strengths
Presents himself as a quick target in the short area of the field and gravitates to open spaces in zone coverages, foot speed to win vertical up the seam, beats soft press with 
footwork or chop or swim move, attacking leverage and selling vertical to create space underneath, separation quickness vs off coverage with the use of stutter steps at the 
stem to freeze defender. strong hands and large catch radius who regularly extends to make difficult catches above or in front of him, concentration to hang on to catches 

while taking a big hit, competitiveness and acceleration to gain YAC, athletic ability to position blocks in space on DBs and throttles down to ensure contact is made, solid 
grip strength and pad level on solo drive blocks from an in-line alignment, competitive at the point of attack and blocks to the whistle.

Improvements
Beating press jam and matching physicality with hand fighting, using fakes at the stem to sell route and shake defender stacking his top shoulder in man coverage, high pad 

level limits play strength to block DEs, late shooting his hands and they are aimed wide which exposes his chest which limits his strength at the POA.

One-Line Summary

Versatile Y/F who is a vertical seam buster and beats off coverage or soft-press with ease plus has a large catch radius and is a dependable blocker at the line and in space 
but can improve beating press-jam.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a great starter. Can align in the slot and be depended on to get a hat on a hat vs LBs or DBs in space. Is scheme 

diverse and can attack the short, intermediate and deep areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

TE #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 4 5 6 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 6 5 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trey McBride TE 6'3, 246 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Colorado State 22 4.56 1.6 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 9" 18 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 12 7 89 12.7 1 2 3 0
2019 12 45 560 12.4 4 0 0 0
2020 4 22 330 15.0 4 0 0 0
2021 12 90 1121 12.5 1 0 0 0

Background

Trey McBride was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated the 1,556th-best recruit nationally, the 67th-best tight end recruit and the 7th-best recruit in Colorado. McBride 
was one of two team captains and in 2021 he won the John Mackey Award winner (top TE in nation).

Strengths
Foot speed and acceleration to get vertical off the release, route salesmanship at the stem, uses hands to separate at the catch point, strong hands to make errant catches 
above, below or behind him, concentration and physical toughness to make contested catches over the middle of the field, body control on sideline catches, agility and 

competitiveness to earn YAC, positioning as a run blocker in zone and gap/power, pad level and wide base when targeting defender to block, hand placement to fit block.

Improvements
Leg drive to finish blocks and create push, overmatched by long defensive linemen, anchor and hand timing in pass protection.

One-Line Summary

Talented receiving threat with stellar hands, body control and production who is great at positioning himself as a run blocker but needs to improve at finishing blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a functional starter who makes an impact in the short+intermediate passing game. Can develop into a good starter who impacts all three downs. Best as 

an in-line tight end who is a matchup weapon versus LBs and can execute zone blocks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 48/70 - Second Round pick

TE #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 4 5 5 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 5 7 6 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jelani Woods TE 6'7, 253 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Virginia 23 4.61 1.57 37 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021 - Foot 10' 9" 24 6.91

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs

2018 (OK State) 6 7 120 17.1 2 0 0 0
2019 (OK State) 9 16 112 7.0 1 0 0 0
2020 (OK State) 7 8 129 16.1 1 1 5 0

2021 11 44 598 13.6 8 1 1 0
Background

Jelani Woods was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 705th-best recruit nationally, the 31st-best dual-threat QB and the 70th-best recruit in Georgia. Woods spent two 
years at Oklahoma State and transitioned from QB to TE. He was a two-time (2018 and 2019) All-Big 12 honorable mention honoree by the league’s coaches and earned 
All-Big 12 Academic Team honors (second team) in 2020. In 2021, he transferred to Virginia and had a breakout season which culminated in First-Team All-ACC by the 

AP and Phil Steele, plus PFF Second-Team All-ACC.

Strengths
Viable run blocker due to hand placement and leg drive to create horizontal push on zone concepts, gets low when solo blocking DBs and keeps them away from the play, 

strong anchor in pass protection and uses functional length to keep defender away from his chest, foot speed to win vertical up the seam and separate behind LBs, uses 
hands well to swim by or disengage from press-man coverage, beats "catch" technique by using a subtle push off at the break, body control to adjust to throws, catch radius 
and soft hands to pluck balls out of the air above or in front of behind his frame, concentration and hand-eye coordination to hold onto throws during contested scenarios, 

physical after the catch and has chiseled frame which leads to broken tackles.

Improvements
As a run blocker he can struggle to sustain or create push on solo drive blocks vs DEs as his pads rise up, his base narrows and he doesn't drive his legs, could attack 

defender's leverage better to setup routes and create more separation at the break, high-waisted frame limits ability to get low in and out of breaks which leads to rounded 
routes, heavy-footed and lacks agility or elusiveness which limits his YAC.

One-Line Summary

Big target as a receiving weapon who has functionality as a run and pass blocker but has raw technique in all aspects of the game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. In the passing game he can align in-line and in the slot, best in a spread system that asks him to 
attack the intermediate-middle area of the field. Should be a focal point for red zone offense. As a blocker, best at making reach and combo blocks in a zone scheme and 

gets out in space well.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Third Round pick

TE #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 4 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 4 6 3 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Charlie Kolar TE 6'6, 252 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa State 23 4.62 1.66 35 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 13 7

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 7 11 137 12.5 3 0 0 0
2019 13 51 697 13.7 7 0 0 0
2020 11 44 591 13.4 7 0 0 0
2021 12 62 756 12.2 6 0 0 0

Background

Charlie Kolar was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1208th-best recruit nationally, the 57th-best TE and the 20th-best recruit in Oklahoma. Kolar redshirted his true 
freshman season in 2017 and in 2018 he was named to Second Team All-Big 12 and First Team Academic All-Big 12. In 2019 he was named a Second Team All-American 
by the FWAA and PFF, Third Team All-American by the AP, First Team All-Big 12 and First Team Academic Big-12. In 2020 he was named Third Team All-American by 
the AP, First Team All-Big 12 and First Team Academic Big-12. In 2021 he was named the William V. Campbell Trophy winner, CoSIDA Academic All-America Football 
Player of the Year, Big 12 Scholar-Athlete of the Year, Third Team All-American by Phil Steele to become the school’s first-ever three-time All-American, First Team All 
Big-12 and First Team Academic Big 12. Kolar earned a mechanical engineering degree and had a 3.99 GPA while also earning the ISU Alumni Associations Wallace E. 
Barron All-University Senior Award, given annually to seniors who display high character, outstanding achievement in academics and university/community activities. 

Strengths
Wide frame and long arms create a big blocking radius/surface, play strength generated by leg drive leads to push in the run game, sizes up with DEs well and displaces 
them to create a hole on gap/power runs, accurate inside hand placement to control the defender's chest, lined up out wide, in the slot, as an H-back and is best as in-line, 
pairs a jab step and head fake at the stem to separate downfield, uses arm length and physicality to push off at stem of curl routes and separate, large catch radius, strong 

hands and concentration to make contested catches.

Improvements
Mediocre athleticsm, foot speed hurts ability to get out and block in space on WR screens when aligned in-line or climbing to the 2nd level when working horizontally on 
zone runs, when he latches onto a zone block and needs to move his feet horizontally he plays high, loses balance and can't sustain the block, elusiveness limits YAC and 

shiftiness of routes, limtied route tree and not a seam buster.

One-Line Summary

Y-TE with NFL size and is a ready run+pass blocker due to play strength plus has great hands in contested scenarios but is a subpar athlete and limited receiving threat.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a great backup who is mainly a blocker and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a Y-TE in a run heavy offense, ideally a gap/power scheme that 

wants to get downhill. Functional threat in the short area of the field on stick routes.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round pick

TE #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 6 3 6 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Isaiah Likely TE 6'4, 245 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Coastal Carolina 21 4.8 1.7 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- Lower body surgery undislosed 10' 3" 15 7.39

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 7 12 106 8.8 5 0 0 0
2019 12 32 431 13.5 5 0 0 0
2020 10 30 601 20.0 5 0 0 0
2021 13 59 912 15.5 12 3 10 0

Background

Isaiah Likely was rated as a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 172nd-best athlete recruit and the 11th-best recruit in Massachusetts. After playing WR in high school, 
Likely made the switch to TE which is a testament to his work ethic and intelligence in learning and excelling at a new position. Likely totalled 27 touchdowns in four 

seasons at Coastal Carolina and in 2021 he was named a John Mackey Award semifinalist (top TE in nation), plus was named to the All-Sun Belt First Team.

Strengths
Foot speed and mental processing to position and locate while run blocking in space, excels on zone blocks due to lateral mobility and first step, pad level and hand 

placement makes up for undersized stature as a blocker and allows him to block DBs and LBs, physical toughness to fight at the point of attack, acceleration to win vertical 
off his release, hip sink to explode out of breaks, dependable hands as he "sees the ball in", transitions to a runner with no wasted motion, foot speed and agility to gain YAC 

and generate chunk plays.

Improvements
Thin frame may limit him as an in-line blocker in the NFL, anchor in pass protection, creativity as a route runner, understanding how to attack a defender's leverage and 

setup his route.

One-Line Summary

Athletic tight end with wide receiver-like hands and YAC, plus is a competitive blocker who can excel in space but needs to improve route running and is limited as an in-
line blocker.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup who mainly plays on passing downs and can develop into a good starter on all three downs. Best as a Y-TE who is schemed open in a 

spread passing game and can excel as the flat option on bootlegs and by gaining YAC on screens. Can also stretch the defense up the seam and be a reliable blocker in space 
vs LBs and DBs. Potential as a "big slot" for run heavy teams who utilize a power scheme.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Third Round pick

TE #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 4 6 4 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 3 5 6 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Derrick Deese Jr TE 6'3, 244 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
San Jose State 24 4.93 1.65 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 18 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2019 10 19 179 9.4 2 0 0 0
2020 8 20 240 12.0 5 0 0 0
2021 12 47 730 15.5 4 0 0 0

Background

Derrick Deese Jr. was a 2-star recruit out of high school and attended Golden West Junior College in 2017. Transferred to San Jose State and redshirted his 2018 season. In 
2019, he led the TE group in receptions, receiving yards and touchdowns. In 2020, he was named honorable mention All-Mountain West and was a semifinalist for the John 

Mackey Award. He was also named to the 2019 and 2020 Mountain West All-Academic teams.

Strengths
Positions inside zone blocks well with astute body angles to gain playside leverage, foot speed and patience when squaring up to be a valuable move blocker on split-zone or 

pulling actions, creates push on solo blocks when he gets hands inside and drives legs, powerful at the point-of-attack and regularly displaces defender upon contact, 
processes zone coverages quickly and knows how to adjust his route accordingly, loose hips allow him to sink low and change direction to separate well on his breaks, 

exceptional adjustment skills with the reactionary quickness to haul in off-target throws, 

Improvements
Lacks creativity as a route runner and should attack defender's leverage more often to create separation easier, not very agile or elusive which limits his YAC, in the run 

game he can sustain blocks for longer rather than trying to advance to another target.

One-Line Summary

Mauling run blocker who is a big body target with plus adjustment skills and strong hands but is still developing route running nuances.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a H-Back or "F" tight end who is multiple in the run game. In the pass game he is best 

attacking the middle of the field and finding holes in zone coverage while presenting a big target for his QB.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Fourth Round pick

TE #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 6 5 4 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 3 5 2 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Chigoziem Okonkwo TE 6'2, 238 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Maryland 22 4.52 1.57 35 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Myocarditis 9'9" 13 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 8 6 69 11.5 1 3 72 2
2019 8 19 201 10.6 2 0 0 0
2020 1 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0
2021 13 52 447 8.6 5 0 0 0

Background

Chigoziem Okonkwo was a 3-star recruit, the 530th-best recruit nationally, the 23rd-best TE and the 57th-best recruit in Georgia. Sat out the 2020 season due to medical 
reasons. In 2021, he finished second on the team in receptions and yards, plus led the team in touchdowns. He owns the second most receptions by a tight end in program 

history and the most receiving yards by a Maryland tight end since Vernon Davis in 2005. For his efforts, he was named a 2021 Honorable Mention All-Big Ten.

Strengths
Astute positioning as a run blocker due to foot speed and smart angles, reach blocks look easy and he understands how to fit blocks towards the outside shoulder, effective 

on split-zone blocks due to quick processing and low pads upon impact, creates push on DBs and lighter OLBs due to leg drive and competitive toughness, plays inside-out 
in pass protection, processes blitzes quickly and blocks correct assignment, times+places his hands well to initiate contact, lateral agility to mirror rushes, smooth 

acceleration and ideal foot speed to get vertical and threaten the seams, on horizontal crossing routes he gets low in and out of his break to make a sharp cut, dangerous as a 
YAC weapon due to agile movements and open field speed to beat pursuit angles, very competitive after the catch and has contact balance to break tackles.

Improvements
When run blocking his hand placement can get wide which hurts his grip strength and ability to sustain blocks vs EDGE defenders, can get caught lunging into his block 
which leaves him off balance and unable to fit+sustain, strike lacks power to displace upon impact, inconsistent anchor in pass pro due to his base getting narrow after 

contact is made, could attack defender's leverage better to setup the break of his route and separate more.

One-Line Summary

Athletic H-Back or "move" TE who positions blocks well and gives admirable effort plus is a dynamic YAC threat but lacks power and size to be a plus in-line blocker.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a good starter in the right scheme. Best as an H-Back in a zone-heavy run scheme where he can cut 
off the backside and make split-zone blocks from a wing position. Can also lead block on pulling actions. Valuable YAC threat who should be manufactured touches in the 

flat off of play-action and on screens.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Fourth Round pick

TE #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 2 6 5 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jake Ferguson TE 6'4, 250 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wisconsin 23 4.81 1.61 31 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 10" 15 7.03

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 1 36 456 12.7 4 0 0 0
2019 14 33 407 12.3 2 0 0 0
2020 7 30 305 10.2 4 0 0 0
2021 13 46 450 9.8 3 0 0 0

Background

Jake Ferguson was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 354th-best recruit nationally, the 13th-best tight end in the country and the 2nd recruit in Wisconsin. Football runs 
in the Ferguson family bloodlines. Jake's father, Brad, played for Nebraska. Grand father, Barry, was UW's Director of Athletics and Head Coach. Brother, Joe, played 

safety for Wisconsin. 

Strengths
Processing assignment in the run game whether it is zone or gap/power, positioning as a run blocker with low pad level and wide base, inside hand placement and grip 

strength to control point of attack, leg drive and physical toughness to create push on LBs and DBs and holds against DEs, hand timing and power in pass protection, feel for 
finding holes in zone coverage, catch radius, strong hands in contested scenarios and to make errant catches above his head or below his knees.

Improvements
Narrow frame, lack of agility, explosiveness and fluidity limit his separation and YAC ability in the passing game, not a seam stretcher, lacks route salesmanship to separate 

versus man coverage, limited route tree.

One-Line Summary

In-line tight end who is a very competitive and technically refined run and pass blocker with a great catch radius and very dependable hands but is an average athlete who 
struggles to separate in man coverage or provide YAC.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a functional starter who provides his value as a run and pass blocker. Can develop into a solid starter with added route nuance. Excels as an in-line 

tight end and can be an H-Back. Maximized on a run-heavy team who use multiple tight end sets.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round pick

TE #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 5 5 6 25 Jordan Pun
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cade Otton TE 6'1, 247lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Left Ankle surgery - 17 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 8 13 174 13.4 3 0 0 0
2019 11 32 344 10.8 2 0 0 0
2020 4 18 28 1.6 3 0 0 0
2021 8 28 250 8.9 1 0 0 0

Background

Cade Otton was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 590th-best recruit nationally, the 23rd-best TE and the 8th-best recruit in Washington. Redshirted his true freshman 
season in 2017. Won the Travis Spring Most Outstanding Freshman Award at the 2018 UW postseason awards banquet. In 2020, he was named first-team All-Pac-12 and 

one of eight semifinalists for the John Mackey Award. 

Strengths
Valuable blocker in space who takes smart angles and quickly processes his assignment, positions and fits solo drive blocks well with low pad level to gain leverage 

advantage, ability to create push on solo drive blocks vs DBs when he drives his legs and maintains grip, effective on double teams as he gets hip to hip with his teammate to 
create push, reliable pass protector who mirrors laterally well, shows flashes of attacking defender's leverage to setup the break of his route, sound spatial awareness to find 

holes in zone coverages, soft hands and has mental toughness to haul in contested throws in traffic.

Improvements
Inconsistent ability to latch and sustain blocks especially vs DEs and LBs, often overmatched at the POA and if he just tries to strike rather than latch he doesn't create 

displacement, in pass protection his hands are often slow to engage which exposes his chest and leads to being beaten, could get lower in and out of his breaks to create more 
separation vs man coverage, large catch radius but struggles with catches above or below his frame, limited agility and elusiveness limits YAC skills.

One-Line Summary
In-line TE who is a strong gap/power run blocker and dependable pass protector with reliable hands as a checkdown option.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid situational blocker and can develop into a very good #2 TE. Best as an in-line "Y" in a run-heavy gap/power offense that asks him to get 

downhill with his blocks. Capable receiving outlet in the short and intermediate middle areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round pick

TE #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 4 3 5 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Daniel Bellinger TE 6'4, 253 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
San Diego State 21 4.63 1.52 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 5" 22 7.05

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 1 1 10 10.0 0 0 0 0
2019 11 15 201 13.4 3 1 -6 0
2020 8 21 203 9.7 0 0 0 0
2021 11 31 357 11.5 2 1 2 0

Background
Daniel Bellinger was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2359th-best recruit nationally, the 104th-best TE and the 14th-best recruit in Nevada. Bellinger is a multi-sport 
athlete who played baseball, basketball and track in high school. He played a minimal role on the travel team as a true freshman, then started 11/13 games as a sophomore 

and in 2020 as a junior he ranked third in receptions and fifth in receiving yards among Mountain West TEs. In 2021, he had a career year and was named to the John 
Mackey Award watch list.

Strengths
Wide frame and long arms create good blocking radius, holds POA as an in-line blocker on gap schemes and is functional vs lighter DEs, angles body well on kickout 

blocks and turns DE away from direction of run to create a hole, comboing to 2nd level with balance and timing, positioning blocks in space vs LBs, positioning and fitting 
blocks vs DTs on inside zone split action.

Improvements
Not a very fluid route runner and needs to slow down to make sharp breaks, lacking receiving experience and route diversity, occasionally lunges and overextends his 

blocking stance which leads to inbalance and being in the dirt.

One-Line Summary

Versatile Y who can block zone or gap/power from in line, as an H-back or in the slot and is proficient in all blocking phases plus has good size but is a raw receiving threat 
in terms of route diversity and salesmanship.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup as a blocker and can develop into a functional starter in run heavy systems. Best as an in-line Y who is equally effective in gap/power 

or zone schemes and would fit best on run-heavy teams who utilize multiple tight end sets.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round pick

TE #10
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cole Turner TE 6'6, 249 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nevada 21 4.76 1.62 27"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Concussion 10' 17 7.06

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs

2018 (WR) 2 2 37 18.5 1 0 0 0
2019 (WR) 4 4 51 12.8 0 0 0 0

2020 9 49 605 12.3 9 0 0 0
2021 11 62 677 10.9 10 0 0 0

Background
Cole Turner was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1,161st-best recruit nationally, the 49th-best TE and the 12th-best in Oregon. Turner played WR in high school and 

those receiving skills are evident with his transition to TE at Nevada. Was a backup in 2018 and 2019 then became a starter in 2020 when he was named All-Mountain West 
First Team. He tied for the team-lead in TDs, was second in catches and yards. In 2021, he was named All-Mountain West Second Team, led all TEs in the Mountain West 

with TDs and tied for second in the nation.

Strengths
Foot speed to win up the seam behind LBs and in front of safeties, attacking corner's leverage in zone coverage and leading them away from the break of his route,  mental 
processing of holes in zone coverages and creates throwing window for QB, beating press on go routes down the sideline with physical swim move, uses arm length to push 

off and separate on curl routes, body control to contort and adjust to errant throws, large catch radius, positioning on combo and drive blocks

Improvements
When blocking on the move he exposes his chest and allows defenders to initiate contact leading to being blown back at the POA, fitting hands and grip strength to sustain 

blocks, leg drive to create push on drive blocks, on routes over the middle or up the seam he struggles separating from contact and needs to improve hand usage to 
disengage, separation quickness and sense of urgency is lacking on crossing routes

One-Line Summary

Receiving threat with stellar body control and a large catch radius who is superior down the sideline and can create up the seam that also shows potential as a blocker but 
needs to fit and finish better.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental backup and can grow into a solid starter. Best as a F who can align out-wide on the boundary or to the field. Excels in a vertical 

offense that allows him to attack down the sideline or up the seam off play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round pick

TE #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 3 5 3 21 Jordan Pun
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jeremy Ruckert TE 6'5, 252 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - 19 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 1 1 13 13.0 0 0 0 0
2019 9 14 142 10.1 4 0 0 0
2020 5 13 15 1.2 5 0 0 0
2021 11 26 309 11.9 3 0 0 0

Background

Jeremy Ruckert was a 4-star recruit, the 37th-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best TE and the top recruit in New York. Played a limited role in the Buckeye's offense and did 
not have ideal target share as OSU has historically had dominant WRs which are the focus of the game plan. Named to the John Mackey Award watch list in 2021 and made 

Academic All-Big Ten in 2019, 2020 and 2021.

Strengths
Functional making split zone blocks towards the backside and reach blocks due to quick processing and solid power in his hands, takes smart angles and has ample foot 

speed to position blocks on LBs and DBs at the 2nd level, angles hips well to shield defender away from the direction of the run and give his RB a crease to follow, reliable 
pass protector who has good hand placement on his chip blocks and quickly identifies his assignment when tasked with a zone, bulky frame and solid leverage to anchor vs 
power, shows flashes of attacking defender's leverage to setup his route, frame and body control makes him a red zone threat, soft hands and concentration to win contested 

battles, contact balance to break tackles after the catch.

Improvements
lunges when run blocking which hurts his balance and causes him to lose his solo block vs DEs and ends up in the dirt, mediocre grip strength to latch on and sustain blocks, 

rarely drives legs upon contact to create vertical push, lacks creativity as a route runner, could get lower to explode out of his breaks and struggles to separate on crossing 
routes, limited foot speed to threaten the seam or be a vertical option, 

One-Line Summary

Dependable zone run blocker and pass protector with strong hands and the size to be a valuable red zone threat.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid second tight end and can develop into a solid starter. Best as an H-back making split zone blocks. Viable as an in-line blocker who makes reach 

and combo blocks. Value as a checkdown option in the flat off of play-action bootlegs and can find open spaces vs short and intermediate zones.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Fourth Round pick

TE #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 4 4 4 21 Jordan Pun
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jalen Wydermyer TE 6'3 255 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 21 5.02 1.78 25.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'1 - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2019 12 32 447 14.0 6 0 0 0
2020 10 46 506 11.0 6 0 0 0
2021 12 40 515 12.9 4 0 0 0

Background

Jalen Wydermyer was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 359th-best recruit nationally, the 15th-best TE and the 45th-best recruit in Texas. Wydermyer had an instant 
impact for the Aggies, starting 11 games as a freshman and leading the team in TD catches while ranking 3rd in receptions. He was named to the SEC All-Freshman Team, 
as well as the AP All-SEC Second Team. As a sophomore in 2020, he was named a John Mackey Award finalist and awarded All-SEC Second Team honors. In 2021, he led 

the team in receiving yards, was 2nd in TD catches and was second among all TEs in the nation in receiving yards. He was given the Offensive Skill Award at the team 
banquet. 

Strengths
Prototypical size and length to translate to the NFL, uses functional arm length well to engage blocks in the run game and has the grip strength to sustain, quick processor 

and smart helper in pass protection as he identifies blitzing LBs with ease, anchors well to stop power rushes and provide a clean pocket, ample grip strength to latch on and 
sustain his blocks vs LBs, exceptional body control to contort and adjust to sideline throws, large catch radius and extremely soft hands to haul in throws outside of his 

frame, focus during contested catch scenarios,

Improvements
Stiff athlete who isn't very agile and doesn't use his size well which hurts separation vs man coverage, rarely sets up his route with fakes or attacking leverage, doesn't get 
low in and out of his breaks and lacks acceleration out of his route, not much of a YAC threat due to lack of short area quickness and elusiveness, could engage blocks vs 

DEs with more aggression and consistent pad level to sustain solo blocks better, occasionally has slow hands and aims wide which exposes chest which allows penetration at 
the POA.

One-Line Summary

Well-built, do-it-all TE who is a dependable run blocker and has great body control and hands in the passing game but his athletic ability limits his effectiveness overall.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a good starter. Best as an in-line TE or H-back who can run block in any scheme and can survive 1on1 with 

DEs. Reliable pass protector and excels attacking the intermediate seam and sideline in a spread system.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Fifth Round pick

TE #13
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Grant Calcaterra TE 6'3, 241 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
SMU 23 4.62 1.59 32.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- Concussions caused him to retire - 20 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs

2017 (OU) 2 10 162 16.2 3 0 0 0
2018 (OU) 12 26 396 15.2 6 0 0 0
2019 (OU) 3 5 79 15.8 0 0 0 0

2021 11 38 465 12.2 4 0 0 0
Background

Grant Calcaterra was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 227th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best TE and the 25th-best recruit in California. Calcaterra spent his first 
three years at Oklahoma but was not a big part of Lincoln Riley's offense. He transferred to SMU in 2021 and was named to Second-Team All-AAC, PFF All-AAC Third 

Team, Phil Steele All-AAC Second Team and to the Mackey Award Watch List.

Strengths
Understands how to press vertical to create space for intermediate or underneath routes, sufficient hip sink and overall fluidity to make sharp horizontal breaks, separation 

quickness on crossing routes and acceleration out of his break, body control and strong hands to catch contested jump balls, sufficient play strength when blocking DBs

Improvements
Fitting blocks vs LBs at the 2nd level especially when working horizontally, finishing blocks vs DL or LBs due to narrow stance and leaning over leading to poor balance 

and leverage, not very elusive in space to gain YAC.

One-Line Summary

F-TE with plus athleticism and sharp routes with strong hands in contested scenarios but struggles to fit or finish blocks especially vs DL and LBs.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a starter he can be a decent backup as a receiving threat and can develop into a decent starter. Best as a F in a spread system that implements west coast principles to get 
him the ball on crossing routes in the short and intermediate areas of the field.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 38/70 - Sixth Round pick

TE #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 2 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 2 6 6 3 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Gerrit Prince TE 6'4, 241 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UAB 24 4.77 1.71 32 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 6" 14 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Receptions Receiving Yards Y/R TDs Rushing Attempts Rushing Yards Rushing TDs
2018 2 1 4 4.0 0 0 0 0
2019 6 4 23 5.8 1 0 0 0
2020 5 9 102 11.3 4 0 0 0
2021 13 36 699 19.4 10 1 0 0

Background

Gerrit Prince was unranked out of high school and initially attended Butler Junior Community College. He transferred to UAB, redshirted 2018 and started one game in 
2019. In 2020, he played in eight games, started six but had a minimal role. In 2021, Prince played in 13 games, started 11 and was named Second Team All-Conference 

USA.

Strengths
Fluid movement skills and takes smart angle to position blocks on LBs in space, shows high effort to get a hat on a hat and is overall a dependable run blocker with room to 
grow, as a receiver he varies the tempo of his route which allows him to separate up the seam, gets relatively low in and out of his breaks which allows him to make sharp 
cuts, loose hips to adjust when necessary, soft hands to pluck the ball out of the air, instant acceleration when catching in stride, dynamic after the catch due to agile hips to 

change direction effortlessly.

Improvements
Lacking play strength as he rarely drives his legs upon contact which limits the push he gets as a run blocker, overwhelmed when in-line and asked to solo block DEs due to 

his lanky frame and wide hand placement, could attack defender's leverage to setup routes better.

One-Line Summary

Athletic H-back with utlity as a move blocker and is a YAC weapon if schemed open in the short and intermediate areas
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can grow into a good second TE. Best as an H-back or "F" tight end who is maximized in a spread system and can 
attack the short and intermediate areas of the field as a safety valve. Potential as a YAC weapon on flat routes off of play-action bootlegs and is valuable in the screen game 

as a receiver and blocker.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Seventh Round pick

TE #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 2 5 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Run Blocking Pass Protection Route Running Hands YAC Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 3 5 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jeremiah Hall FB/TE 6'1, 239 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 23 4.96 1.72 29"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 3" 19 7.43

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2018 3 4 21 5.3 0 5 36 0
2019 10 2 7 3.5 0 16 169 3
2020 9 1 0 0.0 0 18 218 5
2021 13 6 25 4.2 1 32 334 4

Background
Jeremiah Hall was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 649th-best recruit nationally, the 28th-best tight end and the 24th-best recruit in North Carolina. Hall made 
First Team All-Big 12 and First Team All-Academic in 2020 and 2021. Graduated in 2020 with a degree in Health Exercise Science and is currently pursuing a Master's in 

Business Administration.

Strengths
Stocky, muscular frame, positioning as a puller, maximizing angles as a down blocker, squares up and makes good contact at POA, grip strength to sustain block, play 

strength when chip blocking, foot speed and acceleration to pose as a threat in the receiving game, dependable hands and body control to catch errant throws, finds holes in 
zones, deceptive selling play-action blocks but running route instead, alignment versatility in the backfield, as an h-back and in the slot, contact balance to break tackles.

Improvements
Consistency creating push, lowering pad level, making reach blocks in zone scheme, climbing to 2nd level in zone scheme, elusiveness, burst and creativity as a runner.

One-Line Summary
Versatile piece who can play fullback, h-back and some tight end, dependable run and pass blocker with great body control, hands and athleticism as a passing threat.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid starting full back and can develop into a great starter. Versatility is calling card, best at blocking power concepts as a puller, can align as an h-

back, traditional fullback or in the slot. Underneath weapon who excels at blocking and releasing.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - Seventh Round Pick

FB #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 5 5 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Finishing Run Blocking Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 4 4 6 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Connor Heyward FB 5'11, 233 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan State 23 4.72 1.64 32 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - 18 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rush Attempts Rush Yards YPC Rush TDs Receptions Receiving Yards Receiving TDs
2017 12 3 10 3.3 0 4 13 1
2018 13 118 529 4.5 5 32 249 0
2019 4 24 79 3.3 0 7 52 1
2020 7 65 200 3.1 0 18 71 2
2021 12 1 7 7.0 0 35 326 2

Background

Connor Heyward was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 718th-best recruit nationally, the 53rd-best multi-purpose athlete and the 72nd-best recruit in Georgia. In high 
school, Heyward played QB, RB, WR, S and Punter. In 2017, as a freshman he was the main kick returner. In 2018, he played RB and led the team in rushing yards. In 

2019, he played in 4 games and redshirted. In 2020, he was 2nd on the team in rushing yards and 3rd in all-purpose yards. In 2021, he moved to TE and was named 
honorable mention All-Big Ten.

Strengths
Foot speed to position blocks in space, pad level when run blocking, flips hips to angle kick out blocks properly, foot speed off the release to get vertical quickly, hip sink to 

make sharp breaks, mental processing to find holes in zone coverage, strong hands and concentration in contested scenarios, play strength to break tackles.

Improvements
Grip strength to sustain blocks better, physical toughness to finish blocks better, arm length disadvantage and exposes chest vs DL when making 1on1 block.

One-Line Summary
Athletic TE/FB hybrid who blocks well in space and is proficient as a receiving threat but struggles to sustain and finish blocks on defensive linemen.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup blocking TE and can develop into a solid starter. Best as an H-back or TE who primarily blocks LBs and DBs in space. Dependable 

threat in the underneath quick passing game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

FB #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 4 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Vision Finishing Run Blocking Pass Protection Receiving Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 4 3 6 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Evan Neal OT 6'7, 345 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 21 - - -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 13 13
2020 12 12
2021 14 14

Background

Evan Neal was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 7th-best recruit nationally, the top OT and the 3rd-best recruit in Florida. As a true freshman in 2019 he started all 13 
games at left guard and was named Freshman All-SEC by the coaches. In 2020, he started every game but switched to right tackle and still maintained his strong level of 
play. In 2021, he started every game at left tackle, his third position in three years. Neal was outstanding and named a permanent team captain, a consensus first team All-

American, First Team All-SEC, semifinalist for the Outland Trophy and the Lombardi Award.

Strengths
As a run blocker he's quick out of his stance and engages with low pad level to gain leverage, long arms and powerful hands create displacement at the POA, impressive 

lateral mobility to gain playside leverage on reach blocks, on drive and reach blocks he runs his feet to generate vertical and horizontal push, functional at positioning and 
fitting second level blocks in space, mauling mentality as a finisher and single handedly sets a physical tone, as a pass blocker he shows quick get-off to match explosive 

athletes, has a smooth 45 degree kick step to get to his landmark, astute mental processing of rusher's angle and uses his light feet to position with half-man relationship in 
mind, well-timed and aimed punch to stall the rusher, wide base and powerful lower body allows his anchor to neutralize power rushes, shuffles feet well to mirror and uses 

his length to feel the rusher change direction, senses stunts and twists and shows the reactionary quickness to pick them up.

Improvements
As a run blocker he often lunges and bends by the waist which leads to overextension and poor balance, upper body moves faster than his lower body which leads to a 

narrow base and limits his ability to consistently sustain solo blocks, as a pass protector he will occasionally lean on rushers as he pushes them past the pocket but it leaves 
him susceptible to inside counter moves.

One-Line Summary

Physically and athletically dominating in the run and pass game with refined hand usage but needs to clean up tendency to overextend and narrow his base.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid starter and can grow into an elite starter. Experience at guard but is best at tackle and is a run scheme diverse prospect who also excels in any 

passing scheme. Can be trusted on an island and does not regularly require chip blocks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 63/70 - Top Five Pick

OT #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 7 6 6 32 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 7 6 31 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ikem Ekwonu OT 6'4, 310 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
NC State 21 4.93 1.72 29"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" 26 7.82

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 12 7
2020 12 12
2021 12 12

Background

Ikem Ekwonu was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 612th-best recruit nationally, the 36th-best OG and the 26th-best recruit in North Carolina. As a true freshman in 
2019 he started 7 games at LT and was named second team All-ACC by PFF, All-ACC Academic (3.4 GPA and Dean's List), Phillip Rivers Rookie of the Year Award and 
was corecipient of the team’s John Ritcher OL of the Year award. In 2020, he started 4 games at LG and 8 at LT and was named All-ACC second team at guard and tackle. 

He was also named the winner of the team's John Ritcher OL of the Year award nad was again on the All-ACC Academic team. In 2021, he started 12 games and was a 
unanimous All-American, first team All-ACC and won the Jacobs Blocking Trophy for the best blocker in the ACC.

Strengths
As a run blocker he has the explosiveness and lateral mobility to position reach blocks and gain playside leverage, ample foot speed to get out in space as a puller, hands are 
filled with dynamite and create displacement at the POA, when he latches on and drives his feet he generates immense play strength and will push defenders 5-10 yards off 

the ball, tape is filled with pancakes from kickout blocks and blocks in space, motor always revving and will run downfield to block past the sticks, as a pass blocker he 
displays ample get-off and a smooth 45-degree kick step to handle speed rushes, uses his length well and times his punch effectively to stun rushers, loves the "snatch-trap" 

to put rushers in the dirt, anchors well with a wide base.

Improvements
As a run blocker he takes overly aggressive angles on reach blocks and as a puller and doesn't adjust his angle quick enough which leaves him susceptible to whiffing 

entirely, will put his head down to engage gap blocks and he will miss his target, upon contact his pads can pop up and advanced defenders will win leverage and pull him to 
the ground, as a pass blocker he can tend to overset to the outside to prevent speed rushes which leaves an inside counter move available, when refitting his hands he 

occasionally stops his feet which allows rushers to get around him, can be a tad slow to process stunts and twists which puts him in recovery mode.

One-Line Summary

Nasty finisher who paves lanes on the ground with projected tackle/guard utility but needs to clean up angles and pad level to be more consistent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a functional starter who develops into a very good starter. Can be a solid tackle but a great guard and is scheme diverse in the run and pass game.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 59/70 - Top 10 Pick

OT #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 4 7 5 7 30 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 6 7 5 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Charles Cross OT 6'4, 307 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Mississipi State 21 4.95 1.75 26"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 1/2" 20 7.88

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 3 0
2020 10 10
2021 12 12

Background

Charles Cross was a 5-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 27th best recruit nationally, the 5th best tackle and the 2nd best recruit from Mississipi. Despite his 
sophomore status, Cross has plenty of reps in pass protection thanks to the Bulldogs Air Raid scheme. His 366 reps rank 5th in FBS. Cross is lauded for his work ethic as he 
took part in "midnight maneuvers" (workout sessions) when COVID-19 first hit, remaining dedicated to his craft. When Cross showed up to Miss St. he weighed 270 pounds 

and is now listed at an unofficial 315 pounds, which displays his grind to add strength.

Strengths
Get-off and kick step to establish half-man relationship in pass protection, smart hand timing which he varies depending on matchup, accurate hand placement and aiming 
points, refitting hands to keep defender at bay, mental processing and reactionary quickness versus stunts, twists and blitzes, foot speed and lateral mobility to position for 

reach blocks in zone scheme.

Improvements
Occasionally overruns targets when blocking in space for a screen, grip strength and physical toughness to sustain and finish run blocks, play strength to anchor when 

defender uses speed-to-power and gets into his chest.

One-Line Summary

Athletic tackle with a stellar kick step and intelligent hand usage in pass protection who shuts down stunts and excels at making reach blocks but needs to add strength and 
drop his pads more consistently when defenders use speed-to-power.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cross can be a functional starting left tackle from day one and can grow into a Pro Bowler. Fits best in a zone-heavy run scheme to maximize his athletic gifts. Trusted in any 

passing scheme due to effectiveness on any type of kick step and requires little help from chip blocks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - Top 20 pick

OT #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 7 3 7 4 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 6 3 6 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trevor Penning OT 6'7, 325 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Northern Iowa 22 4.89 1.65 28"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 1/4" 29 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 4 0
2019 15 15
2020 6 6
2021 12 12

Background

Trevor Penning was a two-way player in high school that weighed just 235 pounds and primarily played TE. He was not ranked by 247Sports after high school and was not 
highly recruited. He's added over 60 pounds to bulk up and transition to offensive line which has led to three impressive seasons as a consistent starter. Made Bruce 

Feldman's "Freak" list for setting UNI's squat record of two-reps at 625 pounds.

Strengths
Massive build with broad shoulders, wide base and thick frame, quick out of stance and explosive first-step on 45 degree set to maintain half-man relationship vs speed rush, 
powerful hands which displace and pancake, uses inside-hand strike with outside-hand redirecting defender by their back, quick lateral mobility to mirror rushes and inside 

moves, mental processing and awareness to locate blitzers, stunts and twists, keeps his head on a swivel looking for work, lateral mobility to make reach blocks during 
inside and outside zone, climbing to the 2nd level with timing and balance, creating push on solo drive blocks due to physical toughness, violent hands, powerful upper body 

and hip torque to turn defenders away from direction of run, tremendous play strength to pancake LBs and DBs due to leg drive.

Improvements
Crosses feet when turning to run on vertical sets vs wide aligned speed rushes and leaves himself off-balance and susceptible to inside counters, anchoring due to his pad 

level popping up high upon contact and exposing his chest, slow to refit hands and drop his butt to recover when being pushed back, inconsistent blocking in space on 
screens as he lacks short-area twitch to position block on fast-moving target.

One-Line Summary

With great physical traits and good athleticism for his size, he's a mauler in the downhill run game but needs to improve refitting hands and anchoring.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup but should be afforded patience and can develop into a good starter. Best fit is in a gap/power scheme with some inside zone calls. 
Quick sets and 45 degree sets are developed but lacking experience with vertical sets thus he is best in a 3 and 5 step drop heavy system that prioritizes the quick game and 

play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

OT #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 6 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 4 2 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Darian Kinnard OT 6'5, 322 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky 22 5.31 1.78 25"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 35" - 8.11

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 9 2
2019 13 13
2020 11 11
2021 13 13

Background

Darian Kinnard was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 314th-best recruit nationally, the 22nd-best tackle recruit and the 11th-best recruit in Ohio. Has 39 consecutive 
starts at RT over his four years at Kentucky. In 2020, Kinnard was named Second Team All-SEC by the coaches, First-Team All-SEC by the AP and Phil Steele and Third 

Team All-American by the AP. In 2021, Kinnard was named First-Team All SEC and a First-Team All-American by the FWAA and AP.

Strengths
Bulky frame with long arms, positioning on gap/power drive, down and pull blocks, explosive first step to make reach blocks, fluid movement skills to climb to 2nd level 
and even out in space on screens, leg drive to create push especially on double teams where he stays hip-to-hip with teammate, explosive first step to allow vertical set to 

cover ample ground and maintain half-man relationship versus outside track, boxing glove hands that pack a mean punch, physical toughness and mauling mentality to finish 
blocks, processes twists and flips hips to position well, when pads are low and hips are square to target his anchor is strong.

Improvements
Plays very high and upright which leads to ugly wins and stalemates in all aspects of his play, in the run game he fits with wide hands thus he doesn't get a good grip to 

control the POA, lunges forward with his head on drive blocks and gets off balance and easily shed at times.

One-Line Summary

Athletic, mauling tackle who positions and finishes all blocks well but fits with wide hands and plays upright.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a great backup and potential late season starter who can develop into a great starter. Excels in either a gap/power or inside zone heavy run scheme and 
can play in any type of passing offense even ones with lots of 7-step drops that require vertical sets for the deep passing game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 48/70 - Second Round pick

OT #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 7 5 5 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 5 3 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Bernhard Raimann OT 6'6, 303 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Central Michigan 24 5.05 1.73 30 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 7/8" 30 7.46

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 12 4
2019 14 7
2020 6 6
2021 12 11

Background

Bernhard Raimann was a 2-star recruit, the 2656th-best recruit nationally, the 122nd-best TE and the 58th-best recruit in Michigan. As a true freshman in 2018 he appeared 
in 12 games and started 4 at TE. In 2019, he appeared in 14 games and started 7. In 2020, he made the transition to OT and started all 6 games. Raimann was named to All-
MAC Fourth Team by Phil Steele and earned Academic All-MAC honors. In 2021, he drastically improved his play and started 11 games. He was named to First Team All-

MAC for his efforts.

Strengths

As a pass blocker he displays a quick 45-degree kick step which covers plenty of ground to maintain half-man relationship, has the lateral agility to mirror rushers when he 
is balanced, strong anchor due to impressive knee bend and understands how to give up ground slowly, as a run blocker he possesses the foot speed and agility necessary to 

position himself on any type of block, engages with his head up and has the grip strength and core strength to sustain solo blocks.

Improvements

As a run blocker he displays inconsistent hand placement and timing which exposes his chest and he can get stood up at the POA, gives minimal help on combo blocks and 
climbs too quickly, on drive blocks and reach blocks his pad level rises upon impact which limits play strength and push, as a pass blocker his hands are late when engaging 
outside track rushes and he narrows his base which leads to poor balance, opens his hips and provides a soft outside shoulder for rushers to take advantage of, lacks recovery 

speed or power in his hands to push the rusher past the pocket.

One-Line Summary

Athletically intriguing tackle who positions all run blocks well and his knee bend generates strength but his raw hands and pass protection technique lowers his floor.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a good starter with time. Possesses short arms but has the mobility to stay at tackle and would succeed 
best in a zone-heavy run scheme. Best at 45-degree kick steps for a quick passing game that implements west coast principles, rather than a system that takes a lot of 7 step 

drops.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Third Round Pick

OT #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 4 5 3 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 4 5 3 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Abraham Lucas OT 6'6, 315 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington State 23 5 1.69 27"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 7/8" 24 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 13 13
2019 13 13
2020 4 4
2021 12 12

Background

Abraham Lucas was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 465th-best recruit nationally, the 50th-best OT and the 7th-best recruit in Washington. Redshirted his true 
freshman season in 2017. Stared all 13 games in 2018 at RT and named the All-Pac 12 second team. Started all 4 games in 2020 and named to All-Pac 12 second team. 

Started all 12 games in 2021 and named to All-Pac 12 first team while also being on the Outland Trophy watch list.

Strengths
Smooth 45-degree kick step and quick processor to pickup stunts and twists, light on his feet with plus lateral mobility to mirror rushes and ride defenders around the circle, 
refits hands when initially beat in pass protection, as a run blocker his quick first step allows him to gain playside leverage on reach blocks especially when pinning the front 

side end, mobile enough in space to climb to the 2nd level on combo blocks, occasionally creates vertical push on double teams due to leg drive.

Improvements
As a run blocker he struggles to create displacement due to lacking power in his hands and pop in his hips, as a pass blocker he opens his hips which creates a soft shoulder 

for rushers to win an outside track, minimal anchor due to his narrow base which leaves him susceptible to power rushes.

One-Line Summary

Sound pass protector who is a technician and effective zone blocker but creates limited push in gap/power and can widen his base to anchor better.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup who can develop into a solid starter. Best in a zone run scheme but has functionality on double teams for gap/power concepts too. 

With refinement, he can become comfortable in any passing scheme and should remain at tackle instead of sliding inside.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Third Round Pick

OT #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 3 5 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 4 3 5 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Spencer Burford OT 6'4, 304 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UTSA 21 5.19 1.77 27 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 3/4" 26 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 10 10
2019 12 11
2020 11 10
2021 12 12

Background

Spencer Burford was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 921st-best recruit nationally, the 76th-best OT and the 132nd-best recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2018 
he started every game and primarily played RG. In 2019, he started 11 games at LG and was an honorable mention on the all-conference team. In 2020, he started 2 games at 

RT and 8 games at LT on his way to being named second team All-Conference USA. In 2021, he finally got the chance to settle at one position and started 12 games at LT 
as he was named an honorable mention All-American by Phil Steele and First Team All-Conference USA.

Strengths
In pass pro he displays a quick 45-degree kick step and alters the length of each step depending on the angle/speed of the incoming rusher, keeps his hands in his holsters 
ready to strike the chest of rushers, active in re-fitting hands when necessary, as a run blocker he displays impressive foot speed and twitch to position every block in the 

book, quick processor who locates his target in space and lines them up whether he is pulling or climbing to the 2nd level, violent hands and strong upper body at the POA 
and plays with impressive physical toughness to create displacement, generates play strength by driving legs on reach or drive blocks.

Improvements
In pass pro he can improve his half-man relationship by not opening up his hips too early, needs to improve his punch timing and vary the timing to be less predictable, often 

lunges to make up for mediocre arm length which leaves him off balance and susceptible to pass rush moves and makes it difficult to recover, skinny lower body and pads 
pop up upon contact which limits his anchor, as a run blocker his base can get narrow which hurts his anchoring and he can get stood up at the POA.

One-Line Summary

Blends athleticism and power to be a scheme diverse lineman who is a nasty run blocker but raw pass protector and a move to guard might be necessary.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a very good backup or decent starter. Can be a OT for zone teams but short arms may push him to 
guard for gap/power teams. Scheme diverse in the run game and fits any pass protection scheme.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Fourth Round Pick

OT #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 3 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 5 2 2 18 The Film Don't Lie



2022 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Daniel Faalele OT 6'8, 384 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Minnesota 22 5.6 2.04 29.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - opted out 35 1/8" 24 8.47

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 10 8
2019 11 11
2020 0 0
2021 12 12

Background

Daniel Faalele was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 295th-best recruit nationally, the 19th-best tackle recruit and the 52nd-best recruit in Florida. Won outstanding 
offensive freshman in 2018. Sat out 2020 season due to COVID. In 2021 he was named All Big-Ten First Team by the coaches, All-Big Ten Second Team by the associated 

press, All-Big Ten Third Team by the media and Academic All-Big Ten. Born in Australia and former basketball and rugby player.

Strengths
Massive frame and long arms create physical advantage, when arms are extended and land onto the shoulder pads the hand power and displacement is great, washes out 

wide aligned EDGEs on kick out blocks, functional on inside zone vs tight DL splits and creates horizontal push with brute power and size, on off-tackle runs he seals his 
man inside by turning his body, jump set and 45 degree set are good for his size, functional first step to maintain half-man relationship, powerful two-hand strike with good 

grip strength, well-timed one-hand strike with outside hand to the shoulder pad and inside hand to the back which redirects defender past the pocket, uses snatch-trap on 
lighter EDGEs.

Improvements
Lateral mobility and processing to deal with slants and stunts or twists, hand usage is occasionally slow and wide which exposes his chest and causes him to be pushed 

backwards in the run game, naturally high pad level and inconsistent leg drive leads to inconsistent push on the ground, struggles to climb to 2nd level and position due to 
high pad level and balance issues, lacks experience taking vertical sets, tends to overset to the outside to ensure he doesn't get beat by speed but it opens up inside track, 

mediocre anchor due to high pad level and lacking core strength.

One-Line Summary

Massive RT with powerful hands who excels on kickout blocks but is a subpar athlete who oversets and will be scheme specific.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a good starter. Best in a gap/power scheme making kickout blocks and is functional on inside zone 
when he doesn't need to reach wide gaps. Best pass sets are quick sets and 45 degree sets vs 5 and 6-techs, not experienced in vertical sets and should be given chip blocks 

early in his career.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round pick

OT #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 5 3 4 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 3 3 5 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Max Mitchell OT 6'6, 307 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Louisiana 22 5.32 1.83 25"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/2" - 8.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 14 0
2019 14 14
2020 10 10
2021 13 13

Background

Max Mitchell was a 2-star recruit out of high school. As a true freshman in 2018 he played a rotational role and gained learning experience. In 2019, he started every game 
at RT and in 2020 he started every game but played both tackle positions. In 2021, he started every game and was named to the AP All-American Third Team.

Strengths
As a run blocker he's explosive out of his stance and his first step covers ample ground to make a reach block on a backside 3-tech, uses hip torque to angle defender away 
from direction of zone run, foot speed and agility to combo and climb to 2nd level with efficient footwork, creates horizontal push on zone concepts due to leg drive, as a 
pass blocker he has a smooth 45-degree kick step that covers ample ground to maintain half-man relationship, strong one-handed and two-handed strike which stuns the 

defender when placed to the chest, quick mental processing to locate stunts and flips hips well to position himself.

Improvements
Struggles to latch and finish in space due to wide hand placement exposing his chest, can lunge and bend by the waist on solo blocks which leaves him unbalanced and 
unable to sustain blocks, in pass protection he struggles to anchor due to bouncy feet which weakens his base, can mis-time his outside hand punch which leaves him 

susceptible to losing his outside shoulder.

One-Line Summary
Athletic tackle who positions well in pass protection, is exceptional at reaching, comboing and climbing but needs to improve hand placement and sustaining blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he could be a decent backup who develops into a great backup and spot starter. Experience in a multiple run scheme but fits best in a zone-heavy scheme. 

Reliable in all passing schemes due to his affinity for getting to his landmarks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 37/70 - Fourth Round Pick

OT #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 4 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 4 2 4 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Braxton Jones OT 6'5, 310 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Southern Utah 24 4.97 1.77 25 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 35 3/8" 26 7.59

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 1 0
2018 8 2
2019 11 11
2020 6 6
2021 11 11

Background

Braxton Jones was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3532nd-best recruit nationally, the 284th-best OT and the 46th-best recruit in Utah. Multi-sport athlete who also 
played basketball in high school. In 2017 and 2018 he played a limited role as a backup. In 2019, he started 10 games and was named to All-Big Sky third team. In 2020, he 

started all four games and in 2021 he started all 11 games while being named to All-Big Sky first team.

Strengths
Fires out of his stance and covers ample ground on 45-degree kick step, quick processing and twitchy lower half allows him to alter his angle and position well when 

defenders change direction or execute twists, strong hands at the POA allow him to hug and shove defenders off their rush, when he engages first on solo blocks he drives 
legs to create push and has strong grip strength to sustian, plays with impressive physical toughness and is a tone setter in the trenches.

Improvements
In pass pro he displays bouncy feet which limits his ability to root his feet, opens up his hips which creates a soft shoulder allowing outside penetration, engages with wide 
hands and an upright stance which leads to a mediocre anchor, when the defender engages first and gets into his chest he gets stood up and can't create push on solo blocks.

One-Line Summary

Impressive and physical run blocker who requires refinement in pass protection especially with his upright stance.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a good backup. Best in a zone run scheme and can be functional in gap/power. Should be aided with 
chip blocks in pass protection and is ideally in a run-heavy, play-action heavy scheme that allows him to get hands on his target quickly.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 35/70 - Fifth Round Pick

OT #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 3 4 5 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 4 3 2 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Obinna Eze OT 6'6, 321 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
TCU 23 5.17 1.79 27 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 36 1/8" 18 8.2

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started

2018 (Memphis) 6 -
2019 (Memphis) 14 14
2020 (Memphis) 11 11

2021 11 11
Background

Obinna Eze was a 4-Star recruit out of high school, the 206th-best recruit nationally, the 21st-best OT and the 9th-best recruit in Tennessee. New to the game, Eze started 
playing varsity football in 2016. He committed to Memphis and redshirted his true freshman season in 2017. In 2018, he played a rotational role, appearing in 6 games 

exclusively at LT. In 2019, he got his chance to start and hasn't lost that opportunity through 2021. In 2021, he transferred to TCU and was named Honorable-Mention Big 
12 Offensive Newcomer of the Year.

Strengths
As a run blocker he shows an astute understanding of how to use angles to his advantage, on down blocks and kickout blocks he uses powerful hip torque to turn defenders 

away from the direction of the run, when he engages he drops his pads to a sufficient level which helps him gain leverage to create push on solo blocks, displays good 
balance to position himself for 2nd level blocks on LBs, as a pass protector his long arms should theoretically be an asset, anchors well due to his wide base and a concerted 

effort to lock out his arms, recovers well after giving up penetration and has powerful hands to push rushers past the pocket.

Improvements
As a run blocker he possesses inferior lateral mobility which limits his ability to gain playside leverage on reach blocks, struggles to sustain his solo blocks due to poor grip 

strength and will lose the rep late in the play, as a pass blocker he has a clunky 45 degree kick step and vertical set which hurts his positioning versus speed rushes, slow 
hand usage with wasted motion as he swings his hands down and then up which makes him late to engage, rarely lands an effective punch and struggles to refit his hands 

which often end up on the backs of rushers.

One-Line Summary

Strong run blocker and has ideal size and length for pass pro but is scheme dependent and requires technical refinement with his hands and feet.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a good backup. Best in a gap/power run scheme and should be primarily asked to quick set off of 

play-action or even in RPO heavy offenses.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 33/70 - Fifth Round Pick

OT #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 4 4 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 2 4 2 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Matt Waletzko OT 6'7, 312 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
North Dakota N/A 5.03 1.7 30"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- Season Ending Knee, 2021- Upper Body 36 1/8" 28 7.26

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started

2018 (FCS) 9 5
2019 (FCS) 6 6
2020 (FCS) 7 7
2021 (FCS) 8 8

Background

Matt Waletzko was a 2-Star recruit out of high school, the 297th-ranked OT and the 29th recruit in Minnesota. As a true freshman in 2018, he appeared in 9 games and 
started 5 at LT. In 2019, he started all 6 games at LT before suffering a season ending knee injury. In 2020, he started all 7 games and helped UND lead the nation with the 

fewest number of negative plays and only 2 allowed sacks. In 2021, he started 8 games and had his best season yet, being named a semi-finalist for the William V. Campbell 
Trophy.

Strengths
Ideal arm length and frame with plenty of room for added muscle mass, impressive get-off to gain proper depth on his 45-degree kick step, positions well with half-man 
relationship and has lateral mobility to slide with outside track rushes, aware in pass pro and keeps his head on a swivel to locate twists or stunts, as a run blocker he can 

create push on solo blocks when he plays with low leverage to get under defenders.

Improvements
As a pass blocker he regularly is late when timing his punch which exposes his chest and limits his ability to anchor vs power, slow to refit hands inside while keeping his 
feet moving, as a run blocker he plays too high and often lunges to make contact which leaves him off balance, often misses with his hands which limits his ability to latch 

on for solo blocks, limited grip strength to sustain blocks for long enough for his RB to hit the hole, limited blocker in space who climbs to the 2nd level with high pad level 
and struggles to square up his target.

One-Line Summary
Physically and athletically gifted tackle who needs to refine his pad level and hand usage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a great swing tackle and potential starter. Best in a gap/power scheme and possesses the athleticism and 

arm length to stay at tackle.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 34/70 - Sixth Round Pick

OT #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 3 4 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 3 2 4 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Luke Goedeke OT 6'5, 312 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Central Michigan 23 - - -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Knee Injury (surgery) 32 1/4" 26 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 0 0
2019 14 14
2020 0 0
2021 10 10

Background

Luke Goedeke was unranked out of high school. He redshirted his true freshman year in 2018 and did not appear in a game. In 2019, he started every game at RT and earned 
Academic All-MAC honors. He missed the 2020 season with a knee injury and returned to start every game in 2021 on his way to being named First Team All-MAC.

Strengths
In pass protection he displays a quick 45-degree kick step, possesses lateral mobility to slide and stay in front of outside rushes, quick hands to refit when necessary, as a run 
blocker he positions reach blocks well due to his quick first step, executes double teams well by getting hip-to-hip with his teammate, occasionally drives his legs to generate 

push downfield, plays with impressive effort and physical toughness.

Improvements
Overall raw and inconsistent in all aspects, lunges on solo blocks which leaves him off balance and easily shed, struggles to latch and sustain solo blocks, lunges in pass 

protection and lowers head making him susceptible to pass rush moves, inconsistent anchor due to slow hands exposing his chest and high pad level, lacks ideal arm length 
to survive on the outside, can be a tad slow to process stunts and twists.

One-Line Summary

Raw prospect who finishes reps well but struggles landing his punches and a move to guard is likely necessary.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a decent starter. Best at guard in a zone scheme and can execute some gap/power concepts. Fits best 

in a passing offense that gets the ball out quickly.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 37/70 - Fifth Round Pick

OT #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 3 3 3 15 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Andrew Stueber OT 6'6, 325 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigain 22 - - 24 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- ACL Tear 34 1/8" 18 7.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 1 0
2018 13 2
2019 0 0
2020 6 6
2021 14 14

Background

Andrew Steuber was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 365th-best recruit nationally, the 35th-best OT and the 3rd-best recruit in Connecticut. As a true freshman in 
2017 he appeared in 1 game as a special teamer. In 2018, he appeared in every game and started 2 at RT. In 2019, he suffered a torn ACL in training camp and missed the 
entire season. In 2020, he started four games at RT and two at RG. In 2021, he started every game at RT and was named First Team All-Big Ten by the coaches and Third 

Team All-Big Ten by the media. Also voted an alternate captain in 2021 and was an Academic Big Ten Honoree in 2020 and 2021.

Strengths
As a run blocker he makes a concerted effort to engage with low pad level, understands how to angle his body to shield off the run when executing down or kickout blocks, 
creates push on solo drive blocks and double teams due to powerful leg drive, as a pass blocker his long arms help him keep defenders away from his chest if he times his 

strike well, displays accurate aiming points to strike the rusher's chest, functional ability to process and locate stunts/twists.

Improvements
As a run blocker he lacks the explosiveness and lateral mobility to position reach blocks or make contact on combo blocks at the 2nd level, hands lack precision to latch on 

or power to displace, limited grip strength to sustain blocks especially when moving laterally, in pass pro his heavy feet limit the ground he covers on his 45-degree kick 
step, can over set to the outside which leaves the inside track open, limited anchoring because his pad level pops up upon contact and if he mis-times his strike he gets blown 

back and narrows his base, lacks reactionary and physical quickness to recover when beat.

One-Line Summary

Gap/power-only lineman who can create push to open lanes but is a limited athlete with ineffective hand usage and must improve his pass sets and pad level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a good backup. Only fits in a gap/power run scheme and should be asked to execute drive blocks and 

double teams primarily. Best in a play-action heavy offense that can allow him to jump set rather than take 45 degree sets or vertical sets. Should be provided with chip 
blocks in pass protection. Move to guard may be necessary due to limited mobility but he must improve pad level.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 30/70 - Seventh Round Pick

OT #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 4 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 1 3 3 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Nicholas Petit-Frere OT 6'5, 316 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 22 5.14 1.77 24 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 5/8" 24 7.85

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 4 0
2019 11 1
2020 7 7
2021 12 12

Background

Nicholas Petit-Frere was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 7th-best recruit nationally, the top OT and the 3rd-best recruit in Florida. Redshirted his true freshman season 
in 2018. Appeared in all games in 2019 but only started 1. In 2020, he won the starting RT job and started 7 games. In 2021, he started all 12 games, mainly at LT and was 

put on the Outland Trophy Watch List. He was named Academic All-Big Ten in 2019 and 2020. Additionally, he was named to Second Team All-Big Ten in 2020.

Strengths

As a run blocker he possesses quick enough feet to position reach blocks and climb to the 2nd level, can create horizontal push when he drives his legs on solo blocks, 
effective on combo blocks and uses his length to shield away LBs, as a pass blocker he displays a feasible 45 degree kick step and attempts to maintain half-man 

relationship, identifies stunts and twists well.

Improvements

As a run blocker he seriously struggles to fit his hands and sustain blocks, erratic hand placement and lacks power upon impact, likes to catch players rather than strike them 
and lacks grip strength to sustain, struggles to create push on drive blocks because he rarely drives his legs to generate play strength, as a pass blocker he often lunges when 
engaging which leads to poor pad level and minimizes recovery ability, struggles to "run the circle" as his base gets narrow or he stops moving his feet leading to balance 
issues, susceptible to inside rushes because he lacks the short area quickness to drop his inside foot and change direction, poor anchor as he will mis-time his punch and 

allow rushers to get into his chest, can be a split second late to process blitzers.

One-Line Summary

Positions himself well to make blocks in the run and pass game but raw hand usage and poor pad level limits his effectiveness all-around.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a decent backup. Best as an OT in a zone heavy run scheme and is better at kicking out the front side 
DE. Should be provided with chip blocks to help him in pass protection. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 29/70 - Seventh Round Pick

OT #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 2 4 3 16 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 2 4 2 3 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyler Linderbaum IOL 6'2, 296 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa 21 - - 24.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 31 1/8" 18 7.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 2 -
2019 13 13
2020 8 8
2021 14 14

Background

Tyler Linderbaum was a 3-Star recruit, the 409th-best recruit nationally, the 28th-ranked DT and the 2nd best recruit in the state of Iowa. A multi-sport athlete, Linderbaum 
lettered three years in football, four years in baseball and three in wrestling and track. He was also an accomplished athlete in shotput with a PR of 54 feet as a junior. For 
football, he was named a U.S. Army All-American, to the All-Iowa Elite football team and a district defensive MVP as a senior and junior. Linderbaum committed to Iowa 

and played DT as a freshman in 2018. In 2019, he switched to Center and the rest is history. In 2021, Linderbaum was named to the All-Big Ten First Team and was 
awarded the Rimington-Pace Offensive Linemen of the Year.

Strengths
Lightning quick first-step allows him to make special reach blocks on inside/outside zone, lateral mobility and hip flexibility to gain leverage to the playside will refitting 

hands inside, hip torque and core strength to turn defenders towards the backside and away from the run, grip strength and physical toughness to sustain solo blocks, 
efficient footwork and smart angles when climbing to the 2nd level to block LBs, regularly squares up to his target to fit blocks well and make solid contact at the POA, 
hands are accurately placed and provide a pop when engaging, after latching on he drives his legs to create push past the LOS, in pass pro he possesses active eyes and 

always has his head on a swivel, he locates blitzes and twists swiftly and provides help to teammates when left free, quick lateral mobility to mirror rushes, drops his pads 
and plays with a wide base to anchor vs bull rushes.

Improvements
Below average size and bulk on his frame which can lead to being overmatched by large nose tackles, occasionally gets stood up at the POA by a violent LB who has a 

running start.

One-Line Summary

Special athlete and immense competitor who can be the engine of a run game and is as dependable as it gets in pass pro but is likely a zone-only Center.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter and can develop into a great starter that you win games because of. Center-only prospect whose best fit is in a zone-heavy offense. Can 
be trusted to make protection calls and ID MIKEs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 60/70 - Top 10 pick

IOL #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 6 6 7 32 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 7 6 6 28 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zion Johnson IOL 6'2 314 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Boston College 22 5.18 1.74 32"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" 32 7.38

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started

2017 (Davidson) 11 8
2018 (Davidson) 11 11

2019 13 7
2020 11 11
2021 12 12

Background
Zion Johnson was an unranked recruit out of high school who walked onto Davidson before transferring to Boston College. Johnson started at LG for the Golden Eagles, 
starting 7 games in 2019 and then started 11 games at LT in 2020. He moved back to LG and started every game in 2021. Johnson is a highly decorated player who was 

named All-AAC Second Team in 2019, All-ACC Third Team and All-ACC Academic Honors in 2020 and All-AAC First Team in 2021. Johnson was also a standout at the 
Reese's Senior Bowl as he played Center for the first time in his career and regularly stayed after practice to fine tune his snapping.

Strengths
Nimble feet allow him to position reach blocks on inside zone with ease, hands are accurately placed inside and pack a punch to displace at the POA, plays with low pad 
level and impressive knee bend which allows him to win solo blocks, creates horizontal and vertical push by driving his legs and is very effective on double teams as he 

regularly gets hip-to-hip, effortless 45-degree kick step as his tackle experience shines, quick to process stunts and is disciplined with his angles and stance to pickup 
alternative rushers, when he latches on his strong grip strength and core strength allows him to mirror with ease, strong anchor due to wide base and ability to drop his pads.

Improvements
Can occasionally stop moving his feet which hurts his balance in pass pro and leaves a soft shoulder for defenders to attack.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and competitive blocker who is technically sound and a positive in the run and pass game with tackle experience but projects best to guard or even center.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be an instant starter who can develop into a very good starter. Best at guard in a multiple run scheme and he excels on inside zone. Functional in any 
passing scheme and can be trusted with long developing plays on 7-step drops.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 57/70 - First Round pick

IOL #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 6 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 6 6 30 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kenyon Green IOL 6'3, 323 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 20 5.24 1.76 26"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 1/8" 20 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 13 13
2020 10 10
2021 12 12

Background

Kenyon Green was a 5-star recruit, the 15th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best OT and the top recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2013 he started every game at RG and 
was named to the SEC All-Freshman Team, voted on by the league’s head coaches. In 2020, he started 10 games at LG, was named a consensus First-Team All-American, 

Second Team All-SEC and a semifinalist for the Outland Trophy. In 2021, he played RT, RG, LG and RT while serving as a season-long captain. Green earned the 
Offensive MVP and Leadership Awards, as well as the Academic Award among juniors at the annual team banquet. He was also named one of four finalists for the Lomardi 

Award and Rotary Trophy while also being named to the First-Team All-SEC.

Strengths
Effective puller who gets to his landmark and his hands pack a serious punch at the POA which regularly shocks defenders and pushes them backwards, functional ability to 
climb the 2nd level when combo blocking inside zone, drives legs on solo blocks and double teams which leads to vertical push, mean streak as a tone-setter who wants to 
put defenders in the dirt, quick to process stunts and passes of assignment smoothly, active helper in pass pro who will deliver a powerful blindside strike when assignment-

free, when he engages with proper weight distribution and inside hands his anchor is rock-solid.

Improvements
Erratic hand placement which leads to allowing defenders to slip off his block, struggles vs length as he exposes his chest which leads to being stood up at the POA, 

inconsistent competitiveness and can give up on sustaining his block before the whistle is blown, lacks explosive short-area quickness which limits ability to block twitchy 
defenders who slant gaps, occasionally lunges to land his strike in pass pro which leaves him off balance and hurts his anchor.

One-Line Summary

Natural power to pave lanes on the ground but athletically limited with erratic technique which results in a low floor-high ceiling prospect who is best at guard.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good backup and develop into a very good starter. Experience all over the line but athletic ability profiles best to guard. Best fit in an inside-zone 
heavy team with gap/power concepts.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round pick

IOL #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 5 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 4 5 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ed Ingram IOL 6'3, 307 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 23 5.02 1.68 20 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 5/8" - 7.81

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 13 12
2018 0 0
2019 12 2
2020 9 9
2021 11 11

Background

Ed Ingram was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 201st-best recruit nationally, the 13th-ranked guard recruit and the 33rd-best recruit in Texas. Started 12 games as a 
true freshman in 2017. Suspended for the 2018 season due to arrest for aggravated sexual assualt on a minor. Charges were dropped in 2019 and he returned to the team. 

Over his career he has started eight games at RG and 26 at LG.

Strengths
Quick out of his stance and balanced on his 45 degree set, solid anchor to recover by extending arms into breastplate, locking out and slowing penetration, quick mental 
processor to locate stunts and passes them off smoothly, quick puller who takes tight angle and seals edge defender and turns them inside with good hip torque and core 

strength, fits hands inside and drives legs to generate push on solo drive blocks and down blocks, nasty mentality as a finisher and has violent hands to pancake.

Improvements
Slightly slow to engage with hands in pass pro which leads to initial displacement, plays high and with minimal knee bend which hurts his ability to sustain blocks especially 

when moving laterally where his feet are slower than his upper body, lacks explosiveness and lateral agility to reach front side defenders during outside zone

One-Line Summary

Powerful and nasty mauler who excels on all gap/power blocks and anchors well but plays high and struggles to reach block during outside zone.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup and possibly start later in the season plus can develop into a good starter. Best in a gap/power scheme that takes advantage of his 
prowess as a puller and he is a dependable pass protector in the quick, intermediate and deep game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round pick

IOL #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 6 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 3 5 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cam Jurgens IOL 6'2, 303 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nebraska 22 4.92 1.71 33 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2018 Season ending foot injury 33 3/8" 25 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 1 -
2019 12 12
2020 8 7
2021 12 12

Background

Cam Jurgens was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 193rd-best recruit nationally, the 7th-best TE and the top recruit in Nebraska. A three-sport athlete in high school, 
Jurgens played basketball, track (shotput+discus) and football as a tight end and linebacker. In 2018, Jurgens redshirted his true freshman season. In 2019, he started every 

game at Center. Throughout his career, Jurgens has 31 starts at Center, including 18 in a row. In 2021, he had his best year yet and was named to Third-team All-Conference 
accolades from the coaches and was an honorable-mention from the league media. Furthermore, he was the Nebraska Offensive Linemen of the year and was named to the 

Rimington Trophy Watch List. Jurgens was also an Academic All-Big Ten honoree in 2019, 2020 and 2021. Community service is vital to Jurgens and in 2019 he was 
named to the Brook Berringer Citizenship Team and the Tom Osborne Citizenship Team while volunteering at local hospitals.

Strengths
Reliable down blocker who quickly flips his hips to the sideline to angle defender away from the run, viable puller with impressive foot speed and he creates displacement 
when he can attack half-a-man with a running start, engages solo blocks by trying to get under the defender and has impressive knee bend, excels on combo blocks as he is 
patient and doesn't climb until his teammate is positioned, exceptional at locating and fitting blocks on LBs at the 2nd level as he regularly makes an effort to square up, has 
a mauling mentality as a finisher due to his impressive physical toughness, in pass pro he is an active helper with a head on a swivel, experience pulling to sell play-action 

fakes and block unblocked EDGE defenders, strong anchor as he plays with a wide base and ample knee bend.

Improvements
Minimal experience making solo drive blocks, hands don't consistently jolt defender backwards but instead he catches defenders, could sustain solo blocks for longer if he 

places his hands into the chest rather than the shoulder pads, occasionally a split-second slow to process stunts and blitzes.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and physical Center who is scheme diverse in the run game and plays with impressive pad level to supplement the lack of power in his punch.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup who can develop into a good starter. Best fit in a zone-heavy system but is functional in gap if only asked to down block, pull and 
execute double teams.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round pick

IOL #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 4 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 6 5 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Sean Rhyan IOL 6'4, 321 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UCLA 21 5.25 1.77 33 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 3/8" 21 7.55

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 12 12
2020 7 7
2021 12 12

Background
Sean Rhyan was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 74th-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best OG and the 15th-best recruit in California. Multi-sport athlete who was a 

shot put champion in high school, set school records for discus, played baseball and also was an accomplished rugby player. Rhyan became the first true freshman to start a 
season-opener at tackle since 2012 and has 31 starts to his name. In 2021, he was named First-Team All-Pac-12 team by the league's coaches and Phil Steele, plus was 

selected to the Second-Team by the Associated Press and PFF.

Strengths
In pass pro he regularly plays inside-out to maintain a half-man relationship and rarely ever oversets, plays with impressive knee bend and his strong core allows him to stay 

balanced to anchor and mirror with ease, lateral mobility and quick first two steps to position reach blocks on inside and outside zone, accurate aiming points to strike the 
chest of defenders, creates horizontal push on reach blocks and vertical push on drive and combo blocks due to his powerful leg drive, uses sufficient hip torque to angle 

defender's away from the run on down blocks.

Improvements
Short arms limits his reach and when run blocking he overextends and sometimes only engages with one arm to compensate, gets caught lunging and off balance which hurts 
his ability to sustain solo blocks, his strike lacks power to jolt defenders backwards, struggles to change direction which limits effectiveness blocking in space as a puller or 

climber on combo blocks, in pass pro if he gets beat off the snap he lunges to recover which provides a soft outside shoulder for rushers to defeat.

One-Line Summary

Very sound pass protector who creates push in the run game and plays with exceptional leverage but short arms hinder his game and suggest a move to guard.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a good starter. Flexible in the run game as he is comfortable reach blocking inside/outside zone, making solo kick 
out blocks, double teams and is semi-functional as a puller. Trusted in any passing scheme with a well-distributed 45-degree kick step. Lack of arm length and how he 

overcompensates for it makes his best projection at guard.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round pick

IOL #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 6 5 4 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 4 6 6 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyler Smith IOL 6'4, 324 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tulsa 22 5.02 1.71 27 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" 25 7.78

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 4 2
2020 9 9
2021 12 12

Background

Tyler Smith was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2417th-best recruit nationally, the 133rd-best OG and the 335th-best recruit in Texas. Has 24 career starts at LT. Was 
named a Freshman All-American in 2020 and earned First Team All-AAC.

Strengths
Broad shoulders with a bulky frame and large hands, lateral quickness to mirror rushes especially when he is already latched on, powerful anchor in pass pro due to 

admirable knee bend, when he latches on his play strength dominates and defenders get locked out, sufficient lateral mobility to "run the loop" and push rushers past the 
pocket when he needs to recover, positions inside zone and all gap/power blocks well with precise angles and ample foot speed even at the 2nd level, fits hands onto 

shoulder pads and angles hips plus drives legs to create push on solo drive blocks vs DEs, creates push on double teams by getting hip-to-hip with teammate and driving his 
legs, finishes blocks with a nasty mentality and his powerful hands+hip torque lead to pancakes late in rep.

Improvements
In pass pro he occasionally false steps forward on his 45-degree kick step which puts him in recovery mode and allows rushers to win the outside track, little to no 

experience vertical setting, shoots his hands wide and latches onto shoulder pads which exposes his chest, limited reactionary quickness which leaves him susceptible to 
inside slants in the pass and run game, raw technique made him a penalty machine.

One-Line Summary

Massive mauler with impressive quickness and play strength who is a dependable pass protector and gap clearing run blocker.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he could be a good backup and can develop into a very good starter. Functional tackle in gap/power but best at guard. Can make all gap/power blocks and is 
viable on inside zone. Best in a quick passing game with quick sets and 45 degree sets.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 51/70 - Second Round pick

IOL #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 6 5 7 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 3 6 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dohnovan West IOL 6'3, 296 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Arizona State 21 5.27 1.74 28"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021 foot 33" 21 7.82

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2019 13 13
2020 4 4
2021 4 4

Background

Dohnovan West was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 712nd-best recruit nationally, the 11th-best C and the 78th-best recruit in California. West was a wrestler in high 
school and has started at all three interior offensive line positions at ASU. He started every game as a true freshman in 2019 and has improved every season. In 2021, West 

was named to the Rimington Award Watch List, which is given annnualy to the nation's best Center.

Strengths
Lateral mobility to position reach blocks for inside and outside zone, foot speed to be an effective puller, engages with low pad level to get under defenders and uses 

sufficient leg drive to create horizontal push, astute understanding of body angles and uses hip torque to shield defenders away from the direction of the run, calculated 
ability to climb the 2nd level and quickly locates his assignment to block, active eyes and head on a swivel in pass pro, processes blitzes and twists quickly and reacts 

accordingly, regularly achieves inside hand placement to control defender's chest which along with his lateral quickness allows him to mirror with ease, foot speed to get out 
and block in space on screens.

Improvements
When run blocking he bends by the hips which leaves him off balance and occasionally gets shed, hands lack power in his punch to displace defenders, not going to create 

vertical push on solo drive blocks, mediocre violence or mauling mentality, when anchoring his pads pop up and he can allow some penetration due to the lack of play 
strength.

One-Line Summary

Athletic zone center with positional flexibility who is very dependable in pass protection but isn't a road grader and can bend from the knees rather than the hips better.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a very good backup and late-season starter who can develop into a good starter. Best in a zone scheme and can be a viable puller on power actions. 
Asset in the screen game and strong understanding of blocking concepts thus he can make protection calls as the Center.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round pick

IOL #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 5 4 6 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jamaree Salyer OT/IOL 6'3, 321 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 - - 24"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- foot 33 5/8" 31 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 13 0
2019 13 2
2020 10 10
2021 15 11

Background

Jamaree Salyer was a 5-Star recruit out of high school, the 10th-best recruit nationally, the 1st-ranked guard recruit in the country and the 3rd recruit in Georgia. He played 
at 360lbs in high school but slimmed down to 309lbs early in his career. Salyer has 2 starts at RT, 19 at LT and 4 at RG. In 2021, Salyer was named to the Walter Camp All-

America 2nd Team and the AP & Coaches’ All-SEC 2nd Team

Strengths
Upper body is wide, barrel chested and powerful, foot speed to climb to 2nd level when combo blocking and balance to square up and fit block on defender, understands 
how to maximize blocking angles and has fluid hips to turn defender away from run on down blocks, effective puller who positions, fits and finishes well, creates push on 
double teams when he gets low and drives legs, improved his 45 degree and vertical sets over the season which allowed him to maintain half-man relationship, anchors by 

using his functional length to keep defender at bay and give up ground slowly.

Improvements
Skinny lower body, quick set and 45-degree set is sluggish and the first step doesn't cover enough ground which leads to being beat to his landmark, slow hands in pass 

protection exposes his chest and can be tossed aside becasue he lacks core and lower body strength, struggles to mirror due to poor lateral mobility and core strength, lacks 
the explosiveness to reach the backside 3-tech on inside or outside zone, sustaining solo drive blocks when he doesn't have good hand placement, positioning in the alley 

when blocking screens

One-Line Summary
Mauler who excels making all gap/power blocks but has unrefined hands and athletic limitations project him to guard.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter at tackle and good starter at guard. Best fit in a run heavy gap/power scheme and in a quick pass 

offense at guard. If at tackle provide with chip blocks and slides.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round pick

IOL #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 6 4 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 6 3 5 2 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cole Strange IOL 6'4' 307 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Chatanooga 23 5.03 1.71 28"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33" 31 7.44

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 10 6
2018 11 11
2019 12 12
2020 5 5
2021 11 11

Background

Cole Strange was a a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3804th-best recruit nationally, the 193rd-ranked weak-side defensive end, and the 94th-overall athlete from 
Tennessee. He's a five year starter with 44 starts under his belt and played LT, LG and C (at the Senior Bowl). Won the Jacobs Blocking Award in 2020 and 2021. 

Furthermore, Strange was named to the First-Team All Southern Conference.

Strengths
Compact body type, agile and explosive first few steps allow him to reach block and gain an instant advantage at the POA, competitve and physical toughness off the charts, 
run blocks to the whistle, low leverage and consistent leg drive to create push, quick hands that are well placed, grip strength to sustain solo blocks, hip torque and fluidity to 

seal lanes, foot speed and balance to climb to 2nd level and position well for blocks on LBs, processes delayed blitzes and stunts quickly, plays with wide base and inside 
hand placement in pass pro which allows him to anchor well, prioritizes refitting hands to control rusher's movements.

Improvements
Lacks ideal size and length, when run blocking he occasionally lunges to make up for his shorter arms which leaves him off balance and can be shed, pass sets could be 

cleaned up with better angles to prevent penetration, could be more disciplined and not bite on rushers fakes, could be more consistent at refitting hands quicker to recover 
and anchor.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and powerful guard who is scheme diverse and technically refined but lacks ideal size and can refine pass sets.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a solid starter. Best at Center and can execute a multiple run scheme due to his athletic ability and toughness. Best 
in a quick game-heavy offense with plenty of quick sets as his 45-degree and vertical sets are less refined.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Third Round pick

IOL #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 5 5 5 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 5 4 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zach Tom IOL 6'4, 304 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wake Forest 23 4.94 1.63 33"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/4" - 7.32

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started

2018 (Center) 12 1
2019 (Center) 13 13

2020 (Left Tackle) 9 9
2021 (Left Tackle) 14 14

Background

Zach Tom was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1593rd-best recruit nationally, the 150th-best OT and the 56th-best recruit in Louisiana. Redshirted his true freshman 
season in 2017. In 2018, he appeared in 12 games and started 1 at Center. In 2019, he started all 13 games at Center and earned Honorable mention All-ACC. In 2020, he 
started all 9 games at LT and has yet to allow a sack in his career. In 2021, he started all 14 games at LT, was named Second Team All-American by Phil Steele and the 

Athletic. Additionally, he was named First Team All-ACC by the AP and won the Jim Tatum Award for top senior-student athlete. Semi finalist for the William V. 
Campbell Trophy. Named to the All-ACC Academic Team in 2019, 2020 and 2021.

Strengths

In pass protection he is explosive out of his stance and has a smooth 45 degree kick step, quickly reads the rusher's path and has intelligent hand usage as he will switchup 
his strike hand depending on the rusher's move, quick hand timing and accurate punch which regularly halts the rusher at the POA, plays with impressive pad level and 

balance which helps him mirror rushes, anchors well due to his wide base, effective quick-setter off play-action, quick to read and react to stunts and blitzes, as a run blocker 
his light feet and short area quickness allow him to position every type of block, understands how to angle his body to shield defenders from the run when executing 

gap/power schemes, strong grip strength and blocks with impressive effort and physical toughness which helps him sustain and steer.

Improvements

As a run blocker he rarely creates vertical push on drive blocks as he lacks natural power in his upper body and rarely drives his legs, short arms forces him to extend one 
arm out which can gives defenders an easy target to defeat, lacks a mauler mentality as a finisher, in pass pro when using "catch" technique he will lose ground initially and 

allow the pocket to collapse slightly.

One-Line Summary

Athletic lineman with advanced hand usage and play speed who lacks ideal length and power in his game and likely needs to move inside.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a backup who develops into a solid starter in the right scheme. Short arms may push him to Guard or Center and would excel in a zone-heavy run 
scheme. Proficient in any pass protection scheme, especially 3 step drops and quick-sets off play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round Pick

IOL #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 4 5 4 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 5 4 6 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dylan Parham IOL 6'2, 311 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Memphis 22 4.93 1.66 27"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/2" 25 7.78

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 14 13
2019 14 13
2020 11 11
2021 11 11

Background
Dylan Parham was a 2-Star recruit out of high school, the 3170th-best recruit nationally, the 144th-ranked weak side defensive end recruit and the 351st recruit in Georgia. 
Parham committed to Memphis as a tight end and redshirted his true freshman season in 2017, then moved to offensive line in 2018. Parham has started 14 games at LG, 11 

at RT and 10 at C. He's displayed strong work ethic by having to mold his body to different weights to play different positions. Parham has been as light as 285lbs and as 
heavy as 311lbs.

Strengths
Fires out of stance and has quick first step to make reach blocks from the front side, foot speed and fluidity to climb to 2nd level and block LBs, physical mentality as a 
finisher who will drive legs occasionally on solo blocks and often on double teams, processes and locates blitzers and twists/stunts quikly and has fluid hips to position 

himself well, improved play strength at the Senior Bowl allows him to anchor by dropping his hips and playing with a wide base.

Improvements
Lack of core strength limits mirroring ability in pass pro, allows defenders into his chest due to his slow hands and this causes him to get stood up when drive blocking, 

technique is overall raw and inconsistent .

One-Line Summary

Athletic and versatile interior linemen who excels making zone blocks but needs to improve play strength to win the POA better.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best in a zone scheme where he can maximize his lateral quickness and foot speed on reach and 
combo blocks. Fits any pass scheme as he can execute quick sets and 45 degree sets.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Third Round pick

IOL #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 3 5 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 5 2 3 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alec Lindstrom IOL 6'3, 296 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Boston College 23 5.18 1.74 29"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 5/8" 25 7.5

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 11 1
2019 13 13
2020 11 11
2021 12 12

Background

Alec Lindstrom was a 2-star recruit, the 2326th-best recruit nationally, the 33rd-best C and the 11th-best recruit in Massachusetts. Alec comes from a football family, his 
father, Chris, was a HOF lineman at BC and played three seasons in the NFL. His brother, Chris, was a first round pick and currently plays for the Falcons. Alec was a 

medical redshirt in his true freshman season in 2017. Over his career he's amassed 24 starts and in 2020 he earned All-ACC First Team honors. In 2021, he was named a 
finalist for the Rimington Trophy and was once again an All-ACC First Team player.

Strengths
Sufficient short-area quickness to position reach blocks on inside zone, loose hips with ample torque to turn defenders and shield them from the run, grip strength to latch on 

and sustain solo blocks, gets hip-to-hip when positioning double teams and creates vertical push when he drives his legs, foot speed and smart angles to position blocks in 
space on LBs, competitive toughness to block to the whistle, aware of blitzes and stunts, lateral mobility makes him an asset in pass pro on bootlegs/rollouts, smooth 45-

degree kick step with the quickness to mirror rushes, wide base to anchor and give up ground slowly.

Improvements
Struggles vs length and defenders can get into his chest and stand him up before he refits hands inside, hands lack power at the POA and limits ability to push defenders and 

open holes, overall consistency is lacking due to limited play strength.

One-Line Summary

Competitive Center who is versatile in the run game and a dependable pass protector but has limited play strength.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Can fit a multiple run scheme as he is functional on inside/outside zone and when making double 
teams on gap runs like duo. Fits any passing scheme with experience taking 45-degree kick steps.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round pick

IOL #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 3 4 5 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 5 5 5 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Lecitus Smith IOL 6'3, 314 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Virginia Tech 23 5.18 1.81 25.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- lower body 31 7/8" 23 7.88

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 0 0
2018 11 4
2019 12 12
2020 11 11
2021 10 10

Background

Lecitus Smith was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 926th-best recruit nationally, the 43rd-best TE and the 94th-best recruit in Georgia. Four year starter with 36 starts 
at LG and has been a dependable member of the Hokies offense. Named to the 2020 All-ACC Third Team by PFF, the 2020 All-ACC Second Team by Eric Mac Lain and 

the 2020 All-ACC Honorable Mention by the official ACC.

Strengths
First step quickness to make reach blocks on 3-techniques, hands pack a punch at the POA, can climb to the 2nd level when he can take a linear angle to a LB, creates push 
past the LOS on solo blocks when he can latch on and drive his legs, immensely competitive blocker who brings the nasty to set the tone in the trenches, in pass prootection 

he processes stunts and blitzes quickly and understands his assignment, ready hands with them in the holsters ready to strike, plays with a wide base, uses a snatch-trap to 
put rushers in the dirt. 

Improvements
Plays with high pad level which limits play strength when run blocking, strikes with wide hands that are placed on shoulder pads or the back of defenders which limits his 

functional length and consistency creating push, lets defenders get into his chest and can get pushed back as a result, struggles to latch on and sustain grip on zone blocks, as 
a puller he doesn't create ideal push because of his high pads, struggles to climb to the 2nd level when he needs to change his angle towards the LB as he lacks change of 

direction ability in tight quarters, inconsistent mirroring in pass pro as he allows a "soft shoulder" too easily.

One-Line Summary

Mauling interior linemen with enticing athleticism but is raw technically and has short arms.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Interior only prospect who is best in a zone run scheme and quick passing game offense with 
plenty of play-action.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round pick

IOL #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 4 5 6 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 2 4 4 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Luke Fortner IOL 6'4, 307 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky 23 5.21 1.77 24"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/8" - 7.75

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 8 0
2018 11 0
2019 13 13
2020 10 10
2021 13 13

Background

Luke Fortner was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1436th-best recruit nationally, the 115th-best OT and the 68th-best recruit in Ohio. Three-year starter with 23 starts 
at RG in 2019 and 2020 and 13 at C in 2021. In 2021, he was named a team captain, Second-Team All-SEC by PFF and Phil Steele, Second-Team CoSIDA Academic All-
American, Two-time SEC Offensive Lineman of the Week. Additionally, in 2020 he was an Allstate AFCA Good Works Team member, a Weurffel Trophy semifinalist, a 
SEC Community Service Team member and throughout his career was a five-time member of the SEC Academic Honor Roll. Finally, he graduated in December of 2019 

with a degree in mechanical engineering, completed his master's degree requirements in aerospace engineering and will officially graduate in May of 2022. He began 
working on a second master's degree in business administration in June of 2021 and is also on track to graduate with a MBA in the spring of 2022

Strengths
Hands engage quickly after the snap and regularly with inside placement to control the POA, lateral quickness to make reach blocks and understands how to angle his body 
to turn defenders away from the play side, excels at combo blocking and climbing to the 2nd level, makes great contact on LBs as he squares up his target, active at refitting 

his hands to get inside placement and sustain blocks, effective on drive blocks and double teams due to leg drive and competitive toughness as a finisher, quick processor 
who locates blitzers swiftly and instinctively understands when to help his teammates, keeps his head on a swivel and helps guards by delivering a hit from the side on DTs,

Improvements
Gets pushed back on solo blocks as his pads rise up and he loses the leverage battle, not a very effective puller as he runs with high pads and thus engages with high pads 
and can't create push, can sustain blocks in space for longer, inconsistent anchor as he looks to catch rushers rather than engage them and his pad level doesn't help either.

One-Line Summary

Upper body dominant blocker who excels at combo blocks and climbing to the 2nd level but his pad level hurts every aspect of his game.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who can develop into a solid starter. Best in a zone scheme, executing all inside and outside zone blocks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round pick

IOL #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 6 2 5 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 5 3 4 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Chris Paul IOL 6'3, 323 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tulsa 23 4.89 1.72 27"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Undisclosed 33 2/8" 26 7.74

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 12 8
2019 12 12
2020 8 8
2021 10 10

Background

Chris Paul was a 2-Star recruit out of high school, the 3006th-best recruit nationally, the 252nd-best OT and the 431st-best recruit in Texas. Redshirted his true freshman 
season in 2017. Started 8 games in 2018 at RG. Started 12 games in 2019 at LG. Started 8 games in 2020 at RT and was named second team all-conference. Started 10 

games at RT in 2021 and was named to first team all-conference and to the Wuerffel Trophy Watch List.

Strengths
As a pass blocker he is quick out of his stance and eyes his rusher instantly, quick processor to diagnose stunts and twists, has long arms to keep defenders at bay, solid hand 

timing and placement on the shoulder pad, when he latches on he can mirror well with light feet, powerful hands to push rushers past the pocket and prevent cornering, 
usually plays with a wide base which helps him anchor vs power, effective blocking in space for screens due to ample foot speed, as a run blocker he positions himself well 

for drive and kick out blocks, understands how to turn his body to angle defenders away from the run, positions inside zone blocks well due to quick first step.

Improvements
As a pass blocker he can give up outside speed rushes because his second and third step in his kick step do not cover enough ground, often beat to his landmark and forced to 

turn and run in recovery mode, can overset outside as he worries about speed rushes but that leaves him susceptible to inside rushes, stiff hips limit ability to recover back 
inside, as a run blocker he plays with inconsistent effort and toughness, pad level can pop up and he rarely drives his legs which limits play strength and horizontal push.

One-Line Summary

Powerful blocker with a massive frame and positional versatility but needs to clean up his pass sets and finish reps more consistently.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Likely best with a move inside to guard to limit his pass set deficiencies. Ideally played in a quick 

passing scheme offense with jump sets and play-action, rather than 45-degree sets or vertical sets. Can fit a multiple run scheme and excels on gap/power and inside zone 
concepts.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round Pick

IOL #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 3 4 3 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 3 5 3 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyrese Robinson IOL 6'2, 317 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 22 5.25 1.85 22 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/8" - 8.35

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 0 0
2018 5 0
2019 14 14
2020 11 11
2021 13 13

Background

Tyrese Robinson was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 103rd-best recruit nationally, the 8th-best guard and the 16th-best recruit in Texas. Started 23 games at RG and 
15 at RT. In 2021, he was named a second-team All-Big 12 selection (AP) and a honorable mention All-Big 12 pick (coaches).

Strengths
Quick first step and lateral mobility to position reach blocks during inside zone, light feet to sustain blocks horizontally, powerful hands to turn defenders away from the 

direction of the run when down blocking, mauling mentality with immense physical toughness to block to the whistle, positions blocks in space and at the 2nd level well due 
to patience and squaring up to target, shoots out of his stance quickly and has a smooth kick step that gains effective ground, processes stunts and twists quickly and reacts 

accordingly, quickness to mirror rushes, accurate aiming points and active in refitting hands inside, grip strength to sustain block and keep defender away from the QB, core 
strength to anchor despite playing high.

Improvements
As a run blocker his pads pop up upon contact which limits his ability to create vertical push, allows defenders to engage first and get into his chest which leads to a 

stalemate, wasted motion at the snap when pulling limits his play speed and positioning, occasionally oversets to the outside and doesn't play inside-out which allows for 
inside rushes, when engaging to strike he leans forward and plays high which limits his play strength and balance.

One-Line Summary

Mauler with scheme diversity and functional pass protection skills but needs to maintain better leverage and likely move to guard.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect as he transitions inside and can develop into a good starter. In the run game he is scheme diverse for inside zone and 
gap/power. In the pass game he can be trusted for 3, 5 and occasionally 7 step drop backs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round pick

IOL #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 3 5 5 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 3 3 4 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Justin Shaffer IOL 6'3, 314 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 23 5.14 1.72 25 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019: Season ending neck strain 33 1/4" 23 8.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 8 0
2018 11.0 0
2019 6 2
2020 10 10
2021 15 14

Background

Justin Shaffer was a 3-star recruit, the 388th-best recruit nationally, the 23rd-best guard and the 39th-best recruit in Georgia. Named to the 2021 All-SEC Second Team by 
the associated press and coaches.

Strengths
Fires low out of his stance, plays with physical toughness and nasty mentality, stands up DT with inside hand placement and drives legs on solo drive blocks to create push, 
gets hip-to-hip with teammate to create push on double teams, effective puller who uses hip torque to turn defender inside, quick set and 45 degree set is balanced, powerful 

strike to nullify rush and control POA.

Improvements
Adequate functional length causes him to overextend and bend by the waist, pad level pops up upon contact which leads to occasional anchoring issues, heavy footed athlete 

who struggles to reach block or block in space and will thus be scheme limited.

One-Line Summary

Nasty mauler with a violent strike who creates push easily but has adequate length and athleticsm plus plays high.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developomental backup who refines his technique and can become a solid starter. Best in a gap/power scheme, can make drive and down blocks 
plus pull. Maximized in a run-heavy system with emphasis on RPO, play-action and quick setting for the quick game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round pick

IOL #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 3 6 3 6 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 2 3 4 19 The Film Don't Lie
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@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ben Brown IOL 6'5, 312 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ole Miss 21 - - -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Bicep tear 34 3/8" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 12 12
2019 12 12
2020 10 10
2021 6 6

Background

Ben Brown was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 865th-best recruit nationally, the 81st-best OT and the 17th-best recruit in Mississippi. In 2018, he was named SEC 
All-Freshman team after starting every game at right guard. Through his career he has 30 starts at RG and 10 at C. Additionally, in 2018 and 2019 he was named to the SEC 

Academic Fall Honor Roll.

Strengths
When solo blocking in the run game he engages with inside hand placement and packs a punch at the POA, creates impressive push on double teams as he gets hip-to-hip 
with his teammate and drives his legs, patient when comboing and waits to climb until his teammate has positioned himself well enough on the scoop, viable puller in pass 

pro who locates quickly and stuns rushers with his upper body strength, anchors well due to his wide base.

Improvements
Needs to have more active eyes in pass protection as he gets tunnel vision on his assignment and misses stunt or twist pickups, has issues mirroring rushes as his change of 
direction is clunky and stiff plus his pads pop up upon contact which hurts his balance, when solo blocking in the run game he engages with wide hands which exposes his 

chest and limits the amount of push he creates, lacks foot speed to reach outside zone blocks.

One-Line Summary

Powerful guard who excels on double teams but plays with raw technique which he must improve at the next level.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a great backup and functional starter. Best in a gap/power scheme executing solo drive blocks, 
double teams and occasionally pulling. Also functional on inside zone concepts. Best in a quick-game passing offense that gets the ball out quickly.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Sixth Round pick

IOL #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 5 3 5 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 3 5 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Thayer Munford IOL 6'5, 328 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 22 5.39 1.8 22"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- ankle 35 1/8" 22 7.74

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2017 12 -
2018 13 13
2019 14 14
2020 7 7
2021 12 12

Background

Thayer Munford was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 285th-best recruit nationally, the 28th-best OT and the 14th-best recruit in Ohio. Extremely experienced 
collegiate player with majority of starts coming at LT and in 2021 he moved to LG. Named to the Second Team All-Big Ten in 2019 and First Team All-Big Ten in 2020 

and 2021. Furthermore, in 2021, Munford was named a Lombardi Trophy semi-finalist.

Strengths
Engages solo drive blocks with low pad level and inside hand placement which leads to solid initial displacement, creates functional push on double teams due to getting 
hip-to-hip with teammte and driving legs, viable puller who locates target quickly and uses size to create a rushing lane, in pass pro his head is on a swivel and he quickly 

processes twists and other defensive games, anchors well with a wide base and inside hand placement to control the defender's chest.

Improvements
Struggles gaining play side leverage on reach blocks due to plodding feet which lag behind his upper half, a hip-bender who lunges and leans to make contact which hurts 

his ability to sustain blocks, pad level pops up late in reps which limits his finishing ability, leaves combo block too soon without providing significant help to the "scooper", 
lacks the foot speed and short area quickness to consistently climb and position combo blocks at the 2nd level unless he has an advantageous angle, struggles changing 

direction quickly which limits ability to pickup stunts despite locating them.

One-Line Summary

Powerful blocker with impressive length and size who is a rock in pass pro but is a limited athlete who leans into blocks and needs to move to guard.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a potential starter and high-level backup. Majority of experience at tackle but a move to guard is 
necessary. Best fit in a gap/power run scheme as a puller, down blocker and on double teams. Some functionality on inside zone as well. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round pick

IOL #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 4 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 3 6 5 22 The Film Don't Lie
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@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Chasen Hines IOL 6'2, 327 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 21 5.22 1.74 30 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Season ending undisclosed 33 7/8" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 8 1
2019 10 0
2020 9 9
2021 8 8

Background

Chasen Hines was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 243rd-best recruit nationally, the 21st-best DT and the 31st-best recruit in Texas. Transitioned to offensive line and 
appeared at LG, Center and has starts at RG for LSU. 

Strengths
Valuable puller who gets out of his stance quickly and positions himself well by dropping his pads upon contact and taking out his assignment by turning them away from 
the play, powerful hands that pack a punch at the POA, occasionally creates push on solo blocks when he gets inside hands and drives his legs, in pass protection he shows 

instincts to sniff out stunts/twists, active eyes and willing helper when he is free, has his hands in his holsters which allows him to regularly strike first and stun his 
opponent, if he gets hands inside he has the grip strength to sustain and mirror.

Improvements
In pass protection his base can get narrow which limits his anchoring from his lower body and puts all the stress on his upper body, struggles with explosive defenders who 

look to shoot gaps, when run blocking he pops up high out of his stance and then tries to lower his pads upon impact and he regularly can't get low quick enough which 
allows defenders to win the leverage battle and minimize push, limited lateral mobility which takes him off zone team's boards, lacks cohesion with teammates on double 

teams as either he or his mate will leave the double too early, also gets a narrow base when double teaming which hurts his ability to sustain at the POA.

One-Line Summary

Nasty mauler who is a violent and dependable puller plus shows promise in pass pro but is a limited athlete and raw technician
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a high-level backup or solid starter in the right scheme. Only functional in gap/power systems and 
should be asked to pull often on power and counter runs. Best in a quick passing game as he is best on quick sets and can be functional on play-action bootlegs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 38/70 - Sixth Round pick

IOL #21

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 6 3 4 4 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 2 5 5 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Marquis Hayes IOL 6'4, 318 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 22 5.3 1.82 23 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 7/8" - 7.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 3 0
2019 13 13
2020 11 11
2021 13 13

Background

Marquis Hayes was a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 264th best recruit nationally, the 19th best guard and the 2nd best recruit in Missouri. In 2021, Hayes was 
an Academic All-Big 12 First Team honoree and in 416 pass-block reps, he allowed just two sacks according to PFF. 

Strengths
Wide frame, foot speed, hip flexibility and torque, get-off, mental processing and awareness versus stunts and helping teammates in pass pro when unblocked, locating, 

positioning and finishing as a puller, play speed on zone blocks and understanding of how to shield defenders from run using body angles.

Improvements
Skinny legs, high waisted, pad level is detrimental to anchor and creating push in the run game, slow, wide and inaccurate hands in gap/power and zone blocks, exposes 

chest to defender which allows for penetration, inconsistent leg drive, lunges often and is caught off balance, awkward runner in space who is not in control of body.

One-Line Summary

Large, athletic and raw guard who excels at pulling and is very aware in pass pro but has incredibly inconsistent pad level and hand placement, limiting his impact in the run 
and pass game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a high-level backup. Best in a zone run scheme which asks him to pull on counter actions. 

Maximized in a quick set-heavy passing scheme that emphasizes play-action so he can get hands on the defender quickly and not need to gain depth.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 34/70 - Seventh Round pick

IOL #22

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 2 5 3 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 3 2 3 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cade Mays IOL 6'4, 311 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tennessee 22 5.24 1.81 26"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- foot 34 1/8" - 7.57

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started

2018 (Georgria) 11 7
2019 (Georgria) 14 11

2020 7 7
2021 10 10

Background

Cade Mays was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 22nd-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best OT and the top recruit in Tennessee. Spent 2018 and 2019 at Georgia and 
was named SEC Coaches All-Freshman Team. Transferred to Tennessee and was named a Second-Team All-SEC selection in 2021. Over his career Mays has proven to be 

versatile, starting 18 games at RG, 13 at RT, 12 at RG and 2 at LT.

Strengths
Positions replacement blocks well to allow his teammate to pull, viability as a puller due to functional foot speed and power at the POA, decent at climbing to the 2nd level 
on combo blocks as he locates his assignment quickly, hulking upper body strength and leg drive to create push on solo drive blocks, when he latches on to his opponent's 

chest he can use his body to angle the defender away from the run, immensely competitive and has a nasty mentality to block to the whistle, anchors linear bull rushes with a 
wide base.

Improvements
As a run blocker he regularly plays with high pad level which hurts his play strength to create consistent push, dips his head and leans into contact at the POA which leaves 
him off balance, hand placement is erratic and often engages with wide hands which exposes his chest and limits his ability to sustain blocks, stiff lower body which limits 

his ability to mirror in pass protection, poor recovery skills as he lacks the quickness to change direction and push rushers past the pocket.

One-Line Summary

Mauling tackle who wins with ugly technique and has limited athleticism which warrants a move to guard.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who develops his guard skills and can become a solid starter in the right scheme. A gap/power fit only, with viability on 
down blocks, replacement blocks and as a puller. Fits a run-heavy offense with quick game passing concepts to allow him to quick set and should have plenty of play-action 

concepts to allow him to engage defenders moving forward rather than kick stepping back on 45 degree or vertical sets.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 37/70 - Seventh Round pick

IOL #23

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 4 4 6 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 2 4 3 15 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

James Empey IOL 6'4, 303 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
BYU 25 5.43 1.89 25.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- leg 32.5'' 23 7.71

Key Stats
Year Games Played Games Started
2018 13 13
2019 13 13
2020 8 8
2021 6 6

Background

James Empey was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 901st-best recruit nationally, the 56th-best OG and the 14th-best recruit in Utah. Committed to Utah but attended 
BYU and as a true freshman in 2018 he started every game while being named the best freshman lineman in the country by PFF. Has 41 starts at Center under his belt. In 
2021, he was named to many Award Watch Lists such as the Wuerffel Trophy, the NFF William V. Campbell Trophy, the Rotary Lombardi Trophy, the Rimington Award 

and Outland Trophy. Also a CoSIDA Academic All-District and part of PFF's OL of the Year.

Strengths
Short-area quickness and lateral agility to reach block on inside and outside zone, regularly aims his hands into the chest of the defender for maximum power, creates 

horizontal push on combo blocks with ample leg drive, mental processing to locate twists and stunts, lateral quickness to mirror rushes.

Improvements
Can struggle to create push on nose tackles if he engages second and he often gets stood up at the POA or even pushed back, hands have limited play strength as they don't 
create much displacement when striking, lacks physical toughness as a finisher as he doesn't block to the whistle, struggles to anchor and sustain blocks as his pads pop up 

and he provides a soft shoulder too easily.

One-Line Summary

Developmental Center with athletic upside but very limited play strength in the run and pass game.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a great backup and functional starter. Zone-scheme only prospect who is limited to Center.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 34/70 - Seventh Round pick

IOL #24

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 2 4 3 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Use of Hands Power Run Block Zone Run Block Anchor Pass Protection Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 1 4 3 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Aidan Hutchinson EDGE 6'7, 260 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan 21 4.74 1.62 36"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Ankle fracture 32 1/8" 28 6.73

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 7 5 12 1 0 0 0 0
2019 13 35 69 10.0 3.5 3 0 6
2020 2 9 13 0 0 0 0 1
2021 14 36 62 16.5 14 2 1 3

Background
Aidan Hutchinson was a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 112th-best recruit nationally, the sixth-best strong side defensive end recruit and the first-best recruit in 

Michigan. In 2021, Hutchinson was second in Hesiman votes, a consensus All-American, won the Tedd Hendricks, Rotary Lombardi and Lott IMPACT Awards, plus was 
named team captain. He was a Big Ten Distinguished Scholar in 2019 and two-time Academic All-Big Ten honoree (2019-2020). Aidan is the son of former Michigan team 

MVP Chris Hutchinson (1989-92) and wears #97 in his honor.

Strengths
Masterful snap timing creates get-off advantage, first three steps cover plenty of ground to pressure the tackle's set, always displays a pass rush plan, nuanced pass rush setup 

on all three tracks, possseses a variety of finesse moves (club, swipe, chop, rip, ghost) and can string multiple moves together, generates immense speed-to-power due to 
maniacal leg drive, threatens the outside with speed which sets up a deadly inside counter move and uses a swim move to beat hands, highly competitive motor who will 

pursue the ball all over the field and run through numerous blockers to get to the QB, as a run defender he engages the POA with low pads and inside hand placement to set 
a hard edge, regularly chases down runs from the backside, disciplined vs ball fakes and read-options, functional in flat-zones due to awareness and foot speed.

Improvements
Not an elite athlete in terms of bend around corner as he can get pushed past the pocket, short arm length can limit him vs larger tackles who can get into his chest.

One-Line Summary

Refined pass rusher with incredible rush plan, setup, variety of moves and counters who has a non-stop motor, can set the edge and drop into flat zones but lacks elite bend.
NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie, he can be a starter-caliber EDGE and can develop into a perennial Pro Bowler as a team's top EDGE defender. Best as a 3-4 outside linebacker from a two-point 
stance but has experience playing with his hand in the dirt. Trusted to set the edge and defend flat zones from the strong or weak side.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 63/70 - Top 5 Pick

EDGE #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 6 6 7 31 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 7 6 7 6 32 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kayvon Thibodeaux EDGE 6'4, 254 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oregon 21 4.58 1.56 -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021 - Ankle 33 1/8" 27 7.23

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 13 24 35 14 9 1 0 3
2020 7 25 42 9.5 3 0 0 3
2021 10 35 49 12 7 2 0 1

Background

Kayvon Thibodeaux was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 2nd-best recruit in the nation, the 2nd-best weakside DE and the top recruit in California. He was also the 
49th highest recruit of all time. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in every game and made five starts. Set the program record for sacks among freshman and led the 
nation in fourth quarter sacks (7). Ranked 2nd among FBS freshman in sacks and 3rd in TFLs. Named the Pac-12 Freshman Defensive Player of the Year, to the Freshman 

All-American team by the FWAA, The Athletic and 247Sports. Also named AP Pac-12 All Conference First Team. In 2020, he started seven games and was the PAC-12 
Championship Game MVP with 12 pressures, 2 TFLs and 1 sack. Named the Morris Trophy winner, to the AP All-American Third Team and AP All PAC-12 First Team. In 
2021, he dealt with a lingering ankle injury but was still named a unanimous All-American, a finalist for the Bronko Nagurski Trophy, the Chuck Bednarik Award and the 

Tim Hendricks Award. Voted First Team All-PAC 12 by the coaches.

Strengths

Elite get-off in 2 and 3 point stances due to snap timing and lower body explosiveness, can win purely with speed and beating a tackle to the outside, effective chop-dip-rip 
move with quick and powerful hands, flashes an inside counter move occasionally, can convert speed to power and collapse the pocket due to impressive leg drive and low 

pad level, flexible lower body to bend towards the QB and finish sacks, experience spot dropping in hook and flat zones with decent awareness, a positive run defender with 
ample play strength to anchor and set the edge, shoots his long arms into the chest or shoulder pad of the tackle and gets low to ground himself and win his gap, quick 

processor who is disciplined on option runs and reads ball fakes or misdirection with ease, good motor with no effort concerns on film.

Improvements

Pass rushing repertoire is semi-dependent on speed rushes to the outside track, on his speed to power rushes he tries to run down the middle of blockers rather than attack 
half a man, can develop more counters and refit his hands to disengage better, versus the run his eyes can get wide and he can freelance to attack a different gap rather than 

hold his own, not going to reset the LOS and push blockers backwards.

One-Line Summary

Elite athletic freak with a dominant get-off who can win with speed and power vs the run and pass but can develop a wider variety of pass rush moves and counters.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good starter who can develop into an elite starter who wins teams playoff games. Best as a 4-3 DE on the strong or weak side and can align in 2 and 
3 point stances. Feasible 3-4 OLB who has experience dropping in zone coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 61/70 - Top 5 Pick

EDGE #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 6 7 6 32 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 6 6 5 5 29 The Film Don't Lie



2022 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jermaine Johnson II EDGE 6'5, 254 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida State 23 4.58 1.59 32"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" 21 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2017 (JC) 11 27 58 - 2.5 - - -
2018 (JC) 9 12 38 - 5 - - -

2019 (UGA) 14 9 20 2 4.5 1 0 1
2020 (UGA) 7 11 16 5 8 0 0 1

2021 12 34 70 1.5 12 2 1 2
Background

Jermaine Johnson II was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 105th-best weak side defensive end and the 11th-best recruit in Minnesota. Johnson II has always been a 
great athlete. At 15-years-old he benched 300 pounds and ran a 4.5 40 yard dash. After high school, Johnson II was not deemed academically eligible for the NCAA due to 
his 1.9 GPA and did not receive any offers as a result. He went to JUCO at Independence Community College in Kansas where he improved his GPA to 3.0, became the #1 
JUCO recruit and gained 20 offers. Johnson spent 2019 and 2020 at Georgia, playing in a backup role with three starts through 21 games. Johnson II transferred to Florida 

State in 2021 where he finally got his chance to shine.

Strengths
Quick processor of his run keys, gap disciplined vs option runs, muscular build and long arms to create a pop at the POA, low pad level and inside hand placement to stack 
blocks, physical toughness to consistently fight to disengage from a block, tracks the ball carrier through traffic and has short area burst to chase, motor to pursue the run 
from the back side or downfield and to garner clean up/coverage sacks, displays pass rush plan and setup, mental toughness to rise to the occasion on 3rd down and show 

electric get-off, variety of pass rush moves and can win on all three tracks.

Improvements
Usually has average at best get-off and is a slight step late off the snap, inconsistent hand timing and placement on his pass rush moves, slightly stiff hips limit ability to get 

low and stay balanced to corner, struggles to ward off the tackle's outside hand and is pushed past the pocket as a result.

One-Line Summary
Musuclar and long linear athlete who is a dominant run defender with an improving pass rush repertoire but can become more consistent timing and placing his hands.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter who can develop into a solid starter. Best as a 4-3 strong side defensive end in a 3 point stance but can play weak side or as a rush 3-4 
OLB from a 2 point stance. Should be utilized on twists and stunts often.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 54/70 - Top 20 Pick

EDGE #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 5 7 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 6 4 7 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

George Karlaftis EDGE 6'3, 266 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Purdue 20 4.77 1.65 38"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Undisclosed Injury, COVID 32 5/8" 21 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 30 54 17 7.5 1 2 2
2020 2 3 4 2 2 0 0 0
2021 12 28 39 10 4.5 2 2 4

Background

George Karlaftis was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 59th-best recruit in the nation, the 4th-best strong side DE and the top recruit in Indiana. As a true freshman in 
2019 he started every game and was named to the AP First-team Freshman All-American and the Second-team All-Big Ten. In 2020, he missed most of the season due to an 
injury and COVID-19 but still made Second-Team All-Big Ten. In 2021, he started 12 games and was named a consensus First-Team All-Big Ten and a semifinalist for the 

Chuck Bednarik Award.

Strengths

Solid run defender who understands his gap assignment and is disciplined, engages with low pad level which helps him anchor vs solo blocks and occasionally double teams 
by TEs, loves to use a swim move to disengage from solo blocks, explosive first step to gain playside leverage vs reach blocks, in a two-point stance he shows explosive 

upfield burst and regularly converts speed to power, pass rushes with a plan and sets up moves effectively, immense power in his hands and bull rushes effectively with good 
leg drive and inside hand placement, once he beats the tackle's hands and is unblocked he can flatten towards the QB, high effort player and fiery motor who fights through 

numerous blockers and constantly pursues the QB.

Improvements

As a pass rusher he can get too dependent on his power moves, inconsistent hand timing on finesse moves, needs to disengage from his bull rush quicker to finish sacks, 
struggles to consistently bend the edge if he hasn't defeated the tackle's hands and will get pushed past the pocket as a result, as a run defender he struggles to stack and shed 

OTs with long arms as they can get into his chest and keep him at a distance.

One-Line Summary

Powerful, high motor defender who converts speed to power and holds his own vs the run but can add more pass rush moves to his arsenal and improve hand timing.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid starter who develops into a very good starter. Best as a 4-3 DE or 3-4 rush OLB who focuses on getting after the QB. Can play from a 2, 3 and 
4 point stance, best get-off in 2-point tilted stance. Can play strong and weak side but is best on the strong side taking advantage of TEs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 54/70 - Top 20 Pick

EDGE #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 6 5 6 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 5 4 7 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Travon Walker EDGE 6'5, 272 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 4.51 1.54 35 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- Wrist 35 1/2" - 6.8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 9 15 3.5 2.5 0 0 1
2020 7 6 13 2 1 1 0 0
2021 13 17 33 7.5 6 0 1 2

Background

Travon Walker was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 22nd-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best DT and the 2nd-best recuit in Georgia. As a true freshman in 2019 he 
appeared in 12 games, was named to Freshman All-SEC Team by the league coaches and was also named Georgia's co-winner of Defensive Newcomer of the Year. In 2020, 

he appeared in nine games, again as a rotational player. In 2021, he started evry game of the season and was named a team captain.

Strengths

As a run defender he can beat reach blocks to the play side when he times the snap well, extremely long arms and uses them functionally to stack blocks, regularly achieves 
inside hand placement and shocks blockers at the POA with pure power, can two-gap and read the RB through traffic, gap disciplined player who will reset the LOS due to 
physical toughness, effective interior pass rusher who has a quickness advantage and can penetrate the backfield if isolated 1on1, sets up stunts/twists well as the spear, can 

collapse the pocket when he gets into his opponent's chest and drives his legs, motor runs hot when chasing the QB or if the ball goes past the sticks, feasible at zone 
dropping in hooks and flats where his length is an asset.

Improvements

Inconsistent snap timing and being late off the ball is a huge deterrant to his success as a pass rusher, plodding feet which limit the ground he covers on his first 2/3 steps 
upfield, lacks pass rush plan and setup of moves, hangs onto blocks too long and could use his hands quicker to disengage, limited flexibility in his lower half to bend the 

corner when still hand fighting, stiff hips to change direction and finish tackles in the backfield vs athletic ball carriers.

One-Line Summary

Long and powerful defender with inside/outside versatility and is a pro-ready run defender but needs refinement as a pass rusher in terms of hand timing and counters.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid starter who develops into a very good starter. Best as a strong side 4-3 DE on run downs who can slide inside to 3-tech on passing downs. 
Should be utilized as the spear on stunts and has functionality dropping in hook zones when defenses want to blitz.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - First Round Pick

EDGE #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 6 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 6 4 6 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

David Ojabo EDGE 6'4, 250 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan 21 4.55 1.64 35"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2022 - Achillies Tear 33 1/2" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2020 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2021 13 24 35 12.0 11 5 1 3

Background

David Ojabo was a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated the 314th-best recruit nationally, the 19th-best strong side defensive end recruit and the 7th-best recruit in New 
Jersey. Ojabo was born in Nigeria and raised in Scotland where he was a talented soccer and basketball player before committing to football and first playing in 2017. 

Ojabo's raw athleticsm is shown through his 2018 Prep State Title in the 100m-dash with a personal best time of 10.93 seconds.

Strengths
Explosive get-off, outside track rushes, dip-rip move, bend around the edge when he plays low, edge setting when he plays low and is engaged, discipline when unblocked 

versus the run, flat-zones

Improvements
Play strength due to pad level, pop in hands, middle track or inside track rushes, counter moves, consistency with hand timing and placement, bend and balance when his 

pads are high, consistent effort versus the run. 

One-Line Summary

Explosive and bendy athlete who excels on outside track speed rushes and has high potential due to being new to the game but lacks play strength due to poor pad level and 
hand usage is raw and inconsistent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he would excel as a designated pass-rusher and can develop into a good starter as a weakside edge defender. Primarily played in a two-point stance and that 
should continue in the NFL to ease his transition. Trusted in flat-zone assignemnts as a 3-4 outside linebacker who should be playing on the edge, not in a stacked look.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - First Round Pick

EDGE #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 3 6 4 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 5 3 4 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Arnold Ebiketie EDGE 6'2, 250 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 22 4.66 1.63 38"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 1/8" 21 6.95

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2018 (Temple) 3 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
2019 (Temple) 7 9 12 2.0 2 0 0 0
2020 (Temple) 6 28 42 8.5 4 3 1 0

2021 12 34 62 18 9.5 2 0 1
Background

Arnold Ebiketie was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2,051st-best recruit nationally, the 138th-best outside linebacker and the 33rd-best recruit in Maryland. "AK" was 
a multi-sport athlete, playing basketball and track and field in high school. He spent three years at Temple but only appeared in 13 games after redshirting his true freshman 

season. Transferred to Penn State, had a breakout 2021 year as a starter and was named First Team All-Big Ten.

Strengths
First three steps off the snap cover lots of ground quickly to threaten tackle's space, regularly sets up tackle with a head fake and jab step in the opposite direction of his 

track, violent chop move to defeat opponent's hands when on an outside or inside track, two-handed swipe inside counter move, generates speed to power well and collapses 
pocket, hip flexibility to bend the corner and uses rip move to ward off tackle, inside hand placement when setting edge, stack and shed TEs easily, physical toughness at the 

POA and is constantly fighting to disengage from the block and pursue the ball.

Improvements
Late off the snap in a 2 or 3 point stance, keys the ball instead of opponent, step slow to process misdirection, can struggle to beat tackles who have a size advantage as he 

can improve lower body strength to win the POA.

One-Line Summary

Twitchy and violent EDGE with a pass rush plan and setup plus is constantly fighting to disengage but is consistently late off the ball.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup in the designated pass rusher role and can develop into a great starter for a playoff team. Best fit as a 3-4 rush OLB who plays from a 2 
point stance in an attacking scheme and should not be tasked with coverage responsibilities.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Early Second Round Pick

EDGE #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 4 5 6 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 4 5 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Boye Mafe EDGE 6'4, 261 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Minnesota 23 4.53 1.57 38"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 5/8" 21 7.24

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 6 7 12 0.5 0.5 0 0 1
2019 7 8 14 3.5 3 0 0 0
2020 6 18 27 5.5 4.5 2 0 2
2021 12 26 34 10 7 1 0 0

Background
Boye Mafe was a 3-Star recruit, the 1493rd-best recruit nationally, the 78th-best weak-side defensive end and the 6th recruit in the state of Minnesota. Mafe made Bruce 
Feldman's freak list for his reported 40 ½” vertical jump, 4.57 40-yard-dash, 1.58 10-yard-split and ability to squat 653 pounds. Mafe had a standout week at the Senior 

Bowl and was the National Team MVP.

Strengths
Explosiveness and foot speed to threaten outside track and force tackles to overset, regularly rushes with a plan, push-pull-swim move to beat the outside arm, well-timed 
hand usage and loves a club to beat the outside arm, flexible lower body allows him to bend the corner and finish sacks, foot speed and functional awareness to cover flat 

and curl-flat zones, active motor to chase runs downfield.

Improvements
Struggles to time the snap which hurts his get-off, lacks pop in his hands which limits displacement at the POA and he doesn't reset the LOS when setting the edge, lacks 

play strength to stack and shed, doesn't extend arms to engage and allows blockers to control his chest or shoulder pads and displace him horizontally, struggles to disengage 
after collapsing the pocket

One-Line Summary

Athletic designated rusher who plays with a plan, well-timed and active hands and a hot motor but is a liability against the run.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup as a designated pass rusher and develop into a great backup and spot starter. He fits best as a 3-4 rush OLB who would excel from a 

wide-nine technique. He is functional dropping into flat and curl-flat zones and could play 4-3 weak side DE if he bulks up.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Second Round Pick

EDGE #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 2 5 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 2 4 5 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jesse Luketa EDGE 6'3, 253 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 23 4.89 1.68 37 1/2"

- Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
32 5/8" 18 7.29

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 5 5 7 0 0 0 0 0
2019 12 15 24 0.5 0 0 0 4
2020 9 31 59 2.5 0 0 1 2
2021 12 34 61 8.5 0.5 0 0 0

Background

Jesse Luketa was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 238th-best recruit nationally, the 10th-best inside linebacker and the 9th-best recruit in Pennsylvania. Playing high 
school in Ottawa, Canada, Luketa was a three-time team captain and also lettered in basketball. He played LB and DE for three seasons at Penn State and was named a team 

captain in 2020. Grew up speaking English, French and Lingalu and is the youngest of 8 siblings.

Strengths
Get-off and first three steps cover ample ground to threaten the tackle's set, relentless motor to pursue the football to the sideline or in the backfield, reads keys in the run 
game and has ample lateral mobility to position himself well and take proper angles to the ball, drops pads upon contact and takes on half the man when engaging vs solo 

blocks, has sufficient pop in his hands to displace the blocker and shed to tackle, violent play style and physical toughness helps him overwhelm solo blocks to set the edge 
or get into the backfield, twitchy lower half to jump through traffic and track the ball carrier, quick processing of routes out the backfield and closes space between him and 

opponent.

Improvements
Lacking pass rush plan, setup and technique to execute finesse moves, lack of hand timing limits effectiveness as an outside track rusher, can get tunnel vision on the ball 

carrier and get blindsided by crack blocks or combo blocks coming from his peripheral.

One-Line Summary

Violent run defender with experience in coverage but is a raw pass rusher who lacks ideal height and arm length.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a SAM in a 3-4 or 4-3 to maximize his stack and shed ability plus coverage experience. 

Functional as a WDE in a 4-3 that excels at setting the edge.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Third Round Pick

EDGE #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 6 4 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 5 3 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cameron Thomas EDGE 6'4, 267 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
San Diego State 22 - - -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 1/2" 24 6.87

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 20 49 9 5.5 0 0 1
2020 7 21 35 9.5 4 0 0 1
2021 14 30 71 20.5 10.5 1 0 0

Background

Cameron Thomas was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1827th-best recruit nationally, the 101st-best weak side defensive end and the 205th-best recruit in California. 
Thomas redshirted his 2018 year and spent 2019 at defensive tackle where he was named All-Mountain West First-Team. In 2020 he moved to defensive end and was still 

named All-Mountain West First Team. In 2021, Thomas was a semi-finalist for the Bednarik Award, given to the most outstanding defensive player.

Strengths
Get-off allows him to shoot gaps and beat combo blocks, hand placement and aiming points are astute, regularly establishes inside hands to shed solo blocks, relentless 

motor who wins with his 2nd and 3rd effort while hand fighting, plays with good pad level to generate play strength vs drive blocks and collapse the pocket on bull rushes, 
attacks outside shoulder as a setup then stabs inside shoulder and uses arm over to win inside, counters outside shoulder rush with an inside spin.

Improvements
First pass rush move rarely works as he struggles with hand timing and power, stiff mover and is especially apparent trying to get around blocks or bend the corner, lacks 
core and lower body strength to anchor and hold ground when working horizontally vs zone runs, play dropped off significantly vs better competition as he struggled to 

defeat blocks vs longer and stronger athletes.

One-Line Summary
Compact and relentless with the technique to create play strength and wins on his 2nd and 3rd efforts but is a fairly stiff athlete whose play dropped off significantly vs 

better competition.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup and develop into a solid starter. Versatile to play 4-3 DE from the strong and weak side, can play 3-tech and also 3-4 DE. Maximized in an 
attacking defense that prioritizes penetrating upfield and is effective on stunts and twists.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round Pick

EDGE #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 5 4 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 5 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Myjai Sanders EDGE 6'5, 228 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 22 4.67 1.62 33"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 5/8" 20 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 0
2019 14 20 40 6.5 4 1 0 2
2020 10 22 31 10.5 7 0 0 5
2021 14 17 41 7.5 2.5 0 1 5

Background

Myjai Sanders was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1043rd-best recruit nationally, the 56th-best weakside defensive end and the 151st-best recruit in Florida. Sanders 
has transformed his body since playing at Cincinnati and has added 40 pounds of muscle to bulk up from the skinny 215 pounds he was listed at after high school. In 2020, 

he was a semi-finalist for the Bednarik Award and was named First Team All-AAC as well as in 2021.

Strengths
Snap timing and get-off to create instant advantage, long legs and arms, outside track rushes from a wide alignment due to speed, long strides and sufficient bend, 

occasionally converts speed to power, plays with low pads and inside hand placement to stack blocks, slippery to knife around blocks and get into the backfield vs the run, 
relentless competitive toughness and motor to fight off blocks and pursue the ball.

Improvements
Lacks pass rush plan and setup, hand timing on pass rush moves is inconsistent, minimal counter moves after first move is stymied, lacks play strength to disengage from 

blocks, skinny frame and limbs hurt ability to hold POA vs tackles and rarely sheds blocks, lacks versatility in alignment or coverage duties that his body type would ideally 
have.

One-Line Summary

Long limbed with electric get-off and relentless pursuit but lacks pass rush plan, setup and counters plus the play strength to shed blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup as a designated pass rusher and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a 3-4 OLB or weakside 4-3 end who plays from a wide nine 
alignment. Should be asked to get after the QB or spy and not drop in coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round Pick

EDGE #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 2 5 4 22 Jordan Pun
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6 4 2 3 5 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jeffrey Gunter EDGE 6'4, 258lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Coastal Carolina 22 4.7 1.57 35.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33" 30 7.21

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 11 11 26 3.5 0 0 0 0
2018 12 29 49 14.0 5 1 0 2
2020 12 35 58 12.5 6.5 6 0 1 (1 INT)
2021 12 21 36 8.5 5.5 2 1 2

Background

Jeffrey Gunter was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3843rd-best recruit nationally, the 178th-best strong side DE and the 105th-best recruit in North Carolina. As a true 
freshman in 2017, Gunter appeared in every game, started one and was even named a team captain vs Troy, a rare occurance for a freshman. In 2018, he started all 12 games 
and led the team in TFLs and was named Coastal's Defensive Player of the Year. In 2019, he entered the transfer portal and planned to attend NC State but sat out the season 
due to transfer rules. In 2020, he returned to Coastal and led the nation in forced fumbles (6), while also ranking 4th in the Sun Belt in sacks (6.5). Gunter was named to the 

2020 Sun Belt First Team. In 2021, he started every game and was named to the Sun Belt Second Team.

Strengths

As a run defender he displays alert mental processing when left unblocked, adept at one-gapping and can win play-side leverage due to explosiveness, as a pass rusher he 
flashes explosive get-off from 3 and 4 point stances, wide variety of pass rush moves and can win on all three tracks, usually rushes with a plan, effective power rusher who 

engages with low pad level and inside hand placement to collapse the pocket, patented move is a long arm and he uses his functional length well to get into the tackle's chest, 
uses a club or rip move to disengage from the tackle and get to the QB, also uses a powerful and well-timed cross chop to win outside, sets up an inside arm-over or swim 

move by stutter stepping to freeze the tackle, has a knack for forcing fumbles thanks to powerful hands.

Improvements

As a pass rusher he struggles to time his get-off from a 2 point stance, lacks counter moves and is ineffective when his first rush is stymied, stiff hips limit his ability to bend 
the edge and finish sacks, on the play side of runs he can lose outside contain or allow cutback lanes too easily, struggles to stack and shed blocks due to poor pad level and 

inconsistent hand timing and placement, lacks core strength and pad level to two-gap, not a very fluid athlete which limits his COD and play speed to get to the ball, 
inconsistent effort/motor when the run is going away from him.

One-Line Summary

Powerful, explosive and diverse pass rusher who struggles to bend and change direction plus is too inconsistent with his run defending technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a solid starter. Versatile to play from 2, 3 and 4 point stances but is best with his hand in the dirt as a 
4-3 DE who ideally plays on the strong side. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 38/70 - Fourth Round Pick

EDGE #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 4 3 4 19 Jordan Pun
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alex Wright EDGE 6'5, 271 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UAB 21 - - -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 16 29 8.5 4.5 1 2 0
2020 8 9 17 3 1 0 0 2
2021 12 23 45 7.5 6 2 0 3

Background

Alex Wright was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1957th-best recruit nationally, the 116th-best strong side DE and the 73rd-best recruit in Alabama. As a true 
freshman in 2019 he appeared in 12 games and led all C-USA freshman in sacks and TFL and was named to the C-USA All-Freshman Team. In 2020, he started 7 games 

and had a quieter year. In 2021, he started 12 games and was named Second Team All-Conference USA and PFF's C-USA Defensive Player of the Year.

Strengths

As a run defender he sets a hard edge due to gaining inside hand placement and possessing powerful hands to reset the LOS and/or anchor, uses his explosiveness to slant 
through gaps and into the backfield for negative plays, high motor player who will chase the run from the backside or the QB out of the pocket, as a pass rusher he displays 
effective get-off to speed up the tackle, sets up his moves with a subtle jab step to fake out the OT, flashes ability to string multiple moves together like a club-rip, can get 

low to bend the edge and will flip his hips to the QB effectively.

Improvements

As a run defender he lacks core strength and lateral mobility which reduces his ability to move horizontally and flow with zone runs, will try to shoot the backside gap rather 
than fight to cross the face and gain play side leverage, will lower his head and occasionally lose track of the ball carrier, lacks short-area agility to finish tackles on elusive 

runners, could pass rush with a plan more often, hand timing on outside track rushes is erratic, lacks a variety of pass rush moves, can struggle to bend the corner and remain 
balanced on his feet due to limited core strength.

One-Line Summary

Explosive linear athlete with ideal size and power to be a 3-down contributor but needs to refine pass rush plan and hand timing to defeat blocks better.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a good starter. Best as a 4-3 DE, aligning in a 3 point stance from the strong or weak side. Viable out 
of a 2 point stance as well but should not be dropped in coverage if played as a 3-4 OLB.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

EDGE #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 4 4 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 4 2 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Nik Bonitto EDGE 6'3, 248 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 22 4.54 1.59 35 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/2" 22 7.07

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
2019 14 25 33 6.5 3.5 0 0 4
2020 10 19 43 11.5 9 0 0 2
2021 11 23 39 15 7 1 2 1

Background

Nik Bonnito was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 220th-best recruit nationally, the 17th-best OLB and the 40th-best recruit in Florida. Redshirted his true freshman 
season in 2018. Played 14 games and started 8 in 2019 and was also a key special teams contributor, tying for the 2nd most tackles on kickoffs. In 2020, he started every 
game and was named Second Team All-American by the AP and First Team by the PFF. In 2021, he started every game and was named All-Big 12 second team by the 

coaches and AP, a Bednarik Award Semifinalist and PFF's Big 12 Defensive Player of the Year.

Strengths

As a pass rusher he displays explosive and effortless get-off with astute snap timing to fly upfield and force tackles to respect his speed, regularly rushes with a plan, loves to 
attack the outside track and has an inside spin move to counter, flexible lower body allows him to bend the edge and corner to finish sacks, effective QB spy who has a good 

motor and special closing burst to tackle, viable flat zone defender who is fairly aware of threats and will rally to tackle underneath, as a run defender he can beat reach 
blocks to the play side due to his explosive first step, contorts his body to slip through gaps and penetrate, exceptional closing speed to corral ball carriers in the backfield, 

high motor player who exudes competitiveness and pursues the ball all around the field.

Improvements

His skinny frame and poor play strength limits power rushes, hands lack pop to displace, can improve the timing of his moves, when defending the run he tends to get fooled 
by ball fakes and misdirection, vs solo blocks he gets turned to his side too often and fails to anchor, ineffective at setting the edge and is taken out in goal line situations, 

struggles to shed blocks from tight ends or offensive linemen due to limited play strength and average arm length.

One-Line Summary

Athletic speed rusher who is versatile on passing downs but poor size and play strength limits him on run downs.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup as a designated pass rusher and can develop into a very good backup. Best as a passing downs player, as a DPR, QB spy, or can be 
trusted on simple zone assignments in the flats. Should align as a 3-4 OLB on the weak side and play from a 2 point stance. Should not be asked to play run downs early in 

his career and possibly ever.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

EDGE #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 2 5 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 1 3 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

 Sam Williams EDGE 6'3, 261 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ole Miss 22 4.46 1.55 32 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/8" 25 7.03

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2017 (JC) - - - - - - - -
2018 (JC) - - - - - - - -

2019 12 21 38 9.5 6 1 0 0
2020 10 24 39 8 4 1 0 0
2021 13 31 57 15 12.5 4 1 1

Background

Sam Williams was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 8th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best weak side DE and the top recruit in Alabama. Spent two years at Northeast 
Mississippi Community College to begin his career. Trasnferred to Ole Miss in his junior season in 2019 and appeared in 12 games and started 8. In 2020, he appeared in 10 

games and started 6. In 2021, he started every game and had a career year, leading the team in TFLs and sacks. Named a Walter Camp All-American for his efforts.

Strengths

As a run defender he plays with low pad level and engages the chest of blockers to reset the LOS, displays violent hands to shed solo blocks especially vs TEs, highly 
competitive and feisty as he is always fighting to disengage from a block, impressive motor as he chases down ball carriers from behind, occasionally shows explosive linear 
burst to fly upfield, pass rushes with a plan and can win on the middle or inside track, likes a swim move or rip move to win inside, can collapse the pocket when he drives 

his legs.

Improvements

Displays inconsistent get-off because his first three steps are sometimes sluggish, struggles rushing the outside track and beating the outside shoulder, poor hand timing to 
land his move and exposes his chest too easily which leads to lost reps, limited counter moves, needs to slow down to bend the edge and lacks ideal hip flexibility, when run 

defending he gets tunnel vision and can lose track of the ball on option runs, struggles to anchor vs double teams especially when his pad level rises.

One-Line Summary

Powerful and stout EDGE with an impressive motor but lacks pass rush refinement and bend to finish sacks at a high rate.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a very good backup and potential spot starter. Best as a 4-3 DE from the strong side and can play wide or tight 
alignments.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Fifth Round Pick

EDGE #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 4 3 5 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 4 2 5 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Michael Clemons EDGE 6'5, 263 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 24 4.85 1.65 35"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020: Season ending 34 7/8" 24 7.2

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 7 10 19 3 1 0 0 0
2019 10 12 28 2 0.5 0 0 0
2020 5 7 14 4.5 4 0 0 0
2021 10 23 32 11 7 1 1 2

Background

Michael Clemons was a 3-star recruit out of high school and attended JUCO at Cisco and was later rated the 22nd-best JUCO recruit nationally, the 3rd-best strong side 
defensive end and the 5th-best recruit in Texas. Given the Defensive MVP Award, Defensive Leadership Award and Top Conditioned Athlete Award at the annual team 

banquet, while also being honored as a season team captain. In August, 2021, he was arrested on unlawful carrying of a weapon, failure to identify/giving false information, 
less than two ounces of marijuana possession and driving with an invalid license. Clemons was suspended by the team.

Strengths
Stocky build with a natural leverage advantage, wins inside hand placement and uses a violent push-pull to shed solo blocks, pass rush setup with jab steps to attack tackle's 

leverage, closing burst to the ball carrier, sets the edge well with low pads and good eyes to track the ball carrier through traffic,

Improvements
Slow mental processing on misdirection and option runs and is regularly undisciplined tackling the RB rather than reading the mesh point, mediocre first step and 

explosiveness off the snap, foot speed and agility to position for tackles vs horizontal plays.

One-Line Summary

Versatile lineman with strong pass rush setup and violent hands but play speed and get off limits impact.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a great backup. Best as a 4-3 DE who can kick inside to 3-tech. Can play in a gap control defense that 

prioritizes stack, read and shed principles.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 32/70 - Sixth Round Pick

EDGE #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 2 5 2 4 15 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 4 4 4 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Drake Jackson EDGE 6'2, 254 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
USC 20 - - 36 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Foot 34" - 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 11 26 46 11.5 5.5 1 0 3
2020 6 8 20 5.5 2 0 0 0
2021 11 23 37 8 5 1 1 1

Background
Drake Jackson was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 56th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-best strongside DE and the 10th-best recruit in California. As a true freshman 
in 2019 he started all 11 games at DE and was named All Pac-12 Second Team and was the Pac-12 Defensive Freshman of the Year honorable mention. In 2020, he started 
all 6 games at OLB and was named to All Pac-12 Second Team. In 2021, he appeared in 11 games and made 9 starts. He was a quarterfinalist for the 2021 Lott IMPACT 

Trophy and made the All-Pac-12 second team.

Strengths

As a run defender he is effective at stacking and shedding blocks from a 3-tech position due to inside hand placement and his long arms are advantageous vs guards, as a 
pass rusher when he times the snap well his get-off is impressive, first three steps can take advantage of a poor pass set, loves the chop-dip-rip move, sufficient bend to get 

low and corner after beating the tackle's hands.

Improvements

As a run defender he lacks discipline and will attack upfield and lose his gap responsibility, gets washed down or put in the dirt by double teams as his high pad level limits 
his anchoring, needs to slow down to change direction which puts him out of position to make tackles, as a pass rusher his inconsistent snap timing and get-off limits his 

success, takes a wide and loopy path when trying to win the outside track, lacks pass rush plan and setup, poor hand timing on his pass rush moves leads to lost reps, lacks a 
power element to his rushes as he plays too high, limited counter moves and effort to pursue the quarterback after his first move fails, struggles to bend the corner when the 

tackle still has his hands available.

One-Line Summary

Long arms and flashes of speed rush ability but plays too high and has unrefined hands which limits his effectiveness vs the run and pass.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a solid starter. Best as a 4-3 DE on the weak side and could potentially slide inside to 3-tech with 
added muscle to his frame. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 27/70 - Sixth Round Pick

EDGE #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 2 3 3 14 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 2 2 3 3 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tyreke Smith EDGE 6'3, 254 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 21 4.86 1.67 34

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Undisclosed 33 1/4" - 7.06

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 7 1 9 0 0 0 0 0
2019 8 9 12 5 3 0 0 2
2020 5 6 8 1 1 0 0 1
2021 10 12 26 5 3 1 0 2

Background

Tyreke Smith was a 4-star recruit, the 34th-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best weakside defensive end and the 3rd-best recruit in Ohio. Smith was a multi-sport athlete, 
leading his high school basketball team in scoring and rebounding while also playing tight end in addition to defensive end. Smith was named to the Acamademic All Big-

Ten teams in 2019 and 2020.

Strengths
Outside track rusher with ample bend to get low and corner quickly, finesse rusher, uses a rip move to ward off tackle, relentless motor in pursuit of the football.

Improvements
Get-off leaves him a step behind off the snap, mental processing of option runs and misdirection, power in hands to shed blocks, play strength to create displacement at the 

POA, pass rush setup and counter moves, hand timing on pass rush moves, fluidity and awareness in zone coverage.

One-Line Summary

Raw outside track rusher with competitive spirit but needs to improve play strength and pass rush setup+counters.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a backup and develop into a great backup and spot starter. Best as a 3-4 OLB who doesn't drop in ocverage and plays from a 7-tech or wider.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 30/70 - Seventh Round Pick

EDGE #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 2 2 3 5 16 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 2 2 5 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Amare Barno EDGE 6'5, 246 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Virginia Tech 22 4.36 1.54 37"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34" 18 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2017 (JC) 5 1 2 - 0 - - -
2018 (JC) 12 44 71 - 4.5 - - -

2019 3 0 0 - 0 - - -
2020 11 28 43 16 6.5 2 1 2
2021 12 20 35 5.5 3.5 1 0 1

Background

Amare Barno was a 3-star recruit out of high school and attended Butler Community College (JUCO) for two years before transferring to Virginia Tech. In 2020, he 
switched positions from LB to DE and led all Power Five players with 16 tackles for loss (3rd in FBS). He was named All-AAC Third Team by Phil Steele in 2020.

Strengths
Long arms and knows how to use them functionally to stack and shed blocks of tight ends, short area burst to close on ball-carriers in the backfield and to the edge, solid get-

off to threaten the corner, quick inside spin move is his go-to, fluid in coverage and solid spatial awareness with the arm length to tighten passing windows.

Improvements
Lacking variety of pass rush moves and counters, hand timing and power to land his moves effectively, missing a speed to power element to collapse the pocket, minimal 
play strength due to skinny frame hurts his ability to shed blocks when the tackle gets hands into his chest, loses the edge vs tackles as he gets squeezed inside due to size 

disadvantage, motor runs hot and cold.

One-Line Summary

Long and rangy with upside as a pass rusher but lacks play strength to hold POA or create displacement in the run game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who gains experience as a designated pass rusher and can develop into a good backup. Best as a 3-4 OLB that can rush 

on clear passing downs, drop in flat zones and spy the QB when mugging the A gap.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Sixth Round Pick

EDGE #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 2 4 3 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 3 3 3 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kingsley Enagbare EDGE 6'4, 258 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
South Carolina 22 4.87 1.72 36 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019: Offseason hip surgery 34 3/4" - 7.51

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 9 12 20 3 1 0 0 2
2019 10 16 27 7.0 3.5 0 0 0
2020 8 16 30 7 6 2 0 0
2021 12 28 43 7 4.5 1 1 2

Background

Kingsley Enagbare was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 269th-best recruit nationally, the 10th-best strong side defensive end and the 29th-best recruit in Georgia. 
Named First Team All-SEC by the league's coaches in 2020. Named First Team All-SEC by PFF in 2021. Named Joe Morrison Award for Team MVP of the defense in 

2021 and was one of five "permanent" team captains

Strengths
First three steps off the snap cover ample ground, well set-up inside spin off an initial outside track rush, when he plays low and extends his long arms he can collapse the 

pocket on bull rushes, processes power plays and positions well vs a puller, can knife through gaps when motor is hot.

Improvements
Slow to process misdirection and option runs, gap discipline, lacks pad level or inside hand placement to generate play strength as a run defender, lack of effort and physical 

toughness when engaging blocks, wide hands expose chest and allow him to be stymied at the POA, motor to pursue the football from the back side and join on gang 
tackles, hand timing of pass rush moves to win on an outside track.

One-Line Summary

Wildly inconsistent vs the run and pass due to a hot and cold motor but has ideal get off and arm length with flashes of impressive pass rushes.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a solid starter if he can be motivated on the field. Best fit as a 3-4 OLB from a wide technique who 
is allowed to freelance and attack gaps upfield.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 29/70 - Sixth Round Pick

EDGE #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 3 3 2 15 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 3 2 3 1 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jeremiah Moon EDGE 6'5, 249 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida 22 4.76 1.66 40 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - foot injury 35" - 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2016 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
2017 10 9 23 1.0 0.5 0 0 0
2018 11 8 31 1.5 1.5 0 1 1
2019 9 19 31 6.5 3 0 1 2
2020 4 4 14 1.5 1 0 0 0
2021 10 20 49 3.5 2 1 0 1

Background

Jeremiah Moon was a 4-star recruit, the 307th-best recruit nationally, the 20th-best outside linebacker and the 8th-best recruit in Alabama. Moon was named to the SEC 
Academic Honor Roll in 2018, 2019 and 2020 and the CoSIDA All-District in 2021. Moon was also a two-time William V. Campbell Trophy semifinalist (2000, 2001).

Strengths
Powerful chop move to win outside track, flashes of play strength to take on solo blocks due to low pad level and inisde hand placement, high motor and pursuit to the 

sideline and downfield, foot speed to cover horizontally in zone, long arms to tighten throwing windows.

Improvements
Hand timing and placement when executing pass rush moves, stiff hips limit his bend around the corner, skinny frame and skinny legs hurt his play strength to hold the POA 

vs the run.

One-Line Summary

Versatile LB with a competitive streak but is too inconsistent with his technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a good backup. Best as a 3-4 OLB or 4-3 SAM who takes on TE's in the run game and is dropped in 

flat or hook zones.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 28/70 - Seventh Round Pick

EDGE #21

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 3 4 3 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Isaiah Thomas EDGE/IDL 6'5, 266 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 22 4.7 1.67 31 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/4" 23 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 4 2 4 0 0 0 0 1
2019 5 5 7 2 2 0 0 0
2020 10 19 31 12 7.5 1 2 2
2021 12 19 38 10.5 7 3 1 3

Background

Isaiah Thomas was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 288th-best recruit nationally, the 20th-best weak side defensive end and the 4th-best recruit in Oklahoma. Thomas 
was named to Second Team All Big-12 in 2020 and 2021. He led the team in sacks with eight, in his final season.

Strengths
Arm length, solid get-off, flashes of violent hands and power when they connect, versatility to play base end and kick inside.

Improvements
Medicore athlete who struggles to change direction while in pursuit due to poor balance and core strength, lacks pass rush plan, pass rush setup, variety of pass rush moves, 
hand timing and placement is subpar, lacking counter moves, struggles to stack and shed as he allows blockers into his chest and struggles to refit, too stiff to defend zone 

runs laterally.

One-Line Summary

Tweener build and athleticism who lacks pass rush refinement and doesn't shed enough blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect that can develop into a backup. Can play 4-3 strong side DE on run downs and is best kicked inside to 3-tech. Can also 

play 3-4 DE. Maximized in an upfield attacking defense.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 26/70 - Seventh Round Pick

EDGE #22

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 3 3 2 3 13 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 2 3 2 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jordan Davis IDL 6'6, 341 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.78 1.63 32"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- Right Elbow 34" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 11 6 25 1.5 1.5 0 0 0
2019 10 7 17 4 2.5 0 0 0
2020 7 7 16 1 1 0 0 0
2021 14 17 32 5 2 0 0 1

Background

Jordan Davis was a 3-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 424th-best recruit nationally, the 29th-best defensive tackle and the 15th-best recruit in North Carolina. 
In 2018 as a true freshman, Davis appearedin 11 games and started 4 as he was named to the coaches Freshman All-SEC Team. In 2019, he started 8 games and was 

Georgia's co-winner of Defensive “Up Front” Award. In 2020, he started 7 games and was named a Second-team All-America selection by the AFCA. In 2021, Davis 
started 14 games and was named the Outland Trophy Winner and Bednarik Trophy Winner while also making All-SEC First Team.

Strengths

Quickness and lateral mobility to gain play side leverage vs reach blocks, ability to one-gap or two-gap and excels at tracking the ball carrier through traffic, long arms 
and powerful hands to control point of attack, sheds solo blocks with pure violence and physical toughness, holds double teams to free up teammates, electric motor to 

pursue the run from the backside or when the ball gets past the sticks, can occasionally collapse the pocket with a bull rush when he drives his legs, effective as the 
spear or looper on stunts/twists due to shocking agility.

Improvements

Consistency with his get-off as he can be late and sluggish at times, keeping his pad level down to anchor better, lacks a pass rush plan and variety of finesse moves, 
struggles to time his hands and link them to his feet.

One-Line Summary

Powerful nose tackle with elite athleticism for his elite size who demands double teams but is inconsistent at impacting the passing game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can immediately start at nose guard in a 3-4 or 1-tech in a 4-3. Should primarily play on rushing downs. Can develop into a perennial Pro-Bowler as he 
improves his pass rushing skills.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 55/70 - Top 20 Pick

IDL #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 5 7 5 6 30 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 7 6 6 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Devonte Wyatt IDL 6'2, 304 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 23 4.77 1.6 29"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 5/8" - 7.45

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 8 8 19 1.5 1.5 0 0 1
2019 12 11 30 1.5 1 0 1 0
2020 9 12 25 2 0 0 0 1
2021 13 18 39 7 2.5 2 1 1

Background

Devonte Wyatt was ranked as a 4-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 278th-best recruit nationally, the 17th-best defensive tackle and the 27th-best recruit in Georgia. 
Before heading to Georgia, Wyatt attended Hutchinson Junior College as he was not academically eligible for the FBS. In February of 2020 he was arrested and charged 

with misdemeanor counts of family violence, criminal trespass and damage to property for kicking down his partner's home's door. The case was later dismissed.

Strengths
Aligned from NT to 4i, knife through gaps and beat reach blocks due to explosive first step, hand placement to control opponent's chest or shoulder pads, holds ground 
versus drive blocks due to upper body strength,  get-off and first three steps covers ample ground to get upfield, effective on stunts/twists due to physical toughness and 

motor, variety of pass rush moves (club, swipe, spin, bull), foot speed and motor in pursuit to the sideline or in the backfield.

Improvements
Anchor vs double teams due to skinny lower body, lacks functional arm length vs longer blockers, exposes chest occasionally which allows him to be pushed, consistency 

with pad level.

One-Line Summary

Athletic defensive lineman with thick and stout build who can dominate solo blocks and pressure the QB with a variety of pass rush moves and on twists/stunts.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a functional starting run defender at 3-tech in 4-3 defenses or a high-level backup and can develop into a good starter who impacts all three downs. 
Has versatility to 1 gap or 2 gap as a 4i DE in a 3-4 or a 1-tech DT in a 4-3 on passing downs but is maximized as a penetrating 3-tech who executes twists often.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 53/70 - Late First Round Pick

IDL #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 5 5 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 6 5 5 27 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Perrion Winfrey IDL 6'3, 290 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 21 4.89 1.71 -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 35 1/4" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2018 (JC) 11 17 27 - 4 - - -
2019 (JC) 7 20 28 - 5.5 - - -

2020 11 9 19 5.5 0.5 0 0 3
2021 12 11 23 11 5.5 1 0 0

Background

Perrion Winfrey was a 4-star recruit out of high school and attended JUCO. Winfrey had a reputation where he needed to improve his maturity and was held out of the first 
half of a game in 2019 for missing an offseason team activity. Winfrey was very productive at Coffeyville Community College and was later rated the #1 overall JUCO 
recruit, the 1st-best defensive tackle and the 1st-best recruit in Illinois. Named to the Second-Team All-Big 12 in 2020 and 2021, once he transferred to Oklahoma. His 
Sooner teammates praise Winfrey for maturing and growing over his two years and head coach Lincoln Riley calls him a leader and one of the most beloved guys in the 

locker room.

Strengths
Snap timing and attacking the backside shoulder of a reach block helps him knife through gaps and penetrate the backfield, plays with low pads and drives his legs vs solo 

drive blocks to create push, extends arms at the POA to stack and shed blocks, pocket pusher on bull rushes due to play strength, relentless motor to pursue the ball from the 
backside of a run and to the sideline.

Improvements
Get-off is dependent on snap timing which he mis-times occasionally leading to flags or being late off the snap, moved by double teams as he lacks the core and lower body 

strength to anchor, inconsistent hand timing on pass rush moves to win with finesse, lacking variety of pass rush moves.

One-Line Summary

Upfield gap shooter who disrupts the running game and can collapse the pocket but needs to refine hands and become less dependent on jumping the snap.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a good starter. Best in an attacking 4-3 defense that prioritizes getting upfield and shooting gaps. Maximized as a 
3-tech that can beat solo blocks.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

IDL #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 5 5 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 5 3 5 23 The Film Don't Lie



2022 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Logan Hall IDL 6'6, 283 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Houston 24 4.88 1.68 30"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 6/8" - 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 13 9 14 3 0 1 0 0
2019 12 8 13 1.5 0 0 0 0
2020 8 9 23 2 1 0 0 1
2021 12 24 47 13 6 0 0 0

Background

Logan Hall was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1998th-best recruit nationally, the 109th-best weak side defensive end and the 290th-best recruit from Texas. Came to 
Houston as a 225-pound DE and bulked up. Hall has a quiet demeanor of the field and is praised for his work ethic in the weight room, on the field and in the film room. 

Coaches and teammates are quick to praise his growth as a Cougar.

Strengths
Understanding of offensive blocking concepts and how to angle himself to attack properly, ideal stack and shed technique vs solo blocks with low pad level and extended 

arms with inside placement, anchors POA due to violent mentality and physical toughness, heavy and active hands to shed blocks, uses arm-over and pull moves to discard 
linemen in his path to the ball, holds and defeats double teams by attacking in between both blocks with low pads and violent mentality, leg drive, pad level and hand 

placement fuels a powerful bull rush to collapse the pocket, sets up outside shoulder rushes with an inside jab step, go-to finesse move is a club-arm-over to his left, uses a 
quick spin as a late counter when he feels linemen leaning one direction.

Improvements
Inconsistent get-off, first three steps don't cover ideal amount of ground to shoot gaps and penetrate, play speed when working horizontally to gain leverage vs outside zone, 
relies on attacking the inside shoulder to beat reach blocks, not a very flexible or bendy athlete which hurts his change of direction skills to pursue the ball carrier in space.

One-Line Summary
Stout run defender due to play strength, physical toughness and arm length who is a nuanced interior pass rusher who can with power, finnesse and has a counter but isn't the 

most fluid athlete.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a great backup and can develop into a good starter. Best as a 3-4 DE in a gap control system where he can hold double teams and is functional as a 1-
tech in a 4-3. Adds value as an interior pass rusher aligning from 0 to 4-tech.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 48/70 - Second Round Pick

IDL #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 6 4 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 6 6 3 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Travis Jones IDL 6'4, 325 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Conneticut N/A 4.92 1.76 28.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Team Covid opt out 34 1/2" - 7.33

Key Stats

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 11 17 46 6 0.5 0 0 0
2019 11 14 40 6 3.5 0 1 0
2020 - - - - - - - -
2021 11 16 48 7.5 4.5 0 0 0

Background

Travis Jones was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1978th-best recruit nationally, the 92nd-best OG and the 10th-best recruit in Connecticut. Three year-starter 
who was named the team's defensive player of the year at their annual banquet. Sat out the 2020 season as UConn did not play. In 2021, he was named to the Bednarik 

Award watch list.

Strengths

Plays with necessary leverage and play strength to anchor vs solo blocks and double teams, well-timed and placed hands to stack blocks, powerful hands at the POA 
which help him disengage from blocks, often pass rushes with a clear plan, pocket pusher who displaces blockers with his long arms and drives his legs to generate 

power, uses push-pull moves and swim moves to get to the QB.  

Improvements

Slightly sluggish out of his stance, lacks explosiveness to win playside leverage vs outside zone reach blocks, not great at keeping his feet moving laterally to flow with 
horizontal runs, struggles to refit his hands and can allow blockers to get into his chest which limits his block shedding.

One-Line Summary

Powerful run defender who shows interior pass rush promise but limited athleticism confines him to A-gap duties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a great backup who develops into a good starter. Best as a 3-4 NT or 4-3 1-tech who can one-gap or two-gap.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 40/70 - Third Round Pick

IDL #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 6 4 5 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 6 5 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Phidarian Mathis IDL 6'4, 310 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 24 - - 23 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34.6" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 11 4 18 0 0 0 1 0
2019 11 13 27 0.5 0 1 0 0
2020 10 16 31 5 1.5 1 0 3
2021 14 20 53 10.5 9 1 2 2

Background

Phidarian Mathis was a 4-star recruit, the 101st-best recruit nationally, the 7th-best defensive tackle and the 4th-best recruit in Louisiana. In 2021, Mathis was named a 
permanent team captain and was named a second team All-American honoree by the AFCA, he earned All-SEC Second Team recognition from the conference coaches and 

was named to the SEC Community Service Team for his work off the field.

Strengths
First step is explosive and allows him to knife through gaps when he times the snap well, processes run keys quickly and is disciplined in his assignment, plays with low pad 

level and combines physical toughness and functional arm length with upper body strength to stack drive blocks, wide variety of pass rush moves as he uses an arm over, 
tug, bull, club and spin moves, use of hands are quick and powerful at the POA which allows him to defeat hands and get around blockers towards the QB, hot motor to 

pursue the ball all over the field.

Improvements
Late off the snap as he has his head down or keys his man rather than the ball, lateral mobility to defend reach blocks which is exemplified when playing from an even front, 

skinny legs and mediocre core strength causes him to get turned horizontally vs combo blocks, lacks the change of direction in the open field to track down elusive ball 
carriers, stiff hips to bend towards the QB quickly.

One-Line Summary

Powerful downhill run defender with a variety of pass rush moves and a fiery motor but is a mediocre athlete who struggles to defend laterally and change direction.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a great backup and eventual starter later in the season and can develop into a good starter. Excels in a 3-4 gap control defense playing NT and DE and 
is functional as a 3-tech in a 4-3. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round Pick

IDL #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 6 3 6 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 6 5 5 25 The Film Don't Lie



2022 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
Player Info

Name Position Height, Weight
Matthew Butler IDL 6'3, 297 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tennessee 22 5.00 1.69 32"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 3 1/2" 17 7.89

Key Stats

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 3 2 4 0.5 0 0 0 0
2018 6 2 13 1 0 0 0 0
2019 12 23 45 3 2.5 0 0 2
2020 10 22 43 3 2 1 0 1
2021 13 19 47 8.5 5 1 0 0

Background
Matthew Butler was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 453rd-best recruit nationally, the 35th-best DT and the 12th-best recruit in North Carolina. The five-year 
"super" senior lpayed 53 games and 26 starts over his career. In his first three years he played a rotational role and yet as a Junior in 2019 he led Tennessee DL in 

tackles. He had a breakout year as a Senior in 2021 and led the DL in tackles, was third on the team in sacks and fourth in TFLs. Butler was a five-time member of the 
SEC Academic Honor Roll, named to the 2021 All-SEC Community Service Team, earned his graduate degree in political science in 2020 plus a NCAA Postgraduate 

Scholarship.
Strengths

Explosive get-off gives him an early advantage in the snap, lateral agility to win playside leverage vs reach blocks and penetrate the backfield, when he keeps his pads 
low he holds his ground vs solo blocks, active and powerful hand usage to get around his blocker, motor runs hot and he pursues runs from the backside, can string pass 

rush moves together such as a chop-rip or push-pull-arm over, 
Improvements

Can get overly aggressive and fire too far upfield away from the ball, when he stacks and sheds to two-gap he doesn't disengage quick enough to make a tackle, could 
setup his pass rush moves better.

One-Line Summary

Explosive DT who excels at penetrating gaps and plays with violence but is still refining his pass rush tool kit and consistency.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who can develop into a good starter. Best as a 3-tech DT in a 4-3 defense that runs an attacking, one-gap scheme that prioritizes 
shooting gaps and playing fast. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round Pick

IDL #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 5 4 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Written by

Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Neil Farrell Jr. IDL 6'4, 339 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 23 5.41 1.86 21 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 32 1/4" - 8.41

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 3 1 5 0 0 0 0 0
2018 10 10 23 4 1.5 0 0 1
2019 15 15 46 7 3 1 0 0
2020 8 8 24 1.5 1 0 0 1
2021 12 20 45 9.5 2 0 0 2

Background

Neil Farrell Jr. was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 375th-best recruit nationally, the 25th-best DT and the 17th-best recruit in Alabama. Named to the 2020 SEC 
Academic Honor Roll. Improved every year at LSU and started all 12 games as a 5th year senior in 2021. Earned All-American Honors via PFF and ranked 4th in all FBS 

with 24 run stops, including 10 that were either tackles for loss or no gain.

Strengths
Well-timed get-off with low pads and extends arms into opponent's chest which helps him anchor and hold his ground, quick processing and strong understanding of 

offenses' blocking concept and angles body to force the run into a different gap, beats reach blocks and combo blocks with a quick first step and play strength to defeat front 
half of man and force cutback, active eyes to track the ball carrier when stacking his block, violent hands help him shed solo drive blocks, anchor's double teams when he 

times snap to engages first and keeps pads down, motor/effort to chase the ball from the backside or down the field, pass rush plan, active hands in passing lanes.

Improvements
Pass rush setup, variety and hand timing of his pass rush moves, lateral mobility and foot speed to defend horizontal run concepts like outside zone and crack toss

One-Line Summary

Pro-ready run defender with alignment versatility but is an unproven and raw pass rusher.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a great backup and possibly start games by the end of the season, plus can develop into a good starter. Best in a gap control defense where he two gaps 
as a 3-4 NT or DE but is functional in a 1-gapping attacking defense as a 1-tech too. Has experience playing everywhere from NT to 4i.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round Pick

IDL #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 6 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 6 6 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Jordan Pun

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Thomas Booker IDL 6'3, 301 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Stanford 21 4.95 1.68 -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/4" 31 7.33

Key Stats

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 11 14 29 4 3.5 0 1 2 (1 INT)
2019 12 32 50 9 4 1 0 3
2020 6 15 21 3 1 0 1 2
2021 12 28 59 5 1 0 0 1

Background
Thomas Booker was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 282nd-best recruit nationally, the 11th-best strongside DE and the 9th-best recruit in Maryland. In high 

school he competed in basketball and track. Was his track team's captain and won first for a shotput event at the Maryland Interscholastic Athletics Association Indoor 
Track Championships. As a freshman in 2018, he appeared in every game and started three, while being named to 247Sports True Freshman All-American team. In 
2019, he appeared in 12 games and started six, while being named a All-Pac 12 honorable mention and Pac-12 All-Academic Honor Roll. In 2020, he was named a 

team captain, started all six games and All-Pac 12 second team for DL and first team for special teams. In 2021, he started every game, was again a team captain, won 
Senior CLASS Award First Team and named to All-Pac 12 second team for DL. Booker was also a CoSida All-Academic First team member, on the Pac-12 Academic 

Honor Roll and a William V. Campbell Trophy finalist.
Strengths

Fires off the ball with low pad level, displays accurate hand placement and ideal arm extension to control his blocker's chest, gains playside leverage vs a reach block 
while also staying controlled to track cutbacks and can two-gap effectively, tracks the ball carrier through traffic and processes cuts quickly, purposeful and powerful 

hands allow him to shed blocks occasionally, lower body strength and leg drive to push the pocket, effective as the "spear" on stunts.
Improvements

Fires off the ball with low pad level, displays accurate hand placement and ideal arm extension to control his blocker's chest, gains playside leverage vs a reach block 
while also staying controlled to track cutbacks and can two-gap effectively, tracks the ball carrier through traffic and processes cuts quickly, purposeful and powerful 

hands allow him to shed blocks occasionally, lower body strength and leg drive to push the pocket, effective as the "spear" on stunts.
One-Line Summary

Technically advanced run defender who is always in the right position but limited size and length hurts his playmaking ability.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup who can quickly develop into a solid starter. Versatile in alignment as he can play 2i, 3-tech and 4i. Size projects him best to 3-
tech in a 4-3 defense and can one or two gap. Limited pass rusher who should be utilized on stunts and twists.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 45/70 - Fourth Round Pick

IDL #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 6 4 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 5 5 5 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Myron Tagovailoa-Amosa IDL 6'2, 270 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Notre Dame 24 4.81 1.66 29"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2018 - Broken Foot 32 5/8" - 7.29

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 7 7 13 2 0 0 0 0
2018 1 0 2 0.5 0 0 0 0
2019 12 13 23 3 0.5 0 1 1
2020 8 11 17 5.5 2.5 1 2 0
2021 11 18 26 6.5 2.5 1 1 (1 TD) 1

Background

Myron Tagovailoa-Amosa was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 472nd-best recruit nationally, the 18th-best strong side DE and the 3rd-best recruit in Hawaii. As a true 
freshman in 2017 he appeared in every game. In 2018, he suffered a season-ending injury when he broke his foot. As a junior in 2019 he started 12 games and as a senior in 

2020 he started 8, while being named to All-ACC Second Team. In 2021, he continued to start every game and had a career year. Was named a team captain and to the 
Nagurski Trophy Watch List.

Strengths
Quickly gets off the ball and first few steps covers plenty of ground, diagnoses run actions and is disciplined vs options, engages with low pads and anchors well vs drive 

blocks and double teams, active and powerful hands to defeat blocks and penetrate the backfield, regularly rushes with a plan, shows the ability to setup his rush with a jab 
step or head fake and then uses a quick burst in the opposite direction to get by his blocker, effective as the spear on twists and stunts due to his physical mentality and 

power at the POA, a multiple-effort pass rusher who disengages with a strong rip move, non-stop motor and will pursue the ball all over the field.

Improvements
Limited foot speed and mobility to move horizoontally and flow with zone runs, lacks counter moves when his initial pass rush is stymied, stiff hips which limits change of 

direction and ability to finish tackles.

One-Line Summary
Powerful defender with inside/outside potential, plays with a fiery motor and shows nuance as a pass rusher but limited athleticism hurts his ability to finish plays.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup who can develop into a great rotational piece and decent starter. Experience as a 4-3 DE and could play on the strong side as a 5-tech. 

May fit best at 3-tech in a one-gapping attacking scheme. Should be utilized on twists and stunts.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round Pick

IDL #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 5 4 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 4 4 4 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

DeMarvin Leal IDL 6'3, 283 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 21 5.00 1.72 27.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Cartlidge Tear 33 14" 17 7.2

Key Stats

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 14 38 6 2 0 0 0
2020 10 18 37 7 2.5 1 1 3 (1 INT)
2021 11 27 58 12.5 8.5 0 0 2

Background

DeMarvin Leal was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 16th-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best DT and the 2nd-best recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2019 he 
started 9 games and was second on the team in QB hurries. In 2020, he started every game and led the defense in QB hurries. In 2021, he started every game, led the 

team in sacks and TFLs, while also ranking 5th in the SEC in sacks. Earned Defensive MVP and Community Service Award honors at the annual team banquet. Named 
to 2021 All-SEC First Team by the coaches and AP, as well as the AP All-America First Team. Was a Ted Hendricks Award finalist.

Strengths

Quick processor who reads screens, gap disciplined when left unblocked and diagnoses option runs with patience, if aligned with play side leverage he can maintain the 
leverage vs reach blocks and force cutbacks, uses arm length well and aims for inside hand placement to stack blocks, likes to use a swim move to disengage from solo 
blocks, flashes ability to setup his rush and manipulate tackle's pass set to give him a clean lane to the QB, regularly attempts to get a hand in the passing lane after a 

stymied rush.

Improvements

Can be late when trying to time the snap, short strides which limits the ground he covers off the snap, severely lacks a pass rush plan, mis-times his pass rush moves, 
struggles to string multiple moves together, lacks counter moves and second efforts after his first move fails, plays with a narrow base which hurts his ability to anchor 

vs solo blocks and double teams, limited lateral mobility to flow horizontally with combo blocks and not get pushed backwards, hands could pack more of a punch 
when engaging at the POA.

One-Line Summary

Tweener size and athleticism with raw technique all around but has ideal length and flashes of pass rush brilliance.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a great rotational piece or potential starter. Best as a 5-tech DE who plays on the strong side of a 

4-3 defense that asks him to one-gap. Can play 4i and potentially 3-tech but should be schemed out of taking on double teams. 
Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 30/70 - Fourth Round Pick

IDL #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 3 4 5 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 3 2 5 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Otito Ogbonnia IDL 6'3, 324 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UCLA 21 5.31 1.85 -

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 34 3/8" 29 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 12 9 21 0 0 0 0 1
2019 12 9 12 2 1 1 0 1
2020 7 7 46 1.5 1.5 0 0 2
2021 12 15 27 5 2 1 0 2

Background

Otito Ogbonnia was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 647th-best recruit nationally, the 49th-best DT and the 89th-best recruit in Texas. In 2018/19 he competed in 13 
track events for the Bruins. Decorated shotput player who Won an outdoor event at the Willie Williams Classic. Won the USTF U20 Championship in Florida. Shot put 

champion at the 2019 Pan American U20 Championships in Costa Rica. Placed 4th at the Pac-12 Championship. Ogbonnia was named to the Athletic Director's Honor Roll 
in Fall 2018, Fall 2019, Winter 2020, Spring 2020, Winter 2021 and Spring 2021. Earned his degree in Geography/Environmental Studies and is enrolled in the 

Transformative Coaching and Leadership graduate program in the School of Education. 

Strengths
Wide and thick build and plays with low pads to anchor vs solo blocks, maximizes functional arm length to keep lineman out of his space and make shedding easier, heavy 
hands and physical toughness to displace at the POA and push the pocket or penetrate when attacking half a man, motor runs hot as he constantly pursues the ball and will 

run to the sideline.

Improvements
Poor explosiveness and flexibility limits alignment versatility to A-gap duties, pads occasionally pop up after contact is made especially when engaging combo blocks, 

struggles to change direction quickly and finish tackles, lacks pass rush plan, setup, variety of moves and hand timing to execute finesse moves, often used on loops and 
twists but lacks foot speed and bend to execute.

One-Line Summary

Thick frame, long arms and competitiveness allow him to control A-gap but is limited athletically and very unrefined pass rusher.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup who develops into a solid starter. Best as a nose guard/tackle who aligns in the A gap and can play 1-tech and 2-tech/2i. Run down player 
who should be rotated as such.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Fourth Round Pick

IDL #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

1 4 5 3 6 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 1 5 4 5 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Matt Henningsen IDL 6'3, 295lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wisconsin 23 - 1.75 37.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Torn bicep 32 3/8" 22 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 12 9 32 2.5 1 0 0 1
2019 11 14 24 5 4 0 2 (2 TDs) 2
2020 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
2021 12 14 34 6 3.5 0 0 2

Background

Matt Henningsen was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3252nd-best recruit nationally, the 268th-best OT and the 19th-best recruit in Wisconsin. Redshirted his 
true freshman season in 2017. In 2018, he appeared in 13 games and started 10 at 3-4 defensive end. In 2019, he appeared in 14 games and made 5 starts and was 

named an All-Big Ten honorable mention. In 2020, he appeared in 2 games and made 1 start. In 2021, he appeared in all 12 games and had his best year yet. 
Henningsen stood out as a student-athlete, being named Academic All Big-Ten in 2018, 2019 and 2020 while also being named a Big Ten Distinguished Scholar in 

2019 and 2020.

Strengths

As a run defender he engages with low pad level, extends his arms well and gains inside hand placement to anchor, plays with natural power and physical toughness to 
displace linemen, regularly gap disciplined and two-gaps with alert vision of the ball carrier.

Improvements

Lacks explosiveness in his lower body which limits his get-off, lowers his head when he engages a block which can put him off balance, struggles to shed blocks due to 
erratic hand placement and timing, stiff hips limit change of direction to finish tackles, lacks a pass rush plan, hand timing is disconnected from his feet and leads to 

many lost reps.

One-Line Summary

Stout run defender with plus length and admirable pad level but is a very limited athlete who is a raw pass rusher.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who grows into a solid backup. Best as a 3-4 DE in a two-gapping scheme that asks him to control the point of attack. Primarily 
a run down player who projects to be effective on stunts/twists.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Fifth Round Pick

IDL #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 6 3 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 1 4 3 3 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

John Ridgeway IDL 6'5, 321 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Arkansas 22 5.3 1.78 28"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 3/8" 25 7.9

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs

2018 (FCS) 11 9 30 - 1 - - -
2019 (FCS) 15 28 50 - 0 - - -

2021 12 11 39 4 2 0 0 0
Background

John Ridgeway was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2355th-best recruit nationally, the 202nd-best OT and the 70th-best recruit in Illinois. Four-year letterwinner in 
wrestling during high school and won the Illinois State Championship in 2017. Originally attended Illinois State, redshirted his first year and moved to the defensive side 

of the ball. After starting for three seasons at Nose Tackle he transferred to Arkansas and started 11 of 12 games. 

Strengths
Astute snap timing gets him upfield quickly, when he engages with low pad level he can anchor solo blocks, extends his arms to bench press blockers and stand them up, 

able to two-gap and track the ball carrier, heavy and active hands to fight at the POA.

Improvements
Lacks quickness to win playside leverage vs reach blocks, limited lateral mobility to flow horizontally with zone runs, tall and high-cut frame hurts leverage and causes 
him to be pushed off his spot when double teams strike him from the side, needs to disengage from solo blocks quicker to make tackles, limited pass rush plan or setup, 

lacks finesse moves and hand timing.

One-Line Summary

Size and length is valuable defending the A gap but he gets high at times and struggles to shed blocks until it's too late, plus is a very raw pass rusher.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a very good backup. Best as a NT/shade in a 3-4 or 4-3 defense and can two-gap effectively.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 32/70 - Fifth Round Pick

IDL #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 4 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 1 4 3 3 15 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

LaBryan Ray IDL 6'4, 283 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama N/A 5.12 1.8 28.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2017 - Foot Surgery, 2018+2019 - Foot, 2020 - Lower Leg 32 6/8" - 7.68

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 4 2 5 2.5 1 0 0 0
2018 13 19 39 6 2.5 0 0 2
2019 3 4 9 2 1 1 0 0
2020 5 8 12 1 1 0 0 0
2021 11 5 11 3 1 0 0 0

Background
LaBryan Ray was a 5-star recruit, the 28th-best recruit nationally, the 2nd best strong side DE recruit and the top recruit in Alabama. In 2017 he was a rotational player 

before suffering a a foot injury which limited his season. In 2018, he was also a rotational player and dealt with a season-ending foot injury at the end of the year. In 2019, 
he earned the starting role but was again limited by a foot injury. In 2020, he struggled to see the field due to a lower leg injury. In 2021, he missed the first two games, 

started two games total and mainly played a rotational role.

Strengths
Engages solo drive blocks with proper inside hand placement and locks out his arms to stack the block, usually gap and assignment disciplined vs the run, flashes a swim 

move or hump move to disengage, plays with ample competitive toughness and a hot motor in pursuit, effective as the spear or looper on stunts.

Improvements
Comes off the ball sluggish and late at times, engages with high pad level which hurts his play strength, struggles moving laterally to win playside leverage vs reach blocks, 

raw hand usage with poor timing and placement which limits his ability to defeat blocks in the run and pass game, lacks pass rush plan and moves to win with finesse or 
power.

One-Line Summary
Projectable run defender who gives it his all but lacks play strength and is extremely raw as a pass rusher.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a good rotational player. Best fit as a 3-4 DE, ideally on the strong side of formations. Should be 
utilized on twists and stunts often.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 34/70 - Sixth Round Pick

IDL #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 2 4 5 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 2 4 2 5 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Christopher Hinton IDL 6'3, 305 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan 21 5.28 1.76 31.5"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 3/8" 25 7.9

Key Stats

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2019 12 1 10 1 0 0 0 0
2020 6 9 13 2 1 0 0 2
2021 14 17 32 1 1 0 2 2

Background
Christopher Hinton was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 31st-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best DT and the 7th-best recruit in Georgia. As a true freshman in 
2019 he made 1 start and primarily played a rotational role as he developed. In 2020, he started four games and was an Academic All-Big Ten Honoree. In 2021, he 

started every game and and was named All-Big Ten honorable mention by coaches and the media. 
Strengths

Engages blocker's chest and extends his arms well to distance himself, plays with low leverage and has good eyes to track the ball carrier and even two-gap, long arms 
are advantageous for block shedding and bull rushing, plays with controlled violence and a competitive mentality.

Improvements

Doesn't fire off the ball with explosiveness and first two steps don't cover a lot of ground, lacks pass rush setup and rarely displays finesse moves, lackluster hand 
timing limits ability to connect on his pass rush moves and generate pressure, limited size hurts ability to anchor vs double teams.

One-Line Summary

Raw and versatile DL with long arms and plays low versus the run but lacks pass rush basics.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental pick who can grow into a solid rotational player. Most experience as a 3-4 DE and can two-gap and one-gap.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 30/70 - Sixth Round Pick

IDL #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 5 4 4 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 2 4 3 3 12 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Eyioma Uwazurike IDL 6'6, 316 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa State 23 5.32 1.82 33"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2018: Groin Injury (missed 4 games) 35 1/8" 23 7.58

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 10 7 16 4 0.5 0 0 0
2018 8 12 27 5 1 0 0 0
2019 13 19 32 6 1.5 0 2 (1 TD) 1
2020 11 16 28 8 3 0 0 1
2021 13 16 43 12 9 0 0 1

Background

Eyioma Uwzurike was a 3-Star recruit, the 820th-best recruit nationally, the 37th-ranked strong side DE and the 22nd recruit in Michigan. Redshirted his true freshman 
year in 2016, played a rotational role in 2017 and became a starter in 2018. In 2019, he was given All-Big 12 honorable mention and in 2021 he earned First Team All-

Big 12, plus Second Team Academic All-Big 12.

Strengths
Stout and thick frame with low center of gravity, plays with low pad level and consistently wins the leverage battle, vs solo drive blocks his play strength allows him to 
hold ground and anchor, motor runs hot and will chase the ball to the sideline or past the sticks, can collapse the pocket with his bull rush and shows nice leg drive to 

generate power, relentless pursuit of the quarterback and gives multiple efforts until the whistle is blown.
Improvements

Lacks explosive get-off to win off the snap, average core strength results in being turned and pushed horizontally by combo blocks, lacks refined hand usage to shed 
blocks, rarely in position to make a tackle due to limited foot speed and COD, raw pass rusher with no refined moves apart from his bull rush and lacks the flexible hips 

to warrant potential as a finesse rusher.
One-Line Summary

Nose tackle who is a powerful run defender vs gap/power schemes and has pocket pushing value but limited athleticism and hand technique zaps his playmaking.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good backup who can develop into a functional starter. Best in a 3-4 defense as a pure nose tackle and could be a functional 3-4 DE.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 30/70 - Sixth Round Pick

IDL #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 3 6 3 5 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 4 2 4 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Josh Paschal IDL 6'3, 268 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky 23 4.77 1.62 37 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2018 - Melanoma 32 3/4" 30 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 8 10 16 3.5 3.5 0 0 0
2018 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 0
2019 12 20 34 9.5 3.5 2 0 1
2020 11 16 32 6.5 1 0 0 0
2021 12 24 52 15 5 1 0 0

Background

Josh Paschal was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 267th-best recruit nationally, the 11th-best strong side defensive end and the 6th-best recruit in Maryland. Graduated 
with a degree in family science and minor in health promotion plus is pursuing second degree in communication. Frequent speaker at local churches from 2018-2020, 

sharing his faith and how it helped him overcome cancer found in his right foot in 2018. One of three representatives on the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee and is 
UK's rep on the SEC's Football Leadership Council. Made the Dean's list in 2018 and 2019. Named to SEC Academic Honor Roll in 2020 and the CoSIDA Acadameic All-

District First Team in 2021. 

Strengths
Comes off the ball with sufficient knee bend, extends arms with inside hands to control the chest, attacks half the man with violent hands to defeat blocks with an arm over 
or stab move, quickness advantage when lined up inside and can slant gaps to pressure the QB, motor and physical toughness to fit through blocks and pursue the ball to the 

sideline.

Improvements
Lacks core and lower body strength to anchor especially when working horizontally vs zone blocks, struggles to change direction and make open field tackles or when in the 

backfield, lacks pass rush setup and counters, hand timing to land moves consistently, stiff hips limit ability to bend to the QB and finish sacks.

One-Line Summary

Quick interior pass rusher with length and competitive nature but is unrefined with technique and struggles vs the run.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup designated pass rusher from the interior and can develop into a good backup on long passing situations. Best as a 3-tech in a 4-3 or DE in a 
3-4 and is maximized in an attacking upfield scheme.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 34/70 - Sixth Round Pick

IDL #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 4 3 5 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 2 3 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zachary Carter IDL 6'4, 282 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida 22 4.99 1.73 27 1/2"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
- 33 1/2" 19 7.28

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2018 5 1 8 1 1 0 0 2
2019 13 9 28 4.5 4.5 1 0 2
2020 11 14 35 9 9 0 1 2
2021 12 15 31 11.5 11.5 1 0 2

Background

Zachary Carter was a 4-Star recruit out of high school, the 130th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-ranked strong side defensive end recruit in the country and the 23rd recruit 
in the state of Florida.  Carter came into Florida at 270 pounds and has played at a different weight every year as he willingly played multiple positions/roles for the Gators. 

He was as high as 290 pounds in 2020 and as low as 263 in 2019. In 2021, he was named to the SEC Community Service Team for his contributions to the community.

Strengths
Quick out of his stance and comes off the ball with low pads, uses long arms well to distance himself from blocker and hold the POA on drive blocks, good aiming points as 

a pass rusher and understands how to attack half a man, go-to move is a long arm and it helps him collapse the pocket or win the outside shoulder.

Improvements
Undisciplined when unblocked defender vs option runs and slow processing of where the ball is, slow and wide hands that expose his chest, punch lacks power to displace, 

lower body and core strength is lacking which hurts his anchor when working laterally vs zone blocks, lacks play strength to shed blocks quick enough to make a tackle, 
limited effort in pursuit from the back side, to the sideline or downfield, lacks pass rush plan, pass rush setup and variety of pass rush moves, stiff hips limit his ability to 

bend to the QB and finish sacks without slowing down.

One-Line Summary

Versatile and long with sufficient play strength vs the run but is a raw pass rusher with an uninspiring motor and athletic ability.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a good backup. Can play 4-3 strong side DE and 3-tech, plus 3-4 DE as a 4i/4. Best in a gap control 
defense and a scheme that utilizes hybrid fronts.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 30/70 - Seventh Round Pick

IDL #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 2 3 2 3 13 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 3 4 4 2 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Haskell Garrett IDL 6'2, 300 lb

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 23 5.07 1.75 24"

Injuries Arm Length Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- Shot in face 31 5/8" 24 7.75

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs PBUs
2017 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
2018 5 4 7 0 0 0 0 1
2019 6 5 10 2.5 0 0 0 0
2020 8 12 20 4 2 0 0 1
2021 10 12 22 7 5.5 0 2 1

Background
Haskell Garrett was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 68th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best DT and the 4th-best recruit in Nevada. In August, 2020 he was shot in the 

face after stepping in to stop an altercation but recovered in time to not miss any games. Named a first team All-American in 2020.

Strengths
Quick mental processing to read run keys and react accordingly, plays with sufficient knee bend to gain leverage advantage and anchor vs solo blocks, active hands with 

arm-over, pull and swipe moves to disengage from blocks vs the run and pass, active at getting a hand up in the throwing lane.

Improvements
Inconsistent get-off leads to late hands to engage, heavy-feet limit ability to get upfield and penetrate, hands don't deliver a pop at the POA to stun the lineman, gets turned 

and pushed by double teams due to lack of core strength, lacks pass rush plan, setup and variety of moves.

One-Line Summary

Compact, tweener lineman with active hands but lacks twitch, get-off and pass rush nuance to consistently impact the game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a good backup. If he improves get-off he can be a penetrating 3-tech in a 4-3 or if he improves core 
strength he can be a 3-4 DE in a gap control system.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 31/70 - Seventh Round Pick

IDL #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 3 3 4 17 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Get-Off/Burst Pass Rush Run Defense Use of Hands Pursuit Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 2 3 3 3 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Nakobe Dean LB 5'11, 229 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Shoulder Surgery - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2019 11 25 1.5 0 1 0 0 2
2020 10 71 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0
2021 15 72 10.5 6 2 0 2 5

Background
Nakobe Dean was a 5-star recruit out of high school, rated as the 19th-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best inside linebacker recruit and the 1st-best recruit in Mississipi. In 
2021, Dean was named the Butkus Award Winner for top LB in the nation. He was also named to the All-America First Team and the All-SEC First Team. Dean graduated 

in three years with a mechanical engineering degree and wants to eventually use that knowledge to help make prosthetics for athletes who need them. Furthermore, the 
money generated from his various NIL deals have gone to sponsoring a bed at an Athens homeless shelter, getting game tickets for local kids and canned foods for families 

in need.

Strengths
Processing and recognition skills to read the play, not fooled by misdirection, reactionary quickness and play speed, sideline to sideline foot speed and acceleration in 

pursuit, body control to evade blocks, pad level and hand usage to shed tight end's blocks, physical toughness as a tackler, timing when blitzing, loose hips and bend while 
shooting gaps or blitzing, gaining depth in zone coverage, explosive trigger in man coverage versus running backs, knack for forcing fumbles, communicator on defense, 

non-stop motor.

Improvements
Undersized for "typical" MIKE linebacker, can get blocked by large offensive linemen climbing to second level, could have better route combination recognition in zone and 

follow the QB's eyes better.

One-Line Summary
Elite athlete with instant processing always puts him around the ball, defends the run sideline to sideline and downhill, useful as a blitzer and in man coverage on running 

backs but may struggle to shed blocks from NFL caliber offensive linemen.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a good starter and can develop into a perennial Pro-Bowler with a few All-Pro caliber seasons. Can play MIKE or WILL in a 4-3 defense or either ILB 
spot in a 3-4. Best in an attacking scheme that asks him to blitz from the interior and edge, plus can be trusted in man coverage versus RBs and hook zones.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 61/70 - Top 10 Pick

LB #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 7 4 7 7 32 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 4 6 7 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Devin Lloyd LB 6'2, 237 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Utah 23 4.66 1.58 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 6" 25 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 14 91 11 6.5 0 0 1 2
2020 5 48 10 2.0 1 0 0 0
2021 14 111 22 7 1 1 4 6

Background

Devin Lloyd was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1631st-best recruit nationally, the 122nd-best S and the 160th-best recruit in California. Redshirted his true freshman 
year in 2017. Played special teams in 2018. Transitioned to starting role at "rover" LB in 2019, was second on the team in tackles and named a All-Pac 12 honorable 

mention. In 2020, he started every game and led the team in tackles while being named to the Pac-12 First Team and was a Butkus Award finalist. In 2021, he led all Pac-12 
LBs in sacks and TFLs while ranking third in tackles. He was also the AP Defensive Player of the Year, the Pac-12 Pat Tillman Defensive Player of the Year, a consensus 

All-American and finalist for the Lott Impact Trophy.

Strengths
Instincts and recognition skills vs the run puts him ahead of the play, can occupy two pullers at a time by attacking in between them, flexible body control to contort around 
blockers and knife into the backfield, sideline to sideline speed and takes calculated angles to the ball, gets ample depth in zone coverage and is aware of all threats on the 
field in front and behind him, reads QB's intentions to know where to position himself to close throwing windows, explosive click and close ability to come downhill and 

make plays on the ball, refined pass rusher off the edge who sets up and strings together multiple moves while being able to bend the corner to finish sacks, 

Improvements
Could engage blocks with more physical toughness at the POA, limited play strength to stack and shed blocks vs linemen, misses tackles as he can dive from too far away 

and not make contact at all.

One-Line Summary
Intelligent and aware LB who can teleport to the ball and is an asset in zone coverage with potential to rush off the EDGE but has limited strength at the POA and needs to 

clean up tackling technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter who develops into a very good starter who wins you games. Best as a WILL in a 4-3 or 3-4 where he can chase run plays from the 
back side. Very dependable in hook zones and can rush from the EDGE which makes him a three-down LB.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 58/70 - First Round Pick

LB #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 3 6 5 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 7 6 7 31 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Quay Walker LB 6'3, 241 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 4.52 1.59 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

- 10' 2" 23 6.89
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 11 23 3.5 2.5 0 0 0 0
2020 10 43 2 1 0 0 0 0
2021 13 65 5.5 1.5 0 1 0 3

Background
Quay Walker was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 31st-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best OLB and the 6th-best recruit in Georgia. In 2018, as a true freshman he 
was the co-winner of Georgia's Special Teams Player of the Year. In 2019, he was the co-winner of Georgia's Most-Improved Defensive Player. In 2021, stepped into full-

time starting role and finished 3rd on the team in tackles. Was named a team captain for three games.

Strengths
Quarterbacks the defense and gets players in position pre-snap, instincts to sniff out screens and runs, reads keys quickly which leads to exceptional play speed and being in 
the right position at the right time, quick trigger to pounce on play and plus foot speed to roam to sideline or into the backfield, physically engages blocks by extending arms 
into opponent's chest and shocking the POA, sheds solo blocks from TEs when playing on the LOS, physically imposing tackler who limits yards after contact due to secure 
technique and play strength, processes ball fakes and recovers to his zone quickly, reads route combinations quickly and passess off proper assignments fluidly when in hook 

zones and curl flats.

Improvements
Can be overly aggressive in pursuit and go under blocks rather than over, occasionally too handsy in coverage and attempts to re-route result in flags, hip fluidity limits 

change of direction to keep up with sharp cuts from RBs or slot WRs in man or zone coverage.

One-Line Summary

Instincts and play recognition lead to stellar play speed and versatile to play all 3 LB roles on all 3 downs.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a spot starter and can develop into a good starter on a playoff team. Can play all 3 LB positions - SAM due to his block shedding and blitzing, MIKE 
due to his instincts and build, WILL due to foot speed while chasing and awareness in coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - First Round Pick

LB #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 6 6 5 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 5 4 3 5 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Chad Muma LB 6'3, 239 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wyoming 23 4.63 1.61 40"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2017: Torn Patella 10'1" 27 7.06

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 12 51 3 1 0 0 0 1
2020 6 71 8 3 1 1 0 1
2021 13 142 8 1.5 0 1 3 0

Background
Chad Muma was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2008th-best recruit nationally, the 149th-best safety and the 10th-best recruit in Colorado. Muma committed to 

Wyoming as a safety and spent his true freshman season in 2018 playing special teams. In 2019, he transitioned to LB and was 6th on the team in tackles, as a backup. He 
has improved every year and looked more and more comfortable at LB. In 2021, he was named a finalist for the Butkus Award and named to the All-Mountain West First 

Team.

Strengths
Reads keys quickly and shows great closing speed in pursuit, play speed and gap discipline to contain outside runs and force them inside to teammates, takes on blocks from 
TEs by dropping his shoulder and bouncing off of them, rarely misses open field tackles as he throttles down and squares up to target, hot motor to pursue the run from the 
backside and when the play gets downfield, foot speed to turn and cover RBs on wheel routes out of the backfield, sound spatial awareness and ability to read QB's eyes in 

zone coverage, triggers downhill quickly to make open field tackles while in hook zones or curl flats.

Improvements
Lacks play strength and physical toughness to shed blocks from offensive linemen, needs to go around comob blocks rather than through them which leads to errant pursuit 

angles at times, off man-coverage vs WRs due to limited explosiveness when changing direction, feeling routes behind him in zone coverage.

One-Line Summary

Instinctual and quick to process vs the run while also being aware in coverage but needs to go around OL rather than through them.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a great backup and potentially start later in the season, plus he can develop into a good starter. Best as a 4-3 WILL or 3-4 weakside ILB and can play 

in an attacking scheme or gap-control scheme.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - Second Round Pick

LB #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 4 6 4 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 5 4 4 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Leo Chenal LB 6'2, 250 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wisconsin 21 4.53 1.5 40.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 8" 34 6.98

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2019 11 17 1 0 0 0 0 0
2020 7 46 6 3.0 1 0 1 1
2021 11 115 18.5 8 2 0 0 0

Background

Leo Chenal was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 639th-best recruit nationally, the 35th-best multi-purpose athlete and the 2nd-best recruit in Wisconsin. As a true 
freshman in 2019 he played a rotational role but then started all 7 games in 2020. In 2021, he started 11 games and led the team in tackles and TFLs while being named the 

team MVP, First Team All-Big Ten and Second Team AP All-American.

Strengths
Impressive instincts to sniff out plays, quick to read his run keys and trigger towards the play, short area acceleration to burst past blockers and fill his gap, physical 

toughness when engaging blocks and can get skinny to penetrate gaps, hands pack a punch at the POA and his play strength leads to block sheds, tackles with violence and 
drives through contact to drop ball-carriers upon impact, in spot-drop hook zones he reads route combinations well and tightens throwing windows, relentless blitzer who 

plows through blockers.

Improvements
Can get his eyes caught in the backfield versus play-action and lose his coverage responsibility, not the most flexible athlete with limited change of direction ability which is 

most evident in coverage, blockers can move him out of gaps if they engage him from the side.

One-Line Summary

Downhill thumper with impressive instincts and recognition skills which regularly puts him near the ball but limited change of direction hurts him in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter who develops into a good starter. Primarily an early down LB who is best at MIKE working in a one or two-gap system. Can 
eventually be a functional zone coverage defender who is tasked with hook and hook-curl zones.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

LB #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 6 6 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 6 4 1 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Troy Andersen LB 6'3, 243 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Montana State 22 4.42 1.56 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1" 22 7.47

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs

2017 (RBLB) 11 9 1 1 0 0 0 0
2018 (RB/QB) 13 4 1 1 0 0 0 0
2019 (RB/LB) 11 54 11.5 6.5 0 0 1 5

2020 - - - - - - - -
2021 15 147 14 2 0 1 2 7

Background

Troy Andersen started games at RB and LB in 2017 and was named Big Sky Freshman of the Year. In 2018, he started 11 of 13 games at QB and was MSU's Offensive 
MVP while also being named to First Team All-Big Sky. In 2019, he started three games on either side of the ball, playing more LB again. He was First Team All-Big Sky 
again and also earned First Team All-American honors. The Bobcats did not play any games in 2020. In 2021, he played LB full-time and FCS ADA National Defensive 
Player of the Year, Big Sky Defensive Player of the Year, unanimous First Team All-American and First Team All-Big Sky. Also a two-time team captain (2020+2021).

Strengths
Gap disciplined, mental processing and patience to track the ball carrier through traffic, rangy foot speed to pursue from sideline to sideline, explosive short-area 

acceleration to close ground in a hurry, physical tackler with the technique to wrap up low and play strength to limit yards after contact, foot speed to recover back into the 
catch point in man coverage, fluid change of direction ability creates zone coverage potential, motor runs hot and is always pursuing the ball.

Improvements
Can struggle reading the mesh point and deciphering run/pass or read options, can get tunnel vision on his assignment and lose track of other threats, limited play strength to 
shed blocks consistently, struggles to anticipate route when in man coverage which leads to initial separation, could have better feel for routes behind and around him when 

in zone coverage.

One-Line Summary

Fast, explosive and agile LB with three down potential but inexperience at the position shows up with his recognition skills vs the run and pass.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a good starter. Fits best as a WILL and is functional as a MIKE, in either 4-3 or 3-4 defenses. Should 
play in an attacking, one-gap scheme that allows him to be aggressive to utilize his athletic ability. Can be trusted in man coverage vs TEs and eventually RBs. With 

development he can be a trusted zone defender in hook areas.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Third Round Pick

LB #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 4 3 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 3 3 4 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Brian Asamoah LB 6'0, 226 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oklahoma 21 4.56 1.55 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 23 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2019 9 22 3.5 2 0 0 0 1
2020 11 66 5.5 2 1 0 1 4
2021 12 80 3.5 1 2 0 0 0

Background

Brian Asamoah was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 529th-best recruit nationally, the 33rd-best OLB and the 22nd-best recruit in Ohio. In 2020 he was named to the 
Academic All-Big 12 Second Team. In 2021 he was named to the Academic All-Big 12 First Team, the All-Big 12 Second Team by league coaches and the AP and was 

named a Butkus Award semi-finalist.

Strengths
Quick processing of run keys, motion and misdirection usually puts him near theball, explosive trigger to attack downhill and foot speed to beat the front side of reach 

blocks at the 2nd level, takes efficient pursuit angles and rarely wastes steps, competitive to the whistle and motor is always revving as he wants to join in on every gang 
tackle, violent hitter who drops ball carriers at the point of contact, foot speed and hip fluidity to mirror routes in hook zones, spatial awareness and route combination 

recognition over the middle of the field, reads QB's eyes and flows towards the intended throw, robots well and closes windows for downfield routes.

Improvements
Occasionally overly aggressive and bites on ball fakes, play strength to stack and shed blocks from offensive linemen.

One-Line Summary

Athletic, violent and quick to diagnose vs the run with great feel in zone coverage but can be overly aggressive and size won't be for every team.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a great starter. Best as a 4-3 WILL in an attacking scheme that prioritizes shooting gaps. Can play as a 3-4 ILB on 

the weak side. 3-down value and can be trusted with hook zones.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

LB #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 6 1 6 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 5 4 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Damone Clark LB 6'2 1/2, 239 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 21 4.57 1.6 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2022- Spinal Surgery (will miss rookie Year) 10'1" - 7.12

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 14 50 4 3.5 0 0 0 0
2020 9 63 4 1 0 0 0 1
2021 12 15 15 5.5 2 1 1 3

Background
Damone Clark was a 4-star recruit, the 357th-best recruit nationally, the 20th-best ILB and the 13th-best recruit in Louisiana. In 2021, Clark was a finalist for the Butkus 
Award, named second team All-SEC and led the SEC in tackles and tackles per game. Additionally, Clark wore the legendary #18 jersey for LSU in 2020 and 2021 and is 

praised by coaches and teammates for his leadership, work ethic, academics and overall talent.

Strengths
Processing his run keys, reading pullers and tracking the ball through traffic, muscular build, arm length and play strength to shed blocks, rangy speed and acceleration to the 

sideline, motor runs hot and is always pursuing the football, gains good depth when backpedalling in hook zone, flashes of reading QB's eyes in zone and flowing to the 
throw, keeps play in front of him and rallies to tackle underneath, foot speed, arm length and play strength to stick with Y-TEs in man coverage and feel routes, timing and 

closing speed as a blitzer or QB spy.

Improvements
Processing misdirection or option plays leads to hesitation and false steps, overly aggressive pursuit angles put him out of position for a tackle, route concept recognition in 

hook zones, hip fluidity to change directions especially in coverage, needs to throttle down as a blitzer to finish sacks

One-Line Summary

Linearily athletic and versatile LB who has experience blitzing, dropping in zone coverage and is a feisty run defender with a non-stop motor but lacks fluidity and route 
concept recognition plus takes some poor pursuit angles vs the run.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a backup LB and can develop into a solid starter. Best in an attacking one-gap 3-4 scheme as an inside linebacker, ideally on the weakside to maximize 
his chasing speed and simplify his reads. Versatile skillset as a blitzer from the interior and edge while also being trusted to spot drop in hook zones.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round Pick

LB #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 5 4 6 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 5 2 6 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Brandon Smith LB 6'3, 250 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 20 4.52 1.58 37.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 8" 20 6.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2019 13 14 2 0 0 0 0 0
2020 9 37 8 2.0 0 1 1 1
2021 12 81 9 2 1 0 0 5

Background

Brandon Smith was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 18th-best recruit nationally, the top ILB and the top recruit in Virginia. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in 
all 13 games but played a minimal role. In 2020, he started 9 games and was named the coaching staff's defensive player of the week three times. In 2021, he started every 

game and had a career year. Smith was named a semi-finalist for the Butkus award and to the All-Big Ten Third Team.

Strengths
Exceptional linear speed to burst towards the ball, engages blockers with ideal physical toughness and properly attacks "half-a-man", when his tackles connect he drops ball 

carriers upon contact, gets depth on his zone drops quickly to take away vertical threat, from 2020 to 2021 he drastically improved his route recognition and spatial 
awareness, proactive at finding nearby routes and getting in phase to close throwing windows, speedy blitzer who can teleport into the backfield.

Improvements
Slow to diagnose run concepts and incurs hesitation steps which puts him behind the play, occasionally fooled by misdirection and ball fakes, can be too patient at times and 

wait for the RB to come to him, occasionally throws shoulders when engaging blocks rather than using his hands, limited agility and twitch to change direction while in 
pursuit, misses tackles as he doesn't throttle down or track the inside hip.

One-Line Summary
Athletic and well-built LB who is raw at diagnosing the run and needs to become a more reliable tackler but has improved drastically in coverage and has a high ceiling.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a very good starter. Ideally a WILL in a 4-3 or 3-4 defense that one-gaps and he should be coached up 
to play an attacking style. Should be primarily a zone coverage defender on passing downs until he improves run game effectiveness.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 38/70 - Third Round Pick

LB #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 4 4 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 4 2 5 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Terrel Bernard LB 6'1, 244 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 21 4.59 1.57 35 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2017: Season-ending foot, 2020: season-ending shoulder 10'3" 22 7.03
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 10 47 3 1 0 0 1 0
2019 14 112 9.5 4.5 0 3 1 2
2020 5 55 6.5 3.5 0 0 1 1
2021 13 103 12.5 7.5 0 0 0 4

Background
Terrel Bernard was ranked as a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1012th-best recruit nationally, the 66th-best outside linebacker recruit and the 141st-best recruit in 

Texas. Bernard is often praised for his leadership. Head Coach Dave Aranda gave him the honor of "Baylor's Supreme Leader". 

Strengths
Foot speed and short area explosiveness, attacking mentality and physical competitiveness versus the run, shedding tight end's blocks, chasing the ball carrier from the 

weakside or down field in pursuit, blitzing from the interior or edge due to timing and relentlessness, roboting in zone coverage, passing off underneath routes in hook zones.

Improvements
Instincts to sniff out the play, mental processing to read play especially versus misdirection or motion, finishing tackles in the open field when he needs to change direction, 
shedding blocks from offensive linemen due to skinny frame and high center of gravity, over-aggression burns him on play-action, gaining depth in zone drop via backpedal.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and competitive attacking linebacker who can blitz and has potential in zone coverage but is a slow processor who bites on motion, misdirection and play action 
plus needs to improve as an open field tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup due to athleticism and versatility. Can develop into an average starter in the right scheme. Fits best as a 4-3 WILL or 3-4 ILB in an 
attacking, one-gap scheme who can blitz or drop in hook zones.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Fourth Round Pick

LB #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 3 4 6 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 4 3 5 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Christian Harris LB 6'0, 226 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 21 4.44 1.53 34.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2018- Knee, 2021- Foot 11' - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2019 12 61 7.5 0 0 1 0 1
2020 13 79 7 4.5 0 0 1 2
2021 15 80 11.5 5.5 2 0 0 3

Background
Christian Harris was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 110th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best ILB and the 5th-best recruit in Louisiana. As a true freshman in 2019 

he started 12 games and was named to the Freshman All-SEC Team by league coaches. In 2020, he ranked second on the team in tackles and was a semi-finalist for the 
Butkus Award. In 2021, he finished fifth on Alabama's defense in tackles and was named a semi-finalist for the Butkus and Lombardi Awards.

Strengths
Sideline to sideline speed, short-area explosiveness to burst towards the ball carrier, tackles with force and physicality, timing and get-off as a blitzer, ability to get slippery 

through traffic and take tight angles to the QB, gains depth in zone coverage and keeps receivers in front of him, foot speed to cover TEs and RBs downfield.

Improvements
Poor eyes to recognize plays and is late to react due to his tunnel vision, regularly bites on ball fakes and will take false steps which puts himself out of position, limited play 

strength to defeat blocks and takes bad angles to get around them, unreliable tackler who rarely squares up to his target and will dive too early without wrapping up, 
inconsistent motor to chase down plays from the backside or if the ball goes past him downfield, lacks spatial awareness and route recognition skills in coverage as he gets 

tunnel vision on the QB's eyes, late to break downhill on routes in front of him.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and violent LB who is a valuable blitzer but has poor recognition skills versus the run and pass, plus is an inconsistent tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a backup who can develop into a decent starter. Best as a WILL, either in a 3-4 or 4-3 and should be blitzed from the interior on Green Dogs.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fourth Round Pick

LB #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 3 4 3 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 4 5 5 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Channing Tindall LB 6'1, 230 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.47 1.52 42"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019- undisclosed 10' 9" - 7.25

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 9 14 3 2 0 0 0 0
2019 6 9 1.5 1.5 0 0 0 0
2020 8 15 4 3 0 0 0 0
2021 15 67 7.5 5.5 1 0 0 0

Background

Channing Tindall was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 103rd-best recruit nationally, the 5th-best ILB and the 3rd-best recruit from South Carolina. In 2021, he tied for 
3rd on the team in tackles and was named AP All-SEC 2nd team.

Strengths
Quick trigger to pounce on the play and excellent closing speed to teleport to the ball, physical tackler who strikes through the ball carrier and drops them on the spot, 

dynamic blitzer due to explosive burst plus physical toughness and relentless motor in pursuit, effective QB spy due to explosive short area burst which helps him contain 
the edge.

Improvements
Mental processing and reading keys is inconsistent which leaves him one step behind the play, lacks play strength to shed blocks from offensive linemen, lacks instincts and 

route combination awareness in zone coverage.

One-Line Summary

Athletic WILL with an explosive trigger and dynamic blitzing+spying qualities but lacks instincts and has slow eyes which puts him behind the play occasionally.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a rotational backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a 3-4 weak side ILB who is often blitzed from the interior and edge.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fourth Round Pick

LB #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 4 4 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 5 2 2 4 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Aaron Hansford LB 6'2, 239 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 24 4.6 - 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone

2016 - Season ending (undisclosed), 2018 - Season ending (undisclosed) 9' 8" 24 7.17
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2017 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 11 15 3 2 0 0 0 1
2020 9 49 7 3 0 0 0 1
2021 12 89 8.5 2 0 2 0 4

Background
Aaron Hansford was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 148th-best recruit nationally, the 12th-best OLB and the 2nd best recruit in Washington DC. Medical-redshirted 

his true freshman year in 2016, was mainly a special teamer in 2017 and missed 2018 due to injury. In 2019, he transitioned from WR to LB and won the Special Teams 
Most Improved Award at the annual team banquet. In 2020, he started nine games and finished second on the team in tackles. In 2021, he started 11 games and led the team 

in tackles while also ranking 3rd in TFLs. Awarded the Defensive Production Award at the annual team banquet.

Strengths
Good eyes to diagnose the play in front of him and shows ample reactionary quickness, impressive linear burst and foot speed to attack his gap and fly into the backfield, 

good eyes to diagnose the play in zone coverage and instinctually feels routes behind him, ability to mirror routes in man coverage on TEs

Improvements
Can be too aggressive on ball fakes vs the run and on play-action, some tightness in his hips limits COD and leads to wasted steps when adjusting his pursuit angle, lacks 

size and play strength to shed blocks from offensive linemen, despite often being blitzed and rushed from the EDGE he lacks the ability to beat blockers with power or 
technique.

One-Line Summary

Athletic coverage LB with linear burst to run-and-chase from the backside but struggles defeating blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a very good backup. Best as a Dime LB on clear passing situations who can cover in man and zone 

coverage. Trusted in hook, hook-curls and curl-flat zones while also being a functional man coverage defender vs TEs.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round Pick

LB #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 2 4 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 5 4 3 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Micah McFadden LB 6'1, 240 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Indiana 22 4.63 1.54 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 10" 21 6.88

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 9 20 1 0 1 0 0 0
2019 13 60 9 1.5 0 0 2 1
2020 8 59 10.5 6 0 0 2 0
2021 12 77 15.5 6.5 1 1 0 3

Background

Micah McFadden was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1985th-best recruit nationally, the 139th-best outside linebacker recruit and the 316th-best recruit in Florida. In 
2021, McFadden completed a 14-game streak (including 2020) of having one or more tackles for loss. He is a two-time team captain, two-time All-Big Ten (2020, 2019) 

and the first Hoosier to lead the Big Ten in sacks since 2007.

Strengths
Instincts to be ahead of the play, mental processing to read play design, positioning defending the run between the tackles, short area acceleration and fluid hips to shoot 
gaps in run defense, competitive toughness at point of attack, blitzing from the interior, pass rush setup, depth on hook zones, hand usage to alter route timing, motor and 

effort. 

Improvements
Average foot speed, small and lean body type limits block deconstruction, processing misdirection, pursuit through traffic as a WILL due to false steps, finishing tackles by 

wrapping up and getting closer to ball carrier before attempting his tackle.

One-Line Summary

Versatile three-down linebacker with stellar instincts and competitiveness who is an average athlete and must improve tackling consistency. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid rotational LB who contributes on 3rd down as a blitzer or in hook zones. Can develop into an average starter at MIKE, if he has a good 
defensive line in front of him. Best in an attacking scheme in a 4-3 defense.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Fifth Round Pick

LB #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 3 5 6 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 3 4 2 5 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Sterling Weatherford LB 6'4, 224 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Miami (OH) 23 4.6 1.58 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 9" 21 6.93

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 9 27 2 0 0 1 1 1
2019 14 98 5.5 2 2 2 1 10
2020 3 18 1 0.0 0 0 0 4
2021 12 66 2 1 0 0 2 4

Background

Sterling Weatherford was a 2-Star recruit, the 2495th-best recruit nationally, the 178th-best multi-purpose athlete and the 31st recruit in Indiana. Redshirted his freshman 
year in 2017 and was named Defensive Scout Team Player of the Year. Started one game in 2018, 14 in 2019, three in 2020 and 12 in 2021.

Strengths
Can time the snap well and use his acceleration to slant gaps and beat reach blocks in the run game, very disciplined as a "read" defender and can force a handoff while still 

making the tackle on the RB, flashes ability to stack and shed blocks from TEs as he engages with impressive physical toughness and will pull cloth to disengage, high-
motor who will chase down runs from the backside and join teammates on gang tackles, physical when re-routing TEs in man coverage, fluid hips to turn and run downfield 
and stay in phase with RBs on wheel routes, displayed zone coverage skills as a single high and two-high safety, impressive recognition of passing concpets and has quick 

trigger and foot speed to fly downhill and make a tackle, potential as a blitzer and loves an inside jab step paired with an outside club move.

Improvements
Jack of all trades master of none, limited range as a safety and better as a LB, experience in the slot but lacks the explosive gear and COD to keep up with shifty slot 

receivers, lacks play strength to consistently deconstruct blocks from offensive linemen between the tackles. 

One-Line Summary

Dime LB with impressive speed who can cover RBs and TEs in man and zone coverage but is a limited run defender who struggles beating blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he could be a rotational contributor in sub packages and can develop into a high level backup. Could potentially fill in at WILL for 4-3 or 3-4 teams but is 
ideally a Dime LB on clear passing situations. Trusted in man coverage vs TEs and RBs. Trusted in hook zones, hook-curls and curl-flats.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 41/70 - Fifth Round Pick

LB #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 4 4 3 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

JoJo Domann LB 6'1, 228 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nebraska 24 4.62 1.58 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2017-Missed season undisclosed 9' 11" 15 6.88

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs

2016 (DB) 7 8 0 0 1 0 0 0
2018 (DB) 6 19 1 1 2 1 0 2

2019 12 52 10 2.5 2 1 1 5
2020 8 58 6.5 0 2 1 0 5
2021 10 71 9 2 2 0 2 3

Background

JoJo Domann was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 588th-best recruit nationally, the 35th-best athlete and the 2nd-best recruit in Colorado. Domann committed to 
Nebraska as a safety and spent his first three years there before switching to LB in 2019. He has improved every year and in 2021, he was named to Second-Team All Big-

Ten by the coaches, Third-Team All Big-Ten by the media and a semi-finalist for the Lott IMPACT Trophy.

Strengths
Disciplined run defender who understands his contain assignment and reads option runs appropriately, sticky man coverage vs TEs in the slot due to patience and astute 
angles to cut-off routes, gains depth on his drops smoothly, spatial awareness and route combination recognition in curl-flat zones, active hands to re-route WRs off their 

stem in off-zone, fluid movement skills to mirror routes at the stem and safety background shows up with ball skills, can shed blocks from light WRs.

Improvements
Throttling down and squaring up to ensure tackle is made in open field, inconsistent effort when taking on blocks or pursuing the run from the back side, defeating blocks 

from offensive linemen, pursuit angles from the weak side, lacks quickness and explosiveness to man cover full-time in the slot

One-Line Summary

Can cover tight ends and big slots in man coverage and excels in zone coverage but is not a reliable run defender due to lack of size and play strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup on clear passing situations and can develop into a great backup. Best in the slot/overhang role defending curl-flat zones and big slots or 

TEs and can play dime LB on long passing downs, manning hook zones.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fifth Round Pick

LB #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 3 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 3 6 5 3 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Darrian Beavers LB 6'3, 237 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 22 4.7 1.63 36.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 5" - 6.91

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs

2017 (Conn) 8 15 3 3 0 0 0 0
2018 (Conn) 10 23 4.5 4 0 0 0 2

2019 14 36 1.5 0 0 0 0 0
2020 10 58 7.5 2.5 1 0 2 2
2021 14 98 11 4 2 2 1 1

Background
Darrian Beavers was a 3-Star recruit out of high school, the 2034th-best recruit nationally, the 157th-ranked S and the 78th recruit in Ohio. Beavers committed to UCONN 
as a DE and played there for two years. Transferred to Cincinnati in 2019 and immediately started 10 games at LB. In 2020, he was awarded Second-Team All-ACC honors 

and in 2021, he was awarded First Team All-ACC while also being named a finalist for the Butkus Award.

Strengths
Reads run keys at sufficient pace, patient tracking the ball carrier through traffic and remains gap disciplined, has ample linear foot speed to burst towards the ball, when at 
DE he sets up the tackle with an outside jab and bursts inside vs the run and pass, with his stocky frame he is a force at the POA, stacks blocks between the tackles to clog 
rush lanes, sheds blocks with impressive physical toughness and play strength, dependable tackler who aims low and drives through contact to limit YAC, value as a blitzer 

from the interior or edge.

Improvements
Needs to deconstruct blocks with more control to secure tackles, limited change of direction and lateral mobility in coverage, could be much more proactive in zone 

coverage and tighten space between him and receivers rather than being sedentary, lacks spatial awareness and route combination recognition in hook zones and hook-curl 
zones, can play with a lackadaiscal pace/sense of urgency.

One-Line Summary

A powerful but plodding SAM LB who is gap disciplined and excels at doing the dirty work in the run game but is a liability in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a backup and can develop into a run-down-only starter. Best in a 4-3 defense as a SAM with some ability to play MIKE. Can play him on the line 
as a DE during passing downs. Should not be tasked with any coverage responsibilities.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 37/70 - Fifth Round Pick

LB #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 6 4 5 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 1 1 3 15 The Film Don't Lie
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@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jack Sanborn LB 6'1, 234 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Wisconsin 24 4.73 1.59 34.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 6" 20 6.96

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 4 7 0 0 1 0 0 1
2019 14 80 9 5.5 1 1 3 3
2020 7 52 4 1.0 1 0 1 0
2021 13 89 16 5 0 1 0 0

Background

Jack Sanborn was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 337th-best recruit nationally, the 17th-best LB and the 4th-best recruit in Illinois. Committed to Wisconsin in 2018 
and played a minimal role, mainly on special teams. In 2019, he started all 14 games and led the team in tackles. In 2020, he was named Third-team All-America by PFF, to 
the Bednarik Award watch list, the Butkus Award watch list and the Lott IMPACT Trophy watch list. In 2021, he started every game and finished second in tackles on his 

way to being named First Team All-Big Ten.

Strengths
Instinctually flows towards the direction of the run and reads his keys well, tracks ball carriers through traffic with a patient playing style that results in gap-disciplined play, 

play strength to stack and shed blocks between the tackles, reliable tackler who aims low and drives through the POA while wrapping up, contagious physical toughness 
with the willingness to join teammates on gang-tackles, high motor and effort player who will chase down the ball from across the field, as a blitzer he shows good snap 

timing and a violent nature to beat RBs at the POA, spatially aware in zone coverage and follows the QB's eyes to close throwing windows.

Improvements
Occasionally gets fooled by ball fakes, stiff hips limit change of direction and ability to tackle elusive ball-carriers, limited foot speed to carry routes vertically in zone or 

man coverage.

One-Line Summary

Old-school thumper who is a disciplined run defender and a powerful blitzer but is a limited athlete who can get targeted in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup who develops into a decent starter with a limited role. Best usage as a run defender who can play 4-3 SAM and MIKE in a one-gap or 
two-gap system. Can get away with hiding him in zone coverage but not his ideal role.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Sixth Round Pick

LB #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 5 5 4 6 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 3 1 3 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Mike Rose LB 6'3, 245 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa State 21 4.7 1.62 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" 16 6.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 13 75 9 1.5 0 1 0 2
2019 13 77 9.5 2.5 1 0 1 3
2020 12 99 10.5 1.5 0 0 5 2
2021 11 73 12 3 0 0 0 1

Background

Mike Rose was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 868th-best recruit nationally, the 57th-best OLB and the 38th-best recruit in Ohio. Started 13 games as a freshman, 
was 4th on the team in tackles in 2018 and named to honorable mention All-Big 12 team and First Team All-Freshman by The Athletic and FWAA. In 2019, he finished 

third on the team in tackles and was again named honorable mention All-Big 12. In 2020, he led the team and Big-12 in tackles while being named a First Team All-
American by the Athletic. In 2021, he was named to First Team All-Big 12 and was second on the team in tackles and TFLs.

Strengths
Reads run keys quickly and triggers downhill with ample play speed, impressive physical toughness when engaging blocks, play strength to stack and shed blocks from TEs 

or OL, secures tackles well by wrapping up, high effort player who joins teammates on gang tackles and pursues the ball all over the field.

Improvements
Extremely limited athlete, stiff hips limit change of direction to keep up in man or zone coverage, poor instincts in coverage as he is slow to recognize route combinations 
over the middle of the field, liability in man coverage as he allows separation at the stem as his soft attempts to re-route fail, can get tunnel vision versus the run and get 

blocked from the side.

One-Line Summary
Old-school SAM LB who excels at deconstructing blocks and has a high motor but is a limited athlete who is a liability in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a solid backup. Run-defender only who can find a niche role as a 4-3 SAM who is the first to the 
action and engages blocks to free others.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Seventh Round Pick

LB #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 4 6 3 6 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 1 1 1 12 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

D'Marco Jackson LB 6'1, 233 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Appalachian State 23 4.55 1.61 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1" 19 7.19

Key Stats
Year Games Played Total Tackles TFLs Sacks FFs FRs INTs PBUs
2018 12 25 2 0 0 0 0 1
2019 14 60 6.5 3 0 0 0 2
2020 12 87 6.5 2.5 0 1 2 6
2021 14 119 20 6 1 0 1 5

Background

D'Marco Jackson was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 3771st-best recruit nationally, the 249th-best RB and the 61st-best recruit in South Carolina. Redshirted his true 
freshman season in 2017 and appeared in a rotational role and as a special teamer in 2018. Started six games in 2019 and every game in 2020, being named to First Team 

All-Sun Belt by Phil Steele and Second Team by the league. In 2021, Jackson was a team captain, started every game and had a career year. He earned Sun Belt Defensive 
Player of the Year and First-Team All-Sun Belt, with All-American Second Team Recognition from PFN.

Strengths
Quick closing speed while in downhill pursuit, aggressive mentality to shoot gaps, short area quickness to evade blocks, physical when re-routing receivers off their stem.

Improvements
Slow recognition skills and is regularly fooled by ball fakes, lacks play strength to shed blocks from offensive linemen quick enough to make timely tackles, stiff hips limit 
change of direction and ability to mirror routes in man and zone coverage, spatial awareness and route combination recognition in zone, effort looks lackadaiscal at times 

even when the play is near him. 

One-Line Summary
Linear athlete with aggressive nature but is a slow processor and struggles to shed blocks or change direction which limits playmaking ability.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a solid backup. Ideally a WILL in a 4-3 defense which would maximize his athleticism. Raw in 

coverage and needs more coaching before being trusted with passing down duties.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 31/70 - Seventh Round Pick

LB #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 3 3 4 3 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Instincts Pursuit/Tackling Zone Coverage Man Coverage Versatility Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 5 2 2 2 13 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ahmad Gardner CB 6'2, 190 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 21 4.41 1.51 -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 11 24 31 0 6 3 0 0
2020 9 16 28 0.5 6 3 0 0
2021 13 28 40 5 4 3 0 0

Background

Ahmad Gardner was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1672nd-best recruit nationally, the 163rd-best CB and the 41st-best recruit in Michigan. As a true freshman in 
2019 he appeared in all games and made six starts which culminated in being named to the First-Team All-American Athletic Conference selection. In 2020, he allowed the 

third-lowest passer rating in the FBS in coverage in 2020 and was named First Team All-AAC. In 2021, he was a consensus All-American, unanimous AAC Defensive 
Player of the Year, a Jim Thorpe Semifinalist and has still not given up a TD throughout his entire career.

Strengths
In press coverage he plays with a low stance and is patient off the release, varies his jam with a well-timed two-handed or one-handed strike to the chest, hip fluidity to turn 
and run downfield while using his physicality to feel breaks and remain attached at the hip, if his jam misses he is always under control and has the foot speed to get vertical 

and recover back in phase, unique ability to play high when transitioning and running but then fluidly get low to stop on a dime, quick mental processing to recognize 
passing concepts and react accordingly, astute spatial awareness in zone coverage with extreme comfortability in a deep third, remains composed throughout the play and 

never sped up which allows him to bait throws towards his zone, in a side-shuffle he's able to plant his back foot and explode forward to close on an underneath throw, 
explosive linear closing speed with long strides, superb length to alter the catch point and break up throws, superb reactionary quickness and understanding of scramble rules 

allows him to cover elongated plays, willing run defender who maintains outside contain and even engages blockers with proper technique.

Improvements
Not asked to play much off-man coverage where he needs to back pedal and then click and close, could be a more physical tackler.

One-Line Summary

Physical and long boundary corner with fluid movement skills to mirror routes and always plays under control with man/zone versatility.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent starter and can develop into a very good starter that wins you games. Best as a boundary corner who can lockdown large receivers in press-

man but is also comfortable in press and off zone coverages like Cover 3, 4 and 2.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 59/70 - Top 10 Pick

CB #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 6 6 6 6 30 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 6 6 5 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Andrew Booth Jr. CB 6'0, 194 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Clemson 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Torn patella tendon, surgery - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 0
2020 10 22 27 3 4 2 0 1
2021 11 26 37 3 5 3 0 0

Background

Andrew Booth Jr. was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 23rd-best recruit nationally, the 2nd-best CB and the 3rd-best recruit in Georgia. Two-year starter at Clemson 
with 15 total starts. In 2020, he was named to Second-Team All-ACC and an All-ACC Academic selection. In 2021, he was a First-Team All-ACC selection. Also a two-

time ACC Honor Roll member in 2019 and 2020.

Strengths
In press-coverage he is extremely disciplined off the release and excels in soft-press, exceptional hip fluidity to turn and run with no wasted motion, reactionary quickness to 
mirror routes and smartly keeps eyes on receiver's hips to anticipate movements, shows his physical toughness by striking receivers in the chest to push them off their stem, 

plays off-coverage with patience and on the balls of his feet which allows him to quickly explode when transitioning, quick mental processing of route combinations and 
effortlessly passes off routes between zones, exceptional closing speed when coming downhill, playmaker who likes to bait throws, vertical explosiveness to high point the 

throw and elite ball skills to haul in INTs, active run defender who closes space with violence and bad intentions, defeats blocks by bursting past the intended angle, engages 
his tackle by going low and wrapping up around the knees.

Improvements
Minimal reps in press-jam situations which hurts his anticipation of routes, after turning to run downfield with his hips pointed to the sideline he can struggle to stop on a 

dime and flip his hips to the end zone to prevent curl routes.

One-Line Summary
Extremely fluid corner with elite reactionary quickness to mirror routes and has the awareness and ball skills for a dominant zone corner plus he's the best run defender in 

the class.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a high level backup and decent starter who can develop into a high-level starter. Can play either outside corner spot and is best in off-zone, playing 

Cover 2, 3, 4 and is well-versed as a soft-press defender. Also has the traits to be a successful press-man corner with more experience.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 59/70 - Top 10 Pick

CB #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 7 5 6 6 30 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 4 7 6 6 29 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Derek Stingley Jr. CB 6'0, 190lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 20 4.44 1.56 38 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020- Ankle, 2021- foot 10' 2" - 6.98

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 15 31 38 1 15 6 0 1
2020 7 6 8 3.5 0 0 1 0
2021 3 19 27 2.5 5 0 1 1

Background

Derek Stingley Jr. was a 5-star recruit out of high school, the 3rd-best recruit nationally, the top CB and the top recruit in Louisiana. Was one of the best true freshmans in 
CFB history as he started every game in 2019 and earned consensus All-America honors in 2019. He led the SEC and ranked fifth nationally in interceptions with six, plus 
he led the league and ranked second nationally in passes defended with 21. In 2020, he started seven games, dealt with an ankle injury but was still named a First-Team All-

American and First-Team All-SEC. In 2021, he dealt with a foot injury and started just three games.

Strengths
In press coverage he plays with a low and balanced stance, very patient at the line and doesn't bite on head fakes or jab steps, varies his strike when jamming and uses a 

well-placed one-handed or two-handed punch, turns and runs with outside releases with ease, foot speed to recover when trailing or to carry vertical routes downfield, when 
running downfield he regularly turns his head to find the ball and has great tracking skills plus the hand-eye coordination to break up throws, high-points the ball and has 

receiver-like skills to haul in highlight-reel INTs, swagger and reputation leads to quarterbacks fearing targeting him and will look off their progression quickly. 

Improvements
When in press-jam his strike lacks play strength to delay releases, deceptive releases can freeze him and his pads pop up when transitioning with an inside release which 

leaves him a half-step behind, in soft-press he gives receiver's too much of a cushion which reduces his margin for error to close space, when trailing he struggles to stop on 
a dime and then explode off his back foot to trigger back to the ball, had struggles communicating man-match coverages and when to switch assignments, slow to process 

route combinations that stress his zone assignment, lackadaisacal run defender who is extremely inconsistent with his willingness to tackle.

One-Line Summary

Athletic corner who is a playmaker with special ball skills but is inconsistent covering inside releases and a lackadaisacal tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a high-level starter that wins you games. Best fit as an outside corner in a press-man heavy system. Should not be 

asked to play a lot of off-zone or match coverages that require astute communication and spatial awareness.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 55/70 - First Round Pick

CB #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 3 6 6 5 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 3 7 3 25 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kaiir Elam CB 6'1, 191 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida 20 4.39 1.55 37 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - 10 6.99

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 8 8 10 0 4 2 0 0
2020 12 28 39 1 11 2 0 1
2021 10 17 29 1.5 5 1 0 0

Background
Kaiir Elam was a 4-star recruit, the 48th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best CB and the 7th-best recruit in Florida. Multi-sport athlete who played basketball and track in 

high school. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in all games and started five while being named to the Coaches Freshman All-SEC Team and the SEC First-Year 
Academic Honor Roll. In 2020, he started every game at outside corner and was a Jim Thorpe Award Semifinalist, named to the Coaches All-SEC First Team and the 

Associated Press All-SEC Second Team. In 2021, he started 9 games but dealt with an injury.

Strengths
In press coverage he plays in a low stance which aids his hip fluidity to turn and run, very disciplined off the release as he doesn't bite on head fakes or jab steps, plenty of 
play strength on his two-handed jam which regularly stuns and delays releases, latches onto receiver to feel their breaks and mirror accordingly, play strength to squeeze 

receivers down the sideline on go-routes, in off coverage he is light on his feet when executing a back pedal or side shuffle as he gains necessary depth, deceptive foot speed 
to carry vertical routes or close downhill on underneath routes, long-limbs and hand-eye coordination make him a menace at the catch point, ability to play through the 

receiver's hands or turn his head to find the ball, willing run defender who will come downhill and make an effort.

Improvements
When he can't jam or get hands on the receiver he struggles to feel breaks which leaves him a half-step behind when transitioning, too rigid in his zones and doesn't tighten 
throwing windows by closing space before a throw, click and close from off-coverage has some false steps which limits his closing speed, struggles to finish tackles as he 

dives low and doesn't throttle down to square up.

One-Line Summary

Tall and physical press-man corner with valuable play strength and ball skills but is less effective in off-coverage and zone.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a high-level starter. Best as an outside corner who predominantly plays press-man and will feast vs bigger 

receivers who lack twitch. Experience playing nickel and off-zone but doesn't align with his strengths.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

CB #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 6 6 5 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 6 3 5 3 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Roger McCreary CB 5'11, 190 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Auburn 22 4.5 1.58 31.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 8" 19 6.96

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 4 2 5 0 1 0 0 0
2019 13 30 36 1 9 1 0 1
2020 10 38 45 7 6 3 1 0
2021 12 41 49 2 14 2 0 1

Background

Roger McCreary was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 989th-best recruit nationally, the 87th-best CB and the 34th-best recruit in Alabama. McCreary is a two-year 
starter who won matchups with Treylon Burks, Jahan Dotson, Jameson Williams, John Metchie and more. In 2021, McCreary was named a consensus All-American, to the 

AP All-America First Team and to the First-Team All-SEC. The Bednarik Award semifinalist ranked 8th in FBS with 1.3 PBUs per game.

Strengths
patience in press to not flip hips too early or bite on fakes, uses proper hand to redirect and feel the receivers stem so that he can mirror accordingly, never sped up 

throughout the phase, stacks the top shoulder well and uses hand to feel when to stop on a dime, in off-coverage he has a well-distributed backpedal and is low enough in his 
stance to turn and run smoothly, deep speed to carry vertical routes with the best of the best, closing speed when working horizontally vs crossers or downhill vs stop routes,  

turns his head to find the ball when trailing, with eyes on the ball he has great hand-eye coordination to make a play at the catch point, extends hand and uses functional 
length well to smother receiver and break up the pass, very willing tackler who clicks and closes with haste and precision, gets his nose dirty in the run game and isn't afraid 

to attack the ball at the LOS,

Improvements
Flipping hips inside and transitioning to run vs well-sold inside releases, anticipating route breaks in off-zone.

One-Line Summary

Fast and physical man corner who is never sped up and has well-timed ball skills plus is a willing tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a great backup and potential starter who can develop into a great starter on a playoff team. Best in a press-man heavy scheme and can travel to either 

outside CB spot with experience in the nickel. Functional in off-man and all zone coverages.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 55/70 - First Round Pick

CB #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 7 5 28 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 6 5 6 5 27 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Daxton Hill CB 6'0, 191 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan 21 4.38 1.52 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" - 6.57

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 12 25 36 3 3 1 0 2
2020 6 29 44 0 4 1 0 0
2021 14 42 69 4.5 8 2 0 1

Background

Daxton Hill was a 5-star recruit, the 14th-best recruit nationally, the top S and the top recruit in Oklahoma. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in every game, started 
three, was a special teams contributor and named the team's Defensive Rookie of the Year. In 2020, he started all 6 games and was named an Academic All-Big Ten 

honoree. In 2021, he started all 14 games, finished second on the team in tackles and was named All-Big Ten First Team and Academic All-Big Ten honoree.

Strengths

Quick to diagnose routes while in zone coverage, comfortable in hook zones and deep halves or single high with the ability to trigger and come downhill quickly, smooth 
backpedal with fluid hips and reactionary quickness to cover slot receivers in man coverage, elite closing speed to recover back into the hip pocket and limit separation, 
natural with the ball in the air and regularly attempts to play through the catch point, reliable open field tackler who aims low and wraps up while tackling with plenty of 
force, excellent blitzer who times the snap and has great foot speed to get into the backfield, astute at getting his hands into the passing lane if he sees the QB throwing 

quickly.

Improvements
Aggressive nature leads to occasionally biting on ball fakes, lacks the size to shed TEs blocks despite good play strength, short arms limit his breakup-radius and he can lose 

contested catch scenarios despite sticky coverage.

One-Line Summary

Explosive and quick DB with immense position and role versatility who plays with fiery passion but his size limits block shedding and length at catch point.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter who develops into a very good starter. Legitimate versatility to play nickel corner and succeed in zone or man coverage, plus as a 
blitzer. Can also play FS and SS in single-high or two-high zone coverage schemes. May be best in a Quarters heavy scheme where he can play downhill and utilize his CB 

skills.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 52/70 - First Round Pick

CB #6

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 3 6 6 26 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 5 5 5 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trent McDuffie CB 5'11, 193 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington 21 4.44 1.56 38.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1" 15 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 12 37 45 0 2 1 2 3
2020 4 9 14 0.5 0 1 1 0
2021 11 25 35 4 6 0 0 0

Background

Trent McDuffie was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 126th-best recruit nationally, the 12th-best CB and the 19th-best recruit in Washington. As a true freshman in 
2019 he made 11 starts and was named to the Second-team Freshman All-America and honorable mention Pac-12 Freshman Defensive Player of the Year. In 2020, he 

started every game and was named to the All-Pac-12 Second Team. In 2021, he started 11 games and was named All-Pac 12 First Team.

Strengths
Patient in press-man coverage as he stays disciplined on fakes and waits to turn when necessary, reactionary and physical quickness to transition and stay in phase, smooth 

movement skills while in a side-shuffle and can carry vertical routes while shuffling and not turning to run, astute spatial awareness in zone coverage and goes through reads 
quickly, understands how zone responsibilities work cohesively and in response to route combinations/releases which aids his play speed, patient and composed in off 

"catch" coverage and uses a two-handed strike to stall receivers at the top of their route, keeps eyes on WR's hips in man which allows him to anticipate and react to route 
breaks, quick click and close ability to come downhill and close space between him and the receiver, feisty at the catch point with quick limbs to break up a throw, natural 

instincts to pinpoint and attack the ball in the air, physical demeanor vs the run and likes to get involved as a force player.

Improvements
Minimal reps in press-jam, larger receivers can bully him at the catch point, diminutive size limits effectiveness as a run defender as he struggles to defeat blocks and bring 

down ball carriers upon contact.

One-Line Summary

Extremely quick and fluid with an advanced mental game and immnense versatility to play man and zone as a nickel or outside corner.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a very good starter. Best as a nickel corner but can also play outside vs twitchy receivers. Versatility to play press 

and off man and zone coverage from multiple techniques such as a side-shuffle "bail", "catch" and "soft press".
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 50/70 - First Round Pick

CB #7

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 3 6 4 24 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 6 6 3 26 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kyler Gordon CB 5'11 1/2, 194 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington 22 4.52 1.58 39.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10'1" 20 6.67

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
2019 13 26 32 1 4 0 0 1
2020 4 12 18 1 1 0 1 0
2021 12 36 45 2 7 2 1 0

Background

Kyler Gordon was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 187th-best recruit nationally, the 19th-best CB and the 3rd-best recruit in Washington. Gordon played on both sides 
of the ball in high school and also showed off his athleticism on the basketball team. In 2018 he saw minimal action and then started four games in 2019, while being named 

an honorable mention All-Pac-12 selection and to the Pac-12 Academic Honor Roll. Gordon appeared in all 4 games in 2020 but started just one, earning All-Pac-12 
honorable mention again. In 2021, he started all 12 games and was named to the All-Pac-12 first team. He also won the Husky Excellence Award at the UW's postseason 

awards banquet.

Strengths
In man coverage his loose hips allow him to turn and run with no wasted motion, physical mentality and loves to get his hands on receivers to feel their breaks, in zone 

coverage he is spatially aware of incoming threats, reads QB's eyes and flows to the throw accordingly, explosive click-and-close to come downhill and prevent underneath 
throws, strong ball skills and hand-eye coordination to play through the catch point, mental toughness to improve level of play on 3rd downs, active participant as a force 

defender vs the run.

Improvements
In off coverage he is too antsy and bites on fakes at the top of the route which leaves him in recovery mode, occasionally false steps at the top of routes which leads to 

rounded breaks when mirroring, lacks play strength to consistently shed blocks in the run game.

One-Line Summary

Explosive and quick mover with inside/outside versatility and a knack for making plays on 3rd down but can refine technique and discipline.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a good starter. Versatile corner who has experience on the outside and inside and matches up best against 

twitchy receivers with average size. Can play press and off, man and zone coverage and is especially effective in "bail" technique.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

CB #8

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 3 5 6 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 5 5 4 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cam Taylor-Britt CB 5'10, 196 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Nebraska 22 4.38 1.54 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 11" - 6.93

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 9 9 12 0 3 0 0 1
2019 11 29 49 4 4 2 4 0
2020 8 23 28 3 4 2 0 0
2021 12 35 51 3 11 1 0 0

Background

Cam Taylor-Britt was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 743rd-best recruit nationally, the 60th-best DB and the 25th-best recruit in Alabama. Taylor-Britt cut his teeth 
as a key special teams contributor early on and also showed his versatility by starting over 10 games at safety. In 2021, he started all games at CB and was named Second-

Team All-Big Ten.

Strengths
In press man he is patient at the LOS and doesn't bite on fakes, uses a well-timed two-handed jam to re-route and has plenty of play strength to squeeze receivers down the 
sideline, possesses fluid and loose hips which allow him to turn and transition smoothly, when trailing he regularly gets his head around to locate the ball, in off man he has 
a smooth backpedal and efficient footwork to click and close, adept at reading route combinations in zone and is superb at reading 1-2 to his side of his deep third or quarter, 

active eyes on the QB combined with spatial awareness of his peripherals allows him to break on routes quickly, exceptional ball skills with plus vertical and functional 
length to extend for a PBU, active run defender who comes downhill quickly and with outside leverage to force the run inside.

Improvements
Limited deep speed causes him to play with a large cushion and in his backpedal or side shuffle he turns and runs too early which allows for easy separation underneath, 

struggles with catch technique as he occasionally mis-times his re-route at the stem and allows separation due to being pushed off his spot.

One-Line Summary

Smooth corner who excels in press man, has quick recognition skills in zone and superb ball skills but lacks deep speed. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starting CB2 in the right system. Best as an outside corner and can play press man if he has safety help. 

Also excels in Cover 2 schemes and can play Cover 3 occasionally. 
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #9

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 4 5 3 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 2 5 6 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Mario Goodrich CB 6'0, 176 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Clemson 22 4.52 1.56 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 2" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 5 4 6 0 3 0 0 0
2019 8 3 7 0.5 2 1 0 0
2020 7 6 13 0 1 2 0 1
2021 11 26 42 0 9 2 1 0

Background

Mario Goodrich was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 114th-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best athlete and the 4th-best recruit in Missouri. Goodrich was mainly a 
special teamer and backup until he started four games in 2020 and became the starter the next season. In 2021, he was named First-Team All-AAC and a team captain.

Strengths
Two hand jams/re-routes allow him to feel breaks and stay attached to the hip, reactionary quickness to mirror the release, route combination recognition in zone coverage, 
avoids being high-low'd and reads QB's eyes well to bait and pounce on throws, ample reactionary quickness to click and close on routes in front of him, WR background 

shows up with ball skills, hand-eye coordination to breakup the pass or catch tip drill INTs, willing to come downhill and tackle RBs, regularly tackles low,

Improvements
Lacks hip discipline in press man and panicks which results in grabbing downfield, lacks play strength to squeeze receivers down the sideline or bully them at the line or 

catch point, inconsistent shedding blocks, occasionally misses tackles when he launches from too far away.

One-Line Summary

Recognition skills in zone with impressive ball skills but gets grabby downfield.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a backup and can develop into a spot starter. Outside corner who is best in a zone-heavy defense and excels in Cover 2 and Cover 4. Ability to play 

press and off man with safety help overtop.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 44/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #10

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 5 2 5 4 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 5 5 4 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Martin Emerson CB 6'1, 201 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Mississippi State 21 4.53 1.57 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 17 6.9

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 13 17 31 1.5 1 1 1 0
2020 11 44 72 1.5 11 0 0 0
2021 12 31 49 3 3 0 0 0

Background

Martin Emerson Jr. was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 848th-best recruit nationally, the 67th-best S and the 112th-best recruit in Florida. In 2019 as a true freshman 
he started five games and was named to the SEC First-Year Honor Roll. In 2020, he started all 11 games and was named to SEC Academic Honor Roll and Second Team 

All-SEC.

Strengths
excels in off coverage where he uses his long arms well on "catch" technique, able to initiate contact at the stem and turn and run to stay in-phase on vertical routes or trigger 

downhill on underneath routes, good route anticipation and has fluid hips to speed turn if necessary, in zone coverage he processes route combinations and reads the QB's 
eyes to pass off assignemnts accordingly, long arms are a nuissance at the catch point, active run defender who stacks blocks well and disengages with ample play strength, 

as a tackler he usually wraps up the midsection of ball carriers. 

Improvements
In off coverage he gives too much of a cushion when backing up - since he lacks top end speed - and leaves himself susceptible to curl routes and comebacks, struggles to 
keep up with shifty and explosive receivers as his height hurts transition quickness, can get too grabby at the stem and pull cloth to stay attached which results in flags, can 

take overly aggressive pursuit angles when tackling which leads to misses.

One-Line Summary

Long-limbed corner who loves physicality and excels in off coverage with some man and zone versatility but struggles with shiftier receivers and can be too grabby.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he could be a decent backup who develops into a solid starter. Outside-only corner who is best in off-coverage but can play man or zone.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #11

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 5 4 5 4 22 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 5 4 4 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tariq Woolen CB 6'4, 205 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UTSA 22 4.26 1.47 42"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 11" 12 7.1

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (WR) 1 - 1 - - - - -
2018 (WR) 8 - - - - - - -
2019 (WR) 7 1 2 - - - - -

2020 9 21 35 2.5 4 1 0 0
2021 9 17 25 2.5 5 1 0 0

Background
Tariq Woolen was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1003rd-best recruit nationally, the 142nd-best WR and the 138th-best recruti in Texas. Woolen played WR during 

the 2018 and 2019 seasons before transitioning to CB in 2020. 

Strengths
Fluid mover with the hip flexibility and efficient footwork to mirror route well from a backpedal or side-shuffle, uses a one or two handed jam to throw off the timing of the 
route and keeps his hands on the receiver's hip pocket or shoulder to feel out breaks and react accordingly, sound spatial awareness in zone coverage and is quick to leave his 
landmark to make a play, plenty of deep speed to be trusted on an island and squeezes receiver down the sideline when they release outside, aggressive at the catch point and 

gets hand in between the receiver's hands, active in run support and rallying to tackle underneath routes.

Improvements
Doesn't look to get his head turned around at the catch point which leads to allowing catches when he is in good position, can be a bit jumpy when mirroring releases which 

leads to him opening his hips too early.

One-Line Summary

Athletic corner with ample size and a feisty mentality who uses contact to wear down receivers but needs to improve on turning to find the ball.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starting CB2. Scheme diverse who can play press and off man and zone. Best as an outside CB.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #12

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 4 4 5 5 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 4 2 4 20 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Coby Bryant CB 6'1, 193 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 23 4.54 1.59 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 2" 17 7.31

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (S) 3 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
2018 12 30 33 0 9 2 1 0
2019 14 37 54 2.5 8 1 0 0
2020 10 31 35 1 7 4 1 0
2021 14 34 44 1.5 11 2 2 0

Background

Coby Bryant was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1644th-best recruit nationally, the 170th-best CB and the 66th-best recruit in Ohio. Brother, Christian, played DB at 
Ohio State (2010-2014) and is a member of the Arizona Cardinals. In 2021, he led the team in PBUs (11), was named AAC First Team and won the Paycom Jim Thorpe 

Award for top DB in the nation. Bryant is known as an elite competitor who is detail-oriented when it comes to development.

Strengths
Quick to process route combinations and read 1 to 2 in a flat or deep third zone, quick transition on in-breaking routes when in a deep third zone with his back to the 

sideline, smooth backpedal in off-man and explosive click and close, shows great recovery speed to get back in phase when trailing vs a downfield vertical route, uses length 
and physical toughness to squeeze receivers down the sideline and box them out of the play, active at turning head to find the ball and maintains speed when tracking, WR-
like ball skills when he has his eyes towards the ball, times his jump to high point and attack the ball at it's apex, long arms to extend at the catch point and break it up or 

catch the INT.

Improvements
Transitions from back pedal or side shuffle too early and gives up too much space underneath, breaking on out-breaking routes when in a deep third zone with his back to 

the sideline, QBs with eye manipulation can take advantage of his aggressive nature to jump routes, tackling technique in space when closing ground downhill.

One-Line Summary

Ball-hawking corner with size, length and aggressive mentality but needs to find aggression/discipline balance and improve tackling technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and spot starter who can develop into a good starter in the right system/role. Best as a #2 CB who can play on the field side and has 

versatility to play press and off in man and zone concepts. Best in Cover 2 and 3 where he can watch the QB and jump routes.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #13

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 3 5 4 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 5 5 7 2 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Marcus Jones CB 5'8, 174 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Houston 23 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (Troy) 13 34 49 2 6 2 0 0
2018 (Troy) 11 23 33 0 8 1 0 1

2020 7 18 24 2 4 1 0 0
2021 13 36 47 1 13 5 1 0

Background

Marcus Jones was a 3-star recruit, the 2053rd-best recruit nationally, the 204th-best CB and the 66th-best recruit in Alabama. Jones spent the 2017 and 2018 seasons at Troy 
where he was the 2017 Sun Belt Freshman of the Year and All-Sun Belt Second Team (return specialist & all-purpose). Jones transferred to Houston and redshirted his 2019 
season. In 2020, he earned First-Team All-America honors from the FWAA. In 2021, Jones was the recipient of the Paul Hornung Award, given to the most versatile player 

in CFB.

Strengths
Plays with a low and balanced stance off the release, explosive click and close from off coverage, physical hand fighting to squeeze WR down sideline in man coverage, 
recovery speed to close space when trailing vs underneath routes and vertical routes, receiver-like ball skills and aggressive mentality to jump routes, aggressive in run 

support and flies downhill to tackle low.

Improvements
Misses one-handed jam at the release which leaves him behind the play, panicky when beat and gets grabby to recover from a trailing position, hip fluidity when hips are 

already flipped in one direction and need to flip in the opposite direction, short arms and height limits radius to make a play on the ball and thus minimizes room for error in 
coverage, loses contested scenarios to larger WRs, 

One-Line Summary

Raw but extremely athletic nickel with sticky potential in man and exceptional ball skills.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a good starter. Best in the nickel where his height/length is less worrisome and his quickness and tackling can 

shine. Can play press and off man and off zone.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Third Round Pick

CB #14

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

7 4 2 6 4 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 3 6 5 23 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alontae Taylor CB 6'0, 199 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Tennessee 23 4.36 1.51 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 8" 14 7.08

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 12 28 40 1 2 0 2 0
2019 12 24 33 1 3 1 0 0
2020 8 22 29 2 4 1 0 0
2021 12 41 60 1 6 2 1 0

Background

Alontae Taylor was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 122nd-best recruit nationally, the 21st-best WR and the 4th-best recruit in Tennessee. Taylor was a productive 
WR in high school, tallying 8,225 yards of total offense and 75 touchdowns but switched to CB at Tennessee. In 2018, he became the first true freshman to start the season 

opener since Cameron Sutton in 2013. Taylor would start eight games in 2018, six in 2019, five in 2020 and all 12 in 2021. Taylor played through a hamstring injury in 2020 
and numerous undisclosed injuries in 2021. Selected to the SEC Football Leadership Council in 2020 where he recently completed his second term as vice chair. Voted to 
the post by his peers at the SEC meeting in February 2020 and was instrumental as a student voice in helping the SEC return to play during the COVID-19 pandemic. In 

2021, he was named to All-SEC Fourth Team.

Strengths
In press-man his one-handed jam is effective at squeezing vertical routes down the sideline, in press-zone his two-handed jam regularly possesses plenty of play strength to 

stun the receiver and re-routes them, keeps feet moving to stay in phase while hand fighting, quick route combination recognition in zone, reads QB's eyes and knows how to 
bait throws, explosive click and close from an open side shuffle, when in close enough position and attached at the hip he will turn his head to locate the ball, very willing 

tackler who aggressively defeats WR's blocks and flies downhill to tackle in open space.

Improvements
Pads pop up when he needs to transition from bump to run leading to wasted motion and clunky movements, struggles to stop on a dime when he can't feel the receiver's 

break and doesn't get low enough in his transitions, inaccurate tackler who launches from too far and struggles to wrap up.

One-Line Summary

Bump and run corner with re-routing skills and recongition ability in zone but plays high when transitioning and is a willing but inaccurate tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a backup and can develop into a solid starter. Outside corner who is best in a press-heavy scheme primarily playing variety of zone coverages and 

man with safety help.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fourth Round Pick

CB #15

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 4 5 4 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 4 5 4 2 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Derion Kendrick CB 5'11, 194 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 4.79 1.6 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 6" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 12 1 2 1 0 0 1 1
2019 13 30 43 1.5 5 2 0 0
2020 9 12 18 1.5 6 1 0 1
2021 15 24 41 2 3 4 0 0

Background

Derion Kendrick was a five-star recruit out of high school, the 26th-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best WR and the top recruit in South Carolina. Kendrick committed to 
Clemson and as a true freshman in 2018 he appeared in all games as a wide receiver. In 2019, he he was an emergency substitute at corner for a practice, worked his way 

into the starting role and was named Second Team All-ACC. In 2020, he started 8 games and was named First Team All-ACC by the coaches, AP and PFF. In 2021, 
Kendrick entered the transfer portal and he was also arrested for possession of a gun and possession of marijuana. Kendrick was found asleep in his car with the gun in his 

lap. He ended up transferring to Georgia and had a stellar season, being named to the All-SEC Second Team by the AP and coaches.

Strengths
Patient reading releases and rarely bites on fakes, while pressing he uses a well-timed one-handed strike to the receiver's chest which stalls their timing, in off-coverage he 

has a great feel for speed which allows him to know when to stop backpedalling and turn to run, regularly anticipates receiver's movements and has the reactionary 
quickness to mirror all route breaks, short-area burst to transition horizontally or vertically and stay attached at the hip, in soft-zone coverage he has a quick trigger and 

plenty of closing speed when coming downhill versus underneath routes, superb foot speed allows him to recover if he loses a step defending go-routes, turns his head to 
locate the ball, sufficient arm length and good coordination to play through the catch point, willing tackler who will come downhill and participate.

Improvements
When bailing into a side-shuffle he plays with high pads and false steps when he triggers downhill, when in a trailing position he can panic when recovering which leaves 

him susceptible to a sharp break, can get too reliant on grabbing downfield, lacks physical toughness when engaging blocks in the run game.

One-Line Summary

Athletic outside corner who excels in off-man and zone coverage but can panic and get grabby.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best on the outside in off-man coverage where he is allowed to see the play in front of him and 

react accordingly. Would fit well in man-match heavy defenses and can also play a variety of zone coverages.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 47/70 - Second Round Pick

CB #16

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

5 6 3 5 4 23 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 6 4 5 3 24 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Josh Jobe CB 5'11, 182 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 23 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021- Turf Toe Surgery - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 4 7 8 0 1 0 0 0
2019 10 21 28 0 3 1 0 1
2020 13 39 55 2 11 0 2 0
2021 12 28 38 0 4 2 0 0

Background

Josh Jobe was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 109th-best recruit nationally, the 14th-best CB and the top recruit in Connecticut. In 2018 and 2019 he played a 
rotational role and on special teams. In 2020, he became a starter and was named honorable mention All-America from PFF. In 2021, he continued to start for the Crimson 

Tide was named to the Bednarik, Nagurski and Thorpe watch lists.

Strengths
Plays in a low stance which leads to optimal balance, competitive at the release and uses a one-handed or two-handed jam to throw off the receiver's timing, in press-man 

coverage he keeps his eyes on the receiver's hips which allow him to anticipate breaks and stop on a dime, ample hip fluidity to turn and mirror route breaks, physical 
toughness throughout the rep and loves to keep his hands on the receiver to feel breaks and alter stems, when he can see the ball coming he displays good hand-eye 

coordination on breakups, physical tackler who puts his full body into his efforts to corral ball carriers.

Improvements
Concedes inside releases too easily, allows separation at the stem due to limited play strength, struggles in zone coverage as he needs to read multiple things at once and 

limited processing skills lead to slower reactions, struggles to guage the space between him and the receiver nearest his zone, uncomfortable making zone turns into a side-
shuffle position and panics when he looses his cushion downfield, lacks recovery athleticism which leads to vertical separation downfield, inconsistent at turning his head to 

find the ball.

One-Line Summary

Competitive man coverage corner with twitchy movements but lacks deep speed and zone awareness.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best in a man-heavy system and excels playing press. Potential as a flat-zone defender in Cover 2.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fourth Round Pick

CB #17

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 5 4 5 21 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 5 2 3 4 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zyon McCollum CB 6'2, 199 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Sam Houston State 22 4.33 1.46 39 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 11' - 6.48

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2017 14 30 42 1 14 3 0 0
2018 11 29 44 1.5 8 3 2 0
2019 9 16 23 2.5 8 3 2 0
2020 10 31 46 3 6 1 2 0
2021 12 39 50 2 5 3 0 0

Background
Zyon McCollum was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 2140th-best recruit nationally, the 215th-best CB and the 289th-best recruit in Texas. McCollum started 10 
games as a true freshman in 2017 and was extremely productive. He was named to All-Southland First Team in 2018, Second Team in 2019 and First Team in 2020 and 

2021.

Strengths
In zone coverage he is aware of the most pressing threat and keeps receivers in front of him, linear speed to prevent vertical separation, tons of ball production with good 

instincts to playmake.

Improvements
Not very fluid and able to transition quickly due to high pad level and stiff hips, poor technique as a tackler who rarely squares up or drives through the tackle.

One-Line Summary

Athletic corner with safety-like size who has impressive ball production but is stiff when transitioning.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental corner who can grow into a good backup. Best in a press-bail, Cover-Three heavy system as a boundary corner. Should not be 

tasked with man coverage assignments.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Fifth Round Pick

CB #18

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 4 3 4 4 19 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 2 4 5 2 16 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Damarri Mathis CB 5'11, 196 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Pittsburgh 22 4.39 1.54 43 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - "non football" related injury 11' 1" 15 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2017 3 2 2 0 1 0 0 0
2018 7 13 18 2.5 1 1 0 0
2019 12 19 23 2 11 2 0 0
2021 12 32 43 0 5 2 0 0

Background

Damarri Mathis was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 669th-best recruit nationally, the 64th-best CB and the 88th-best recruit in Florida. Earned his bachelor's degree 
in communication and is pursuing a second major in administration of justice.

Strengths
Light and bouncy feet allow him to cover ground quickly while backpedalling, quick route combination recognition skills in flat zones, closing speed when working 

downhill vs stop routes or horizontally vs crossers, scrappy mentality with active hands throughout the phase, physical toughness to squeeze receiver down the sideline, 
turns head to find the ball, feisty at the catch point and gets hand in between the receiver's hands, big hitter mentality who is an active tackler.

Improvements
While in his stance and off the release his weight is on his heels rather than toes which leads to balance issues and being pushed off his spot, overly aggressive with his one-

handed jam in press and leaves himself off balance and easily out leveraged, struggles to stay attached at the stem as he doesn't stay low to transition quickly and limited 
play strength to not get bumped off the stem, lacks arm length and height to contest jump balls and fades down the sideline.

One-Line Summary

Scarppy and quick with instinctual ball skills but lacks play strength and low pad level to stay attached at the stem.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect and can develop into a good starter. Scheme versatile with the ability to play press man and zone, plus off zone. Matchup 

based corner who can play on the outside vs shorter WRs and potentially transition to the slot.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 39/70 - Fifth Round Pick

CB #19

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 3 4 5 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 3 3 4 4 19 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Akayleb Evans CB 6'2, 197 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Missouri 22 4.46 1.57 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Shoulder injury (season) 10' 9" 17 7.07

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (Tulsa) 7 20 26 0 2 0 0 0
2018 (Tulsa) 8 13 21 1 4 0 0 0
2019 (Tulsa) 3 2 6 0 2 0 0 0
2020 (Tulsa) 9 24 29 1 3 0 1 0

2021 11 25 28 1 6 1 2 0
Background

Akayleb Evans was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2221st-best recruit nationally, the 223rd-best CB and the 309th-best recruit in Texas. Evans spent four years at 
Tulsa and transferred to Missouri to better showcase his talents.

Strengths
Great size and arm length, active and physical hands from release to phase to stem to catch point, relentless physicality with a dog mentality to make receiver's work for their 
yards, in off coverage he takes a great angle to meet in-breaking routes at the catch point, turns his head to locate the ball, hand-eye coordination needed to make plays at the 

catch point, willing run defender who is active in filling his responsibility.

Improvements
Some stiffness in his hips which limits transition speed to mirror route breaks, limited reactionary quickness when recognizing routes, lacking recovery speed to get back in 

phase when trailing, limited play strength when engaging blocks in the run game.

One-Line Summary

Long and physical corner who is raw in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a high-level backup. Best as an outside corner in a press-zone heavy scheme.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Fifth Round Pick

CB #20

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

4 3 3 4 4 18 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

3 3 3 3 5 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jaylen Watson CB 6'2, 197 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington State 23 4.51 1.55 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Year off 11' 18 7.15

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (JC) 10 24 30 - - 4 - -
2018 (JC) 13 39 43 - - 4 - -

2020 3 11 13 1 2 0 1 1
2021 12 23 31 1 3 2 0 4

Background

Jaylen Watson was unranked out of high school and attended Ventura Junior College for two years before transferring to Washington State. In 2020, he started all three 
games and was named an All-Pac-12 Conference Honorable Mention. 

Strengths
In press man he shows smooth mirroring off the release with patience and light feet for size, uses long arms to hand fight with sufficient physical toughness during the stem, 

understands zone responsibilities and recognizes route combinations, fluid click and close on in-breaking routes when playing from a side-shuffle with back to sideline in 
deep third, extends arm into catch point for breakups.

Improvements
Pads occasionlly pop up when he needs to flip his hips at the release or stem which leads to wasted movement and separation, limited play strength at the catch point as he 

can get bullied by larger receivers, passive run defender who gets stuck on blocks, inconsistent effort to get involved as a tackler and is not reliable as he fails to throttle 
down or square up and prefers to throw a shoulder.

One-Line Summary

Developmental corner with great size and length and coverage versatility but needs to keep his pads down when transitioning.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental corner who can grow into a high level backup or spot-starter. Best in press-coverage and can jam in man coverage or bail into 

zone coverage.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 33/70 - Sixth Round Pick

CB #21

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 3 3 3 4 16 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 4 3 3 3 17 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Mykael Wright CB 5'10, 173 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oregon 21 4.78 1.67 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9'5" 9 6.82

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 11 15 21 2 4 1 0 0
2020 7 19 27 0 9 0 0 0
2021 13 46 65 4 4 1 1 0

Background

Mykael Wright was a 4-star recruit, the 41st-best recruit nationally, the 4th-best CB and the 5th-best recruit in California. As a true freshman in 2019 he was a productive 
kick returner who appeared in all games as a rotational player. In 2020, he started every game, led the Pac-12 in PBUs and was named Pac-12 All-Conference First Team by 

the coaches, AP and Phil Steele. In 2021, he continued to start every game, was third on the team in tackles and ninth in the Pac-12 in PBUs. He was named a Pac-12 All-
Conference honorable mention.

Strengths
In zone coverage he recognizes route combinations and is aware of the most pressing threat, reactionary quickness to mirror breaks whether he is backpedalling or side-

shuffling, experience on the outside and in the nickel, closing speed when working downhill vs underneath routes, active run defender who is willing to get his hands dirty 
and lay a hit, dependable tackler who tracks the inside hip.

Improvements
Minimal experience in press-jam or man coverage, struggles to get low and make explosive breaks to stay attached at the hip, lacks play strength to stay attached at the stem 

if the receiver gives a slight push off, limited top end speed to prevent vertical separation, needs to turn his head around to locate the ball more often.

One-Line Summary

Zone corner with outside/inside experience who is best in off-coverage and is a dependable tackler but lacks ideal athletic ability and size.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a functional backup and can develop into a great backup and spot starter, ideally a CB3/4. Best in a zone-heavy system and excels playing off-

coverage utilizing "catch" technique.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 38/70 - Seventh Round Pick

CB #22

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 3 4 5 20 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

4 2 5 2 5 18 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Allie Green IV CB 6'2, 203 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Missouri 23 4.71 1.69 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 9' 10" 9 7.07

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (Tulsa) 5 3 7 0 2 0 0 0
2018 (Tulsa) 10 23 36 2 3 0 1 0
2019 (Tulsa) 12 27 45 2 4 0 0 1
2020 (Tulsa) 8 24 28 1 1 1 0 1

2021 11 24 30 0 4 0 0 0
Background

Allie Green IV was a 2-star recruit out of high school, the 2652nd-best recruit nationally, the 258th-best CB and the 381st-best recruit in Texas. In high school he was an all-
district basketball player. Spent first four years at Tulsa and then trasnferred to Missouri. 

Strengths
In press coverage he is physical at the line and varies his jam between a one-handed and two-handed strike, excels mirroring outside releases and has the play strength to 

squeeze receiver's down the sideline and eliminate space, keeps his hands on the receiver throughout the route in attempt to alter stems and timing, physical when engaging 
as a run defender, will initiate contact as a tackler and plays with desired physical toughness.

Improvements
In press coverage he leans on receivers and is too reliant on his hands, bends by the waist not the knees which leads to poor balance, limited reactionary quickness and stiff 
hips leads to uncontested inside releases, allows receivers to cross his face in soft-press and lacks the recovery speed to catch up, limited deep speed to carry vertical routes 

without safety help, lacks spatial awareness and route combination recognition in zone coverage, false steps when clicking and closing leads to separation on underneath 
routes, over-aggression leads to biting on double moves, with his back to the ball he struggles to track the ball and work through the catch point without drawing uneccessary 

contact.

One-Line Summary

Physical press-man corner with enticing length and height but limited athletic ability and ball skills makes him boom-or-bust in coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can grow into a high level backup. Press-man only for his projection to the NFL.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 30/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

CB #23

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

2 2 5 2 5 16 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 4 2 2 4 14 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tariq Castro-Fields CB 6'0, 197 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 23 4.38 1.5 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2020 - Undisclosed injury 10' 11" 14 7.05

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2017 7 9 10 2 3 1 1 0
2018 12 21 32 5 7 0 0 0
2019 12 32 52 3 8 2 0 0
2020 3 6 12 0 1 0 0 0
2021 12 26 33 0 6 0 0 0

Background

Tariq Castro-Fields was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 291st-best recruit nationally, the 34th-best CB and the 8th-best recruit in Maryland. The 5th year senior is an 
extremely experienced corner with 52 games played and 30 starts to his belt. In 2021, he was named All-Big Ten honorable mention by the coaches and media and earned 

the Quarterback Club Award at the team's awards banquet

Strengths
In press-man he stays attached to the hip when he uses his hands to feel route breaks, two-handed jam re-routes release to the sideline, processes motion and how offenses 
intend to use it to create switch releases while passing off the correct route in zone coverage, reactionary quickness to process route breaks or QB windups in off zone and 

closes ground with enough foot speed, willing tackler who will come downhill and remain gap disciplined.

Improvements
Click and close from off-coverage isn't smooth and explosive enough, lacks great deep speed and in off coverage he transitions from back pedal or side shuffle to sprinting 
too early which allows easy underneath separation, not an imposing or dependable tackler as he absorbs contact rather than initiate it and leads with shoulder rather than 

wrapping up.

One-Line Summary

Quick processor with potential in man coverage but is a limited athlete who doesn't trust his deep speed.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can develop into a good backup. Scheme versatile who can play press-man schemes with safety help and also Cover 

2+3 occasionally. Transition to nickel might be necessary.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 27/70 - Seventh Round Pick/UDFA

CB #24

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

3 5 2 3 2 15 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

2 3 2 3 2 12 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kyle Hamilton S 6'4, 220 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Notre Dame 20 4.59 1.6 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2021 - Knee (no surgery) 10' 11" - 6.9

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 13 27 41 1 6 4 0 0
2020 11 51 63 4.5 6 1 0 0
2021 7 19 34 2 4 3 0 0

Background
Kyle Hamilton was a 4-star recruit, the 60th-best recruit nationally, the 5th-best DS and the 9th-best recruit in Georgia. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in every 
game and started one. Was one of just four freshman to record four or more INTs. As a sophomore in 2020 he started every game and was named a Bednarik Award semi-

finalist and to the All-ACC First Team by the AP, coaches and Phil Steele. As a junior in 2021 he started seven games before suffering a season-ending knee injury. He was 
named a team captain, a finalist for the Bednarik Award, First Team All-American by Phil Steele, the FWAA and the AFCA. Was also named Second Team All-American 

by the AP.

Strengths
Alignment versatility at free and strong safety plus nickel CB, quarterbacks the defense pre-snap by getting guys aligned and in proper technique, quick to diagnose the play 
and comes downhill from 2-high to fit the run instantly, dependable open field tackler who throttles down and squares up when necessary, in press-man vs slot WRs he has 
patient hips at the release and a well-timed jam to re-route, stays in low stance throughout the phase which allows him to make smooth breaks at the stem and stay attached, 

in catch-man he uses his arm length and play strength well at the stem to feel the receiver's break and stay attached, exceptional closing speed breaking horizontally or 
vertically towards the ball, instincts to be ahead of the play and eyes to read the QB while in zone coverage, as a deep safety in two-high shells he shows elite range going 

from hash to sideline with ease, exceptional ball skills at the catch point and shows body control to contort and stay in bounds on the sideline, effective blitzer who shows off 
his speed and is smart to get his long arms in the throwing window.

Improvements
Less effective as a single high safety as his aggressive nature to jump routes can hurt him, when in the box his skinny frame limits ability to stack and shed blocks.

One-Line Summary

Instinctual and rangy safety with coverage versatility and dependable tackling vs the run while showing a nose for high-impact plays.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid starter who can grow into a very good starter who wins you games. Best in defenses that play with two-high safeties and would be exceptional 
in a Quarters heavy system that allows him to cover slot receivers. Can play FS and SS in any scenario or dime LB on clear passing downs.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 64/70 - Top Five Pick

S #1

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 7 5 7 6 31 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

7 7 6 7 6 33 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Nick Cross S 6'0, 212 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Maryland 20 4.34 1.46 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 10" 21 6.85

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 11 30 45 1 5 2 0 0
2020 4 14 23 1 3 0 1 0
2021 12 44 66 3.5 2 3 2 0

Background

Nick Cross was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 4th-best S and the top recruit in Maryland. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in every game and had five starts 
while leading the team in INTs and PBUs. In 2020, he appeared in 4 games and started 3 while being named a Honorable Mention All-Big Ten. In 2021, he started every 

game, led the team in INTs and FFs while ranking second in tackles. He was again named a Honorable Mention All-Big Ten.

Strengths
Route recognition in Cover 1, 2, 3 or 4 route mirroring in man coverage vs TEs and slots, explosive transitions when working horizontally or downhill, superb closing speed, 

hig hitter over the middle who packs a punch at the POA, rangy from deep safety positions, tracks the deep ball well, attacks the ball at the catch point to make difficult 
interceptions, foot speed and 10 yard split shows up as a blitzer from the box, disciplined force player in the run game, willing to get his nose dirty and join in on gang 

tackles.

Improvements

Could become a more reliable tackler by squaring up to his target more often, incurred a few miscommunications in coverage which led to breakdowns.

One-Line Summary

Rangy and instinctual in zone coverage with exceptional ball skills while also being effective in man coverage and can blitz but could clean up tackling technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent starter and develop into a very good starter with Pro Bowl capabilities. Versatile enough to fit any role in any scheme. Best as a FS who can 
play deep during all zone coverages. More than capable of lining up in the box or nickel to man up TEs or slots. Effective box player who should be occasionally blitzed.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 54/70 - First Round Pick

S #2

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 6 5 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 6 6 4 27 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Lewis Cine S 6'2, 199 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.37 1.56 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 11' 1" - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 6 14 19 1 2 1 0 0
2020 10 38 52 1 3 0 0 0
2021 15 43 73 2 9 1 0 0

Background

Lewis Cine was a 4-Star recruit out of high school, the 45th-best recruit nationally, the 3rd-ranked S and the 7th recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2019 he appeared in 
every game and started 2 while co-winning Special Teams Newcomer of the Year. In 2020, he started every game and finished second on the team in tackles. In 2021, Cine 
continued to improve as he started every game and led the team in tackles and PBUs. For his efforts, Cine was named AP All-SEC 1st Team, Coaches’ All-SEC 2nd Team, a 

semifinalist for the 2021 Paycom Jim Thorpe Award and Defensive MVP of the CFP Championship Game.

Strengths

Alert run defender from a two-high position and will fly downhill to make his presence felt whether he has contain or force responsibility, powerful hitter who drops ball 
carriers upon contact and is a head hunter over the middle, quick processor who diagnoses screens and blows them up, effective in off-man coverage playing "catch" 

technique on TEs, has fluid hips and a quick trigger to break downhill to limit separation, effective zone coverage defender in Cover 2 and 4 as he loves to drive down on 
intermediate crossing routes, feisty at the catch point and plays through his opponent's hands.

Improvements

A reactive player rather than an instinctual one which limits his play speed and can put him half a step behind the play, uber-aggressive nature causes him to bite on ball 
fakes or misdirection and can jump routes too early, still learning how to anticipate route combinations in zone coverage, can be picked on in single high coverage (Cover 1, 

3) when offenses put him in a conflict of assignment and he pounces on the first route he sees, raw coverage skills limit his ball-hawking capabilities, can improve on 
tackling under control and throttling down to be a more reliable in the open field.

One-Line Summary

Extremely athletic and aggressive SS who excels in man coverage on TEs and defending the run but can become more disciplined and aware in deep zone coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a very good backup and start by the end of his first year. Can develop into a very good starter in the right role. Best as a Strong Safety for a defense 
that plays lots of two-high shells (Cover 2, 4) and can be effective in the box, with potential as a blitzer.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 49/70 - Second Round Pick

S #3

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 5 5 6 27 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

6 5 4 3 4 22 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jalen Pitre S 5'11, 198 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 22 4.46 1.53 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
Torn ACL in High School 9'11" 16 6.74

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2017 12 29 37 3 1 0 0 0
2018 7 5 11 2 0 0 0 0
2019 4 9 12 2 0 0 0 0
2020 9 41 60 11 2 2 1 0
2021 14 56 75 18.5 7 2 3 3

Background

Jalen Pitre was a 3-Star recruit out of high school, the 1001st-best recruit nationally, the 76th-ranked Safety and the 137th recruit in Texas. As a true freshman in 2017 he 
appeared in every game and made 7 starts. In 2018, he appeared in every game but made just 1 start and was named All-Big 12 Academic First Team. In 2019, Pitre 

appeared in four games, redshirted the rest of the season and made All-Big 12 Academic second team. In 2020, Pitre Started all 9 games, was named to CoSIDA Academic 
All-America second team, First Team All-Big 12, Honorable Mention for Big 12 Defensive Player of the Year, AP First Team All-Big 12 and All-Big 12 Academic first 

team. Pitre led the team in total tackles and tackles for loss. In 2021, Pitre started every game and had a career year. He was named the AP's Big-12 Defensive Player of the 
Year, to the First Team All-Big 12 and was. a finalist for the Jim Thorpe Award.

Strengths
Versus the run and when in the box he displays special acceleration and motor to track down the ball from the backside, twitchy mover who can evade blocks with ease, 
physical toughness to engage blocks from TEs and create a pile up, reliable open field tackler who aims low and wraps up, physical in off-man coverage while playing 

"catch" technique and allows little separation vs TEs, recognition skills in a curl-flat zone or deep half and triggers downhill quickly to rally and tackle, dangerous blitzer 
from deep, in the box or on the line as a 3-4 OLB, blazing foot speed to win on an outside track vs tackles, sets up an inside counter move nicely.

Improvements
More of a reactive player than an instinctual one who needs to see the play develop rather than be a step ahead, can get too aggressive and bite on ball fakes and play-action, 
limited size and play strength to consistently stack and shed blocks from TEs or WRs,  in man coverage in the nickel his backpedal can be off-balance and route mirroring is 

sub par vs shifty receivers, can get tunnel vision during zone coverage assignments and lack spatial awareness of nearby routes.

One-Line Summary

A heat-seeking missile who is a tenacious blitzer and physical tackler that shows coverage capabilities as a S/LB hybrid but is very scheme specific.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a good backup and can develop into a good starter in the right defense. Best as a "STAR" and can play box safety or boundary safety in two-high 
shells. Should be a blitzing weapon vs the run and pass and can be tasked with man coverage on TEs. Should not be tasked with man coverage on slot WRs or in zone 

coverage as a single high safety.
Grade and Projection

Film grade: 46/70 - Second Round Pick

S #4

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 3 5 6 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts

5 4 3 4 5 21 The Film Don't Lie
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

JT Woods S 6'2, 195 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Baylor 21 4.36 1.55 39 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Broken collarbone 10' 8" 14 6.94

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 10 13 18 1 2 0 0 0
2019 13 27 36 2 0 0 0 3
2020 9 29 46 0.5 1 3 0 0
2021 14 44 57 4.5 2 5 0 1

Background

JT Woods was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 910th-best recruit nationally, the 69th-best safety and the 128th-best recruit in Texas. Woods has an impressive track 
resume at Baylor and in 2019 he placed third in the 100 meters with a career-best time (10.61) and seventh in the 110-meter hurdles (14.48). Additionally, he won the 110-

meter hurdles at the Baylor Invitational with a career-best time of 14.19. In 2020, Woods was named an All-Big 12 honorable mention and led the team in interceptions 
while ranking tied for third in the Big 12 in interceptions. In 2021, Woods was named an All-Big 12 honorable mention and again led the team with interceptions and tied 

for first in the FBS in interceptions.

Strengths

Effective in zone coverage as a field safety in single high or two high coverages, rangy foot speed to go from hash to sideline with ease, effective as a robber in zone 
coverage who's aware of incoming routes and has explosive closing speed to meet at the catch point, natural ball skills to high point or attack the ball and secure INTs, active 

run defender who flies downhill in a hurry, powerful hitter who drives through the ball carrier and lays the boom, also possesses the long arms to wrap up.

Improvements

Due to his height he naturally plays high in his backpedal which limits transition speed clicking and closing downhill, limited reps in man coverage, can take too aggressive 
of pursuit angles and lose outside contain, not an overly twitchy athlete with explosive change of direction which can result in him getting juked in open space. 

One-Line Summary

Long-limbed and rangy ball hawk who is an aggressive tackler but can improve his pursuit angles.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup who develops into a good starter. Best as a field safety in single high coverages or two high coverages and can also roll down post-snap 
into a robber role. 

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 45/70 - Third Round Pick

S #5

Critical Factors: Athletic Ability Processing Play Strength Play Speed Toughness Total Written by

6 5 4 6 4 25 Jordan Pun

Position Specific: Transition Speed Man Coverage Zone Coverage Ball Skills Tackling Total @Texans_Thoughts
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jaquan Brisker S 6'1, 199 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Penn State 22 4.49 1.57 34 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 22 6.91

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 13 14 31 1 4 2 0 0
2020 9 33 57 3 5 1 0 0
2021 12 38 63 6 5 2 0 1

Background

Jaquan Brisker was a 4-star recruitout of high school, the 12th-best recruit nationally, the top S and the 2nd-best recruit in Pennsylvannia. Spent 2017 and 2018 at 
Lackawanna Community College and was team captain plus Defensive Player of the Year in 2018. Transferred to Penn State in 2019 and appeared in every game but did not 
start. In 2020, he started all 9 games, led the team in PBUs, was third in tackles and named to All-Big Ten Third Team by the coaches. In 2021, he started every game, was 

voted team captain, PSU's defensive MVP and named to First Team All-Big Ten by the AP.

Strengths

Shows spatial awareness and route recognition when executing deep zones in Cover 2, ample foot speed to trigger downhill and engage in run support from a deep safety 
position, sticky man coverage defender who shows physical and reactionary quickness to mirror routes from TEs, as a box defender he engages TE's blocks with toughness 
and play strength, physical tackler who is always willing to join teammates on gang tackles, regularly in position to tackle as he throttles down and squares up to his target.

Improvements

Reactive rather than instinctive player who needs to see the play develop rather than be a step ahead of offenses, lacks the anticipation and range to survive as a single-high 
zone defender, split-second slow to process motion or misdirection which leads to hesitation steps or false steps vs the run, doesn't consistently drive through contact as a 

tackler and relies on pulling ball carriers to the ground but he lacks the grip strength to do so,

One-Line Summary

Strong safety with man coverage skills vs TEs and is an active and physical run defender who needs to clean up tackling and improve instincts in zone coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a solid backup and can develop into a solid starter. Best as a strong safety who can play in the box and support the run while also being an asset vs TEs 
in man coverage. Can play deep in Cover 2 and 4 but should be placed on the boundary side of the field and not trusted as a single high safety.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Third Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Verone McKinley III S 5'10, 198 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Oregon 23 4.65 1.69 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 16 7.12

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
2019 13 29 46 1 2 4 0 0
2020 7 24 46 0 0 1 1 1
2021 14 44 77 1 6 6 0 1

Background
Verone McKinley III was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 404th-best recruit nationally, the 38th-best CB and the 57th-best recruit in Texas. Redshirted his true 

freshman season in 2018. In 2019, he appeared in every game and made 11 starts as he tied for first in the Pac-12 in INTs and was named a FWAA Freshman All-American. 
In 2020, he appeared in every game and made 6 starts while finishing 3rd on the team in tackles. In 2021, he started every game and tied for 1st in the FBS in INTs. 

Furthermore, he was named a finalist for the Jim Thorpe Award and to the All-Pac 12 First Team (AP).

Strengths
High football IQ and quarterbacks the defense pre-snap, quick to diagnose the run from two-high or in the box, not fooled by motion or misdirection, active run defender 
who is usually a dependable tackler, in deep zones and curl flat zones he displays astute route concept recognition and picks up on play calling sequencing, fluid hips help 

him transition when covering slot WRs in man coverage, reactionary quickness to break downhill on in-breaking routes over the middle, ball skills and hand-eye 
coordination to play make and has the ball production to back it up.

Improvements
Lacks play strength to consistently line up in the box and be a thumper, skinny frame hurts his man coverage vs TEs, occasionally misses tackles when he doesn't throttle 

down and square up so that he can wrap up, lacks sideline to sideline range as a single high defender.

One-Line Summary

Versatile safety with ball skills and high football IQ but is an inconsistent tackler with a skinny frame.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a solid starter. Best as a FS in a two-high heavy defense, playing plenty of Cover 2 and Cover 4 Quarters. 

Functional as a nickel defender in man and zone coverage and can occasionally play in the box but not for extended periods.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 43/70 - Third Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dane Belton S 6'0, 205 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa 21 4.43 1.49 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 3" - 7.01

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2019 8 20 33 2 0 0 0 0
2020 8 19 33 2 3 0 0 1
2021 14 30 46 3 7 5 0 0

Background
Dane Belton was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 791st-best recruit nationally, the 64th-best S and the 102nd-best recruit in Florida. As a true freshman in 2019 he 

appeared in 8 games, started 4 and was named Academic All Big Ten. In 2020, he appeared in all 8 games and was named Honorable mention All-Big Ten by league 
coaches and media. In 2021, he started every game, was named First Team All-Big Ten by the coaches and media, Academic All Big Ten and given the Coaches 

Appreciation Award.
Strengths

In zone coverage he displays exceptional eye discipline as he will track the QB's eyes and flow towards the throw, will also find nearby routes and watch the receiver's hips 
to anticipate the route break, will get physical within 5 yards and bump receivers off their stem, exceptional reactionary quickness to mirror route breaks, takes calculated yet 

aggressive angles to squeeze throwing windows, natural ball skills with high-point ability, active and willing run defender who plays with toughness, effective run blitzer 
who times the snap well to shoot a gap and penetrate the backfield, reliable tackler who tracks the inside hip and attempts to wrap up low.

Improvements

As a run defender his average frame and lower body strength limits his ability to drop ball carriers upon impact or drive them backward, struggles to disengage from blocks 
or avoid them, raw man coverage defender versus slot receivers who isn't the twitchiest athlete and transitions aren't the smoothest, as a single high defender his false steps 

put him a step behind.

One-Line Summary

Intelligent and versatile DB who is best in a hybrid role around the LOS but has limited force as a tackler and should not be tasked with man coverage responsibilities.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a very good rotational player and potential starter in certain defenses. Can start as a nickel or STAR defender for 
zone heavy defenses. Best around the box and can match up with TEs well. Exceptional hook, hook-curl and curl-flat defender.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Third Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Bryan Cook S 6'0, 206 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Cincinnati 20 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- - - -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (FCS) 11 28 36 - - 4 - -
2018 (FCS) 10 43 61 - - 1 - -

2019 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
2020 6 19 26 1 2 0 0 0
2021 14 57 96 5 9 2 0 0

Background

Bryan Cook was not a highly recruited prospect out of high school and received one offer from Howard University. He spent two years at the HBCU before transferring to 
Cincinnati. He sat out the 2019 season due to NCAA transfer regulations. In 2020, he made two starts at Safety and in 2021, he started every game for a dominant 

secondary. He earned CoSIDA Academic All-America Second Team honors, All AAC First Team and was a permanent team captain.

Strengths
Active run defender who fits from deep or in the box and is always willing to get his nose dirty, explosive burst especially in a 10 yard distance to close space towards ball 
carriers, forceful tackler who usually squares up to his target and hits low to limit YAC, ample range in two-high and single-high shells, very aware in zone coverage and 
reads QB's eyes which puts him near the ball to make plays, excels at driving downhill to take away crossing routes, versatile man coverage defender who can click and 

close and rally to tackle on underneath routes, sufficient ball skills when he is facing the ball or with his back to it.

Improvements
As a box defender he takes false steps when reading the run especially with misdirection, desire for big hits leads to misses when he dives from too far and leads with his 

head, lacks anticipation in coverage and needs to see the play develop rather than be instinctual.

One-Line Summary

Feisty safety who is an active run defender and is versatile in coverage but lacks instincts and goes for the big hit too often.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a great backup and potentially a spot starter. Best as a boundary safety who plays in 2-high shells or in the box. 
Some ability to rotate deep as a single high safety. Can cover TEs and slot WRs on short crossing routes.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 42/70 - Fourth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kerby Joseph S 6'1, 203 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Illinois 21 - - 38 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 1" 18 -

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 10 8 9 0 1 0 0 0
2019 10 13 30 1 3 0 0 0
2020 7 12 19 0 0 0 0 0
2021 12 41 57 1 2 5 0 3

Background

Kerby Joseph was a 3-star recruit out of high school, the 1602nd-best recruit natioanlly, the 121st-best athlete and the 257th-best recruit in Florida. Joseph is a bit of a late 
bloomer who only started 2 games through his first three seasons. In 2021, he started every game, was 5th on the team in tackles, and tied for 2nd in the nation in INTs. 

Joseph was named Academic All-Big Ten, All-Big Ten First team by the AP and media and Second Team by the coaches and Phil Steele.

Strengths

In deep zone coverage he recognizes route combinations and knows when to pass off routes to teammates, when he triggers quickly he possesses impressive foot speed to 
cover ample ground, impressive ball skills, feisty through the catch point and will wrestle the ball away, passable coverage versatility in deep zones and curl-flats.

Improvements

Reactive player who needs to see the play develop rather than instinctually know what is coming, slow to read ball fakes which puts him out of position, in zone coverage he 
can have tunnel vision on the QB's eyes and be unaware of routes in his peripherals, also takes hesitation steps when breaking towards a route which makes him late, closing 

speed lacks a second gear, not a very willing tackler who looks to avoid contact, lacks physical toughness to shed TE's blocks.

One-Line Summary

Versatile zone coverage safety with ball skills to capitalize on bad throws but is slow to read and react and isn't a very physical tackler or run defender.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he can be a decent backup who develops into a decent starter. Best as a versatile DB who can align anywhere pre-snap to disguise coverages. Most effective as a 
free safety in two-high defenses and can be functional in single-high. Potential to develop into a TE stopper but should not be played in the box often early on.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 36/70 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Markquese Bell S 6'2, 212 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida A&M 23 4.41 1.51 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 3" - -

Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2017 (Maryland) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2018(CC) 8 28 52 - - 2 - -
2019 11 39 63 - - 4 - -
2021 12 71 95 - - 1 - -

Background

Markquese Bell was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 194th-best recruit nationally, the 7th-best athlete and the 3rd-best recruit in New Jersey. Bell committed to 
Maryland but never appeared in a game as he was suspended from the team due to violating student-athlete code of conduct. He spent a year at Coffeyville Community 

College and was a 3-star JUCO recruit, the 17th-best JUCO recruit nationally, the 2nd-best JUCO Safety and the 5th-best JUCO recruit in New Jersey. Bell was an instant 
starter in the 2019 season but the Rattlers cancelled their 2020 season due to COVID. Bell improved his level of play in 2021 and was named a three-time SWAC Defensive 

Player of the Week and earned FCS All-American honors.

Strengths

Impressive range in zone coverage and can cover sideline to sideline in a single high shell, displays natural ball skills and tracking to rack up ball production, in man 
coverage vs TEs his long arms and competitive toughness help him stay attached, violent blitzer who is dangerous when he times the snap well, in run defense he is feasible 

in the box as he sheds blocks well thanks to his long arms, effective coming downhill from two-high shells as he possesses a quick trigger to identify the run, fearsome 
tackler with explosive closing speed and dislodges the ball with his helmet for forced fumbles.

Improvements

In coverage he can get tunnel vision on the QB's eyes and lack route combination awareness, versus shiftier TEs in man coverage he can play too high and give up 
separation when transitioning, as a run defender he takes very aggressive pursuit angles which can put him out of position, needs to throttle down and square up to his target 

to reduce his missed tackles, skinny frame and arms need added muscle as he will occasionally bounce off tackles.

One-Line Summary

Athletic and lanky S with playmaking traits but can improve coverage awareness and tackling technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a backup who can develop into a solid starter. Best as a hybrid piece who can play in the box and blitz, but also deep in two-high shells.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 40/70 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Smoke Monday S 6'1, 207 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Auburn N/A 4.52 1.54 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
- 10' 4" 10 7

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs
2018 11 7 15 2 0 1 0 0
2019 9 13 20 2 0 1 0 0
2020 11 41 73 4 3 2 1 0
2021 13 44 53 9 5 1 0 0

Background

Smoke Monday was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 158th-best recruit nationally, the 6th-best athlete and the 21st-best recruit in Georgia. As a true freshman in 2018 
he played a rotational role and the same followed in 2019. In 2020, he earned the starting role and was named to the Second Team All-SEC by the AP and the Third Team 
All-SEC by Phil Steele. In 2021, he started every game and was named to PFF's All-SEC Second Team. Monday has been ejected in three separate games due to targeting.

Strengths
Extremely active run defender who swiftly fills his gap from deep or the box, a physical competitor who engages blocks with power and play strength, tackles with force and 

limits YAC as he drives through contact and wraps up.

Improvements
In man coverage he backpedals on the heels of his feet which leads to high pad level and he lacks fluid hips to change direction and stay in phase, lacks range and instincts in 
single high coverages, limited spatial awareness in zone coverage and lacks the ability to feel routes behind or around him, struggles passing off routes and communicating 

coverage switches, limited ball skills with his back to the ball as he rarely turns his head to locate the ball, slow processor of screens and ball fakes and has a sluggish trigger 
to break downhill and rally to tackle.

One-Line Summary

Active run defender from the box who is an enforcer but has limited athletic and mental qualities in man and zone coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
As a rookie he should be a developmental prospect who can become a good rotational player in a limited role. Best as a box safety on run downs and should not be tasked 

with any coverage responsibilities if he sees the field early.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 37/70 - Sixth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Bubba Bolden S 6'2, 209 lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Miami 22 4.47 1.52 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3 Cone
2019 - Ankle, 2021 - Shoulder and Toe 9' 8" 15 7.09

Key Stats
Year Games Played Solo Tackles Total Tackles TFLs PBUs INTs FFs FRs

2017 (USC) 5 7 8 0 0 0 0 0
2019 5 9 11 0 1 1 1 0
2020 11 50 74 6.5 3 1 4 0
2021 7 26 42 3.5 2 0 0 0

Background

Bubba Bolden was a 4-star recruit out of high school, the 59th-best recruit nationally, the 7th best S and the 3rd-best recruit in Nevada. Spent true freshman season at USC 
and got a 28-month suspension for partying, which led to him missing the 2018 season and transferring to Miami. In 2019, he appeared in five games and started one, before 

suffering a season-ending ankle injury. In 2020, he appaered in 11 games, started nine and led the team in tackles. Named to the All-ACC Second Team and a semifinalist 
for the Jim Thorpe award. In 2021, he started seven games before another season-ending injury.

Strengths

Closing speed when triggering downhill vs the run, well-built frame allows him to pack a punch at the POA, physical defeating blocks from WRs and is willing to get his 
nose dirty as a tackler, targets the feet of ball carriers rather than tackling high, possesses the functional athleticism to be solid in coverage thanks to acceleration and hip 

fluidity, feisty and competitive mentality is an asset at the catch point.

Improvements

In zone coverage he will get tunnel vision on the QB's eyes and let routes get behind him, late to react to route breaks which will leave him in no man's land, fooled by eye 
manipulation and ball fakes, chaotic tackler who will drop his head and rarely throttles down or squares up.

One-Line Summary

Athletic safety who plays with fiery passion but gets fooled in coverage too often and is a chaotic tackler.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

As a rookie he should be a developmental pick who can grow into a solid backup. Best as a strong safety playing from two-high shells and would fit Cover 2 and Cover 4 
defenses well. Feasible blitzer as a sub package dime LB.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 35/70 - Seventh Round Pick
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